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Abstract 
Vietnam’s import/export and customs services are growing rapidly, demanding 
high levels of English communication as personnel interact with clients from across 
the globe. English language training is offered in industry-specific English for 
Specific Purposes (ESP) courses, but concerns exist that the courses are not meeting 
the communication demands of these workplaces.  
This study drew on Blommaert’s (2010) sociolinguistics of mobility to 
investigate the language resources needed for communication in a large multinational 
import/export company and a customs office in an international airport in Vietnam. 
The study was focused on the English language demands of the workplaces and the 
levels of the alignment with associated ESP courses. In other words, to what extent 
were the curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment in the respective ESP courses 
aligned with the English language needs of personnel in the two workplaces? This 
was the key research question guiding the study.  
To explore the communicative practices used in the two workplaces, an 
ethnography of communication (Hymes, 1974) approach was adopted. The study 
employed methods of observations, semi-structured interviews, and document 
collection to collect data. As a valuable variety of English, English as a Lingua 
Franca (ELF) was identified in the particular genres with different choices of 
registers and stylistic features adapted to communicative conditions in the fluid 
globalised workplaces. Given the agility and unpredictability of work in globalised 
settings, the findings showed how the workers’ mobile language repertoire was not 
tied to the criterion of linguistic accuracy, but rather favoured the achievement of 
meanings and functions. However, the adaptable and truncated ‘good enough’ 
language observed in the two industries did not align with the lexico-grammatical 
focus of the ESP courses.  
The implication is that those language demands in the globalised workplaces 
were not taught in the respective ESP courses. Recommendations focus on the triadic 
dimensions of the ESP program: first, the curriculum should be Vietnamese themed 
and relevant to the local industries; second, the pedagogy should develop students’ 
both spoken and written genres through authentic materials sourced directly from the 
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target industries; third, the assessment should promote application and 
communicative competence with functional priorities rather than language 
correctness.   
The study is significant in documenting the types of language used in 
specialised and globalised workplaces. Within an understanding of the 
sociolinguistics of mobility, ESP needs not be tied to traditional forms of language 
teaching governed by lexico-grammatical knowledge. Rather, ESP courses should be 
more concerned with building students’ strategies and understandings to meet the 
communicative demands of their interactions in sites marked with intercultural 
connections. The study contributes to rethinking and renovating ESP curriculum to 
better align with the shifting communicative practices in target industries at a time of 
globalisation.  
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 Chapter 1: Introduction 1 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
This study investigated the degree of the alignment between Specialist 
Language Curriculum and the needs of industry in the rapidly developing and 
globalising Vietnamese context. It involved examining current approaches to 
teaching English for Specific Purposes (ESP) courses in Vietnamese higher 
education including the selection of materials and their relevance to the study 
context. More particularly, the study focused on English for international business 
transactions in import/export and customs services in higher education in Ho Chi 
Minh City (HCMC) in a world of increasing globalisation and economic integration.  
This thesis looked at the situated uses of ESP through Blommaert’s (2010) emerging 
paradigm regarding the sociolinguistics of mobility and the ethnography of  
communication approach (Hymes, 1964, 1974; Saville-Troike, 1989) to document 
and analyse professional communication conventions in these business contexts. 
ESP has become a compulsory subject in tertiary education in Vietnam since 
Vietnam achieved membership of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) in 2007 and 
Vietnamese businesses’ exposure to rapid globalisation. Working at such a 
multilingual interface requires employees to be able to undertake business with 
foreign partners in the English of specialist in areas such as Finance, Accounting, 
Import/Export, Tourism, and Information Technology. One of the common issues 
related to ESP teaching is that learners are exposed merely to the technical terms of 
the specialised fields and there is little access to common rhetorical conventions for 
workplace scenarios. Rigid repetition of such technical terms will not produce 
communicative competence; however, English communication is one of the most 
important skills necessary for learners’ jobs in the future.  
I have been working as a lecturer of English, especially English for 
international business, in Vietnamese academic institutions since 2004. As an ESP 
practitioner, I am interested in issues related to ESP teaching and learning, 
curriculum adaptation, and curriculum development to meet learners’ as well as 
society’s needs. At my current workplace, I together with a colleague have compiled 
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the curricular materials for English for Finance and Banking. In 2009, I successfully 
defended my MA thesis entitled Content-based Instruction in the Teaching of 
English for Accounting at the College of Finance and Customs at the University of 
Social Sciences and Humanities (USSH) – Ho Chi Minh National University. With 
the experience gained from my learning and teaching, I can see the need to do more 
research to better align ESP courses with the increasing demands for the Vietnamese 
workforce to be able to conduct intercultural interactions. Therefore, researching 
English for international business in this era of Vietnam’s economic progress 
addresses both my professional interests and the country’s development through 
education. 
1.2 THE RESEARCH CONTEXT 
This section presents elements related to the context of the study including the 
global and national context of Vietnam, the local context of Ho Chi Minh City 
(HCMC) as Vietnam’s economic hub, the comeback of English in the national 
education system, and English teaching in academic institutions in HCMC. These 
elements help readers gain a general overview of the background to the research. 
1.2.1 Global and national context of Vietnam 
Since the Doi Moi economic reforms in 1986, Vietnam has opened its door to 
facilitate business affairs with foreign countries around the world. Vietnam joined 
the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) in 1995, the Asia-Europe 
Meeting (ASEM) in 1996, and the Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation (APEC) 
forum in 1998. These memberships have facilitated opportunities including foreign 
investment, employment opportunities, educational, technological, and scientific 
exchanges, and market expansion. ASEAN statistics predicts Vietnam to be the next 
‘economic dragon’ in Asia and acknowledges its achievements including a Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) that has quadrupled in the ten years leading up to 2012 
(Luong, 2013). 
Significantly, Vietnam also became the 150th member of the World Trade 
Organisation (WTO) in 2007. It has subsequently experienced a lot of challenges as 
well as opportunities. This participation promises to increase revenue for the nation 
through international trade and has created an attractive job market for the potential 
labour force. More importantly, the transition from a centrally planned economy to a 
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market economy and becoming an industrial country by 2020 has been the central 
foci in the country’s vision. 
Globalisation, understood as the growth of transnational economic activities 
and the associated intercultural linguistic interface, is a vital requirement for 
countries in the modern economy. To stimulate this trend, Vietnam has implemented 
economic reforms and promoted its international trade capacity to the world 
community. In the recent period of free trade in an open market, Vietnam has 
established bilateral cooperation with over 170 countries, widened international trade 
affairs, and exported goods to more than 230 nations in the world. Since achieving 
WTO membership, exports have increased by 14% annually from 2007 – 2010 (Press 
and Information Department - Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2014). 
According to the Vietnamese Prime Minister Mr Nguyen Tan Dung, the 
economy of Vietnam in 2013 and the first six months of 2014 stabilised and was 
expected to maintain this level of growth to the end of year 2014 (Foreign 
Investment Agency, 2014a). Global business is considered the key to creating a 
better economy (Banutu-Gomez, 2014). Vietnam has attracted much foreign 
investment from more developed countries to set up joint-ventures and manage 
subsidiaries. The Foreign Investment Agency (2014) reported that, to the end of 
April 2014, Japan was the biggest investor in Vietnam with 2,266 investment 
projects and total investment capital of $35.51 billion. In addition, Korea initiated 
3,736 investment projects with $30.77 billion in capital. Also in the same period, 
Singapore initiated 1,266 investment projects with a total turnover of approximately 
$30.29 billion.   
According to the General Department of Vietnam Customs (2016), the total 
turnover of import/export of the country in June 2016 was $29.47 billion, an increase 
of 1.9% compared with the previous month. Key products for export included cell 
phones and accessories, garment, computers and accessories. Also key products for 
import were computers and accessories, machinery and equipment. Figure 1.1 below 
indicates the gradual growth in import/export turnover of the key products as 
mentioned in the first six months from 2011 to 2016. It was evident that the export 
turnover increased six times from $4.65 billion in 2011 to $24.82 billion in 2016. In 
a similar way, the import turnover increased approximately four times from $4.3 
million in 2011 to $17.42 million in 2016.      
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Figure 1.1. Import/Export turnover from 2011 to 2016. 
In general, the economy of Vietnam has grown rapidly during the past decades. 
The increase of foreign investment as well as various forms of conglomerate 
companies is promising a better future for the country. In fact, Welle-Strand, Vlaicu, 
and Tjeldvoll (2013, p. 184) argue that “the economy of Vietnam since the Doi Moi 
market-based reforms has proved successful, and Vietnam has prospered, particularly 
in times of general upturn in the world economy”. One of the key economic sectors 
witnessing an increasing turnover for the country is import/export businesses, and Ho 
Chi Minh City is considered the economic hub for such international exchanges. 
1.2.2 Local context of Ho Chi Minh City 
Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC), with an area of only 0.6% in the nation but 6.6% 
of the population, is Vietnam’s economic hub and the key economic city in the South 
of Vietnam. It is the nation’s biggest centre for import and export activities 
(Management of Industrial and Processing Zones of Ho Chi Minh City, 2014), 
contributing one third of the GDP to the whole country (Vuong, 2015). According to 
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Vietnam Trade Promotion Agency (2013), the city’s economy has increased over 
time: 53.6% of the total GDP of the city stemming from commerce-service, 45.3% 
from industry-construction, and 1.1% from agriculture. Since the issue of the Foreign 
Investment Law in 1998, HCMC has attracted investment from surrounding 
countries such as Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Korea, and Taiwan. The leading 
services attracting investment are in real estate, commerce and industry consultancy, 
hotel and restaurant, transportation, and logistics for import/export services. 
According to a report from Planning and Investment Service (Nhu, 2014), in 
the first six months of 2014, HCMC granted investment licenses for 169 foreign 
investment projects with the total of registered capital approaching $970 billion, a 
doubling of foreign capital compared to the end of 2013. Planning prioritises 
developing a knowledge economy and services such as finance-banking, credit-
insurance, trade, logistics and telecommunication (Phuong, 2014). According to 
available statistics, HCMC has three processing and 12 industrial zones together with 
574 import/export companies (Hanh, 2011).  
These enterprises need a large skilful workforce with both the requisite 
professional knowledge and English language competence. To meet the rising needs 
for such a skilled workforce, more and more private and public higher education 
institutions in HCMC have been established. Although there are over 20 colleges and 
35 universities in HCMC training students to work in business (Nguyen & Nghiem, 
2014), there is a persistent shortage of skilled employees (Ministry of Planning and 
Investment, 2016). In fact, English communication skills and professional knowledge 
appear to be indispensable. Therefore, a lack in one of those two skill sets will 
impede potential workers from gaining employment as well as job advancement. 
There has been an increasing number of academic institutions as well as language 
centres established to meet the learners’ needs; however, the number of people who 
are capable of handling professional tasks in English is very limited. 
1.2.3 The comeback of English in the national education system 
Foreign language education in Vietnam has undergone considerable change 
over time. English used to be the mandated foreign language taught during the 
American-Vietnamese War from 1955 to 1975. However, after the Communist 
victory in 1975, it was banished from the education system (Wright, 2002). Since 
economic reforms in 1986 and the normalisation of relations between America and 
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Vietnam in 1995, English has become the dominant language for foreign cooperation 
and integration. Moreover, tourism and business have attracted large numbers of 
English-speaking visitors to Vietnam recently. Therefore, social demands have 
forced the re-emergence of English as the language of choice for broader 
communication and cooperation (Do, 2006). This period has accordingly seen the 
comeback of English in Vietnamese educational curricula in both schools and higher 
education. 
English as a foreign language has become a compulsory subject in general 
education as well as at the tertiary level. In some cities and provinces, it is also an 
elective subject being piloted at primary school from Grade Three. In tertiary 
education, students have typically studied from 60 to 150 hours of General English 
(GE) and up to 150 hours of English for Specific Purposes (ESP) depending on their 
chosen majors. To address the vital role of English in the context of globalisation 
nowadays, on 30 September, 2008, the Vietnamese Prime Minister Mr. Nguyen Tan 
Dung announced the Project, ‘Teaching and Learning Foreign Languages in the 
National Formal Educational System in the Period of 2008 – 2020’ (The Vietnamese 
Prime Minister, 2008). The general objective of this project is to invest heavily in 
renovating the teaching and learning of foreign languages (in particular English) in 
the national educational system with the aim of achieving rapid improvement of the 
foreign language capability of the local population. 
In addition, Circular 01/2014/TT-BGDĐT issued on 24 January, 2014 by the 
Ministry of Education and Training (MOET) outlined the required level of English 
competence for tertiary graduates. This level is based on the Common European 
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) in which six levels are described 
from A1 (least competent), A2, B1, B2, C1, and C2 (most competent) (Ministry of 
Education and Training, 2014). The Circular sets different minimum English 
requirements for university graduates of non-English majors whose degree is not in 
linguistics and those of English majors who are studying an English language course. 
Non-English majors are now required to attend 350 to 400 45-minute periods of 
English classes and achieve a B1 level on graduation. After graduation, they are 
expected to be able to communicate in situations using general and technical 
language at an intermediate level. In contrast, English majors are required to spend 
more time on language, attending 700 to 800 45-minute classes to attain a C1 level. 
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As graduates, they are expected to comfortably access complex documents in 
English as well as demonstrate their linguistic capabilities in most interactions at an 
upper-intermediate level.  
To work towards the defined standards stipulated in the Circular, from 2012, 
higher education institutions have been choosing and compiling suitable English 
teaching materials for key non-English majors such as Business Management, 
Tourism, Finance and Banking, and International Business. These courses aim to 
enhance Vietnamese students’ English language proficiency in their specialist fields. 
In addition, teachers of English, as the key workforce to help learners be able to 
communicate in English of the specialised fields, have been given priority to attend 
intensive preparatory courses for proficiency tests such as International English 
Language Testing System (IELTS) or Test of English as a Foreign Language 
(TOEFL) and short courses in specialised fields to improve both their English 
language and their specialised content knowledge.  
Furthermore, teachers working in tertiary institutions will have more 
opportunities to apply for a scholarship to do a PhD overseas if they demonstrate 
sufficient English proficiency. The 911 Project, announced in the Decision 
numbered 911/QĐ-TTg issued on 17 June, 2010 by the Vietnamese Prime Minister 
Mr. Nguyen Tan Dung, and Circular 35/2012/TT-BGDĐT issued on 12 October, 
2012 by MOET, outline the implementation strategy towards the aforementioned 
targets. Under this Project, an expected number of 1,100 PhD candidates would be 
sent overseas in 2013 and 10,000 in total by 2020, of which the researcher is one. To 
this extent, this national commitment emphasises the importance given to the 
strategic role of English proficiency which has become one of the main foci of the 
Vietnamese government’s policy nowadays. This strategically layered national 
investment in English language proficiency amounts to an economic policy designed 
to project Vietnam into a prosperous future. 
1.2.4 English teaching in academic institutions in Ho Chi Minh City 
In the current period of economic integration, English is an important means of 
communication for the country’s development of economy and scientific technology 
as well as for cultural exchanges with countries across the world (Do, 2006; Ministry 
of Education and Training, 2012). According to Professor Nguyen Ngoc Hung, Head 
of the Project Teaching and Learning Foreign Languages in the National Formal 
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Educational System in the Period of 2008 – 2020, there is an urgent need to renovate 
English teaching and learning methods in the challenging context of contemporary 
Vietnam. Moreover, he emphasises that English is the key to ‘international passport’ 
with which the Vietnamese workforce need to equip themselves to work in this 
competitive environment (Ha Noi University, 2011).  
To prepare students’ English proficiency for working in the future as outlined 
in the Project, academic institutions in HCMC have implemented a program of 
teaching some specialist subjects in English. According to the Education and 
Training Department of HCMC, in 2014 – 2015, 30 primary and secondary schools 
would experiment with teaching Maths and science subjects in English (Thuy, 2014). 
With a similar aim of improving English competence for students, 10 high schools in 
HCMC have experimented with teaching Maths and science subjects in English. This 
effort involves over 1,600 students (H. Lan & Trinh, 2012). Moreover, institutions 
have been choosing and compiling suitable English teaching materials for non-
English key majors such as Business Management, Tourism, Finance and Banking, 
and International Business to enhance learners’ English language proficiency in their 
specialist fields from 2012. One of the initiatives for this plan was being conducted at 
USSH. According to Dr Pham Tan Ha, Head of the Training Department in USSH, 
some specialist subjects are being taught in English such as International Relations, 
Tourism and Travel Management, and Sociology (H. Tran, 2014). 
It is widely accepted that HCMC is the centre for education in Vietnam. It has 
also been the chosen site for the initiative to experiment with English teaching 
programs to meet society’s growing needs in the multicultural and multinational 
interfaces. The most recent one implemented by Education and Training Department 
of HCMC was the project ‘Renovating teaching and learning Maths, science 
subjects, and English according to advanced standards based on a method 
integrating Vietnamese programs with British national programs’ (V. Tran, 2014). 
This new program combined content and pedagogy of the two countries and was 
introduced in the school year 2014 – 2015. In this program, students would study 
Maths and science subjects in academic English as well as prepare for international 
English proficiency tests such as IELTS, TOEFL, and Cambridge English. The aim 
was to prepare students for knowledge of the specialised subjects and their English 
proficiency to meet the graduation requirements for prestigious examination systems 
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recognised across the world. Eventually, this plan would be extended to all levels of 
general education from primary to high schools and piloted at 20 to 30 schools in 
HCMC first (Tran, 2014). 
1.2.5 Summary 
In the context of rapid economic globalisation, Vietnam is now conducting 
international business with countries across the world. Given this perspective, 
English is increasingly used as a business lingua franca by Vietnamese people for 
foreign business interactions and communication. Together with supporting the 
society’s economic development, the government has also invested heavily in 
English curriculum innovation and preparing better qualified teachers of English in 
all levels who will train the skilled graduates for the industry. 
1.3 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
Workplaces and businesses are changing rapidly in order to compete in today’s 
globalised economy. The key to these changes and the processes of adaptation are 
their employees. In multinational situations where overseas companies are 
establishing businesses in new sites, it is the local employees with relevant language 
skills who make all the differences and will play a central role in mediating language 
and cultural diversity (Born & Peltokorpi, 2010). To achieve the skills that they need 
to work in these multinational working environments, local employees attend courses 
both overseas and in local higher education institutions. These courses are intended 
to give them the requisite skills and language for employment in globalised 
workplaces.  
The current economic period has had an important impact on the job market 
which has subsequently affected the goals of education forcing a stronger focus on 
preparation for work. Academic institutions now recognise an urgent need to adapt 
education programs to equip learners with skills and knowledge to meet the demands 
of an increasingly competitive international workforce (Torres & Burbules, 2000). In 
addition, given technological progress, English is the ultimate tool for students to 
access the latest information in an ever-changing world: “technology has created 
change in all aspects of society, and it is also changing our expectations of what 
students must learn in order to function effectively” (Ibrahim, 2010, p. 200). 
However, it is widely recognised by language educators that “curricular innovation is 
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an extremely complex matter because of the need to take into account the perceptions 
of the key stakeholders within specific sociocultural contexts” (Le & Barnard, 2009, 
p. 21). 
Workplace communication in big conglomerates, multinational corporations, 
and international collaborations no longer happens within a single geographical, 
cultural or linguistic frame. This creates more cultural diversity in the workplace 
because people from different countries come to work together. Workplace 
communication will increasingly involve more than one language which will 
challenge employees with limited linguistic competence (Lam, Cheng, & Kong, 
2014). English has evolved as the business lingua franca (Brutt-Griffler, 2002; Firth, 
1996; Harris & Bargiela-Chiappini, 2003; Nickerson, 2005), and English 
communication is one of the most important soft skills supporting the transaction of 
global business (Önek, 2013; Pranee, 2010). Effective English communication has 
become one of the corporations’ strategies to better meet clients’ needs as well as 
facilitate foreign transactions and to generate profit. Moreover, employees’ skills 
include both work performance and interpersonal communication. For the latter, 
English communication is a vital requirement for the creation and maintenance of 
strong internal and external relationships between staff and foreign customers 
(Michael, 2000). Being competent in English communication appears to be important 
because misunderstandings due to poor communication at work can lead to lower 
productivity at the enterprise level.  
In response to demands for communication in globalised workplaces, education 
reforms, particularly the English-language curriculum, have become a priority in 
Vietnam. This is inevitable because Vietnam has expanded markets to countries 
across the world since achieving membership of WTO and ASEAN bloc which 
demands more employees with English proficiency in business communication (Le 
& Barnard, 2009; Stroupe & Kimura, 2015). Consequently, preparing a skilful 
workforce for such working environments has become more important than ever. 
1.3.1 A shift to English for Specific Purposes 
Investing in the English proficiency of the local workforce has become an 
important strategy to achieve Vietnam’s economic goals. The local workforce needs 
English competence for interactions and negotiation, not just comprehension. In 
order to understand multiple perspectives and accept different possible 
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interpretations of the messages in interactions, Vietnamese learners need to not only 
have excellent knowledge of the specialist terminology but also understand the 
culturally embedded nature of language use. These workplace needs challenge 
traditional modes of what a foreign language is and how it should be learned and 
taught.  
English for Specific Purposes (ESP) seeks a congruent approach to provide 
learners with both content of the specialist and the linguistic knowledge to develop 
communicative skills necessary for work-related communication (Angouri, 2010). 
ESP has been defined as “viewing learners in terms of their work or study roles, not 
personal needs or general interest” (Basturkmen, 2010, p. 3). The value of ESP and 
other content-related language teaching is that they are context specific and marry 
specific workplace needs with language learning. This is important because “the 
linguistic proficiency in everyday settings is incommensurably different from the 
linguistic proficiency in classroom settings, even in classrooms that purport to be 
communicatively oriented” (van Lier, 2002, p. 145). 
ESP prepares learners to be able to use English in academic, professional or 
workplace settings (Mohammadi & Mouasvi, 2013). ESP learners have typically 
already mastered some knowledge of English, and their aims are to learn English in 
specific domains to perform particular job-related functions (Pranckevičiūtė & 
Zajankauskaitė, 2012). In other respects, employers often blame ESP teaching 
methods and learning materials in institutions for the workforce’s poor language 
competence. Therefore, it appears that workplaces place heavy demands on teachers 
to adapt materials and cope with subject matter beyond the bounds of their previous 
experience, and even language use (Belcher, 2004; Hutchinson & Waters, 1987).   
1.3.2 Purposes of the study 
This study proposed to investigate the alignment between the ESP course and 
the needs of industry in the fast-developing and globalising context of Vietnam. 
Empirically, it focused on English for international business transactions in 
import/export and customs services in the economic hub of HCMC. The research 
studied a case study program of a college ESP course and two relevant workplaces as 
a way to understand and address the current conundrum and urgency facing the 
teaching and learning of ESP in Vietnam to meet workplace language demands.   
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To satisfy the increasing demands of the job market, the case study institution, 
under the control of Ministry of Finance, was the only academy in the South of 
Vietnam formally training students to work in the fields of import/export and 
customs. In recognition of the role of English in facilitating international business, 
the director recently added more volume to the English curriculum for the 
International Business program. Specifically, students studied a total of 285 45-
minute periods of English classes compared to 150 periods previously. This increase 
met the requirements set by MOET for students to achieve B1 level on graduation. 
Among the 285 periods of English, General English (GE) and English for 
International Business (EIB) shared similar parts. Students studied five periods of 
GE per week in the first year, then five periods of EIB per week in the second year.  
Statistics from the case study institution showed that, three months after 
graduation, only 55.26% of students from the International Business program were 
offered a job in customs and import/export in 2011, declining to 46.67% in 2012. A 
large number of these graduates had to find work in other services such as marketing, 
sales, or as clerks in offices rather than in customs or import/export. One of the main 
reasons inferred by the Faculty of Foreign Languages for this failure of graduates to 
gain jobs in customs and import/export organisations was the students’ limited 
English language competence. The general concern relates to the graduates’ English 
programs, particularly the curricular resources and associated pedagogy. This view 
suggests a significant national problem given the considerable national investment 
and priority to this area of learning in Vietnamese higher education, and the high 
stakes involved for the nation, employers, and employees.  
This research project explored first, how teachers of the ESP course articulated 
the cultural and communicative aspects they incorporated into their curricular 
content to align with the nature and demands of intercultural and multilingual 
workplaces. Second, it investigated the communicative practices employees used to 
undertake import/export and customs interactions at work. Third, the study aimed to 
examine the degree of congruence between the curricular input in ESP classes and 
workplace communication demands by using textual analysis and genre analysis to 
analyse the nature of language practices in the classrooms and authentic documents 
and transcripts collected in the workplaces. This study sought to identify problems 
causing any misalignment between the ESP course and industry needs and hence 
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helps curriculum developers as well as ESP practitioners develop better teaching 
materials and pedagogical choices.   
The point of this study is to fill an emerging gap in researching English for 
import/export and customs services in HCMC where more and more multilingual 
interactions are happening, but locally-trained employees are not often equipped with 
the necessary language skills to communicate appropriately and effectively in such 
contexts. The research study aims to contribute to (1) improving the effectiveness of 
teaching English as a business lingua franca in Vietnamese tertiary institutions; (2) 
better meeting industry’s needs through the upskilling of graduates; (3) developing 
understandings of intercultural competence in multicultural contexts. More broadly 
for the field of language education, this study adopted the concept of 
‘sociolinguistics of mobility’ (Blommaert, 2010) to explore a more diverse language 
repertoire used in globalised environments. This helps contribute to a greater 
understanding of the ways that the linguistic demands of globalised workplaces can 
align with pedagogic and curricular responses. 
1.3.3 Statement of research problem and questions 
Globalisation has fostered business activities across country borders and 
increased the flow of immigrants for business reasons: “As immigrants leave their 
home countries in search of jobs and a better quality of life, language diversity in the 
workplace is becoming a reality for companies all over the world” (Duval-Couetil & 
Mikulecky, 2011, p. 209). The reduced distance, dynamic interface, and growing 
exchange among businesses across the world have created a trend towards more 
intercultural communication (Bhatia, 1993). Accordingly, English communication, in 
particular English for international business is playing a more important role than 
ever. 
Given this perspective, English for international business has been taught 
widely in higher education in Vietnam. However, my own experience as an ESP 
teacher suggests that the coursebooks are chosen for technical knowledge, often 
because the title corresponds to the specialist field, e.g. the book titled 
Import/Export: How to Take Your Business across Borders written by Dr. Carl A. 
Nelson being chosen for the English for Import/Export ESP strand. This generally 
means coursebooks prepared for English as a Native Language (ENL) speakers are 
selected, thus privileging the technical knowledge underpinning ESP not the 
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communicative skills. There has been little investigation about whether the content 
accords with the students’ learning needs and future workplace communicative 
practices. There is certainly a lack of authentic, and accessible or meaningful 
materials which might better kindle learners’ motivation. In my experience, most of 
the materials selected for ESP courses are “published coursebooks” rather than “in-
house materials” that reflect the local context (Robinson, 1991, p. 58).  
In reality, few ESP published materials fit the specific needs of learners, so it 
appears to be more effective to compose in-house materials which are pertinent to 
students’ level (Pham & Malvetti, 2012). With in-house materials, learners can 
access authentic language with the support of ‘scaffolding’ (Hammond & Gibbons, 
2001) techniques. This approach is considered the most practical principle for ESP 
practitioners to produce suitable materials to meet the learners’ requirements. This 
process promotes learners’ progress and leads them to a deeper understanding and 
ultimately greater independence in the learning process (Education Reform, 2013).  
Faced with the usual practice of coursebook selection privileging technical 
knowledge, I considered research on aligning English programs for import/export 
and customs services with the society’s language demands nowadays as timely and 
needed. The problem this project addresses is in the juncture between “the most 
frequently found spoken and written professional genres in the actual industry 
settings are and those in ESP teaching and learning resources in the multicultural and 
multilingual interfaces” (Lam et al., 2014, p. 71). 
The central research questions driving this study are: 
1. What kinds of communicative practices characterise globalised workplaces 
in Vietnam in the current phase of open-market reforms? 
2. How can ESP courses in higher education better prepare workers for these 
contexts? 
These questions can be approached through three sub-questions: 
a) What kinds of communicative practices or genres characterise 
globalised workplaces in Vietnam in the current phase of open-market 
reforms? 
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b) What approaches, methods, and materials are used to teach ESP 
courses in Vietnamese higher education?  
c) How do higher education ESP courses align with the workplace needs 
in workplaces at the linguistic interface of globalised trade and 
development in Vietnam? 
1.4 RESEARCH DESIGN 
This study sought to examine the alignment between the specific English 
language needs of the industry settings and the courses teaching this English as part 
of efforts to improve globalised trade and development in Vietnam. Therefore, the 
research adapted a case study design with three relevant settings: a government 
higher education college where the ESP course was implemented, an import/export 
company, and a customs office where there were international and intercultural 
interactions using English as a lingua franca.  
The study looked at the situated uses of ESP in an import/export company and 
a customs office through Blommaert’s (2010) emerging paradigm regarding the 
language mobility to define professional communication conventions in workplace 
contexts. An ethnography of communication approach as proposed by Hymes (1974) 
was employed to study the types of authentic language used at the two worksites. 
Two qualitative research methods typically involved in ethnographic studies are 
observation and interview (Carbaugh, 2007b; Dowling & Brown, 2009; Eisenhart, 
2001; Singer, 2009). An observational process was conducted in an import/export 
company and a customs office. The researcher took the role of a nonparticipant 
observer to observe and record authentic talk that happened during work procedures 
at the two workplace settings. Due to issues of industry confidentiality, there were 
some limitations to what could be observed or recorded in each setting.    
Semi-structured interviews (Galletta, 2013; Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009) were 
utilised for this study to investigate participants’ thoughts and perspectives on the 
benefits, expectations, and constraints regarding the use of English language for 
intercultural communication. Semi-structured interviews were also adopted to 
explore ESP teachers’ views about the types and use of teaching materials as well as 
their pedagogical decision-making in relation to target workplace needs. 
Observational and interviewing protocols were designed for these two methods, then 
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genre analysis (Bhatia, 1993) and thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) were 
applied to analyse data after the necessary transcription processes.  
In addition to observations and semi-structured interviews, document 
collection is also considered an important source of data in social research (Finnegan, 
2006). The documents collected included samples of emails and transcripts of phone 
calls from the import/export company, Customs guidelines and in-house training 
materials from the customs office, two sets of coursebooks, and two final written-
based tests from the college. These documents were analysed for topical themes, 
genres, interactive patterns, and communicative intent. The analyses provided 
insights beyond the surface-level textual analysis to identify and characterise the 
intercultural communication demands of multilingual and multicultural workplaces 
in the Vietnamese context. 
The research participants included one Department Head in the import/export 
company and two customs officers in the customs office. They were selected in 
terms of having at least three years’ experience in their current position and their 
understanding of the English language needs for intercultural communication. The 
third group of participants were four ESP teachers of the college. They were chosen 
in terms of their ages and levels of experiences to give some sense of the diversity 
within teacher attitudes, practices, and experiences in the ESP course. Unfortunately, 
it was not possible to schedule the researcher’s field trip for data collection with the 
ESP course delivery. This practical constraint meant that it was not possible to 
observe the ESP classes. This part of the design relied on interview data. The final 
stage in this case study design helped explore the degree of alignment between the 
ESP course taught in the college and the communicative practices used in the 
globalised workplaces. All of the methods were conducted in compliance with the 
necessary ethics approval. 
1.5 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY  
Amongst the many specialisations in ESP across the fields of finance and 
banking, business administration, insurance, and accounting, English for 
import/export and customs services are attracting growing numbers of students 
because their envisaged future jobs will inevitably involve international business 
transactions and interactions. Despite this trend, notably in Vietnam, English for 
customs and import/export appear to have attracted little attention.  
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The overarching significance of this study is that it contributes to scholarship 
around ESP practices and curriculum innovation to better meet society’s changing 
needs. It also complements findings from past studies in other globalised settings. 
Particularly, materials for higher education courses in the growing field of English 
for international business in contexts of rapid globalisation such as Vietnam will be 
better informed by this study’s examination of authentic communicative practices at 
work. The research is important for four reasons. It (1) provides findings regarding 
actual types of communication in such workplaces and how these correspond to the 
content and genres developed in classroom settings; (2) challenges pedagogical 
practices to develop approaches to intercultural competence; (3) contributes to a 
greater understanding of the ways in which the linguistic demands of transnational 
workplaces can align with pedagogic and curricular responses to meet industry’s 
needs through the upskilling of graduates; and (4) adds to professional knowledge for 
ESP curriculum development in higher education locally and internationally.     
1.6 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
This chapter has outlined the background context, research problem, and 
significance of the study. Chapter 2 reviews the existing literature relating to ESP 
teaching and learning, particularly English for international business in higher 
education in the face of accelerating globalisation. The theoretical framework for the 
study is presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 outlines the design of the research 
including the methodology, research settings, participants, data collection 
instruments, analysis methods, and ethical consideration. The analyses of English 
language communicative practices in the customs and import/export settings are 
presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Chapter 7 describes the language demands in 
the ESP course for import/export and customs services in the college. Finally, the 
alignment between the ESP course and globalised workplace needs is discussed in 
Chapter 8; and implications for the language resources used in the two workplaces 
and the ESP course taught in the college; recommendations; contributions; 
limitations; and conclusion of the study are also presented in this chapter.    
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter reviews literature that reports on relevant empirical studies which 
pertain to language demands in transnational workplaces. Most published studies 
about multilingual companies using English as a lingua franca have been conducted 
in countries other than Vietnam. There are a limited number of studies in the 
literature in terms of knowledge and understandings about, firstly, the Vietnamese 
context; secondly, the local import/export and customs services. As argued in 
Chapter 1, these workplaces serve as a vital contact point between overseas 
companies and organisations conducting business in Vietnam and are  thus of great 
importance to the current national development program.  
In this section of the thesis, I bring together some of the key research fields 
from the literature relevant to my study. The research fields which I will review are 
(1) the relationship between English for Specific Purposes (ESP) programs and 
industry in globalising contexts; (2) the types of language needed and used in the 
workplace settings; and (3) material design in ESP programs. Most ESP programs 
are designed primarily and pragmatically from teaching perspectives. It appears to 
have attracted little attention to the relationship between colleges, curricula, and 
actual industry needs. Therefore, research in each of these key fields and their 
intersections can offer a clear picture of ESP used at work and consequently help 
educators, curriculum developers, and ESP practitioners design appropriate teaching 
materials to better meet society’s needs. In building from these articulated fields, my 
study will build an innovative approach to aligning the needs of industry and ESP 
teaching materials in higher education institutions.  
2.2 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ESP PROGRAMS AND INDUSTRY 
IN GLOBALISING CONTEXTS 
The processes of economic globalisation have connected countries in the world 
in new ways with new technologies and practices, so business activities can be more 
easily facilitated across national borders. As the business world becomes more 
globalised these days, the demand for increased cross-cultural communication and 
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understandings has assumed greater significance (Bhatia, 1993) and attracted the 
attention of researchers in linguistics and other disciplines. In international events, a 
common language of communication is frequently adopted to bring together people 
from different linguistic and socio-cultural backgrounds (Rogerson-Revell, 2007). In 
research regarding the linguistic processes of globalisation, “the concept of 
‘linguascape’ has been developed to conceptualise how the flow of languages crosses 
a specific organisational space” (Steyaert, Ostendorp, & Gaibrois, 2011, p. 270). In 
the words of Steyaert et al. (2011, p. 271), “the academic debate about how 
globalisation influences the spread and use of languages and the role of 
‘Englishization’ has also been taken up as one of the core topics in international 
management research”. Given the dominant role of English in global 
communication, English has emerged as the international lingua franca (Brutt-
Griffler, 2002; Firth, 1996).  
English as a global language has continued to dominate as the lingua franca in 
various major fields such as business, media, technology, medicine, education, and 
research. This new linguascape has been sustained by an upsurge in the demand of 
ESP programs, especially in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) countries, that is, 
where English is mainly used as a means of communication between people of 
different non-English speaking backgrounds. The following section reviews some 
recent empirical studies about the role of English as a business lingua franca in the 
international trade, in particular about English for business communication and 
English for import/export enterprises. 
2.2.1 English for business communication 
English communication has become one of the most important and effective 
means of communication among businesses where employees come from different 
linguistic and cultural backgrounds. Briguglio (2005) conducted a study on the use of 
English as a global language in multinational business contexts. The study employed 
an ethnographic approach to understand language practices in two selected 
workplaces, one involving 36 employees from a multinational company in Malaysia 
and the other with 46 employees in Hong Kong. The ethnographic data were 
augmented with a case study of a third year undergraduate business class in an 
Australian tertiary institution to explore students’ English communication skills 
compared to the actual language practices in these workplaces. Briguglio situated her 
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study in a theoretical approach to the global spread of English (Crystal, 2003; 
Graddol, 1997; B. B. Kachru, 1992b), English as the lingua franca of international 
business (Bargiela-Chiappini & Nickerson, 2003; Harris & Bargiela-Chiappini, 
2003), and the ethnography of communication approach to view English in its actual 
workplaces (Genzuk, 2003; Hymes, 1977; Saville-Troike, 1989). Data collection in 
the two selected workplaces included field visits and observations, discussions with 
senior contact people, semi-structured interviews with a number of staff, an 
employee survey, and analysis of workplace documents. In addition, semi-structured 
interviews with seven staff, questionnaires and semi-structured interviews with 35 
students, student workshops and progress reports were used in the study. Briguglio 
concluded that business courses develop students’ knowledge of cultural and 
linguistic issues but not the intercultural communication skills – the ability to work 
collaboratively with people from different national, cultural, and linguistic 
backgrounds beyond linguistic and cultural awareness in multinational contexts. 
However, in this age of technological and economic development, understanding the 
role of culture in interpersonal communication is growing and intercultural 
competence has become more important than ever (Lustig & Koester, 2012). 
Briguglio’s study sheds light on the importance of further research on intercultural 
communication in the context of globalisation, especially for those countries on the 
way to becoming an industrial economy, such as Vietnam. Therefore, my study will 
address the growing issue in the field of English for intercultural communication at 
sites of multilingual and multinational interfaces. Briguglio’s study is a key reference 
for exploring the dominant role of English in globalisation. However, her study does 
not enquire into the curriculum materials or pedagogies that might mediate between 
learners’ needs and workplace demands, which addresses only one aspect of the ESP 
challenge.  
Several other studies have been conducted in response to the growing 
importance of workplace English in overcoming the language barriers among 
partners and enhancing international business activities (Hejazi & Ma, 2011; Ku & 
Zussman, 2010). In this regard, Crosling and Ward (2002) carried out a survey into 
the significant role of oral communication in the workplace with business graduate 
employees in Australia; and then considered the development and assessment of oral 
communication skills in an undergraduate business and commerce curriculum. 
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According to Crosling and Ward, for successful oral communication, graduates need 
more than the formal ability to present well and a range of formulaic expressions. 
They argued that effective business communication was more than an exchange of 
words among interlocutors and should be context-dependent. Two concepts guiding 
the study were a deductive approach (the topic to be introduced initially in the 
discourse, followed by the supporting documents); and an inductive approach (the 
minor points are presented first, from which the main point or conclusion is derived) 
(Scollon & Scollon, 1995). In their study, Crosling and Ward surveyed 
approximately 300 employees from 24 companies in various fields including 
accounting, banking, insurance industry, manufacturing industry service, retail and 
government. Information was sought regarding the importance and frequency of oral 
communication in the jobs of these graduates, the people with whom they 
communicated orally, and the forms that this communication took in the workplace. 
Through the survey, Crosling and Ward concluded that most of the workplace 
communication was informal in nature whereas business undergraduate students 
were most experienced in formal oral presentations. Therefore, being exposed to 
formal presentation was considered an inadequate preparation for oral 
communication in the workplace. This study recommended more resources in the 
curriculum development to prepare graduates with actual skills required by the 
workplace. As a survey study, the research would have been more comprehensive if 
the teachers of the courses had also been surveyed. In addition, observation at the 
workplace could have enriched the study with more insight than the limited nature of 
survey reports. 
Regarding the two studies conducted by Briguglio (2005) and Crosling and 
Ward (2002), both highlighted the relationship between ESP and English for 
international business communication in globalising contexts. While Briguglio did 
her research in two different multinational settings in Hong Kong and Malaysia to 
investigate the use of English as a global language for intercultural communication, 
Crosling and Ward conducted their study about oral communication in the workplace 
with business graduate employees in Australia. Findings from the former study 
revealed that business courses equipped students with knowledge of culture and 
linguistic issues but not the intercultural communication skills. The latter study also 
identified that most of the workplace communication was informal in nature whereas 
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business undergraduate students were most exposed to formal presentation practices. 
Both these studies highlighted the vital role of spoken discourse in professional 
settings; however, they failed to combine enquiry into ESP materials or pedagogies 
together with observations at the target workplaces.  
In terms of studies about using English as a business lingua franca in non-
English speaking contexts, Roshid (2014) explored understandings of the English 
communication skills required for business professionals who were working in the 
ready-made garments industry in Bangladesh and engaged in communication with 
business personnel from different multilingual and multicultural backgrounds. The 
study adopted theories of English as a Lingua Franca (ELF) and the elements of 
communicative competence. Via observations, in-depth interviews, and document 
collection, the findings showed that core areas such as linguistic skills, sociocultural 
skills, pragmatic skills, and professional skills helped achieve successful 
communication in international business. The author also indicated that “for effective 
international communication, a native speaker model of English use is not necessary 
for intelligibility and negotiating meaning in a global operating business 
communication” (p. 353).  
Another study of interest was done by Kankaanranta and Louhiala-Salminen 
(2010). This study yielded similar results researching everyday business English as a 
lingua franca communication at work. Through an intensive survey and interviews 
with business professionals in Finland-based companies, the findings suggested that 
English in today’s global business environment was “simply work” (p. 204) and its 
use was highly contextual. According to the authors, “in the shared business context, 
knowledge of business communication and genre rules are clearly more important 
than, for example, grammatical and idiomatic correctness. Consequently, native 
speaker fluency is not a relevant criterion for success in international business work” 
(p. 207). Taking these two studies together, both Kankaanranta and Louhiala-
Salminen (2010) and Roshid (2014) emphasised the importance of communicative 
meaning over linguistic accuracy. Although the two studies provided foundational 
insights into favouring meanings in communication, their studies do not address the 
considerations of teaching materials to prepare graduates for communicative 
competence in globalised workplace settings.   
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With reference to ELF in the Vietnamese context, Vu (2015) examined the 
characteristics of ELF spoken by the Vietnamese hotel front office staff when they 
interacted with foreign guests. The study used principles of conversation analysis to 
identify communicative strategies used by front office staff to facilitate interactions 
with guests, followed by content analysis to analyse the materials for Hospitality 
English courses. The findings concluded that the language skills developed through 
coursework and the language used in the actual hotel setting were not aligned. My 
study addresses a similar problem comparing the alignment between the language 
taught in the ESP course and the language used in real workplaces; however, with the 
added complexity of recognising the priority for meanings and language functions 
rather than traditionally-taught decontextualised grammar and vocabulary.  The next 
section narrows the scope of business English communication to review research on 
the impact of world trade on ESP, in particular, English for import/export. 
2.2.2 English for import/export business 
Preparing students with English for international business to work in 
import/export companies and customs offices has become more important than ever 
in international commerce nowadays. Pang, Zhou, and Fu (2002) investigated the 
impact of China’s entry into WTO on business professionals and college English 
instruction. Dudley-Evans’s (1997) theory of the importance of ESP in a business 
context grounded the study. A sample of 400 people was surveyed on issues related 
to the learning and teaching of English for export services. In addition, 
questionnaires and interviews were conducted with administrative personnel, human 
resources officers, and executive managers from international trading companies. 
The study found that proficiency in general English language per se was not enough, 
but a wide store of specialist and cross-cultural knowledge and communication skills 
was considered crucial. The authors recommended that there should be a shift in 
priorities from general English to ESP courses at the tertiary level. This study 
contributes the employers’ perspectives to the literature about intercultural 
communication in the multinational and multicultural interfaces. While it offers a 
valuable parallel to my research problem, my research focuses on ethnographic 
observations of employees when engaged in international procedures at work which 
helps provide richer data than self-reports in a questionnaire or interview.  
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It is accepted that to work well in a multicultural and globalised environment, 
students need to develop knowledge of both linguistic and cultural aspects. This is 
especially relevant in the import/export field because the daily work involves 
international interactions and communication (Brutt-Griffler, 1998, 2002; Byram, 
1989; Fairclough, 1992; Firth, 1996; Pennycook, 2001). In regard to English for 
import/export enterprises, Nguyen’s (2011) study used contrastive rhetoric analysis 
to investigate the business letter writing of Vietnamese EFL students in relation to 
letters by business professionals from various cultural backgrounds using lingua 
franca English. A qualitative case study approach using text analysis and in-depth 
interviews was used to collect and interpret data. Participants involved 20 
undergraduate business students and three teachers from Capital University, and ten 
professionals in international companies in Vietnam. Nguyen also studied the 
materials used in class to prepare for students to work in international business in 
Vietnam. She identified a misalignment between what was taught as business 
correspondence for import/export transactions and what happened in actual business 
settings. In her view, “the sequence of content, style, and format of authentic letters 
differed among countries and sometimes reflected more private interactions or 
specific attention to target readers” (p. 2). According to Nguyen (2011, p. 3), 
“students struggle to cope with authentic communication, on both oral and written 
English at work”. The author used the sociolinguistic concept of genre (following 
Bazerman, 1999) to underpin the analysis of data and determine what was particular 
to each kind of writing then what skill and knowledge were needed for 
communication. Nguyen’s study led her to the view that “knowledge of genres and 
knowledge of intercultural communication were core components of success in 
international business communication” (p. 291). Again, this study is a valuable 
parallel to mine researching authentic practices at the workplace, but is limited to the 
business letter genre, which over time may well be replaced by email 
correspondence.  
2.2.3 Summary 
This section has reviewed empirical research on the relationship between ESP 
programs and industry settings. With regard to English for business communication, 
while Briguglio (2005) conducted a study on the use of English as a global language 
in multinational settings, Crosling and Ward (2002) surveyed the role of oral 
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communication in the workplace with business graduate employees. Both these 
studies addressed the same problem researching the important role of English in 
international business contexts. However, while Briguglio studied the authentic 
communicative practices in two multinational companies in Malaysia and Hong 
Kong via field visits; Crosling and Ward researched the role of oral communication 
for graduate employees via questionnaires. Both these studies generated valuable 
findings for the improvement of business English communication courses in 
multilingual and multicultural interfaces, but researching language use in the real 
workplace as in Briguglio’s study would be more practical. However, the two studies 
would have generated more varied categories of data if they had involved teachers’ 
surveys and comparative studies of both teaching materials used in classrooms 
settings and common conventions performed at work. In addition to Briguglio and 
Crosling and Ward’ studies, Pang, Zhou, and Fu (2002) and Nguyen (2011) 
conducted studies of ESP in relation to import/export services. Both these studies 
emphasised the crucial role of intercultural communication for work in international 
commercial services. Whereas Pang, Zhou, and Fu surveyed one side of 
professionals in international trading companies about issues related to ESP in export 
services, Nguyen combined data from target students of the ESP course and 
professionals in international companies in her comparative study. However, the 
research designs in these two studies are limited due to the absence of observations 
of authentic types of language needed and used at work.   
2.3 TYPES OF LANGUAGE NEEDED AND USED IN THE WORKPLACE 
SETTINGS 
Analysing authentic language use at relevant workplaces will increase the 
effectiveness of ESP teaching and learning in the context of recent globalisation 
trends. With this focus, Mei (2012) examined a study on the role of polite English in 
contemporary international business correspondence in China. According to the 
author, English for business correspondence is an extremely important tool to do 
business with foreign merchants. Whereas Nguyen’s (2011) study looked at genre, 
Mei employed the sociolinguistic concept of the Cooperative Principle (Grice, 1975) 
for a systematic analysis and comparison of business correspondence examples. The 
author analysed four sample letters according to Grice’s (1975) maxims. It was 
concluded that a large part of international business was conducted by means of 
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correspondence; therefore learning to write good business letter was of the utmost 
importance. This study adds to the research literature about the nuances implicated in 
the role of language competence in doing international trade. However, it fails to 
account for emails’ hybrid genres and the different tenor of spoken genres the 
employees often use to contact customers in different situations. Therefore, I argue 
for a visit to the actual workplaces where authentic texts can be collected and 
analysed to learn how language is used in real communication rather than learning 
business vocabulary per se in classroom settings. 
Similar to Mei’s (2012) study of politeness in business correspondence, 
Nguyen and Miller (2012) investigated rhetorical differences in business letter 
writing between Vietnamese students taking an ESP course in Vietnam and business 
professionals. While Mei employed the Cooperative Principle (Grice, 1975), Nguyen 
and Miller adapted the term contrastive rhetoric (Kaplan, 1966) to emphasise the 
interference of first language thought and writing patterns in writing in a second 
language. A corpus of 25 letters of actual trade enquiries written by business 
professionals of various cultural backgrounds and 20 scenario-based business letter 
samples written by Vietnamese university students studying a Business 
Correspondence course were analysed on two criteria: the notion of move being a 
meaningful unit in linguistic form contributing to the communicative purposes of a 
text (Kong, 1998), and linguistic properties. Besides the letters, follow-up interviews 
were also carried out with five Vietnamese students to explore their language choices 
when writing and the way they combined contextual valuables and incorporated the 
writing traditions of their own culture in their courses. The study revealed that 
students applied a rigid approach to formulaic expressions and rules to their writing 
because they were not exposed to actual workplace scenarios. This is the case in 
most ESP courses where students lack opportunities to experience common practices 
at the actual workplace due to the limited connection between higher academic 
institutions and industry settings. This study is significant for my study in terms of 
using authentic documents to explore language use in real contexts. However, 
analysing authentic trade enquiry letters limits its data to a specific genre. My study 
includes more current categories of oral and written authentic texts. 
In addition to business language competence, intercultural skills are becoming 
very important in today’s transnational workplaces where the labour force is 
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increasingly facing multicultural differences (Vertovec, 2007; Wrench, 2013). In the 
words of Coffelt (2013, p. 80), “customer and industry type must be given 
consideration when developing service strategies and communication norms because 
customers have multiple expectations for different types of service providers”. 
Keyton et al. (2013, p. 153) pointed out that “employers expect employees to be 
effective communicators and rate employees for their communicative performances”. 
In regards to such learning, Evans (2013) suggested ways in which ESP material 
writers can incorporate key characteristics of workplace communication into the 
design of tasks for Business English courses for adult learners. The suggestions were 
based on findings from a multifaceted study of communication in Hong Kong’s 
globalised business, which included ‘week-in-the-life’ case studies of senior 
professionals. According to the author, economic globalisation together with the 
emergence of English as a lingua franca has intensified the demands for courses of 
English for Business Communication. Evans’s (2013) study looked at the 
communication tasks performed at work through case studies of four participants and 
interviews with 31 participants employed in Hong Kong’s four main industries 
(financial services, trading and logistics, tourism, and professional services), and a 
survey with 1,478 participants varying from Hong Kong-owned companies, foreign 
firms, and Chinese enterprises.  
The research represents a strong version of task-based language teaching (Ellis, 
2003; Littlewood, 2004; Shehadeh, 2005) in contrast to the exercise-based approach 
found in many general-purpose Business English coursebooks. In this research, the 
participants were asked to record their business-related activities on each day of a 
typical working week; and answer a questionnaire regarding the frequency of writing 
certain text types such as emails, reports, and participating in speech events such as 
meetings, or telephone conversations. This is a richer and more contemporary 
conceptualisation of business English more suitable for globalised enterprises than 
the earlier studies that just focused on business letters. Results indicated that two 
types of texts (emails, reports) and talk (meetings, telephoning) occupied 36 hours 
per week devoted to work-related communication and that professionals who worked 
for Hong Kong-owned companies tended to make greater use of English than those 
in Chinese firms. Evans’s (2013) study is significant for my research because of its 
use of ethnographic research to inform materials design, but the study would have 
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generated more practical and varied data if there had been a parallel inquiry into the 
Business English coursebooks. 
While Evans (2013) explored communication tasks at work, as well as their 
frequency of use, So-mui and Mead (2000) investigated the specific workplace needs 
of textile and clothing merchandisers in the international marketplace. According to 
the authors, these merchandisers normally communicated with several customers in 
different countries, and it was typically necessary to communicate in business 
English. Research methods included questionnaires, follow-up telephone interviews, 
authentic workplace texts, and visits to the workplace to get data for a ‘needs 
analysis’ (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987). The findings in this study showed that 
written English was used far more than spoken English and the most common and 
preferred channel of communication was fax. I should point out that this study was 
conducted 16 years ago, and this may no longer be the case given how technological 
development has brought people to other means of communication such as emails, 
online chats/ discussions, online meetings, telephones. The analysis of over 100 
samples of authentic written correspondence (mostly in the form of faxes) revealed a 
number of problems, for example, business correspondence was printed entirely in 
uppercase letters, sometimes there were no headings or paragraph numbering. So-
mui and Mead’s study gave the researcher experience in designing suitable teaching 
materials to better prepare students to overcome common problems as specified in 
those authentic texts. This study is significant for my research in the field of 
workplace communication. However, my study involves import/export procedures, a 
sector that requires employees to use both speaking and literacy skills in dealing with 
customers. 
These four empirical studies enrich the research literature about types of 
language used and needed in the globalised workplace. Mei (2012) and Nguyen and 
Miller (2012) did their research on business letter writing at the same period; 
however, they used different instruments and conceptualisations to generate the 
research data. While Mei employed the sociolinguistic concept of the Cooperative 
Principle to focus on politeness for contemporary international business 
correspondence, Nguyen and Miller used contrastive rhetoric to emphasise the 
interference of first language in a second language when writing. Although both 
these studies add to the literature about the nuances and the conventions of common 
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genres used at workplace settings, their research fails to account for spoken genres as 
a productive skill necessary for business communication in international trade, or its 
contextual nuances via any ethnographic research. In regard to Evans’s (2013) and 
So-mui and Mead’s (2000) studies, besides questionnaires, interviews and authentic 
texts, they used ethnography of communication to study the preferred types of 
language use at the workplace. It is perhaps inevitable that fax featured as the most 
common channel of communication in So-mui and Mead’s study because their 
research was conducted 16 years ago. Evans’s (2013) study emphasised the 
communicative skills such as writing emails, reports, attending meetings, and having 
telephone conversations which are suitable if not essential for the contemporary 
period of globalisation. Both these studies highlight the use of ethnographic research 
to inform materials design; however, the studies would have offered more if there 
had been more varied data including the involvement of ESP teachers and teaching 
materials of the ESP courses. The next section looks at research that focuses on that 
aspect of the ESP equation. 
2.4 MATERIAL DESIGN IN ESP PROGRAMS  
ESP communication at work is challenging but crucial for business, thus 
demanding ESP curriculum developers and ESP practitioners to better align the 
curricular design and workplace language needs. This section reviews relevant 
empirical studies related to ESP teaching and learning concerning (1) ESP needs 
analysis; (2) ESP genre-based pedagogy; (3) intercultural communication in the ESP 
classrooms; (4) types of materials in the ESP programs; and (5) issues related to ESP 
teaching and learning in Vietnam.  
2.4.1 ESP needs analysis 
Together with the widespread demand for the ESP courses, there has been an 
increase in the publication of ESP teaching materials which offer language users 
various choices and quality. However, to prepare graduates with the necessary and 
suitable skills to perform at particular work settings, ESP practitioners optimally 
need to combine a variety of contemporary teaching materials after a needs analysis 
of both learners and industry settings. In this regard, Belcher (2004) argues that ESP 
practitioners should collect empirical needs-assessment data, create or adapt 
materials to meet the specific needs identified. Widdowson (1981), Robinson (1991), 
and Bhatia (1993) similarly argue that ESP teaching needs to refer to students’ study 
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or job requirements and that a needs analysis should be considered first, followed by 
decisions about approaches to the analysis of language. Of particular interest in this 
regard is a survey study conducted by Kassim and Ali (2010) to identify important 
communication skills and communicative events frequently faced by 65 engineers in 
ten multinational chemical companies in Malaysia. Findings showed that speaking 
and writing skills were ranked as most important, followed by listening skills, and 
reading skills respectively. English was rated as very important for communicative 
events including participation in meetings, internal and external networking, and 
conflict resolution. According to the authors, “identifying appropriate oral 
communication skills and communicative events through a needs analysis is essential 
to inform language practitioners, syllabus designers, and module developers of 
suitable work-related content” (p. 172). The pedagogical implications of the findings 
indicated that there should be an incorporation of the workplace scenarios into ESP 
curricular design and development. Though not related to customs or import/export 
workplaces, this study demonstrated how to undertake a needs analysis to inform and 
enrich an appropriate curriculum design, which is significant for my study. However, 
if the study had involved more instruments besides a questionnaire, the data and 
analysis could have had achieved more depth and variety.  
Other scholars (Belcher, 2002, 2004, 2006; Bhatia & Bremner, 2012; Dudley-
Evans & St John, 1998; Hutchinson & Waters, 1987; Robinson, 1991; Widdowson, 
1981) agree that needs analysis of ESP students in various contexts is a prerequisite 
for the design and implementation of ESP teaching programs, both in academic and 
professional contexts. In fact, “the gap between what they start out with as members 
of a speech community, and what they are supposed to end up with as academically 
successful and well-educated individuals, is huge” (van Lier, 2002, pp. 144-145). In 
this light, a study by Spence and Liu (2013) presented a needs analysis of process 
integration engineers at a leading semiconductor manufacturing company in Taiwan. 
Online survey-questionnaire and semi-structured interview questions were developed 
and administered. The findings showed that engineers faced numerous English 
communicative demands similar to workers in other Asia-Pacific nations, including 
frequent writing and reading requirements such as emails, reports, and memos, while 
common spoken demands included meetings, teleconferences, and presentations. 
While Spence and Liu’s study is helpful for ESP instructors and course designers in 
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terms of communicative practices, one concern is the lack of naturally-occurring data 
via observations.      
In another study regarding ESP needs analysis, Ali and Salih (2013) conducted 
a survey to investigate EFL teachers’ beliefs and views about the use of needs 
analyses and practices in the ESP tertiary program context of the Sultanate of Oman. 
This study addressed the preparation of better ESP materials. Key concepts about 
Direct Method and Communicative Language Teaching from Cook (2003), syllabus 
design from Hutchinson and Waters (1993), needs analysis from Richards and Nunan 
(1994) and Robinson (1991) underpinned the study. In this study, 55 EFL teachers 
from four colleges responded to the questionnaire. The study concluded that the vast 
majority of EFL teachers were in favour of using needs analysis, and learners’ needs 
were of utmost importance. They argued that needs analysis was a significant factor 
in successful ESP materials development which helped bridge the gap between 
learning outcomes and the labour market. In this way, this study affirmed the 
relevance and professional support for conducting needs analyses in both the 
classroom (focusing on the learners’ wants and purposes of the ESP course (Johns & 
Dudley-Evans, 1991)) and the workplace (satisfying the employers’ requirements for 
linguistic and content knowledge competencies) before designing ESP materials. In 
some aspects, my study builds from Ali and Salih’s recommendations that there must 
be an empirical needs analysis for ESP curriculum development. Their study, 
however, lacks any access to students’ and workers’ perceptions and used self-report 
questionnaire methods which limit richness in responses. 
While Ali and Salih (2013) focused on the learners’ needs analysis, Paci (2013) 
conducted a study on the learners’ needs and environmental factors to develop a 
more effective curriculum for students of the engineering sciences in Polytechnic 
University of Tirana, Albania. In this study, the author focused on the learners’ needs 
analysis including their professional and linguistic background, their preferred 
learning styles, learning strategies, and motivation. According to the researcher, an 
environmental analysis including consideration of the teachers’ knowledge and 
educational policies should also inform the curriculum design. Paci (2013) drew on 
three concepts from Briggs (1997), Litwack (1979), Nation (2010), Nicholls and 
Nicholls (1972), and Richards (2001) about environmental analysis which referred to 
the context in which a language curriculum was used, a needs analysis and the 
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employment objectives. The participants included 134 undergraduate students from 
different faculties and 37 postgraduate students. The participants completed a 
questionnaire, a General English Placement Test, and an interview. In addition, the 
author also conducted semi-structured interviews with a group of teachers of English 
and observations of institutional and social factors. The analysis highlighted qualified 
teaching staff, suitable teaching materials, and students’ heterogeneous factors such 
as linguistic needs, motivation, and learning styles which curriculum developers 
should consider. Both Ali and Salih’s (2013) and Paci’s (2013) studies are very 
relevant and illuminating because they encourage ESP curriculum designers to 
consider both the inputs of materials and the approach suitable to students’ needs as a 
way to meet society’s needs. As a limitation, Paci’s design only collected data from 
academic institutional sources, which would seem to be necessary but not sufficient 
to generate successful ESP materials. I would argue there should also be 
ethnographic research or needs analysis conducted in the target workplaces to 
understand the language demands and interactions in particular social settings. 
Of relevance to needs analysis to inform ESP curriculum development, Jasso-
Aguilar (1999) reflected on the importance of triangulating methods such as 
observations, unstructured interviews, and questionnaires to identify language use by 
Waikiki hotel maids. According to the author, “while very little information related 
to types of language or tasks was identified in questionnaires, unstructured 
interviews proved better than questionnaires in both the amount and quality of 
information obtained” (p. 40). In terms of participant observation, the author argued 
that this method was crucial in familiarising the researcher with the tasks of 
participants and language use. Jasso-Aguilar highlights the importance of reliability 
in needs analysis by triangulating varied methods for identifying learners’ needs, a 
point which is useful for this study.     
Taking the five studies as a group, they demonstrate that there should be 
careful needs analyses undertaken both to identify the particular types of language 
needed and used in the workplace and to identify the needs of the learners. Ali and 
Salih (2013) and Paci (2013) argue for a requisite learners’ needs analysis before 
designing an ESP course. However, besides a learners’ needs analysis, Paci also 
argues for an environmental analysis of the context in which the curriculum is used 
as an important factor that may facilitate or hinder that curriculum’s success. In 
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addition to learners’ needs analysis, Kassim and Ali (2010) recommend feedback 
from the industry for ESP curriculum design and development while Jasso-Aguilar 
argues for the reliability of methods used to collect necessary information. To sum 
up, this group of studies mentions the education side of the ESP interface which 
gives only a partial picture for producing suitable ESP teaching materials. To identify 
authentic types of language used at work, there should be more needs analyses of 
workplace demands, which could inform appropriate genre-based ESP pedagogy.   
2.4.2 ESP genre-based pedagogy 
Bhatia (1993, p. 13) argues that “genre is a recognisable communicative event 
characterised by a set of communicative purposes identified and mutually understood 
by members of the professional or academic community in which it regularly 
occurs”. Based on this, genre-based pedagogy can help bridge the gap between 
academic language use at the classrooms and professional practices at the workplace 
settings. A number of linguists have highlighted the relevance of genre-based 
pedagogy to ESP programs. According to Hyland (2007b, p. 148), “genre pedagogies 
enable teachers to ground their courses in the texts that students will have to write in 
their target contexts, thereby supporting learners to participate effectively in the 
world outside the ESL classroom”. In addition, Paltridge (2000) and Paltridge and 
Starfield (2011) highlight genre as an important concept for both ESP research and 
practice and recommend that students should be guided to understand the interaction 
between genre and the discourse community as well as how language functions in 
actual contexts. They argue that ESP as a field can benefit from greater insights into 
learners, their learning needs, the communities they inhabit or desire to inhabit, and 
the texts and genres they need to successfully access. The gap between academic and 
professional language proficiency can seem huge because the genres of language use 
in everyday settings can be incommensurably different from the one in classroom 
practices, even if classrooms are communicatively oriented (van Lier, 2002). To this 
problem, Fairclough (2003) offers a theory of genre chains which are of particular 
significance contributing to the possibility of linguistic actions which transcend 
differences in space and time, linking together social events through different social 
and linguistic practices. Given this perspective, linguistic proficiency in classroom 
settings can be understood as different to the linguistic requirements in workplaces. 
Zachry (2000, p. 57) agrees in saying that “a genre perspective provides a way of 
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accounting for the connections between communicative practices and the other 
activities that occupy the attention of workplace organisations”. Genre knowledge is 
crucial to help ESP curriculum developers design courses aimed at narrowing the gap 
between academic settings and workplaces, which is reflected in the following two 
studies.   
In this regard, Yasuda (2011) conducted a study to examine how novice 
foreign language writers develop their genre awareness, linguistic knowledge, and 
writing competence in a genre-based course that incorporated email-writing tasks. 
The study drew on systemic functional linguistics that understands language as a 
source for making meaning in a particular context of use rather than as a set of fixed 
rules and structures (Halliday, 1994). It also used the link between genre and task 
(Norris, 2009) to design genre-based syllabi to promote both language and writing 
development. Participants in the study were 70 undergraduate students in Japan 
engaging in a fifteen-week writing course. Students were assessed via a survey, 
interviews, a pre-test, and a post-test. Findings showed that the students made 
progress in their genre awareness and perceptions and suggested that a combination 
of genre and task can create a crucial pedagogical link between socially situated 
writing performance and language choices. According to Yasuda, “when students 
engaged in various types of genre-based tasks, they appeared to have developed a 
keener awareness of the external context involving the audience of a text and gained 
a clearer understanding of how language is used accordingly” (p. 124). The way in 
which Yasuda’s study addressed the learners’ progress in genre awareness is 
significant for my research because it demonstrated the value of genre knowledge to 
designing the ESP course. However, this study limited its scope to concentrate on 
writing skills. With the concept of genre chain (Fairclough, 2003), there is the 
potential to integrate research across macro skills. 
In addition to a genre-based method applied in ESP writing classes, genre-
based instruction is also important in improving learners’ reading skills. Sadeghi, 
Hassani, and Hemmati (2013) conducted a study to investigate the effects of genre-
based instruction on ESP learners’ reading comprehension in Iran. The authors drew 
on theory of Weaver and Kintsch (1991) describing two types of texts in academic 
settings including expository and narrative texts of which the latter is written to 
entertain, while the former is written to communicate new information or knowledge. 
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Participants in the study included 60 undergraduate students in Biology divided into 
two groups: a control group and an experimental group. Both of these groups took a 
proficiency test for their English equivalent level, a pre-test and post-test before and 
after the ESP course. These two groups were taught by the same teachers with the 
same book; however, the control group was taught through traditional method 
whereas the treatment group was taught through genre-based instruction. Findings 
from the post-test revealed that the explicit teaching of the expository genre 
enhanced learners’ reading comprehension. This study suggests ways to enhance 
learners’ reading comprehension in ESP courses. However, the genre of academic 
teaching materials is not the genre of authentic workplace texts. I would argue for a 
combination of in-class teaching materials that replicate authentic texts from 
workplace settings to increase relevance and thus learners’ motivation and interests 
in their ESP course.  
These two empirical studies using a genre-based approach offer a strong basis 
for my study. While Yasuda (2011) applied genre-based pedagogy in teaching ESP 
writing, Sadeghi, Hassani, and Hemmati (2013) conducted an experimental design on 
the teaching of ESP reading. Both these studies confirm the potential of a genre-
based approach in enhancing learners’ language skills as well as their learning 
motivation. However, the studies exclusively address writing or reading skills in 
academic settings, and they fail to integrate authentic materials together with both 
productive and receptive skills for communication purposes in various situations. 
Whereas these studies collected data through documents analysis, I would argue for 
an ethnography of communication at real workplaces to capture genres of talk as 
well. 
2.4.3 Intercultural communication in the ESP classrooms 
The migration of people across national boundaries as well as the need to 
understand culture in interpersonal interactions has increased the demand for 
intercultural communication, defined as the competence in communicating and 
understanding between members of different cultural groups (Kim, 1993; Koester, 
Wiseman, & Sanders, 1993; Lustig & Koester, 2012). In the globalising world, 
intercultural communication is one of the necessary skills for employees to be able to 
work in multinational enterprises. Teaching about cultural nuances and practices in 
English as a Foreign Language (EFL) contexts has become more important than ever. 
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This section will review empirical studies about cultural knowledge acquisition in the 
English classroom as well as developing intercultural communication through 
teaching about culture. 
Of particular interest to this field is a study conducted by Lai (2014) exploring 
EFL learners’ perceptions of the ownership of English and acquiring cultural 
knowledge in the classroom. The study used the key concept of intercultural 
communicative competence (Byram, 1997) which refers to the capability to cope 
with different challenges in intercultural communication. Twenty undergraduate 
students in the English majors and non-English majors from three universities in 
Taiwan participated in interviews. Findings concluded that most of the participating 
students were fully aware of the notion of English as an international language and 
would like to explore and understand not only the target cultures for English but also 
various cultures in the world. This study has shed light on the changing perception of 
learners towards acculturation through English learning in a globalising context. 
While significant to my research project in terms of incorporating culture into the 
EFL classroom, in particular English for international business, this study is limited 
to the learners’ views of cultural knowledge acquisition. The study would have been 
strengthened by data from teachers’ observations about the ways they explore 
cultural aspects through English teaching. 
Cultural and intercultural competence is challenging for teachers and students 
in ESP classrooms. Kuteeva (2006) conducted a study in Portugal about challenges 
and opportunities to use the ESP classroom as a space to involve students in 
exploring the culture of the target language, while focusing on their core subject of 
Accounting. Participants included 62 third-year Accounting students who studied 
English for Accounting. Teaching materials included two coursebooks, Financial 
English, English for Business Studies, and articles from periodicals, The Financial 
Times and The Economist. The author drew on the concepts of low context and high 
context cultures from Hall (1976) and Hofstede (1980). According to Kuteeva, 
because Portugal’s position is in the middle, but closer to the higher end of this 
dimension, this cultural gap, although small, is sufficient to affect the ESP 
classroom. The study listed some examples of local cultural assumptions that had an 
impact on the learners’ understanding of information in English: 41 out of 62 
students had not been aware of the distinction between commercial and investment 
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banking which could be explained by reference to the local context; and 12 out of 62 
mentioned the difference between bookkeeping and accounting. Findings concluded 
that although these didactic and authentic materials were rich in specialised 
terminology, they often referred to concepts and realities of English-speaking 
countries which might cause misunderstandings due to the interference of learners’ 
local cultural backgrounds. Kuteeva’s study enriches the limited literature about 
cultural factors in ESP courses. To some extent, countries such as Vietnam at the 
higher end on the cultural continuum may face more challenges to minimise 
misunderstandings of culturally tacit information in the target language due to the 
interference of local cultural backgrounds. This study serves to highlight the more 
difficult cultural aspects implicated in ESP courses. To this end, I analyse work-
related cultural values through written and spoken genres at the target companies in 
import/export and customs services, and through ESP teachers’ pedagogy in the ESP 
classrooms. 
Both studies by Lai (2014) and Kuteeva (2006) emphasise the role of cultural 
knowledge and insight in the comprehension of information in an EFL context. Lai 
conducted a survey on learners’ perceptions about cultural knowledge acquisition 
and intercultural communication. However, this study adds to past studies about the 
need to incorporate culture into the English classroom, and it fails to offer any 
pedagogical demonstrations for the EFL context. By contrast, Kuteeva studied the 
interference of learners’ local cultural backgrounds in the comprehension of 
specialist terminology in authentic materials from the English-speaking world. 
Although this study is very practical and useful for ESP professionals, researching 
specialist terms in didactic and authentic materials only will limit the opportunity to 
explore the ever changing types and nuances of language use at work. I would argue 
for a combination of in-class settings and workplace contexts to document more 
varied types of language use that incorporate elements of culture.  
2.4.4 Types of materials in the ESP programs 
After undertaking a thorough needs analysis, the next stage for ESP 
practitioners is a decision on what types of materials to use in the ESP programs. 
Through my own teaching experience, I have observed that ESP teachers prefer to 
use published ESP coursebooks throughout their courses. It seems that ESP teachers 
would not be confident to design their own teaching materials for the specific field 
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due to their own limited knowledge of that specialist area. Therefore, empirical 
studies of the types of materials used in the ESP programs, their quality, the design, 
and their currency would be very useful.  
This section explores relevant studies that have researched the design and 
development of ESP materials. However, the number of such studies is very limited 
and narrow in their scope. They include Stan (2013) studying teaching financial or 
business English using specialised journals; Bani‐Salameh, Kabilan, and Bani‐
Salalmeh (2011) researching multimedia ESP programs in enhancing flight 
attendants’ safety knowledge and problem solving skills; and Ates (2012) studying 
case study methods on an ESP business course. In the first study, Stan conducted a 
one-year experimental course using different teaching strategies on two similar 
groups of undergraduates majoring in Finance/Banks in Romania. The control group 
was taught using a conventional coursebook, whereas the experimental group spent 
30 minutes each week reading two articles from the Financial Section of an English 
journal in addition to their coursebook. The theories grounding the study drew on the 
work of Hutchinson and Waters (1987) about the important role of ESP in 
professional workplaces. In the experimental course, students were asked to read 
English journals because “they can connect students to the global society and 
respond to the challenges of globalisation” (p.102). The findings concluded that 
students in the experimental group changed from a conservative and reluctant 
attitude to a more positive one when tackling original ESP materials. Using authentic 
materials is interesting and feasible for ESP practitioners because they do not have to 
create materials themselves when their knowledge of the content is limited. 
However, reading journals seemed to improve students’ reading and writing skills, 
but other skills seem to be overlooked. To extend this strategy of using authentic 
texts, it would be valuable for students to also get access to some video programs 
capturing authentic spoken discourse to use as ESP course materials.  
In contrast to Stan’s study, Bani‐Salameh et al. (2011) utilised a multimedia 
ESP program to enhance flight attendants’ safety knowledge and problem solving 
skills for the Royal Jordanian airline. This study is similar to Stan’s in the research 
design using a control group and an experimental group as well as the theory about 
ESP from Hutchinson and Waters (1987). The study had 36 flight attendants divided 
into two groups. The experimental group studied with the multimedia ESP program 
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using Visual Basic 6 which was evaluated by three educational technologists to 
assess the appropriateness of the program properties, and three English language 
experts to assess the appropriateness of the language. The control group studied the 
same content of the experimental group with the normal safety manual. These groups 
were taught by the same instructor and took the pre-test with results indicating that 
they were equivalent in safety knowledge and problem solving. Given the 
intervention of the multimedia materials, the experimental group performed better 
because the multimedia ESP program assisted and influenced the way the flight 
attendants organised their learning. This study suggests an innovative approach to the 
ESP course using computerised programs which will be more interesting and 
professionally enhancing. However, while this program may be suitable for some 
specific fields such as aviation, it would require a large budget to support such a 
program. This would not be feasible more widely due to the constraints on teaching 
facilities in most academic institutions. However, this study is very significant to my 
study in the way it demonstrates a motivating and effective way to develop ESP 
content.  
Whereas Stan (2013) and Bani‐Salameh et al. (2011) trialled the intervention of 
authentic materials and multimedia programs in ESP courses, Ates (2012) developed 
students’ critical thinking and decision making through the use of global business 
cases. The participants in this study were 121 undergraduate students from an ESP 
business course in Turkey. The author drew the concept of case-based learning from 
Spackman and Camacho (2009). This involves students reading the context of real 
life scenarios and applying their own analysis in deriving a solution. According to 
Ates (2012), “case-based learning was a core feature of business education since it 
enabled students to discover and develop their unique framework for dealing with 
business problems” (p. 135). Through semi-structured interviews and an open-ended 
survey at the end of the course, findings identified that students found the cases 
enjoyable, beneficial, and motivating when they participated in talking, reading, 
writing, and reflecting through real life situations. The findings suggest a new 
pedagogic approach to enhance learners’ problem solving skills while using the 
specialist language in an ESP course. This study contributes a fresh approach to 
sourcing suitable methods to expose students to real situations of the workplace 
contexts. However, the highly interactive nature of this case study method seems to 
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require small size classes where teachers can control the groups and students have 
the opportunity to present their group’s outcomes. In addition, although cases from 
authentic materials may be interesting, ESP teachers and students may disengage 
when the cases are beyond their capability to cope with either the language or the 
content of the specialist field. Therefore, I would argue for some pedagogic 
adaptation of materials based on authentic texts frequently used in the workplace 
contexts.  
Taking the three studies on ESP materials as a group, each study demonstrates 
both strengths and limitations. With regard to authentic materials, the idea of reading 
English journals from Stan (2013) or the idea of exploring case studies from Ates 
(2012) could challenge students in the complex linguistic structures and content of 
the specialist. By contrast, Bani-Salameh et al. (2011) highlighted the effectiveness 
of using multimedia programs in the ESP class. However, this raises other issues of 
classroom resourcing because the access to such technology appears not to be 
widespread.  
Unlike those aforementioned studies using an experimental design in order to 
develop better material types, Bremner (2010) suggested that more authentic 
collaborative activities should be set up in the classroom to bridge the gap between 
the coursebook and the workplace. The author examined eight currently used 
business communication coursebooks to find out how they dealt with the aspects of 
collaborative writing. Theories regarding collaborative writing underpinning the 
study were from Bhatia (2004), Freedman, Adam, and Smart (1994), and Palmeri 
(2004). The findings identified that the task types across the eight books appeared to 
provide few opportunities to expose students to the realities of collaboration and 
failed to give students a sense of workplace realities. Moreover, much of the advice 
given regarding working in team settings seemed to be predicated on idealised 
visions of teamwork, and students had fewer opportunities to experience discussions 
as well as solving conflicts because students were given a context and told what to 
think and to do. This study seems to imply that ESP practitioners should combine 
various types of materials in the course besides didactic coursebooks so that students 
will have more opportunities to experience the interactions at the workplace. 
Bremner’s study addresses a similar problem to my study by researching the 
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limitations of ESP teaching materials which have less authentic collaborative 
activities to expose students to real common scenarios at workplaces. 
In the same vein, Burns and Moore (2008) conducted a study to investigate 
spoken accounting discourse derived from simulated accountant-client consultations. 
The paper discussed the use of simulations in cases where access to actual workplace 
settings by ESP teachers was unattainable. A questioning typology was drawn from 
the work of Drew and Heritage (1992) which identified questioning as a key 
discursive feature in institutional talk. Participants included four volunteer 
postgraduate students from Accounting classes in Australia who simulated 
accountant-client taxation-based consultations. Each pair participated in a 15-minute 
task that involved discussing procedures for filling in an annual Australian taxation 
return. The paper reported six typical question types found in the simulated 
consultations including: information; clarification; client-specified; backchannel; 
discourse-related; and interpersonal. Findings revealed that this type of simulation 
was relatively non-prescriptive in nature and encouraged students to develop critical 
important skills in their flexibility of language use. This model gave students access 
to some of the typical interactions of the professional workplace as a basis for 
enhancing the communication skills needed by future accountants. This exploratory 
study is valuable because it proposes a pedagogy for developing the spoken 
discourse of ESP in professional contexts. This pedagogy is less dependent on 
expensive technologies and opens a valuable line of enquiry for my study.  
Similar to the study by Burns and Moore (2008) on teaching the discourse 
practices at workplace context through simulation, Wood (2009) designed a 48-hour 
course for Engineering students in a North American university who participated in 
cooperative education placements in workplaces and for whom English was not their 
mother tongue. To meet the fluency-focused goal, the study paid much attention to 
the temporal markers of speech and a repertoire of formulaic sequences such as two-
word collocations, phrasal verbs, and idioms (Wood, 2006; Wray, 2002). In the 48-
hour course, half of the time was devoted to speech fluency and the rest was 
designed to concentrate on pronunciation and other aspects of speech. Besides the 
fluency course, students were paired with teacher education students from a 
university education faculty. This ethnographic research aimed at exposing students 
to spontaneous native speech in English in an interview context across specific 
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genres. As reported, although students’ academic language ability might be sufficient 
to manage their coursework, they struggled to cope with the different communication 
demands of the workplace context. Therefore, the course was designed to assist 
students in their workplace communication skills. Although this study was conducted 
in a simulated environment, it reported on innovative pedagogic interventions 
relevant to my research problem. However, responses would be more varied with 
wider participation beyond students, such as the involvement of stakeholders from 
target industries, in order to gather more authentic information necessary for 
informing and modifying the ESP course.  
It is argued that academic institutions and industry settings should have a 
network of partnerships for students to study ESP at both institutional and workplace 
sites. Learning in this way will help students escape the rigid memorisation of 
technical ESP vocabulary and expose them to authentic, contextualised conventions 
at work. Unlike Burns and Moore (2008) and Wood (2009), Pazhakh and Soltani 
(2012) presented an experiment concerning the contribution of workplace teaching to 
a better understanding of ESP terminology. The study used an experimental design 
with experimental and control groups. The participants were 40 students from the 
Electronic and Power Engineering university in Iran. According to the authors, 
exposing students to the real use of technical words is more effective than asking 
them to memorise ESP vocabulary items they may not know how to use in the 
workplace. In their view, ESP courses should focus on the learners’ needs 
(Hutchinson & Waters, 1987; Widdowson, 1981) and teaching ESP at the workplace 
could pave the way for learners to master specialised vocabulary in the field, which 
contributes to developing their knowledge and skills (Boud & Garrick, 1999). In 
Pazhakh and Soltani’s study, first, each group of 20 male students was asked to take 
the pre-test, and then both groups were taught by the same instructor using the same 
teaching material with the same teaching schedule lasting 13 weeks with two hours 
per week. Whereas the control group was taught at the university, the experimental 
group was taught in the electrical power workshop at an electrical power distribution 
company. This experiment resulted in the students in the experimental group being 
more interested and motivated because they learnt what they experienced in real life 
and what was meaningful to them. When the two groups finished their ESP course, 
they took the post-test which measured the technical vocabulary. Results of the study 
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concluded that teaching ESP courses at the workplace might become a useful way for 
students to improve and facilitate their learning of ESP terminology. This research 
reflects the actual problem of ESP teaching nowadays. Because ESP practitioners 
might not both excel at English and specialist subject knowledge simultaneously, a 
combination of field trips to work sites and institution-based teaching will offer 
students some authentic exposure to first-hand professional experience. This study is 
important in that it offers an innovative ESP pedagogy. It will also mean that the 
language of practical knowledge will be more prioritised than the language of 
theoretical knowledge. However, this model may not be possible in all fields of ESP 
due to limits on access to the target workplace settings as well as issues of 
commercial confidentiality.  
The four studies by Bremner (2010), Burns and Moore (2008), Pazhakh and 
Soltani (2012), and Wood (2009) highlight authentic collaborative activities through 
either simulated environments or real professional workplaces to expose students to 
common conventions at work as well as enhance their spoken discourse. Although 
these studies were undertaken in fields of ESP other than my field of English for 
import/export and customs services, they provide valuable models of ESP pedagogy 
for my ESP literature, in particular in spoken discourse. 
The above-mentioned studies in this chapter described aspects in relation to 
ESP and industry relationship, types of communicative practices used in the 
workplace, and material design in ESP programs. The following section reports on 
issues related to ESP teaching and learning in the Vietnamese context.   
2.4.5 Issues related to ESP teaching and learning in Vietnam 
Various studies have identified factors influencing ESP teaching and learning 
in Vietnam. Khuong (2015) investigated the quality of teaching and learning of 
English for tourism in six tourism training institutions. Participants were 266 final-
year students in tourism industry and 14 graduates from these institutions. In 
addition, participants also involved seven tour guides and six staff in travel agencies 
who performed role-play with language use in specialised contexts for appraising the 
language proficiency of graduates. Semi-structured interviews were employed to get 
information from students, graduates, leaders of Tourism Faculties, and their 
lecturers. The findings reported problems in relation to teaching materials, teaching 
method, and assessment. By the author’s account, there were no standard materials, 
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hence the teachers either designed materials by themselves or used published 
materials available on the market. Another problem related to the latter choice of 
material was that one coursebook would be used for many industries, such as 
business book, providing general communication rather than specialised industry. 
With regard to teaching method, the study identified that over two thirds of ESP 
teachers relied on the coursebooks; and the assessment was described as focusing on 
rote learning.  
Studies conducted by Pham and Malvetti (2012), and T. T. H. Nguyen and 
Pham (2016) provided similar problems associated with ESP teaching in general. 
The former study employed in-depth interviews with 15 ESP teachers in universities 
and colleges whereas the latter study delivered questionnaires to 362 third year 
students and ESP teachers in universities. Both studies identified problems related to 
ESP course materials, that were highly technical, lengthy, and complex reading 
articles being not pertinent to students’ content and language levels. Moreover, those 
materials incorporated contents which were not appropriate to Vietnamese industries 
to some extent. The materials challenged ESP teachers’ pedagogy due to their limited 
content knowledge: “ESP teachers admitted that they felt uncertain when teaching 
highly technical lessons” (Pham & Malvetti, 2012, p. 134), or “They cannot teach 
ESP because they do not fully understand the specialised terminology” (T. T. H. 
Nguyen & Pham, 2016, p. 158). Teaching for the exam was also a problem as 
reported in the two studies. The test content was taken directly from the coursebook 
which formed students’ rote-learning habit.  
The three studies reported crucial problems which were an ongoing conundrum 
of ESP teaching and learning in Vietnam. These studies, however, addressed 
industries or ESP in general other than English for international business, such as 
import/export and customs services, which captures more different nuances, choices 
of registers for globalised interactions, thus demanding more challenges. 
2.4.6 Summary 
This section reviewed studies about designing teaching materials in ESP 
programs to meet workplace needs. First, literature on ESP needs analysis together 
with ESP genre-based pedagogy is considered crucial to help the researcher compare 
and contrast whether the ESP courses at the college respond to the demands of the 
job market and workforce. Although these studies contribute to enriching 
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understandings in the field of ESP, there are some common limitations regarding the 
selective nature of the studies, and the participants as well as the limitations of the 
selected instruments. Second, literature on developing cultural understanding and 
ESP in an EFL context is very important with a focus on intercultural communication 
as the outcome of their incorporation. Despite its vital role, empirical research in this 
field is very limited. Most of the studies considered the cultural aspect of English 
communication via learners’ perceptions and coursebooks analysis only. This 
literature fails to observe the varied types of written texts and spoken discourse used 
in real workplaces. The next part reviews some studies investigating the design of 
materials and pedagogies in ESP programs. Although these studies demonstrated 
programs appropriate to specific ESP classes, some of the innovations seem 
unfeasible due to constraints of teaching facilities and budgets in other settings. 
However, these studies suggest innovative pedagogies in designing ESP materials 
which are very significant to my research on better aligning ESP materials to meet 
the industry needs. The last part of this section identified factors affecting the quality 
of ESP teaching and learning in the Vietnamese context. Although the three studies 
concluded similar problems with mine, my study will complement past studies to 
focus on the sociolinguistic research in the conditions of globalisation.    
2.5 CONCLUSION 
This chapter has reviewed recent empirical studies relating to ESP: its crucial 
role during a period of rapid globalisation; the types of language used in the 
workplace settings; and the types of materials and pedagogy used in ESP programs. 
In the economically-driven world of today, English has become the lingua franca for 
interactions among business partners across the world. Empirical studies about this 
vital role of English are ever increasing. Those studies mentioned in this chapter 
enrich the current research topic. The variety of theories informing the studies are 
very convincing and will be considered further in Chapter 3 for the design of this 
study. Much of the research about genres in the workplace and genre-based 
pedagogy explored common practices in workplace contexts through ethnographic 
research. Workplace communicative practices involve more channels of 
communication and more practices than simply using faxes or writing business 
letters as reported in some of the studies. Indeed, fax machines are increasing being 
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replaced by email. Therefore, my study aims to research common communicative 
types at work including spoken and written discourse.   
The literature on materials used in ESP programs is informative for research or 
designing a specific course. However, it is very difficult to rigidly apply a model 
from one specialist field to another. Whereas some studies emphasised the authentic 
materials from journals and magazines, others highlighted the vital connection 
between classroom and workplace settings to help learners move beyond formulaic 
memorisation of specialist terms. Some studies suggested an innovative pedagogy of 
designing a simulated environment for learners to improve communicative practices. 
However, this model cannot account for situations in real professional settings. So 
my study employed the ethnography of communication approach to observe various 
types of communication operating in the key fields of import/export and customs in 
Vietnam.  
In summary, customs and import/export as the focus of research on English 
language use appear to have attracted little attention. For studies conducted in the 
Vietnamese workplace contexts, they were limited in their scope with interest 
primarily in ESP course design and implementation rather than incorporating 
workplace communication and examining the alignment between authentic 
communication demands and ESP course delivery. My research will fill the gap in 
the research literature by investigating the alignment and tailoring of English for 
import/export and customs services courses to workplace needs. In this way, this 
study can contribute to the Vietnamese government’s goal of improving tertiary 
students’ specialist English competence in actual communicative practices in 
workplaces engaged in international interactions and transactions in English.   
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter explicates the theoretical framework shaping this study 
investigating the alignment between English for international business and industry 
needs in the period of increasing international business transactions in Vietnam. The 
framework draws together three areas of social theory: (1) the sociolinguistics of 
globalisation; (2) intercultural communication; and (3) English for Specific Purposes 
(ESP) as a response to social change in globalised environments. The nested theories 
provide a lens for exploring authentic types of language use in specialised contexts. 
In this way, the sociolinguistics of globalisation and intercultural communication 
enable focus on the meaningful communication between English as a Lingua Franca 
(ELF) interlocutors in multilingual and multicultural settings. The theories related to 
ESP foreground the efforts to align language and communicative purposes. 
Figure 3.1 offers a visual representation locating the three foci in relation to 
each other. Key concepts related to the sociolinguistics of globalisation and language 
ecology include the sociolinguistics of mobility, World Englishes (WE), ELF, and 
lookalike English. Register, genre, and pragmatics are meaning-making element 
concepts associated with intercultural communication. The final set of theoretical 
resources focus on conceptualising ESP in response to the communicative demands 
of globalised work contexts. It highlights characteristics particular to ESP settings 
and ESP social functions. In ESP curriculum development, the Content and 
Language Integrated Learning approach is emerging as to narrow the gap between 
the classroom and the workplace. This integrates interrelated factors including 
culture, content, and language in professional and commercial contexts marked by 
globalised interactions. This chapter addresses each of these theoretical domains and 
their relevance to my study in turn. 
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Figure 3.1. A visual representation of the theoretical framework for this study. 
3.2 UNDERSTANDING THE SOCIOLINGUISTICS OF GLOBALISATION  
The first group of theories framing the study come from the sociolinguistics of 
globalisation and the changing linguascape of English with concepts including WE, 
ELF, and lookalike English.  
3.2.1 The sociolinguistics of globalisation 
Globalisation has been defined in myriad ways that have reflected changing 
historical moments and conditions. Early work by Giddens (1990, p. 64) proposed 
globalisation as “the intensification of worldwide social relations which link distant 
localities in such a way that local happenings are shaped by events occurring many 
miles away and vice versa”. Around the same time, Appadurai (1996, p. 33) 
proposed globalisation as disjunctural flows in a series of ‘scapes’, “ethnoscapes, 
mediascapes, technoscapes, financescapes, and ideoscapes”. Later work by Guttal 
(2007, p. 523) describes globalisation as “a form of capitalist expansion that entails 
the integration of local and national economies into a global, unregulated market 
economy”. Meanwhile Block and Cameron (2002, p. 1) with a focus on second 
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language teaching maintain that “globalisation is nothing if not a fashionable term – 
it pervades contemporary political rhetoric and is a key word of both academic and 
popular discourse on economy, society, technology, and culture”. While these 
positions are useful in understanding the complexity of globalisation processes, the 
work that is of most relevance to this study is that of Blommaert (2010, p. 2) who 
approaches globalisation as “sociolinguistic subject matter which prioritises 
language: language is something intrinsically connected to processes of 
globalisation”. Within this study and its focus on language and communication, this 
approach is useful and enables understandings that extend beyond the growth of 
transnational economic activities to foreground the intercultural and linguistic 
demands associated with such activities. 
According to Blommaert (2010, p. 1) writing one decade into the 21st century 
and with an interest in sociolinguistics, “the processes of globalisation are not new in 
substance but in intensity, scope, and scale”. Moreover, the ‘ethnoscape’ flow of 
people for purposes of education, career, or shelter also involves the mobility of their 
communicative resources. Therefore, “globalisation forces sociolinguistics to unthink 
its classic distinctions and biases, and rethink itself as a sociolinguistics of mobile 
resources, framed in terms of trans-contextual networks, flows and movements” 
(Blommaert, 2010, p. 1). In terms of linguistic understandings of globalisation, 
Blommaert (2010, p. 5) distinguishes two paradigms: the “established” and the 
“emerging”. The first paradigm is “the sociolinguistics of distribution in which 
movement of language resources is seen as movement in a horizontal and stable 
space and in chronological time” (Blommaert, 2010, p. 5). The second refers to 
“sociolinguistics of mobility which focuses not on language-in-place but on 
language-in-motion, with various spatiotemporal frames interacting with one 
another” (Blommaert, 2010, p. 5). My study needs to draw on the second paradigm, 
that is the emerging paradigm to research the types of language use in 
spatiotemporally dynamic multicultural and multilingual contexts which require 
interlocutors to be competent in dealing with multiple and flexible channels of 
communication.  
Spatiotemporal or contextual sensitivity is one of the features characterising a 
sociolinguistics of mobile resources (Blommaert, 2010). A spatiotemporal frame can 
be described as the way in which language patterns must be understood on varied 
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scale-levels due to the nature of language-in-motion (Blommaert, 2010). In 
Blommaert’s (2010) emerging paradigm, ‘space’ is an important theoretical concept. 
In Blommaert’s view, “movement of people across space is never a move across 
empty spaces. These spaces are filled with norms, expectations, conceptions of what 
counts as proper and normal language use and what does not count as such” (p. 6). 
This creates greater potential for communicative trouble and greater demand for 
communicative flexibility. He points out that “sociolinguistic phenomena in a 
globalisation context need to be understood as developing at several different scale-
levels, where different orders of indexicality dominate, resulting in a polycentric 
‘context’ for communicative behaviour to be simultaneously pushed and pulled in 
various directions” (p. 42).  
For Blommaert, the order of indexicality refers to the social structure of power 
at work. Given the perspective of language mobility, when the language is mobile, it 
does not move across empty spaces, but it moves across different orders of 
indexicality, thus creating a polycentric context. Interactions in such polycentric 
contexts are not tied to fixed rules, hence the mobile language resources become less 
predictable. The changing context of Vietnam resonates with Blommaert’s point 
about interactions in a polycentric context. Interactions with foreign 
customers/travellers in the import/export industry and customs areas of international 
airports involve diverse languages and registers, creating a more complex and less 
predictable language environment or linguascape.   
Blommaert (2010) further distinguishes between two concepts capturing the 
essence of language use under different conditions: territorialisation and 
deterritorialisation. According to Blommaert, “territorialisation stands for the 
perception and attribution of values to language as a local phenomenon which ties 
people to local communities and spaces, and people’s mother tongue is perceived as 
‘territorialised language’” (pp. 45-46). In contrast, “deterritorialisation refers to the 
perception and attribution of values to language as something which does not belong 
to one locality but which organises translocal trajectories and wider spaces” (p. 46). 
Therefore, a second language, foreign language, or lingua franca are considered to be 
deterritorialised language (Blommaert, 2010). In this way, the current position and 
use of English as a foreign language or lingua franca in particular settings in Vietnam 
can be considered to be a deterritorialised language resource.  
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In contexts of rapid globalisation such as Vietnam, the increasing volume of 
economic activity, in particular import and export activities, has entailed the 
widespread use of English communication with people across the world. 
Blommaert’s theory of the sociolinguistics of mobility provides a lens for looking at 
the situated English language resources use in international business interactions and 
negotiations. My study utilises Blommaert’s emerging paradigm to examine the 
authentic types of language use at workplaces for the purpose of informing 
curriculum development to better meet changing industry needs. The next section 
will consider the spread of English and its growing role as a lingua franca as a 
response to the urgent need for a contact language between people of different 
nationalities.  
3.2.2 The changing linguascape of English 
English is increasingly spoken by people from diverse linguistic backgrounds. 
The use of the term, ‘non-native’ speakers, to distinguish these English speakers 
from those for whom English served as their first language, has been critiqued for its 
assumption of inherent superiority and ownership. Different authors have argued for 
other, less deficit terms such as ‘non-English-speaking background’ (Lee McKay, 
2012), ‘English as an international language’ (Kumaravadivelu, 2012; Lee McKay, 
2012), ‘English as an additional language’ (Costley, 2014) in preference. However, 
Seidlhofer (2011), in her work on English as a lingua franca presented later in this 
chapter, purposefully uses the terms ‘native’ and ‘non-native’ speakers to highlight 
the range of language practices that emerge between and within these groups. In this 
thesis, I will use the term ‘non-native speakers of English’ following Seidlhofer, 
though I remain mindful that this term has become contested.   
The increasing number of non-native speakers of English across the world 
together with the dominant role of English in key economic fields such as trade, 
banking, tourism, technology, and scientific research has impacted on English. 
Noting the changes to English in the early 1990s, Kachru (1992) argued that English 
was becoming diffused. More recently Pratt (2011, p. 247) argues that “globalisation 
has changed the linguistic landscape of the world, and global processes are directed 
and shaped by language at every turn”. Inspired by Appadurai’s (1996) five ‘-scape’ 
forms of global cultural flows, Steyaert et al. (2011, p. 270) coin the term 
“linguascape” to conceptualise “how the flow of languages crosses a specific 
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organisational space”. Steyaert et al. (2011, p. 271) point out that “the academic 
debate about how globalisation influences the spread and use of languages and the 
role of ‘Englishization’ has also been taken up as one of the core topics in 
international management research”. According to Kachru (2005, p. 101), “The focus 
on Englishization as a manifestation of contact linguistics is the unique and 
multidimensional character of the diffusion of English”. He also argued that 
“Englishization does not refer only to phonology, grammar, and lexis, but goes 
beyond to matters of discourse, registers, and styles, p.101”. This capacity of any 
language to carry more than words and grammar rules creates a challenge in 
deterritorialised communication. Accordingly, effective communication in contact 
settings requires interlocutors to carefully negotiate their intended meanings with 
reference to contexts and social relations as part of the contextual sensitivity that is 
the essence of the emerging paradigm (Blommaert, 2010) in sociolinguistics.      
According to Kirkpatrick (2007), the plural concept of World Englishes (WE) 
has emerged to describe how the English language has been re-territorialised and 
appropriated into new national settings, taking on the colour of local languages and 
cultures. With regard to WE, Kachru (1992, 2005) mapped the current sociolinguistic 
profile of English in three concentric circles: The Inner Circle refers to countries 
such as USA, UK, and Australia where English is the first or most common native 
language. The Outer Circle represents countries such as Singapore, Malaysia, and 
India where English serves as an official, institutionalised additional language. The 
Expanding Circle includes countries such as China, Indonesia, and Vietnam where 
English is used essentially in EFL contexts. However, this map is not static because 
“the role of English may change globally in relation to social, economic, and political 
forces” (Pennycook, 2010, p. 680). 
With regard to language functions, Kirkpatrick (2007, p. 10) maintains that any 
language has three major functions: communication, identity, and culture in which 
“firstly people use language to communicate with one another; secondly people use 
language to signal to other people; and thirdly people use language to express their 
culture”. In countries in the Outer Circle and Expanding Circle, English is mainly 
used for the purpose of international communication and learners learn English 
primarily and ultimately for the purpose of communicating in particular domains. 
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This focus affects their language use and their learning needs in terms of prioritising 
professional English for workplace practices.  
Writing at the turn of the century, Crystal (2003) noted that the number of 
people using English as a Second or Foreign Language was ever increasing, and 
argued that the use of English as a Lingua Franca (ELF) was increasingly evident. In 
addition, House (2008, p. 351) also points out that  “a very large part of international 
communication today is conducted in a lingua franca, and the majority of lingua 
franca interactions worldwide take place in English”. Seidlhofer (2011, p. 7) defines 
ELF as “any use of English among speakers of different first languages for whom 
English is the communicative medium of choice, and often the only option”. 
However there are some debates around the concept of ELF. Canagarajah (2007) 
suggests the term Lingua Franca English (LFE) while Pennycook (2010) suggests the 
term Translingua Franca English (TFE). According to Canagarajah (2007, p. 94), 
while ELF refers to the pre-given language used by different speakers, LFE “is not a 
product located in the mind of the speaker but a social process constantly 
reconstructed in sensitivity to environmental factors, and there is no meaning for 
form, grammar or language ability outside the realm of practice”. The term LFE 
better suits the landscape of sociolinguistic globalisation when it highlights 
contextual sensitivity. Regarding TFE, Pennycook (2010, p. 65) argues for “the need 
to escape the predefinition of language user by geographical location or variety and 
instead to deal with the contextual use of language. So, TFE is not limited to 
Expanding Circle use, but the interconnectedness of all English use”. These three 
terms – ELF, LFE, and TFE seek to conceptualise the spread in the use of English 
across the world. However, within this study’s workplaces in context of a country in 
the Expanding Circle, the term ELF situates this study for researching English used 
by people from different native languages and cultural backgrounds for international 
interactions.  
As befitting Blommaert’s (2010) emerging paradigm, ELF accounts for such 
language use in various spatiotemporal frames in international contexts by non-
native speakers. Therefore, “non-native users do not simply adopt it, but adapt it to 
suit their communicative purposes” (Seidlhofer, 2011, p. 64). This can explain the 
proliferating variations of English which differ from Standard English. With regard 
to an ELF approach in ESP programs, spoken genre and written genre are both 
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impacted. These two modes of communication are moving beyond the language 
themselves as for defining objects to carrying a function of “sociolinguistics of 
speech” (Blommaert, 2010, p. 5) in real sociocultural contexts in globalisation.         
As noted above regarding polycentric contexts, when the language repertoire is 
mobile, it generates meanings pertinent to norms and expectations in new situations 
and spaces. On this point, Blommaert (2010) argues that a language repertoire that is 
good enough to perform in this place is not necessarily good enough to perform in 
other places. ‘Good enough’ in Blommaert’s work refers to a shift from a focus on 
language form to a focus on language function. From this stance, Blommaert (2012, 
p. 64) introduces the concept of lookalike English. According to Blommaert, 
lookalike English is created by people who have limited English competence; 
however, their social knowledge of English helps them guess at meanings in that 
social context. This concept is valuable for my study when researching English 
resources produced by people who have different English backgrounds. 
ELF and lookalike English particularly characterise interactions in globalised 
contexts involving interlocutors with different first languages. Seidlhofer (2011, pp. 
110-111) argues for the employment of ELF as “to get a job done, to foster 
interpersonal relations with a focus on communication rather than on correctness 
which result in hybridity, fluidity, and flexibility of ELF interactions”. While ELF is 
also associated with spoken communication, lookalike English can often apply to 
written forms.    
Within the context of my study, theory of the changing linguascape of English 
helps enrich knowledge of how English is being used through the world in different 
contexts. It also highlights the dominant role of English as the business contact 
language. Moreover, this theory provides me with an understanding of the complex 
ecology of the linguascape as relevant to the design of ESP teaching materials for 
people working in international trade where most of their work will be conducted in 
a deterritorialised, dynamic, and multilingual environment. Given the translocal 
trajectory and wider scale in deterritorialised interactions, ELF not only performs a 
communicative function, it also enables identity and cultural functions in contexts 
with multilingual and multicultural interfaces.  
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3.2.3 Summary  
This section has presented theoretical perspectives related to the 
sociolinguistics of globalisation which address the greater mobility of 
communicative resources and the spread of ELF. As a result of the global process of 
Englishization, there is a growing variety of WE in the Inner Circle, the Outer Circle, 
and the Expanding Circle, and the emergence of ELF in deterritorialised contexts 
helps facilitate international interactions on different scale-levels. In this respect, the 
concept of ELF focuses on language functions rather than language forms and the 
actual speech performed in a dynamic language ecology. The following section will 
elucidate theory of intercultural communication as well as the components of 
intercultural competence as informed by the sociolinguistics and the linguistic 
ecology of globalisation. 
3.3 UNDERSTANDING INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION  
This section considers dimensions of communication in general and factors 
related to the meaning-making process as it occurs between speakers from different 
cultural and linguistic backgrounds. The concept of intercultural communication was 
developed from theories of communication and overlaps with the field of pragmatics. 
Key concepts relevant to this study are register, genre, and pragmatics which will be 
elaborated in more detail in the following part. After the discussion of register, genre, 
and pragmatics, I explicate the concept of intercultural communication together with 
its components of intercultural competence.  
3.3.1 Communication and its related meaning-making components 
Communication has been defined as “a continuous process of expression, 
interpretation, and negotiation” (Savignon, 1983, p. 8). In this regard, 
communication involves many processes, and for completing these processes, it 
relies on the interlocutors’ communicative competence. According to Savignon 
(1983), communicative competence refers to the ability to function effectively in a 
dynamic communicative environment where communicators are competent at 
processing the linguistic and paralinguistic information of both written and spoken 
genres. Savignon’s (1983) theory of communication is heavily oriented to second 
language communication. More recently, the work of Lustig and Koester (2013, p. 
12) in the field of interpersonal communication across cultures has conceptualised 
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communication as “a symbolic, interpretive, transactional, contextual process in 
which people create shared meanings”. Both Savignon (1983) and Lustig and 
Koester (2013) mention active and interactive characteristics of communication 
including interpretation and negotiation of meanings. However, Lustig and Koester 
(2013) emphasise the role of context in mediating this meaning-making process 
which is why their work is of particular relevance to this study.  
Lustig and Koester (2013) unpack the constituent characteristics of 
communication. Firstly, communication is symbolic and includes units of meaning 
such as words and actions. Secondly, creating meaning requires interlocutors to 
interpret those symbolic behaviours, and transactional process comes after 
interpretation. This refers to the exchange of information interlocutors 
simultaneously send and receive in interactions. Finally, communication is 
contextual because it refers to both the physical context where people meet and the 
interpersonal setting as constructed through different kinds of social events and 
relationships between people (Lustig & Koester, 2013). In other respects, Savignon 
(1983) proposes that success in communication is dependent on appropriate registers. 
Register is the linguistic concept that brings meanings, purposes, setting 
relationships, and mode together. The following section will consider theory related 
to register, an important concept in the sociolinguistics that embeds any 
communication in its context and relations.  
Register 
Various scholars such as Corbett (2003), Halliday (1989), Montgomery (2008), 
and Swales (1990) have addressed the concept of register. According to 
Montgomery (2008, p. 125), “the notion of register helps clarify the interrelationship 
of language with context by handling it under three basic headings – field, tenor, and 
mode”. Prior to Montgomery (2008), Corbett (2003) also argues that the three main 
situational variables of field, tenor, and mode be taken into consideration when 
analysing any discourse. Field refers to the topic, the content, or the ideas of the 
discourse. Tenor refers to roles and relationship of the participants while mode is 
concerned with the means or the channel of communication (Corbett, 2003; Halliday, 
1989; Montgomery, 2008; Swales, 1990). Each of these dimensions will shape the 
language choices, and the particular combination of such choices constitutes the 
situational register.  
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The theory of register is highly relevant to ESL teaching and learning, 
particularly in ESP contexts. My study focuses on English for import/export 
businesses and customs operations. Accordingly, the three related terms of field, 
tenor, and mode enrich my conceptualisation of the interrelation between the topics, 
roles, and forms of communication and will contribute to the analysis of 
contextualised language use at the research sites. In addition to the concept of 
register for studying factors related to meaning-making process, it has been argued 
that the concept of genre is also crucial in the investigation of communication.  
Genre  
Various scholars such as Swales (1990), Bhatia (1993), and Kachru and Smith 
(2008) have studied the notion of genre, understood as a predictable type and 
structure of communicative event used by members of a professional or academic 
community. Later work by Flowerdew (2012, p. 138) defines genre as “different 
communicative events which are associated with particular settings and which have 
recognised structures and communicative functions”. According to Flowerdew 
(2012, pp. 139-145), genre has two distinctive characteristics: communities of 
practice and intercultural nature of genres. For Flowerdew (2012, p. 139), genre has 
the defining characteristics of communities practice because “any genre belongs to 
particular communities of users”, for example, the genre of customs declarations 
between customs officers and travellers, the genre of lecture between teachers and 
students. The second characteristic of genre is its intercultural nature because 
“particular communities of users are likely to vary across cultures which impact on 
genre to be subject to intercultural variation” (Flowerdew, 2012, p. 145).   
Beyond the two characteristics of genre, genre theory distinguishes genre from 
register. Flowerdew (2012, p. 138) defines register as “a type of language associated 
with a particular field of activity or profession”. For this author, the specificity of 
register is also relevant to genre: a genre is also associated with particular fields of 
activities or professions. However, genre is different from register in terms of its 
communicative purposes and its specific communicative patterns (Flowerdew, 2012). 
This can be explained that genre refers to communicative events such as college 
lecture, business report, financial statement which are used to address a 
communicative purpose specific to a group of people. Halliday (1985), who has had 
great impact on genre study, details the differences between spoken genres and 
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written genres. For him, “spoken language does not show sentence and paragraph 
boundaries; writing does not incorporate all the meaning potential of speech: it 
leaves out the prosodic and paralinguistic contributions” (p. 93). Although prosodic 
features, such as intonation and stress, create different meanings in communication, 
and spoken language has no paragraph boundaries, each type of genre meets specific 
communicative purposes and has particular structural characteristics.  
Knowledge of how the social conventions of genre shape communication is 
significant for my research because it helps identify specific types of language use in 
workplace settings and their predictable or usual structure. For my study of English 
used for international business transactions, such as import/export services and 
customs declaration procedures, the theory of genre informs my study of specific 
communicative events as well as their conventions. As argued widely, 
communication also requires the interlocutors’ ability to cooperate in conversation. 
This dimension is known as the cooperative principle which relates to pragmatics 
and is discussed in the following section.    
Pragmatics  
Pragmatics has been defined as the study of human language use 
(communicative action) in its sociocultural context (Kasper & Rose, 2001; Levinson, 
1983; Mey, 1993; Verschueren, 1999). According to Kasper and Rose (2001, p. 2) 
“communicative action includes not only using speech acts (such as apologising, 
complaining, complimenting, and requesting), but also engaging in different types of 
discourse and participating in speech events of varying length and complexity”. The 
concept of speech acts highlights “the concern with the functional value of utterances 
and the language used to perform actions such as greeting, inviting, offering, 
requesting” (Flowerdew, 2012, p. 79). Flowerdew (2012) proposes two types of 
indirect speech act: conventionalised and non-conventionalised. While 
‘conventionalised speech acts’ refer to conventional forms typically understood by 
people, ‘non-conventionalised speech acts’ are context dependent for the 
interpretation of their meaning (Flowerdew, 2012). Speech act theory informs my 
study in that it will foreseeably involve both conventionalised and non-
conventionalised speech acts performed at the workplaces. 
In addition to speech act theory for understanding the intent and ‘force’ of 
utterances, the theory of Cooperative Principle developed by Grice (1975, pp. 45-46) 
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has been applied extensively in the field of pragmatics. The Cooperative Principle 
involves four maxims: the maxim of quantity, the maxim of quality, the maxim of 
relation, and the maxim of manner. Regarding these maxims, Grice (1975) argues 
that information in conversation should be as informative as required (maxim of 
quantity), be relevant and evident (maxim of quality), be appropriate to the 
immediate needs of the transaction (maxim of relation), and be clear, brief, and 
orderly (maxim of manner). Grice’s (1975) Cooperative Principle offers value in 
understanding that, in any speech event, participants work cooperatively to ensure 
the success of interactions when the topic is relevant, the propositions are 
informative, and the utterances are of the right length and delivered in a clear and 
orderly manner.  
Theory associated with pragmatics aligns with the ethnography of 
communication (Hymes, 1974) and observations of spoken discourses that will be 
undertaken in the study of customs and import/export operations. Knowledge of 
conventionalised and non-conventionalised speech acts and Grice’s Cooperative 
Principle will be useful in understanding communicative events and language 
choices. However, to satisfy workplace needs in the multilingual interface, 
employees are required to be competent not only in English communication but also 
in intercultural communication. The following section will look at theory of 
intercultural communication including its definitions, components of intercultural 
communication competence, characteristics of intercultural communication, and 
models of intercultural communication.  
3.3.2 The pragmatics of intercultural communicative competence 
Within the language-in-motion aspect of the sociolinguistics of globalisation 
(Blommaert, 2010), intercultural communication occurs in various ways and on 
various scales. Scholarly investigation and understanding of intercultural 
communication competence is growing and drawing attention from many 
researchers, particularly those in second language education (Kim, 1993; Koester et 
al., 1993; Lustig & Koester, 2012). Lustig and Koester (2012) distinguish between 
communication and intercultural communication: “communication is a symbolic, 
interpretive, transactional, contextual process in which people create shared 
meanings” (p. 12), and “intercultural communication is a symbolic, interpretive, 
transactional, contextual process in which people from different cultures create 
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shared meanings” (p. 43). With reference to these two concepts, the difference 
between them lies in the cultural factor. Lustig and Koester (2012, p. 49) argue that 
“intercultural communication occurs when large and important cultural differences 
create dissimilar interpretations and expectations about how to communicate 
competently”. LiddiCO(A)t and Scarino (2013, p. 49) also offer the concept of 
intercultural orientation which “focuses on languages and cultures as sites of 
interactive engagement in the act of meaning-making and implies a transformational 
engagement of the learner in the act of learning”. Within the context of my study, I 
understand intercultural communication as practices employed in interactions 
between people of different first languages and cultural backgrounds using ELF for 
negotiating and checking meanings and assumptions made in the multicultural 
interface for communicative purposes. 
Components of intercultural communication competence 
Effective communication in globalised workplaces requires interlocutors to 
display intercultural communicative competence. Wiseman (2002, p. 208) defines 
intercultural communicative competence as “the involvement of knowledge, 
motivation, and skills to interact effectively and appropriately with members of 
different cultures”. In another way, Neuliep (2009) points out that intercultural 
communication competence is the interlocutors’ adaptation of verbal and non-verbal 
messages to the suitable cultural context. Byram (1997), Byram, Nichols, and 
Stevens (2001), Lustig and Koester (2012), Neuliep (2009), and Wiseman (2002) 
propose a range of components in intercultural communication competence. Their 
key points are summarised and presented chronologically in Table 3.1 below. 
Table 3.1 
Components of intercultural communication competence 
Authors  Components of intercultural communication competence 
Byram (1997), Byram, Nichols, 
and Stevens (2001) 
Attitudes need to be of curiosity and openness, of readiness to 
suspend disbelief about other cultures and belief about one’s 
own (p. 50). 
Knowledge can be described as of social groups and their 
cultures in one’s own country and interlocutor’s country, and of 
the general processes for societal and individual interaction (p. 
51). 
Skills of interpreting and relating refer to the ability to 
interpret a document or event from another culture, to explain it 
and relate it to documents from one’s own (p. 52). 
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Authors  Components of intercultural communication competence 
Skills of discovery and interaction refer to the ability to 
acquire new knowledge of a culture and cultural practices and 
the ability to operate knowledge, attitudes and skills under the 
constraints of real-time communication and interaction (p. 52). 
Critical cultural awareness/ political education describe the 
ability to evaluate critically explicit criteria perspectives, 
practices and products in one’s own and other cultures and 
countries (p. 53). 
Wiseman (2002) Knowledge is conceptualised as the information necessary to 
interact appropriately and effectively, and the requisite 
cognitive orientation to facilitate the acquisition of such 
information (p. 218). 
Motivation describes a number of variables such as 
intercultural sensitivity, social relaxation, empathy, or 
ethnocentrism which have been found to influence one’s affect 
towards others and intercultural communication (p. 218). 
Skills reflect the needed behaviours such as interaction 
management, being mindful, uncertainty reduction strategies to 
interact appropriately and effectively with members of different 
cultures (p. 219). 
Neuliep (2009) Knowledge refers to the level of cultural knowledge a person 
has about another person with whom he or she is interacting (p. 
394). 
Affective component involves the emotional aspects of an 
individual in a communication situation, such as fear, like or 
dislike, anger, or stress (p. 396). 
Psychomotor is the actual enactment of the knowledge and 
affective components which involves the ability to use verbal 
and non-verbal codes to communicate messages in an 
interaction (p. 398). 
Situational component refers to the actual context in which 
intercultural communication occurs, including the 
environmental context, any previous contact between the 
communicators, and the status differential (p. 399). 
Lustig and Koester (2012) Context refers to the dependence of the relationships and 
situations within which communication occurs (p. 63). 
Appropriateness and effectiveness refer to behaviours 
regarded as proper and effective leading to the achievement of 
desired outcomes (p. 63). 
Knowledge refers to the cognitive information about the 
people, the context in a specific culture (p. 64). 
Motivations include people’s overall set of emotional 
associations such as confusion, relaxation, desires (p. 65-66). 
Skills refer to the actual performance of those behaviours that 
are regarded as appropriate and effective (p. 67). 
Adapted from Byram (1997), Byram, Nichols, and Stevens (2001), Wiseman (2002), 
Neuliep (2009), and Lustig and Koester (2012) 
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It can be seen from this table that these authors highlight many things in 
common when proposing components of intercultural communication. Most of them 
illuminate the significance of having appropriate background knowledge to achieve 
the desired goals for communication. The next most important component which has 
great impact on the quality of communication is motivation/ affect/ attitude. Finally, 
skills are the overall competence determining people’s success in intercultural 
communication. Being competent in intercultural communication is not an 
instantaneous matter, but is acquired and learned over time. Wiseman (2002, p. 211) 
makes the point that “intercultural communication is not innate and does not happen 
accidentally. Rather, there are necessary conditions that must exist before we are 
consciously and consistently competent in our intercultural interactions”. Among the 
components suggested, skills of interpreting and relating (Byram, 1997; Byram et al., 
2001) are of great value to interpret observational data at the research sites. In 
addition to these components of intercultural communication competence, the 
following section will outline the characteristics for effective intercultural 
communication as well as its benefits.  
Characteristics of intercultural communication 
Working in the field of intercultural professional communication, Scollon and 
Scollon (1995, p. 134) point out that “successful intercultural professional 
communication depends on learning to move with both pragmatic effectiveness and 
cultural sensitivity across the line”. For them, pragmatic effectiveness and cultural 
sensitivity in communication are the ability to fully join in discourse with 
interlocutors by having a shared understanding of cultures. They argue that the two 
problems in this type of communication arise from cultural differences and problems 
arising when people try to deal with cultural differences. Those issues can be 
explained by the limited knowledge of cultures among interlocutors and can be found 
in EFL countries in the Expanding Circle including Vietnam where learners have 
little motivation to discover cultural aspects of the target language. In addition, 
Byram (1997) also argues that the success of intercultural communication hangs 
largely on cultural knowledge and sensitivity: “It is important to remember that the 
interaction between two individuals can only be fully understood when the 
relationship of the ‘host’ to the ‘visitor’ is included” (p. 32). Therefore, mutual 
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understanding of the interlocutors’ cultures might contribute to the effectiveness of 
communication. 
In relation to the role of context in meaning making, Halliday (1989) 
distinguishes between context of situation and context of culture. The context of 
situation reflects the immediate environment in which a text (or a piece of naturally-
occurring language, either spoken or written) is actually functioning in accordance 
with the three related dimensions of register, namely field, tenor, and mode. These 
are defined as the content of what is going on, the personal relationship involved, and 
the means of communication respectively. However, “there is also a broader 
background against which the text has to be interpreted: its context of culture” 
(Halliday, 1989, p. 46). These two contexts work together in shaping any given 
communication and its meaning and purpose. In this regard, language teaching and 
learning is an interwoven process between the semiotic system of language and its 
social environments. To the context of my study, Halliday’s (1989) theory provides 
social-semiotic perspectives for the cultural and communicative aspects of texts 
produced in the context of import/export and customs operations in Vietnam.  
As widely argued, intercultural communication brings along certain benefits. 
Neuliep (2009, p. 4) makes the point that “communicating and establishing 
relationships with people from different cultures can lead to a whole host of benefits, 
including healthier communities; increased international, national, and local 
commerce; reduced conflict; and personal growth through increased tolerance”. At 
national and local level, intercultural communication competence helps reduce 
cultural distance among ethnic groups when interlocutors have shared understandings 
to create more cooperation. The ability to interact with people from different cultures 
within and outside borders offers greater economic benefits (Neuliep, 2009). 
For this study, researching communication in globalised workplaces involves 
recognising the intercultural communication occurring in spoken and written 
discourse with language patterns understood in the sociocultural contexts. Also, it 
involves multiple forms of speech acts such as greeting, ordering, requesting; 
specific genres such as emails, phone calls, and public pamphlets; registers of 
specific topics/fields such as import/export and customs. The relationships in 
intercultural communication include employers and staff, amongst staff, customers 
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and import/export staff, customs officers and travellers, typically using English as a 
lingua franca.   
3.3.3 Summary 
This section has outlined the sociolinguistic theories of communication and 
intercultural communication and their relevance to the increasingly globalised 
context. These help conceptualise the research question regarding the alignment of 
English for international business with industry settings. Communication is 
understood to involve symbolic, interpretive, transactional, and contextual processes, 
the appropriate choice of register and genre, and is governed by pragmatic 
conventions such as speech acts and the cooperative principle. All these dimensions 
contribute to effective meaning-making processes, that is, communicative 
competence. 
Intercultural communicative competence makes more complex demands on 
people working in multilingual and multicultural environments. To develop 
intercultural communication competence, besides mastering components such as 
knowledge and skills, interlocutors need to cultivate cultural sensitivity with shared 
understandings of other cultures through deterritorialised ELF. The following section 
will look at theory informing ESP practices and their responses to social and 
linguistic changes. 
3.4 CONCEPTUALISING ENGLISH FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES  
This section develops a theoretical overview of ESP curriculum and pedagogy, 
including ESP classification and ESP characteristics. It also presents approaches to 
ESP curriculum development and teaching practices capturing scaffolding and 
Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL).  
3.4.1 English for Specific Purposes 
Since the late 1960s, the field of ESP has been concerned with three main areas 
of focus: language, pedagogy, and the learner’s specific areas of interest, either 
professional, academic or vocational (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987). Dudley-Evans 
and St John (1998, p. 1) argue that “the main concerns of ESP have always been, and 
remain, with needs analysis, text analysis, and preparing learners to communicate 
effectively in the tasks prescribed by their study or work situation”.  
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ESP has become the main means of communication in ‘Englishized’ fields 
such as science, technology, education, and business in the globalised context. 
Hyland (2002, p. 385) argues that “ESP has become central to the teaching of 
English in university contexts due to its distinctive approach based on identification 
of the specific language features, discourse practices, and communicative skills of 
target groups”. With such a dominant role, ESP theory has developed rapidly during 
the past four decades to meet the changing communicative needs and practices for 
particular academic and professional groups (Hyland, 2007a). The point that 
differentiates ESP from other disciplines of language teaching is that “ESP views 
learners in terms of their work or study roles and that ESP course focuses on work- 
or study-related needs, not personal needs or general interests” (Basturkmen, 2010, p. 
3). As argued earlier, ESP is more concerned with roles in specific fields such as an 
accountant (studying English for accounting), or as an import/export officer 
(studying English for international trade) than with expressing culture or identity. 
Moreover, ESP not only relies on ELF to carry its communicative function, it also 
highlights specific registers in particular fields of communication.    
Dudley-Evans and St John (1998) divide ESP into English for Academic 
Purposes (EAP) and English for Occupational Purposes (EOP). According to 
Dudley-Evans and St John (1998, p. 6), “these distinctions are very important as they 
will affect the degree of specificity that is appropriate to the course”. Their division 
is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2. ESP classification by professional areas (Dudley-Evans & St John, 1998, p.6) 
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The two sub-groups, proposed by Dudley-Evans and St John (1998), EAP and 
EOP, have a similar function in that they provide specialist English knowledge and 
skills to groups of learners aiming to participate in the respective fields. However, 
the two sub groups are different in learning purposes. Learners in the EAP groups 
use ESP for studying specialist subjects in English such as medical and legal 
subjects, whereas learners in the EOP groups study ESP for their broader work 
purposes. Respectively, it can be inferred from Figure 3.2 that English for 
Management, Finance and Economics and English for Business Purposes (as the two 
related to business English) have emerged in response to the increasing volume of 
international business interactions that are both academic and professional.   
Later work on this ESP division similar to Dudley-Evans and St John (1998) is 
that of Basturkmen (2010, p. 6) who proposes the following list of areas of ESP 
teaching. 
Table 3.2 
Areas of ESP teaching 
Branches Sub Branches Examples  
English for Academic Purposes 
(EAP) 
English for General Academic 
Purposes (EGAP) 
English for academic writing 
English for Specific Academic 
Purposes (ESAP) 
English for law studies 
English for Professional Purposes 
(EPP) 
English for General 
Professional Purposes (EGPP) 
English for the health care 
English for Specific 
Professional Purposes (ESPP) 
English for nursing 
English for Occupational Purposes 
(EOP) 
English for General 
Occupational Purposes 
(EGOP) 
English for hospitality industry 
English for Specific 
Occupational Purposes 
(ESOP) 
English for hotel receptionists 
Adapted from Basturkmen (2010) 
In Table 3.2, Basturkmen (2010) divides ESP into three branches: EAP, EPP, 
and EOP. Similar to Dudley-Evans and St John’s (1998) division, the first branch 
caters for academic purposes in studying specialist subjects in English; the second 
and third branches serve ESP learners’ working purposes. The difference between 
EPP and EOP is that EPP is designed for learners who are working in their 
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ESP course 
Post-experience During-experience Pre-experience 
professions, whereas EOP tends to provide specialist English knowledge for learners 
preparing to work in non-professional roles. 
Basturkmen (2010, p. 6) also provides another typology of ESP courses 
according to their timing in relation to learners’ work or study experience. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3. ESP course timing in relation to learners’ work or study experience (Basturkmen, 2010, 
p.6) 
In this diagram, Pre-experience refers to groups of learners who have never 
been to work; During-experience refers to learners who are actually working in their 
professions at that point of time; and Post-experience refers to groups of learners 
such as a doctor or pilot who had worked in the field but are no longer working at the 
time of learning ESP. Basturkmen’s (2010) typology places ESP within a more 
ecological perspective, studying interactions between ESP and its environment. For 
an ecological approach, it looks at the learners’ learning process as interwoven with 
their experience in a working environment (Leather & van Dam, 2003). So learners 
who belong to During-experience and Post-experience might be expected to learn 
ESP more effectively because their work experience will accelerate their 
understandings and promote the depth and durability of their technical knowledge. 
Basturkmen’s (2010) typology helps locate my study at the Pre-experience phase, 
that is, students involved in ESP courses focused on English for specific occupation 
purposes. 
3.4.2 Characteristics of ESP 
Research into specialist language, genre, specific contexts of use, and learners’ 
needs distinguishes ESP from other language teaching and learning (Johns, Paltridge, 
& Belcher, 2011). This can be explained by the fact that ESP approach seeks to 
provide opportunities for learners to acquire authentic English through language in a 
context which is interesting and meaningful to them (Bracaj, 2014). Belcher (2004) 
proposes that genre analysis is an essential tool of ESP which enables discovery and 
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analysis of the target types of language that can form the basis of suitable teaching 
materials. Hyland (2007a, p. 397) also points out that “genre analysis has become the 
principle form of discourse analysis in ESP enabling researchers to identify the 
structural and rhetorical features that distinguish the texts most relevant to particular 
communities and contexts”.  
In addition to genre analysis, ESP has other important characteristics that are 
responsive to changing communication needs. To date, ESP has been focused on 
writing more than speaking (Feak, 2012). However, Hyland (2007) argues that ESP 
is not the study of language, but rather the study of communication. According to 
Hyland (2007, p. 397), “ESP has moved some way from its original exclusive focus 
on text features which were based solely on the lexical and grammatical 
characteristics of scientific and business discourses in isolation to their social 
contexts”. In addition, Belcher (2004, p. 166) makes the point that “ESP pedagogy 
can be viewed at present as developing in three overlapping directions: the 
sociodiscoursal, sociocultural, and socio-political. Never before has ESP emphasised 
social situatedness as much as it does today”. In these days, ESP teaching materials 
focus on wider interactional and semiotic contexts, where language use and tasks are 
simulated to represent authentic working environments (Hyland, 2007a).  
In addition to the principle of situatedness, ESP has recently paid more 
attention to fostering intercultural communication. Belcher (2004) considers the 
relation between ESP and intercultural development to be one of the three 
overlapping directions of ESP pedagogy. In addition, Connor and Rozycki (2012, p. 
427) use the concept “intercultural rhetoric” to refer to preferred patterns in texts and 
interactions of both spoken and written discourse among individuals with different 
cultural backgrounds. Understanding those characteristics of ESP, including the use 
of genre analysis for common communicative events in the workplaces and ESP 
intercultural communicative function in real sociocultural contexts helps shape my 
interpretation of authentic language use. The following section will consider theories 
of needs analysis and material authenticity for ESP curriculum development. 
3.4.3 ESP curriculum development 
This section provides a theoretical lens on workplace needs analysis and the 
concept of authenticity which help ESP curriculum developers identify suitable 
specialist discourse.  
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Needs analysis 
Hyland (2007) argues that ESP programs prepare language skills and content 
knowledge to meet the communicative needs and practices of specific social groups. 
Needs can refer to the demands created by both academic purposes or job 
requirements combined to determine the students’ ability to perform tasks at work 
after their language course (Widdowson, 1981). Needs analysis in both academic and 
professional contexts is considered a prerequisite for the design and implementation 
of effective ESP programs (Bhatia & Bremner, 2012). Robinson (1991) and 
Flowerdew (2012)  also point out that the first phase in ESP curriculum development 
is needs analysis, followed by considerations of language, curriculum design, 
materials selection, and teaching methodology. Therefore, needs analysis, 
particularly workplace needs analysis, is considered to be the primary phase in the 
curriculum development.  
In terms of workplace needs analysis, Bouzidi (2009, p. 11) argues that “a 
workplace needs analysis describes the entire context in which English is used, 
including the skills, settings, topics, and relevant language functions”. According to 
Fragoulis and Phillips (2011), changes in economic, social and technological 
developments have highlighted social skills as a necessary and important tool for 
success in workplace communication. Fragoulis and Phillips (2011) describe social 
skills as including Communication, Leadership, Flexibility, and Adaptability 
amongst which Communication is one of the most important skills for effective 
performance at work. Regarding communication skill, Koester (2010) distinguishes 
between the concepts of workplace discourse and business discourse. While the 
former involves interactions occurring in a whole range of occupational settings, the 
latter specifically occurs in the commercial sector such as communication via 
commercial correspondence and business negotiations. Ericsson (2009) also points 
out that communication skills include verbal and non-verbal forms, so it is important 
to be aware of the formality and politeness rules as well as to recognise important 
gestures in intercultural settings. The relationship of the workplace to curriculum 
development raises the issue of authenticity which is discussed in the next section.   
Authenticity 
Belcher (2006) makes the point that few training programs prepare ESP 
teachers for the challenges of ESP teaching: Many language teachers may find the 
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technical content areas of ESP unfamiliar, uninteresting, and even intimidating. Due 
to their limited knowledge of the specialist discourse, ESP teachers tend to prefer 
“published materials” to “in-house materials” (Robinson, 1991, p. 58). However, 
other scholars (Orr & Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages, 2002) 
argue that few ESP materials sold in the bookstores fit learners’ needs, so locally 
prepared materials should be used as much as possible to satisfy learners’ goals. 
In terms of prepared materials, Widdowson (1979) argues for the concept of 
authenticity, which is not a quality of the materials themselves but is produced 
through responses to users. Widdowson (1983, p. 30) argues that “authenticity is 
used to refer to the actually attested language produced by native speakers for a 
normal communicative purpose”. Robinson (1991, p. 58) offers the additional point 
that “the truly professional practitioner uses in-house materials for teaching, not 
published coursebooks because the former is more specific and appropriate than the 
latter especially the language dealt with and the context it is presented in”. Richards 
(2001, p. 252) also states that “authentic materials are preferred because they contain 
authentic language and reflect real-world uses of language”. 
Mishan (2005, p. 18) proposes the features involved in authenticity including 
“provenance and authorship of the text, original communicative and socio-cultural 
purpose of the text, original context of the text, and learning activity engendered by 
the text”. According to Mishan (2005, p. 44), “authentic texts are encapsulated in the 
3 Cs: culture, currency and challenge”. Culture is indicated when authentic texts 
incorporate and represent the culture/s of speakers of the target language. Studying 
language involves studying culture because “culture and language are indivisible” 
(Mishan, 2005, p. 44). In the sociolinguistics of mobility, linguistic patterns should 
be equally connected to authentic resources to facilitate ELF users to achieve 
intercultural communication.  
Currency in authentic texts refers to topics and language in current use and 
relevant to the learners. With this point, learners feel more interested and motivated 
in ESP learning because they are exposed to up-to-date materials and those that are 
relevant and useful to them. Moreover, “currency applies not only to subject matter 
but to language because language is constantly changing and growing” (Mishan, 
2005, p. 56). Therefore, through authentic texts, learners are not only provided with 
up to date materials but also new terms, modes, and genres via innovations in 
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communication technologies. Challenge in authentic texts refers to the intrinsic 
challenge in authentic texts for learners at all proficiency levels. This can be 
explained as “authentic materials often contain difficult language” (Richards, 2001, 
p. 253). However, Mishan (2005, p. 45) explains that “challenge is a positive impetus 
in learning and that students should not be denied interesting learning material on the 
basis of their proficiency level”.  
Within the context of my study, the principles of needs analysis and 
authenticity inform better ESP teaching materials to meet the specific needs of both 
ESP students and industry settings. Of particular relevance to my study, authentic 
materials are crucial for those who are working in international trade in multicultural 
environments with rapidly changing business practices. Graduates of ESP courses 
who are beginning work demanding English as a mode of communication need to be 
up-to-date with technical terms, genres, and information to facilitate their 
communication and practices. Needs analysis and authenticity are two crucial aspects 
of ESP curriculum development, thus contributing to my conceptualisation of ESP 
curriculum renovation trajectory. 
ESP curriculum development 
Course design is defined as the process of producing an integrated series of 
teaching-learning experiences from the basis of needs analysis which aims to lead 
learners to a particular state of knowledge (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987). According 
to Hutchinson and Waters (1987, pp. 65-73), there are three types of ESP course 
design: “language-centred – the nature of target situation performance will determine 
the ESP course; skills-centred which looks at the competence underlying the 
performance; and learning-centred which looks beyond the competence that enables 
someone to perform, how someone acquires that competence”. Among these three 
types of course design, “language-centred is probably the most familiar to English 
teachers, particularly in ESP” (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987, p. 65), and this type is 
still prevalent in ESP classes in Vietnam.  
Hutchinson and Waters (1987, pp. 108-109) then propose a material design 
model for course design which includes input, content, language, and task, as 
represented in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4. A material design model (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987, pp. 108-109) 
According to Hutchinson and Waters (1987), input is any piece of 
communication such as text, diagram, video-recording as suggested by the needs 
analyses; content refers to non-linguistic curricular content such as technical 
knowledge for generating meaningful communication in the classroom; language 
helps learners study how it works and practise putting it back together; and task 
refers to communicative activities in which learners use the content and language 
knowledge to communicate meanings. Those four components of this ESP material 
model are constant and depending on the learning purpose of the course.  
More recently, Basturkmen (2003, p. 48) has argued that “ESP courses are 
often discussed in terms of a two-way distinction between ‘wide-angled’ and 
‘narrow-angled’ designs”. According to Basturkmen (2003), a narrow-angled design 
is for those aspiring to a particular workplace, professional, or academic 
environment, while a wide-angled design is for groups of learners targeting a broad 
workplace, professional or academic field. “Wide-angled course designs are based on 
the premise that there is a set of ‘generic’ skills and linguistic features that are 
transferable across different disciplines and professional groups” (Basturkmen, 2003, 
p. 48). Basturkmen (2003, p. 50) offers the following table summarising types of 
course design in ESP. 
Table 3.3 
Types of course design in ESP 
Type  Narrow or wide angled 
Point of departure 
for selection of 
course content 
Examples  
1 Narrow Analysis of needs English for pilots and 
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Level 3 
Level 2 
Level 1 
 
Above surface
Below surface
Below surface
Type  Narrow or wide angled 
Point of departure 
for selection of 
course content 
Examples  
with reference to a 
particular discipline 
or occupation 
air traffic controllers 
 English for Legal 
Studies 
2 Wide Analysis of common 
needs with reference 
to a set of disciplines 
or occupations 
English for general 
academic purposes 
 English for health 
professionals 
3 Wide Features of language 
use in a variety of 
English 
Business English  
 Academic English 
Adapted from Basturkmen (2003, p. 50) 
Basturkmen (2010, p. 143) goes further with the representation of ESP course 
development. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5. Representation of ESP course development (Basturkmen, 2010, p. 143) 
In Basturkmen’s (2010) diagram (Figure 3.5), Level 1 refers to conducting 
needs analyses. After analysing needs, Level 2 involves the investigation of any 
specialist discourse including genres – specific communicative events such as 
business correspondence or sales report. Finally, Level 3 determines the curriculum: 
“How to focus the course (wide/narrow angled); deliver the course (e.g., web-based, 
on-site); what units to include and sequence them (e.g., genres, features of spoken 
discourse); evaluate learning; what materials to develop; what types of tasks to 
include” (Basturkmen, 2010, p. 143). 
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In terms of course design in ESP, Basturkmen (2010) argues that some features 
of ESP can affect course design as well as course effectiveness; the features can be 
variable and constant. Variable features refer to the range of ESP disciplines, the 
relationship between ESP learners and their target community of practice defining 
their pre-experience, during-experience, or post-experience in the ESP course. In 
addition, variable features relate to ESP teachers’ familiarity with the target 
discipline. Constant features, on the other hand, refer to those features which are 
invariable, namely learners’ needs and learners in relation to particular work- and 
study-related roles (Basturkmen, 2010).      
My research site’s ESP course aligns with Basturkmen’s (2003) third type of 
wide-angled course design and the model of course development helps analyse how 
the course is developed and on which level. The typology of course design can 
inform my research in the college ESP setting and whether it satisfies appropriate 
field, mode, tenor and learners’ roles in genres specific to the target workplaces. The 
next section presents theories regarding approaches to ESP teaching which integrate 
language, content, and culture in specific contexts to satisfy learners’ goals for 
working in today’s globalised workplaces. 
3.4.4  Approaches to ESP teaching 
Authentic materials in ESP courses can demonstrate real language use in 
specific contexts. However, authentic texts are not easy to comprehend if learners are 
not familiar with the specialist knowledge and language of the field. This section 
considers two approaches to ESP course design that can build specialist knowledge 
as well as communicative competence in that field, which are scaffolding and 
Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL).  
Scaffolding 
Scaffolding may be defined as “teacher assistance and support that is designed 
to help learners move towards new skills, concepts or understandings” (Hammond & 
Gibbons, 2001, p. 5). Mehisto, Marsh, and Frigols (2008) state that scaffolding 
fosters learners’ creative and critical thinking when it starts from learners’ existing 
knowledge, experience and interests to build new knowledge. Teachers provide 
assistance and support to their learners until they find that learners can work 
independently on activities in class. Therefore, “the term scaffolding has been taken 
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up to portray the temporary assistance” the teachers provide to help students achieve 
independence (Hammond & Gibbons, 2001, p. 3). The temporary nature can be 
explained that learners are supported to learn independently, and teacher’s assistance 
is gradually withdrawn when learners are capable of completing their task alone 
(Hammond & Gibbons, 2001). 
Under the scaffolding metaphor, knowledge is something that is collaboratively 
constructed rather than a process of giving and receiving between teacher and learner 
(Hammond & Gibbons, 2001). In the ESP context, “ESP is not just about finding the 
right course content, it is also about finding the best way to teach for specific needs” 
(Holme, 1996, p. 7). However, ESP teachers may sometimes find themselves more 
challenged than their learners by their content knowledge and experience constraints 
(Basturkmen, 2010). In this situation, collaboration between learners and teacher will 
produce better results. This collaboration can be very useful in education and in ESP 
courses in particular. The following section will present the core features of another 
approach relevant to building technical knowledge in ESP programs, which is CLIL. 
CLIL approach 
CLIL has been adapted to satisfy learners’ desire which uses content learning 
to drive language learning. Even in language classes, learners expect to learn more 
besides language (Mehisto, Marsh, & Frigols, 2008). CLIL is defined as “a dual-
focused educational approach in which an additional language is used for the 
learning and teaching of both content and language” (Mehisto et al., 2008, p. 9). 
Mehisto et al. (2008) propose four core features in CLIL methodology. These are 
multiple focus, authenticity, active learning, and scaffolding. Regarding the first 
feature, they argue that CLIL performs a dual focus when it delivers content to learn 
language and vice versa. This feature increases learners’ interest and motivation 
because they simultaneously acquire both language skills and content knowledge 
which will be an advantage for their future careers. The second feature highlights the 
use of the authentic materials which maximise learners’ involvement because they 
are learning something real and interesting. In terms of the active learning feature, 
this can be a particular characteristic of CLIL methodology because this approach 
requires the collaboration of both the teacher and learners to negotiate meanings. The 
fourth feature refers to scaffolding techniques which foster learners’ creative and 
critical thinking starting from learners’ existing knowledge to build new knowledge. 
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The authors argue that the incorporation of these four features in ESP courses will 
increase learners’ motivation when they are exposed to the authentic language and 
are involved in negotiating meanings for learning language and content at the same 
time.  
In addition to the four core features, Mehisto et al. (2008) propose connectivity 
as one of the principal tools in CLIL methodology. They emphasise the importance 
of connectivity in CLIL approach: “A goose will fly much further and use less 
energy when flying in close formation with other geese” (p. 172). According to them, 
connectivity can be implemented in three following ways: creating the classroom 
climate, connecting the classroom to the local community, and connecting the 
classroom to the world. Regarding the first connection, connectivity can be achieved 
right in the classroom when learners feel free to think critically, to negotiate, and are 
willing to experiment with language use. Connecting classroom to the local 
community is the second connection for arousing learners’ motivation and interests. 
This is particularly useful for ESP courses when learners get exposure to real 
conventions at work through job shadowing to help them feel that they learn 
something relevant and useful for their future. In terms of connecting classroom to 
the world, this features the important role of modern technology in assisting learners 
to get access to more up-to-date and authentic materials. In this regard, Mehisto et al. 
(2008, p. 191) argue that “coursebooks are often so politically neutral that they can 
seem unreal. Moreover, it is difficult for any coursebook to compete with the real 
world in real time, as they quickly become dated”. Their argument aligns with 
Mishan’s (2005) criterion regarding currency characteristic. The concept of 
connectivity in the CLIL approach will be helpful in examining the productive links 
that are available between academic instructions and workplace communication. 
In addition to a dual focus on learning language and content simultaneously, 
the CLIL approach seeks to incorporate culture into the curriculum as a response to 
the urgent need for better intercultural communication in globalised contexts. Coyle, 
Hood, and Marsh (2010, p. 41) propose the 4Cs Framework (see Figure 3.6) which 
“integrates four contextualised building blocks: content (subject matter), 
communication (language learning and using), cognition (learning and thinking 
process), and culture (developing intercultural understanding and global citizenship). 
Based on this framework, having deep content knowledge, shared understanding of 
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cultures together with fluent language use will help interlocutors achieve successful 
communication. The 4Cs Framework synthesises points which are central to the 
conceptualisation of this study, and for this reason, CLIL has the potential as an 
explanatory framework against which empirical examples can be mapped. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6. The 4Cs framework (Coyle, Hood, & Marsh, 2010, p. 41) 
 
The theory of CLIL helps inform my analysis of the ESP course design. As its 
name suggested, this approach will offer dual foci which are crucial for learners 
working in multinational companies: specialist content knowledge delivered in 
English for communicative purposes. Therefore, knowledge of the CLIL approach 
will firstly provide me with criteria for data analysis by considering the ESP teaching 
pedagogy, then contribute to my understanding of principles for curriculum 
development. 
3.4.5 Summary 
This section has looked at theories of ESP curriculum and course design, and 
the field’s response to communicative needs in globalised contexts. Over time, ESP 
has developed beyond the teaching of decontextualised technical terms. In addition 
to the social functions of communication, ESP theory has started to incorporate 
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aspects of cultural and intercultural communication and content knowledge learning 
into language learning. Within the field’s principles of needs analysis and 
authenticity, ESP teachers and curriculum developers can design and adapt ESP 
teaching materials to meet learners’ and society’s changing needs. In other respects, 
it is argued that authentic materials together with scaffolding techniques can maintain 
learners’ interests and motivation in collaborative activities engaging with real 
language types relevant to their future jobs. Moreover, the emergence of the CLIL 
approach has integrated factors including the specialist content, the language, and 
cultural understandings in a pedagogical approach attempting to prepare learners 
with the skills and knowledge appropriate for international labour markets. 
3.5 CONCLUSION 
This chapter has presented theoretical resources that help frame my research 
study on English for international business in the context of rapid globalisation. The 
theories are nested into three layers to conceptualise the use of ESP in globalised 
workplaces. The outer layer describes the sociolinguistic paradigm emerging to 
account for the new language ecology under processes of globalisation. In 
globalisation, the flow of people for various purposes involves the mobility of their 
communicative resources. This more fluid linguascape entails translocal practices 
across contexts and new spatiotemporal sensitivities. The emergence of English as a 
lingua franca helps people communicate across national boundaries. The widespread 
use of English from the Inner circle, the Outer circle, and the Expanding circle has 
created a variety of re-territorialised World Englishes, but also the use of 
deterritorialised ELF to facilitate interactions between different cultural settings. 
Through a lens highlighting the sociolinguistics of globalisation, my study situates 
the research of English for import/export and customs services within a paradigm of 
emerging language practices foregrounding mobility and change (Blommaert, 2010).
The inner layer focuses on a theory of communication and more particularly, 
the intercultural communication as a consequence of the communicative ecology in 
globalisation. A successful intercultural communication process includes the 
selection of appropriate registers and genres in accordance with the Cooperative 
Principle regarding brief, relevant, reliable, and clear information. In addition, 
understandings of the intercultural context will inform my study in the way that it 
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makes visible what skills, dispositions and knowledge necessary for successful 
international interactions.  
The central layer addresses theories of ESP learning and pedagogy. In its early 
development, ESP focused on language learning as isolated technical terms relevant 
to a particular specialist field or occupation. Subsequently, ESP has shifted its focus 
to understandings of language to include genres, intercultural communication skills, 
and practices. Because ESP focuses on learners’ needs, workplace needs analysis and 
authenticity are foregrounded as core principles of ESP teaching and learning to 
provide students with access to real types of language use and pre-experience at the 
target workplaces. The next chapter builds from these theoretical premises to develop 
the research design and methodology for the study.
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Chapter 4: Research Design 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
My study aimed to explore the degree of the alignment between the specific 
English demands of workplaces and the courses teaching these specialist types of 
English. The purposes of the study were to make a contribution to both English 
language communication in Vietnam’s globalised workplaces and ESP course 
provision.  
This study was designed as a case study of the language ecologies in an ESP 
course in a higher education college and workplace settings in a multinational 
import/export company and a customs office in an international airport. The 
boundary in the case of this study was across three research sites, aiming to 
characterise the authentic language use in these globalised industries and its 
relationship to the teaching resources used in the ESP course. 
The enquiry was conducted in authentic and lived environments with 
interactions between the researcher and participants of the study. The naturally-
occurring workplace data were generated using Hymes’s (1974) ethnography of 
communication approach which included methods such as observations, document 
collection, and the generation of additional data through semi-structured interviews. 
The research design of the study is presented in three sections. The first section 
outlines the paradigm informing the research design. The second section considers 
the methods for data collection and the associated ethical issues. The third section 
summarises the approaches to qualitative data analysis. Finally, the chapter 
concludes with an overview of how the research design and modes of analysis align 
with the research questions and theoretical approach. 
4.2 QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
Dowling and Brown (2009, p. 6) define research “as an inquiry that seeks to 
make known something about a field of practice or activity that is currently unknown 
to the researcher”. Lapan, Quartaroli, and Riemer (2011, pp. 4-5) make the 
distinction between scientific research and social scientific research: “Scientific 
studies are carried out in labouratory-like settings in which potential causes are 
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manipulated to measure the effects. Social scientific enquiry, however, is conducted 
in real-life environments in which events are observed to unfold without 
manipulation of normal patterns”. This study can be considered as the social 
scientific research.  
Regarding qualitative research, Creswell (2007, p. 37) argues that “qualitative 
research begins with assumptions, a worldview, the possible use of a theoretical lens, 
and the study of research problems inquiring into the meaning individuals or groups 
ascribe to a social or human problem”. According to Denzin and Lincoln (2011, p. 
8), “the word qualitative implies an emphasis on the qualities of entities and on 
processes that are not experimentally examined or measured in terms of quantity, 
amount, intensity, or frequency”. Moreover, qualitative researchers emphasise the 
socially constructed nature of reality and the relationship between the researcher and 
the field studied. They typically study things in authentic environments, attempting 
to interpret problems using empirical methods such as case study, interview, 
observation (Denzin & Lincoln, 2013).  
Denzin and Lincoln (2013) feature the significant differences between 
quantitative and qualitative research designs. They point out that qualitative research 
involves a small number of participants and research settings, with forms for 
collecting data consisting of general and emerging questions to help obtain more in-
depth information. More details about differences between quantitative and 
qualitative data collection proposed by Denzin and Lincoln (2013) are presented in 
Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 
Differences between Quantitative and Qualitative data collection 
Quantitative research  Qualitative research  
Participants and sites being identified 
systematically through random sampling 
Participants and sites being identified through 
purposeful sampling 
 
Permission needed for beginning quantitative 
study 
 
Greater access to the site needed because of  
interview and observation being conducted there 
 
Closed response items 
 
Open-ended questions  
 
Predesigned instruments to record the 
 
Record information with self-designed protocols 
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Quantitative research  Qualitative research  
information to organise information  
 
Anonymous questionnaires being mailed out or 
brought into the experimental labouratory 
 
 
Sensitivity to the challenges and ethical issues of 
gathering information face-to-face in people’s 
homes or workplaces 
Adapted from Denzin and Lincoln (2013) 
4.2.1 Research paradigm 
Denzin and Lincoln (2013, p. 6) argue that “qualitative research is a situated 
activity that locates the observer in the world”. Three abstract concepts which lay at 
the heart of particular research approaches and differentiate research paradigms are 
ontology, epistemology, and methodology (Lapan et al., 2011). The conceptual 
network which contains the researcher’s epistemological, ontological, and 
methodological premises is termed a research paradigm (Denzin & Lincoln, 2013). 
According to Mertens (2011, p. 22) “paradigms are frameworks of philosophical 
assumptions that guide researchers”. Therefore, in order to know the world this 
project is interested in, it is crucial to acknowledge the interrelationships between the 
researcher’s view about the nature of reality and the questions about how to get to 
know that social reality.  
Ontology refers to a particular understanding about the nature of reality and its 
features, and there are often multiple realities involved when conducting qualitative 
research (Creswell, 2007). Duberley, Johnson, and Cassell (2012, p. 17) define 
ontology in more detail as “a branch of philosophy dealing with the essence of 
phenomena and the nature of their existence”. Duberley et al. (2012) also point out 
the differences between realist and subjectivist assumptions about the status of social 
reality. According to Duberley et al. (2012, pp. 17-18), “realist assumptions entail the 
view that it exists, ‘out there’, independent of our perceptual or cognitive structures, 
whereas subjectivist assumptions entail the view that what we take to be social 
reality is a creation of our consciousness and cognition”. The understanding is that 
these positions are on a continuum with exclusively realist and subjectivist 
assumptions at opposite extremes of the continuum. The ontological position taken in 
this study was the recognition that the social world was constructed by forces and 
elements such as globalisation and political agendas that in turn, achieve reality in 
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part through language. Recalling Blommaert’s (2010) ‘mobile’ theory of language in 
globalisation, language use is not fixed and absolute; rather is can be seen as a social 
construction that changes over time and place. Based on this, my research was 
particular to the current period of economic reform and globalisation in Vietnam, 
thus it involved two types of ontologies in relation to each other, namely the social 
construction of the world and the reality it achieved in the lives and practices of 
participants.    
The concept of epistemology is understood as “being concerned with 
knowledge about knowledge” (Duberley et al., 2012, p. 16). Put differently, Denzin 
and Lincoln (2013, p. 26) define epistemology as “the relationship between the 
inquirer and the known”. According to Duberley et al. (2012, p. 16), “epistemology 
is the study of the criteria by which we can know what does and does not constitute 
warranted, or scientific knowledge”. This means that the researcher makes explicit 
the criteria for how some claims come to be considered true or false, then looks for 
relevant evidence for such claims (Duberley et al., 2012). Researchers have to adopt 
certain epistemological and ontological position, and this position will lead to 
different methodological concerns for researchers (L. Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 
2007).  
Methodology is the third concept guiding researchers. Schensul (2011, p. 70) 
points out that “methodology refers to the blueprint or set of decisions and 
procedures that governs a study and renders it understandable to others and is subject 
to inquiry, critique, and replication or adaptation to other settings”. In a more 
particular way, Haynes (2012) argues that methodology is the knowledge production 
process. The process of knowledge production requires specific methods which 
comprise the data collection techniques qualitative researchers use to gather 
information about the reality they are interested in. Therefore, the methodological 
choice of qualitative research tools for data collection reflects the research paradigm 
framing the study (Schensul, 2011), and the underpinning ontology and 
epistemology.   
As argued earlier in this section, a research paradigm is considered to be a 
conceptual network containing the researcher’s ontological, epistemological, and 
methodological positions. Assumptions about how to come to know the world help 
researchers define a suitable paradigm to conduct the research (Lapan et al., 2011). 
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Denzin and Lincoln (2013, p. 26) propose four major interpretive paradigms for 
qualitative research which are “positivist and postpositivist, constructivist-
interpretive, critical (Marxist, emancipatory), and feminist-poststructural”. My study 
was located within the constructivist-interpretive paradigm which was itself a 
continuum of approaches. It utilised Burr’s principles of social constructionism to 
guide the design of the study.    
Burr (1995, p. 4) argues that “social constructionism denies that our knowledge 
is a direct perception of reality. All knowledge is derived from looking at the world 
from some perspective or other”. Schwandt (2000) also points out that knowing is an 
active process, and interpretations are not constructed in isolation but they are 
formed through shared understandings, practices, and language. Burr (1995) provides 
three attributes highlighting the nature of social constructionism. The first attribute is 
a critical stance towards taken-for-granted knowledge. This requires researchers to be 
critical of ideas collected via observations of the world. The second attribute is 
related to historical and cultural background. According to Burr (1995), the concepts 
and ways researchers use to understand the reality are historically and culturally 
specific. The third attribute is that knowledge is constructed through daily 
interactions between people in social life. Burr’s (1995) principles are very important 
to my study for researching and analysing the authentic language use in workplace 
settings. Guided by these principles, the study involved an ethnography of 
communication that utilised methods such as observations, semi-structured 
interviews, and the collection of authentic written materials. 
4.3 RESEARCH METHODS 
This section outlines the principles of case study research which are pertinent 
to this study. The study was a case of three sites exploring the alignment between 
ESP teaching in a college and typical language use in the two associated industries. 
The section then presents the broad approach of ethnography of communication used 
to characterise typical workplace communication and its methods of obtaining data. 
It also addresses the relevant criteria for assessing reliability and validity in such 
qualitative research. 
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4.3.1 Case study 
Using case studies appears to be a challenging method for qualitative 
researchers in social inquiry (Yin, 2009). Stake (1995) considers case study as a 
study to understand the particularity of a case in its important circumstances. Both of 
these perspectives emphasise boundedness. Yin (2009) makes the point that single 
cases are often the design chosen to conduct case studies with the rationale that a 
single case is a representative case. Simons (2009) provides some useful insights into 
how boundedness and multiple settings can form one case. Her view is that “case 
study is an in-depth exploration from multiple perspectives of the complexity and 
uniqueness of a particular project, policy, institution, programme or system in a ‘real 
life’ context” (p.21). Therefore, the primary aim is to seek in-depth understanding, 
then inform the development of that policy, institution or program (Simons, 2009).  
To research the alignment of the ESP course and the typical sociolinguistic 
needs of the workforce to work in multinational companies, the study included three 
research sites. The first site was an import/export company involved in the trading of 
cell phones and accessories, garment, and footwear products. These are key products 
which helped increase revenue for Vietnam (General Department of Vietnam 
Customs, 2016). In this workplace, English was the main means of communication 
between import/export staff and customers, visitors, and sales representatives around 
the world. The second site was a customs office where there were intercultural 
interactions between Vietnamese customs officers and travellers. In this workplace 
setting, English was used as a lingua franca in many of these interactions. The third 
site was a government higher education college offering ESP courses designed 
especially to prepare students to work in multicultural and multilingual environments 
such as import/export companies and customs offices. To understand the authentic 
types of language use in these two workplace settings, conducting an ethnography of 
communication was most appropriate. 
4.3.2 Ethnography of communication  
New forms of social relationships due to faster paced and more entangled 
everyday life require new ways of thinking about what to research and how to do it 
(Eisenhart, 2001). The ethnographic approach has emerged to help researchers 
understand and document changing practices. The ethnographic researcher sets out to 
understand and describe a setting initially by interaction with participants in their 
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empirical setting to produce greater understandings (Dowling & Brown, 2009). The 
interest in ethnographic study has built from anthropological research to offer a good 
way for understanding the situated context, its participants, and practices.  
Within the broad tradition of ethnography, ethnography of communication has 
been developed and used by qualitative researchers to study typical language and 
communication in relation to particular social and cultural contexts. Hymes (1964, 
pp. 2-3) argues that “an ethnography of communication approach investigates 
directly the use of language in contexts of situation so as to discern patterns proper to 
speech activity, patterns which escape separate studies of grammar”. In this regard, 
Saville-Troike (1989) points out that the ethnography of communication contributes 
to identifying what a second language learner must know to achieve in order to have 
more appropriate communication in varied contexts of language use. Fasold (1990, p. 
39) defines the ethnography of speaking or the ethnography of communication as 
“the approach to the sociolinguistics of language in which the use of language in 
general is related to social and cultural values”. Therefore, with its main focus on the 
study of socially situated uses of language, the ethnography of communication offers 
a relevant methodological approach for this study.  
Wardhaugh (1998) argues that the ethnography of a communicative event 
includes all the factors that contribute to achieving communicative goals. Hymes 
(1974, pp. 53-62) makes a major contribution to this area in his proposal of the 
acronym SPEAKING that incorporates the key factors in socially-appropriate 
communication. The factors are summarised below.  
Setting and Scene (S): Setting refers to the time and place, the concrete 
physical circumstances in which speech occurs; scene refers to the abstract 
psychological setting or the cultural definition of the occasion.  
Participants (P) include various combinations of speaker-listener, addressor-
addressee, or sender-receiver. They generally fill certain socially specified roles. 
Ends (E) refer to the conventionally recognised and expected outcomes of an 
exchange as well as to the personal goals that participants seek to accomplish on 
particular occasions.  
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Act sequence (A) refers to the actual form and content of what is said: The 
precise words used, how they are used, and the relationship of what is said to the 
actual topic at hand. 
Key (K) refers to the tone, manner, or spirit in which a particular message is 
conveyed such as serious, precise, mocking. The key may also be marked non-
verbally by certain kinds of behaviour, gesture, posture. 
Instrumentalities (I) refer to the choice of channel, e.g. oral, written, or 
telegraphic, and to the actual forms of speech employed, such as the language, 
dialect, code, or register that is chosen.  
Norms of interaction and interpretation (N) refer to the specific behaviours 
and properties that attach to speaking and also to how these may be viewed by 
someone who does not share them, e.g. loudness, silence. 
Genre (G) refers to clearly demarcated types of utterances such as poems, 
proverbs, lectures, and editorials. 
Given the focus of this study was the situated use of language in real contexts, 
hence the ethnography of communication approach would guide the collection of 
data and also provide the framework for analysis. The ethnographic understanding is 
that the data must be naturally-occurring: two qualitative research tools typically 
involved in ethnographic studies are observations and interviews (Carbaugh, 2007b; 
Dowling & Brown, 2009; Eisenhart, 2001; Singer, 2009). These will be discussed in 
the next sections. 
4.3.3 Observations 
According to Foster (2006), observations are of great value because researchers 
can record information about the physical environment as well as the participants’ 
activities directly for their purpose of the study. Foster (2006, p. 60) proposes two 
approaches to observational research: “more-structured (or systematic) observation, 
and less-structured (or ethnographic) observation”. He explains that more-structured 
observation produces accurate data for quantitative research through pre-specified 
observable modes of interaction, whereas “less-structured observation aims to 
produce detailed, qualitative descriptions of human behaviour to illuminate social 
meanings and shared culture” (p. 60-61). This study involved a social inquiry of 
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reality, so the less-structured observation approach proposed by Foster (2006) was 
more appropriate for the study. 
As argued before, the ethnography of communication enables study of the 
social uses of language in particular contexts, thus participant observation is crucial 
as a means of providing data that are different to the ethnographer’s cultural values 
(Fasold, 1990). Moreover, Eisenhart (2001, p. 18) points out that “participant 
observation is the mainstay of ethnographic method which depends fundamentally on 
first-hand, personal involvement in the lives of people who are being studied”. 
Depending on the aims of the study and the nature of the target setting, the roles of 
the participant may change (Foster, 2006). For example, the roles of observer may 
differ from being the complete observer, the observer as participant, and the 
complete participant. Whereas the complete observer has no interaction with the 
participants during the process of data collection, the complete participant takes a full 
interactive role in the group within the research setting. Regarding the observer as 
participant, there are some interactions between the observer and participants; 
however, the observer’s main role is as a researcher (Foster, 2006).    
In a similar way to Foster (2006), Creswell (2014, pp. 236-237) proposes the 
term ‘nonparticipant observer’: “the observer visiting the site and recording notes 
without becoming involved in the activities of the participants”. Due to the 
limitations of access in the target settings for this study, the researcher would act in 
the role of a nonparticipant observer. 
As noted above, the researcher in this study adopted the role of a 
nonparticipant observer in the import/export company and in the customs office. The 
researcher could not carry out observations in the college because the ESP courses 
had finished in March, 2015 which was earlier than usual for two months due to the 
changing of the lunar calendar. When doing observations at the two worksites, the 
researcher used a digital audio recorder as well as kept fieldnotes on an observational 
protocol to record information. According to Creswell (2014, p. 249), “an 
observational protocol is a form designed by the researcher before data collection 
used for taking fieldnotes during an observation”. The researcher followed the seven 
steps suggested by Creswell (2014) (see Figure 4.1) when conducting the 
observations. 
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Step 1. Select a site to be observed that helps best understand the central phenomenon 
 
Step 2. Ease into the site slowly by looking around, getting a general sense of the site, and 
taking limited notes, at least initially 
 
Step 3. At the site, identify who or what to observe, when to observe, and how long to observe 
 
Step 4. Conduct multiple observations over time to obtain the best understanding of the site 
and the individuals 
 
Step 5. Design some means for recording notes during an observation such as fieldnotes, tape-
recording 
 
Step 6. Consider what information to record during an observation 
 
Step 7. Record descriptive and reflective fieldnotes: descriptive fieldnotes record a description 
of the events, activities (what happened), reflective fieldnotes record personal thoughts that 
researchers have relating to their insights, hunch emerging during observation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1. The process of observing (Creswell, 2014, p. 249) 
The length of time for observations was two weeks in each of the workplace 
settings. The observational protocols used in the import/export company and customs 
office were designed using the eight features of SPEAKING proposed by Hymes 
(1974) as listed above. These features were noted in two types of fieldnotes: (i) 
descriptive fieldnotes and (ii) reflective fieldnotes which helped structure the 
observational process. In descriptive fieldnotes, the observational protocol described 
information about the setting, participants, and the aims of the observation. It then 
outlined types of information to be recorded and collected such as spoken and written 
genres. Reflective fieldnotes referred to the researcher’s thoughts recorded during 
observations to inform later analysis. Details of these two protocols are presented in 
Appendix A and Appendix B. 
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The observational process at the research sites helped the researcher describe 
what was ‘out there’ – the authentic types of language use being undertaken in the 
workplaces, notably in English. Interviewing participants was another important part 
of the study which provided the researcher with additional empirical data and 
language use and needs. 
4.3.4 Interviews 
Fontana and Frey (2000) argue that interviewing has become one of the most 
powerful techniques to understand human beings in which individual, face-to-face 
verbal interchange is the most prevailing form of research interview. Moreover, 
interviews enable researchers to explore problems in detail by engaging in the data 
collection process with participants. The interviewer can probe and prompt to check 
any misunderstandings immediately during the interview (Brenner, Brown, & 
Canter, 1985; Dowling & Brown, 2009).  
An interview is a co-constructed process which involves the coming together 
of the two subjectivities – that of researcher and participant. The content produced 
through the interview is shaped by the intersubjective context which means that 
meanings are in part derived from what the interviewee says and in part that the 
interviewer understands under a particular circumstance (Josselson, 2013). Kvale and 
Brinkmann (2009, p. 53) describe interview knowledge in relation to seven key 
features: produced, relational, conversational, contextual, linguistic, narrative, and 
pragmatic. They maintain that knowledge is produced because it is constructed 
through interactions between interviewer and interviewee, so the interview is a 
knowledge-producing activity. The medium for conducting any interviews is 
language, thus “the resulting interview product is linguistic in the form of oral 
statement” (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, p. 55). It is argued that interaction between 
two participants is a relational process which constructs knowledge, and such 
knowledge is influenced by the context of the interview (Josselson, 2013; Kvale & 
Brinkmann, 2009). The pragmatic feature of interview knowledge refers to the ability 
to perform action through such knowledge. 
Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) provide three criteria for conducting a good 
interview. First of all, the quality of the answers should be spontaneous, specific, and 
relevant. The second criterion concerns the interviewer’s flexibility when asking a 
short question but gaining longer interviewee answers. The third criterion involves 
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the interviewer’s ability to follow up and clarify the answers to produce meanings 
relevant to the study. To enhance the quality of interviewing, Galletta (2013) and 
Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) refer to ‘semi-structured’ interviews as a useful way of 
eliciting more information from the interviewee. Galletta (2013, p. 45) points out that 
‘semi-structured interviews incorporate both open-ended and more theoretically 
driven questions, eliciting data grounded in the experience of the participant as well 
as data guided by existing constructs in the particular discipline within which one is 
conducting research.’ 
Semi-structured interviews were used in this study. It should be acknowledged 
that I, as the researcher, was part of the ESP teaching profession that I was 
researching at the higher education institution. As an insider, I faced particular 
considerations when it came to conducting the interviews with college staff. On the 
one hand, being an insider helped me obtain access to the research site. Because of 
my insider knowledge, I was able to ask “more meaningful questions” and derive 
“more truthful, authentic understandings” during the interviews with staff (Merriam 
et al., 2001, p. 411). 
On the other hand, my status as an insider carried risks for the participants. As 
an ESP teacher employed at the college, I “shared statuses and experiences” which 
might affect “the type of information that the participants shared” (Liamputtong, 
2010, p. 129). However, with my established relationship of trust and mutual regard, 
the participants indicated little or no discomfort when talking about their 
experiences. Also, the extra effort to ensure confidentiality of data helped assure the 
participants and possibly contribute to the richness of the interview data. Therefore, 
the insider positioning equally helped enhance the richness of the data and also 
minimise barriers related to language culture, given that the interviews were 
conducted in Vietnamese.    
 In the workplaces, the interview helped the researcher investigate participants’ 
thoughts and perspectives on the benefits and constraints on the English language use 
and the issues associated with intercultural communication. In the college, the 
interviews investigated the types and use of teaching materials as well as the 
teachers’ pedagogies and pedagogical decision-makings in relation to the target 
workplace language needs. Interviews were conducted once the observation phase at 
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the two work sites had finished. A digital audio recorder was used for recording the 
interviews.  
To structure the interview, it is crucial to have an interview protocol prepared 
by the researcher which contained semi-structured questions and further probes 
(Creswell, 2014). The interview protocols used at the three research settings were 
designed with question types proposed by Creswell (2014) and Kvale and Brinkmann 
(2009). These questions types included introductory questions, core questions, 
probing questions, structuring questions, and interpreting questions. The introductory 
questions were designed to create an ease of atmosphere to motivate interviewees to 
talk. The core questions comprised questions beginning with What, Why, and How 
which helped the researcher get the desired information for the study. The probing, 
structuring, and interpreting questions were used to elicit more information, to 
control the interviews, and to clarify information from the interviewees to avoid 
misunderstandings. More details about the interview protocols are illustrated in 
Appendix C and Appendix D.  
4.3.5 Document collection 
According to Finnegan (2006), besides sources of data collected through 
interviews and observations, existing sources, whether in writing, figures, or 
electronic form, are also data sources. Therefore, the data collected through 
document collection would be useful data for the study. The documents in the study 
were emails used in the import/export company, Customs guidelines and in-house 
training materials used in the customs office, two sets of ESP coursebooks and two 
final tests used in the college. The documents were subject to confidentiality 
conditions, especially those from the two worksites. Authentic texts were important 
sources of data because they displayed real types of language use at work. Teaching 
materials at the college were of interest because they represented the foundational 
and valued knowledge in the ESP course. These documents were collected for 
comparison between the ESP course at the college and the real types of language 
used and needed in the workplace settings. The following section considers 
reliability and validity which underpin the quality of any research. 
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4.3.6 Reliability and validity 
Reliability and validity are two important factors when designing and doing 
any quantitative or qualitative research. According to Kirk and Miller (1986, p. 19), 
“reliability is the extent to which a measurement procedure yields the same answer 
however and whenever it is carried out, and validity is the extent to which it gives the 
correct answer”. According to Kirk and Miller’s argument, reliability deals with 
replicability when the same measurement provides the same result. This is the most 
appropriate for quantitative research (Silverman, 2006). However, Kirk and Miller 
(1986) argue that trustworthiness and rigour can also be used to evaluate qualitative 
research, and the question of reliability can no longer be overlooked by qualitative 
researchers. Therefore, in qualitative research, “reliability can be addressed by using 
standardised methods to write fieldnotes and prepare transcripts; in the case of 
interview and textual studies, reliability can be improved by comparing the analysis 
of the same data by several researchers” (Silverman, 2006, p. 287-288). 
In terms of validity, Bloor (1997, p. 37) explains that “in sociology, validation 
cannot occur through subsequent replication, since identical social circumstances 
cannot be re-created outside the labouratory”. Therefore, Bloor (1997) proposes two 
alternative techniques as methods of validations: triangulation and member 
validation. Triangulation means combining multiple methods of data collection 
which produce identical results on the same research subjects and setting (Bloor, 
1997; Silverman, 2006). With regard to member validation, “findings are considered 
valid by demonstrating a correspondence between the analyst’s findings and the 
understandings of members of the collectivity being analysed” (Bloor, 1997, p. 38). 
To increase the validity of findings, this study applied a triangulated design.  
Patton (2002, p. 247) argues that triangulation strengthens the research by 
using multiple methods for data collection. Simons (2009, p. 129) also explains that 
“triangulation is a means of cross-checking the relevance and significance of issues 
or testing out arguments and perspectives from different angles to generate and 
strengthen evidence in support of key claims”. This study applied methodological 
triangulation (Denzin, 1978) by using multiple methods to research the questions. 
Furthermore, this study inquired into a social reality, so triangulation is less 
concerned with convergence of data sources, but through different perspectives to 
construct meanings and pursue interpretations (Simons, 2009).  
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Due to different ontological assumptions, qualitative and quantitative 
researchers have different views of concepts related to validity and reliability (K. A. 
Davis, 1992). K. A. Davis (1992) and Symon and Cassell (2012) propose four 
criteria for assessing qualitative research: credibility, transferability, dependability, 
and confirmability. According to K. A. Davis (1992, pp. 605-606), “since reality is a 
multiple set of mental constructions, to demonstrate ‘truth value’ researchers must 
show that their reconstructions in the form of findings and interpretations are 
credible to those being researched”. To enhance credibility, qualitative researchers 
often combine a variety of methods to confirm and triangulate the findings such as 
prolonged engagement, observation, interview, and case analysis (K. A. Davis, 1992; 
Symon & Cassell, 2012). The transferability criterion asks whether findings can be 
transferred to other contexts and depend on the degree of similarity between contexts 
(K. A. Davis, 1992). Concerning dependability, K. A. Davis (1992, p. 607) argues 
that “rather than assuring reliability, the inquirer attempts to ensure that findings are 
dependable, by way of the cyclical process of formulating hypotheses through 
multiple methods and the testing hypotheses in continuing data collection through 
prolonged and persistent observation”. Finally, confirmability asks whether the 
researcher has made clear the source of data and how findings are analysed and 
presented (Symon & Cassell, 2012). With reference to my study, the credibility and 
dependability criteria were enhanced through a combination of methods including 
observations, interviews, and document collection. These sources of data were 
clearly analysed and presented to ensure the confirmability. Findings and claims 
derived from this study can be applied to similar cases interested in the relationship 
between the ESP course and workplace language demands. 
4.3.7 Summary 
This section has presented a case study design with three research settings 
which were investigated in relation to the English language use and the provision of 
English language training. The study used an ethnography of communication 
approach to generate and collect data which involved observations, semi-structured 
interviews, and authentic documents. The observational process helped the 
researcher investigate the authentic types of language use. The interviews were used 
to explore participants’ thoughts and views on their practices. The authentic 
documents at the three research sites were examined for comparing the alignment 
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between the teaching resources at the college and the communicative practices 
performed at the workplaces. The protocols were designed for the observational 
process with features of SPEAKING put in descriptive and reflective fieldnotes. The 
semi-structured interview protocols were prepared with five questions types to help 
the researcher get in-depth information from the interviewees. A combination of 
those methods listed above worked to enhance the reliability and the validity for this 
study. The following section describes criteria for choosing the research sites and 
participants. It also presents ethical issues relevant to this study. 
4.4 SAMPLING 
This section explains criteria for choosing the research sites, research 
participants as well as the ethical issues involved.  
4.4.1 Research settings 
This study sought to explore the alignment between the English offered in a 
college ESP course for international business and the English language used in an 
import/export company and a customs office. The study sought access to three 
research settings which were relevant to the research questions.  
The first research site was an import/export company in HCMC, Vietnam, 
where there were international business interactions between ELF users. Being there, 
the researcher had opportunities to study the authentic language use in talk via phone 
calls between the logistics staff and foreign customers for import/export services. 
These interactions included provisions related to import/export contract such as 
means of payment, means of transportation. In addition to studying the real language 
in these interactions, a semi-structured interview was conducted with the Head of the 
Logistics Department to investigate his thoughts and perspectives on the benefits and 
constraints on the types of English language use in import/export services. The 
collection of authentic documents in this site such as emails was also a useful source 
of data for this study.      
The second research site was a customs office in an international airport in 
Vietnam. The aim was to observe the situated language use at the customs 
checkpoint between a Vietnamese customs officer and a traveller moving in and out 
of the country. In particular, the researcher observed the different nuances and 
intercultural aspects in talk using English as a lingua franca. These interactions 
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involved customs procedures and information giving. The talk appeared to be very 
short due to time constraints and it was often in the genre of a request or an order to 
demand travellers’ compliance. Similar to the first research site, semi-structured 
interviews with the two customs officers and authentic documents such as Customs 
guidelines and in-house training materials were carried out and collected in this 
second site.  
The third research setting was College A, a public college under the control of 
the Ministry of Finance in HCMC, Vietnam. In this college, the International 
Business program was one of the key areas attracting hundreds of students every 
year. Studying here, students had to pay fees for three years. The majority of students 
were from the countryside and provincial cities beyond HCMC. They chose to study 
in this area because their future jobs would involve international business. Many 
business enterprises are currently being established in Vietnam and many rural 
students hoped to secure jobs in one of these businesses. ESP is one of the 
compulsory subjects in the curriculum. ESP teachers in this college were trained to 
teach general English and it required on their part to teach specialised content in 
English. In particular, the coursebooks used in the ESP course were written for 
English native speakers which privilege the technical knowledge underpinning ESP. 
There had not been any investigations into whether the content accorded with the 
students’ learning needs and future workplace practices. With the aim of preparing 
graduate students’ English language skills to better meet society’s changing needs, 
semi-structured interviews were done with four ESP teachers for their views on ESP 
pedagogies, ESP teaching resources, ESP coursebooks. Additionally, the collection 
of students’ written assessment items helped strengthen the research. The data 
collected in this research site were used to compare the alignment between the ESP 
college course and the changing needs of industry settings. The research participants 
are subsequently discussed below. 
4.4.2 Research participants 
Patton (2002, p. 230) points out that “qualitative inquiry typically focuses in 
depth on relatively small samples, even single cases, selected purposefully, and 
purposeful sampling focuses on selecting information-rich cases whose study will 
illuminate the questions under the study”. Creswell (2014) also argues that the 
intentional selection of participants to study to understand the central problem is 
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considered as purposeful sampling. Participants in this study were chosen through 
purposeful sampling in each research site.  
The participant in the first research setting was the Head of the Logistics 
Department, working full time in the import/export company in HCMC. He was 
chosen in terms of his working experience of at least three years in the current 
position and his understandings of the English language needs for communication at 
this workplace setting. Observations and one semi-structured interview were 
conducted with this participant.     
The second group of participants were two customs officers in a customs office 
in an international airport in Vietnam. They were chosen in terms of their working 
experience of at least three years in the current position and their understanding of 
the English language needs for communicative practices at this working site. 
Observations and two semi-structured interviews were carried out with these two 
participants. 
The third group of participants were four ESP teachers at College A who 
participated in individual semi-structured interviews with the researcher. They were 
members of the teaching staff and were of different ages and levels of experiences to 
give some sense of the diversity within their attitudes, practices, and experiences in 
the ESP course. 
4.4.3 Ethical issues 
Ethical issues have garnered much concern and consideration in recent years. 
Researchers are required to obtain ethical approval before conducting any research 
(Abbott & Sapsford, 2006; Holt, 2012). Abbott and Sapsford (2006, p. 293) 
emphasise that “research ethics need to be addressed throughout the whole life of a 
research project and not just at the outset”. Research participants should be protected 
from harm and nothing should be done to them without their consent which should 
be based on an adequate understanding (Abbott & Sapsford, 2006). Therefore, 
research ethics is an important consideration in any research projects.  
The National Health and Medical Research Council, Australian Research 
Council, and Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee (2007) offer guidelines in 
terms of research merit and integrity, justice, beneficence, and respect when 
conducting any qualitative methods. With reference to research merit and integrity, 
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they discuss the significance of the qualitative research in a particular context and 
setting. It is not required to have the research results generalised, but such research 
can be applicable in some similar circumstances. When selecting research 
participants, it should base on certain criterion to assure justice. In terms of 
beneficence, it refers to confidentiality of participants’ identity and responses. Care 
should be taken to protect the identity of participants and the information they 
provide as well. Regarding the principle of respect, it mentions the accuracy of the 
interview transcript with the interviewee’s verification before analysis. Respect also 
involves participants’ consent which depends on types of research and levels of 
sensitivity.        
Similar to ethical guidelines proposed by the National Health and Medical 
Research Council et al. (2007), Creswell (2014) outlines some typical ethical issues 
which researchers must consider before doing any research and when conducting the 
research. Researchers should inform participants of the purposes of the study before 
asking them to take part in any data collection. This process not only shows the 
researchers’ respect for the participants, it also prevents any deception about the 
nature of the study. During the on-site observations and interviews, researchers 
should avoid making participants uncomfortable, intruded upon, or at risk of harm. 
Furthermore, participant confidentiality must be considered and protected. 
Participants’ identity and the choice whether to use their real names or pseudonyms 
in the research will depend on their informed agreement which should be respected.  
Concerning my study, prior to the data collection, the researcher had firstly 
sought approval from the QUT Office of Research Ethics and Integrity, and then 
sought permissions from the managers in the import/export company, the customs 
office, and the rector of the college to gain access to the research settings. Next, the 
informed consent of participants was then sought. 
4.4.4 Summary 
This section has addressed the issue of purposeful sampling and outlined 
criteria for selecting research settings and research participants. Due to its 
characteristic of seeking information-rich cases, purposeful sampling was considered 
as the ultimate choice in qualitative research, which was also the technique for 
choosing samplings in this study. This section has also summarised ethical 
considerations specific to qualitative research methods involving human 
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participation. The crucial principles are research merit and integrity which emphasise 
the significance of the study and its applicability to other similar circumstances; the 
justice, beneficence, and respect in which participants’ confidentiality of their 
responses and identity, their verification of interview transcript should be considered. 
Following these principles will enhance the validity of data sources. The following 
section describes how data were analysed. 
4.5 ANALYSING QUALITATIVE DATA 
This section addresses how the data generated were analysed. The transcription 
of talk collected through observations at the research settings and interviews was the 
first step in the process. There were also procedures for achieving authentic 
translations of data where needed. This section also presents steps for genre and 
thematic analyses of data. The data and analyses are presented in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2 
Data sources 
Types of data Analyses  
Talk 
 
Phone calls 
 
Interviews  
 
Emails  
 
Customs guidelines 
 
In-house training materials 
 
An extract from the set text for the Import/Export 
ESP strand 
 
An extract from the set text for the Customs ESP 
strand 
Final written tests  
Transcription and genre analysis 
 
Transcription and genre analysis 
 
Transcription, translation, and thematic analysis  
 
Genre analysis 
 
Genre analysis 
 
Genre analysis 
 
Genre analysis 
 
 
Genre analysis 
 
Genre analysis 
 
4.5.1 Data transcription and translation 
Data transcription  
Edwards (1993, p. 3) maintains that “the transcript plays a central role in 
research on spoken discourse, distilling and freezing in time the complex events and 
aspects of interaction in categories of interest to the researcher”. In another way, 
Kvale and Brinkmann (2009, p. 178) point out that a transcript is a transformation 
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from a spoken discourse to a written discourse. In earlier work, Kvale (1996) argues 
that transcription is not a simple procedure but rather involves a series of 
methodological and theoretical issues. In a lived social interaction, factors such as 
tone of the voice, body expressions, and gestures involve meaning making process. 
Therefore, it requires the transcriber to do a second abstraction of non-verbal 
language in order not to lose any meaning making elements of the conversation 
(Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). However, this study focused on spoken language, thus 
significant gestures were recorded in the fieldnotes protocol for later analysis when 
necessary.  
Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) argue for the reliability and validity which should 
be taken into consideration when doing a transcription. In particular, the technical 
quality of the recording is a key issue because the researcher cannot do anything if 
the recordings are inaudible. In addition, the selection of what to be recorded and the 
adequate transcriptions are also determining factors for generating required results 
(Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009; Perakila, 1997). At the level of ascertaining validity of a 
transcription, highlighting nuances of a statement seems to be the most convincing 
technique (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). For the purpose of this study researching the 
authentic types of language use for intercultural communication, the researcher 
would transcribe talk, phone calls, and interviews recorded at the three research 
settings. When the interview transcription was complete, it came next with the 
translating process. 
Translation  
Translating is the process of moving source text language to target text 
language (Munday, 2013). This study was interested in English language use in the 
contexts of two highly-globalised workplace sites in Vietnam – a customs office and 
an import/export company. The aim was to identify if and when English was used as 
opposed to Vietnamese and what types of talk (genres) were undertaken in English. 
For this reason translation would be an important consideration in the study. All but 
one of the interviews were conducted in Vietnamese to facilitate participants in 
communication and to help the researcher get more in-depth information. With 
regard to the only interview conducted in English, the circumstances behind this 
were the interviewee’s choice and her high English proficiency. The researcher later 
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transcribed the interviews first and then translated these transcriptions from the 
source language (Vietnamese) into the target language (English).       
Vinay and Darbelnet (1958/1995, pp. 30-31) in Munday (2013, p. 91) suggest 
five analytical steps together with four procedures to move from source text to target 
text. The first step is to identify the units of translation. The second step involves 
examination of the source language text: evaluating the descriptive, affective, and 
intellectual content of the units. The third step refers to the construction of 
metalinguistic context of the message and then to evaluate the stylistic effects of the 
message. Finally, it is the production and the revision of the target text. These steps 
are equally important and should be conducted systematically to have the best 
translation as possible. 
In addition to the five analytical steps, Vinay and Darbelnet (1958/1995, pp. 
31-40) in Munday (2013, pp. 86-89) propose four procedures which are useful for 
translating work. The first procedure is literal translation – word-for-word 
translation, which is the most prevalent between languages of the same family and 
culture. Literal translation is also a maxim suggested by Krings (1986, p. 429) in 
Fawcett (2014, p. 140), which highlights “the avoidance of translations that move too 
far away from the source text.” The second procedure refers to transposition, which 
is the changing of one part of speech for another without changing the sense. This 
procedure is useful to make the utterance succinct without losing meanings in the 
process. The next procedure is equivalence which refers to cases where languages 
describe the same situation by different stylistic or structural means; and finally is 
adaptation, a process of changing the cultural reference when a situation in the 
source culture does not exist in the target culture.  
There has been growing discussions about translation in cross-cultural research 
or reporting on research conducted in another language. Chen and Boore (2009) and 
Liamputtong (2010) recommend including a process of ‘back translation’ which 
involves first translation from the source language to the target language, then the 
target language text being translated back to the source language. According to 
Liamputtong (2010, p. 152), “the back translation must be carried out by different 
bilingual translators, who were not involved in the first step”.  
For this study, the interviews were first transcribed and translated by the 
researcher following five analytical steps and four procedures proposed by Vinay and 
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Darbelnet (1958/1995) as presented above. The verification of transcriptions and 
translations was then completed by an ESP teacher with a Master’s degree in 
English. Next, a back translation process was conducted by another Vietnamese ESP 
teacher with high English proficiency, who was a PhD student studying in English in 
Australia at the time.  
The translation of interview data sought to maintain the intended deep 
meanings rather than the surface equivalence. Table 4.3 below provides a typical 
example of the translation process. Although the back translation version in this 
example might carry more wordings than the original transcription, both the 
transcription and back translation conveyed the same deep meanings.   
Table 4.3 
An example of the translation process 
Transcription Translation Back translation  
Mr C: 
Kĩ năng nào cũng quan trọng 
hết, nhưng để giao tiếp được 
với khách hàng trước hết mình 
phải nghe được. Nghe hiểu thì 
mình mới trả lời được, mà mình 
nghe được đúng thì mình đọc 
đúng, khi mình nghe được mà 
nói người ta không hiểu là khả 
năng phát âm của mình không 
được, từ ngữ và ngữ pháp của 
mình nó sao rồi. 
 
All are important. However, 
first of all, it is important to be 
proficient in listening in order 
to comprehend what customers 
say. When we understand what 
they say, we can give the right 
answers. In addition, when we 
listen well, it means we also 
have correct pronunciation. In 
case our listening is good, but 
people cannot understand what 
we say, this means that our 
pronunciation is poor. This 
might be the results of poor 
vocabulary and grammar as 
well. 
 
Tất cả đều quan trọng. Tuy 
nhiên, điều quan trọng trước hết 
là khả năng nghe tốt để hiểu 
khách hàng. Khi hiểu được 
những gì khách hàng nói, chúng 
ta có thể đưa ra câu trả lời thích 
hợp. Ngoài ra, khi nghe tốt có 
nghĩa là chúng ta cũng phát âm 
chính xác. Trong trường hợp 
chúng ta nghe được nhưng 
người khác không hiểu điều 
chúng ta nói, có nghĩa là phát 
âm của chúng ta không tốt. 
Điều này có thể do không đủ từ 
vựng và ngữ pháp kém. 
 
Those translation procedures as presented in this section are considered to 
enhance the quality of the translation and the validity of the transcription. Following 
transcription and translation, the next analytic phase of the study involved examining 
the data for significant themes. From the analysis, claims will be made about the 
dominant forms of English being spoken in the two workplaces. From this point, the 
degree of the alignment will be sought with the ESP courses taught in the college.  
4.5.2 Genre analysis and thematic analysis 
Genre analysis 
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This section reviews work on genre in order to develop a working definition of 
genre for the purposes of analysis.  It also presents different approaches to genre 
analysis and establishes the version relevant to the data from the two Vietnamese 
workplace contexts: the customs office in a large international airport and an 
import/export company offering logistics services to foreign customers. Genre, as the 
final part of Hymes’s SPEAKING acronym, is a powerful means of investigating the 
types of socially-located language used by people in naturally-occurring interactions. 
Much of the work related to genres is embedded in attempts to name different 
types of social interactions, with particular emphasis on the language used. Swales 
(1990) argues that a genre is a class of communicative events which have particular 
communicative purposes and similar patterns of discourse. Later, Bhatia (1993, p. 
13) offers a similar definition in which “genre is a recognisable communicative event 
characterised by a set of communicative purposes identified and mutually understood 
by members of the professional or academic community in which it regularly 
occurs”. Over a decade later, J. Flowerdew (2012, p. 138) defines genre as “different 
communicative events which are associated with particular settings and which have 
recognised structures and communicative functions”. The three similar points are 
raised in these definitions are the communicative event, the particular communicative 
purpose, and the familiar structure of discourse. They are crucial factors that 
distinguish one genre from any other genres as needs to occur in analysis. 
In similar work, Martin and Rose (2005, p. 6) define genre as “staged, goal 
oriented social processes”. According to them, a genre is staged because it often has 
more than one step to reach the goals; it is goal oriented because any genre sets its 
own communicative purposes; and it is social because texts are structured for 
particular kinds of readers or interactants. Their study analyses genre by identifying 
specific types of interactions in specific stages for the purpose of achieving specific 
communicative goals. Drawing principally on the work of Swales (1990), Bhatia 
(1993), Martin and Rose (2005), and J. Flowerdew (2012), in my study, I understand 
genre as any interactive forms of communication which proceeds through certain 
stages to reach a communicative purpose and is recognisably structured in a 
particular context. This definition will assist with analysing and differentiating 
genres.       
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In my study, genre analysis was adopted for identifying and analysing specific 
types of communication that frequently occur in the workplace settings, and 
describing their linguistic and textual conventions. McKee (2003, p. 95) argues that 
“genre is a powerful tool for making sense of texts which works by providing 
conventions to allow efficient communication between producers and audiences”. 
According to Bhatia (1993, p. 16), “each genre is an instance of a successful 
achievement of a specific communicative purpose using conventionalised knowledge 
of linguistic and discoursal resources”. In the field of ESP, genre analysis helps 
identify linguistic features and discourse structures of interactions within a specific 
context.  
Bhatia (1993, pp. 16-20) describes three kinds of orientation in relation to 
genre analysis: linguistics and genre analysis, sociology and genre analysis, and 
psychology and genre analysis. The first orientation refers to some forms of register 
or stylistic analysis. In the second orientation, genre analysis emphasises the crucial 
role of context in generating meanings. The third orientation refers to the 
psycholinguistic aspect of genre analysis, which “reveals the cognitive structuring, 
typical particular areas of enquiry”. More recently, Hyland (2009, pp. 211-212) 
proposes three dimensions to genre analysis: genre as text, genre as discursive 
practice, and genre as social practice. The first dimension refers to the study of 
typical linguistic features such as register and style. In regard to the second 
dimension, it involves the study of contexts in which the text is produced and used. 
The third dimension refers to a move of the text from its context of situation to 
context of culture. The following table summarises the main points of Bhatia’s 
(1993) orientations and Hyland’s (2009) dimensions in the order as described above. 
Table 4.4 
Orientations and dimensions of genre analysis 
 Bhatia’s (1993) orientations Hyland’s (2009) dimensions 
 First, the analysis of some 
forms of register and stylistic 
features 
First, the analysis of typical 
linguistic features such as 
register and style 
Genre analysis Second, the crucial role of 
context in generating meaning 
Second, the study of context in 
which the text is produced and 
used 
 Third, the psychological aspect 
of genre analysis: the cognitive 
structuring 
Third, a move of the text from 
context of situation to context 
of culture 
Adapted from Bhatia (1993, pp. 16-20) and Hyland (2009, pp. 211-212) 
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These orientations and dimensions are quite similar when applied to the 
analysis of a particular genre. Particularly, the first orientation (or dimension) refers 
to typical linguistic features such as register and style, the second orientation (or 
dimension) emphasises the crucial role of the context in generating and shaping 
meanings. However, Bhatia’s (1993) third orientation mentions cognitive structuring 
in doing any genre analysis while Hyland’s (2009) third dimension refers to a move 
of the text from context of situation to context of culture. This study sought to 
identify types of communicative practices in context of globalisation, it applied 
Bhatia’s (1993) first and second orientations to analyse genres evident in the 
workplaces. The analysis helped address the first research question: What kinds of 
communicative practices or genres characterise globalised workplaces in Vietnam in 
the current phase of open-market reforms? 
Thematic analysis  
In addition to genre analysis of spoken and written communication in the 
research settings, thematic analysis was adapted for analysing interviews of 
participants and some relevant parts of the ESP coursebooks. Braun and Clarke 
(2006) argue that thematic analysis can be applied to a varied range of 
epistemologies and research questions. They explain that “thematic analysis is a 
method for identifying, analysing and reporting patterns (themes) within data” (p. 
79).  
In the practice of data analysis, coding is one of the central processes. It is the 
procedure of identifying a feature of data, then data collected will be organised into 
meaningful groups for the analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Tuckett, 2005). Willig 
(2013) also argues that the research question and the epistemological approach 
within the particular context of a study will determine what counts as a theme. 
Regarding this, Willig (2013) proposes two approaches for thematic analysis: 
deductive approach and inductive approach. Whereas inductive approach works from 
the bottom up without a theoretically informed coding frame for the data, deductive 
approach looks back to the relevant literature to code the data and to group themes 
(Willig, 2013).    
My study applied a deductive approach for thematic analysis as proposed by 
Willig (2013) and it followed six phases of thematic analysis suggested by Braun and 
Clarke (2006, p. 87) as in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.5 
Phases of thematic analysis 
Phase  Description of the process 
1. Familiarising yourself with your data 
 
 
2. Generating initial codes  
 
 
3. Searching for themes 
 
4. Reviewing the theme 
 
 
5. Defining and naming themes 
 
6. Producing report 
Transcribing data (if necessary), reading and re-
reading the data, noting initial ideas 
 
Coding interesting features of the data in a 
systematic fashion across the entire data set, 
collating data relevant to each code 
 
Collating codes into potential themes 
 
Checking if the themes work in relation to the 
coded extracts and the entire data set 
 
Ongoing analysis to refine the specifics of each 
theme and the overall story the analysis tells 
 
Selection of compelling extract examples, final 
analysis of selected extracts, relating back of the 
analysis to the research question and literature, 
producing a scholarly report of analysis 
Adapted from Braun and Clarke (2006, p. 87) 
As noted above, I transcribed the data following five analytical steps and four 
procedures introduced by Vinay and Darbelnet (1958/1995). The verification of 
transcriptions, translations, and back translations was then done by the two ESP 
teachers with high proficiency in English. Next, I read and reread the transcripts and 
translations to generate codes and look for patterns and common references to 
emerge as themes. Table 4.6 below provides an example of how I moved from 
interview data to codes and themes. 
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Table 4.6 
An example of how codes and themes were generated 
Data Codes Theme Sub-research 
question 
Interviewer: In this current job, what do you use English for? 
COA: I usually use English to help them know how to follow 
the guidelines like the way to check, and they take the luggage, 
the way they go out and come in, the way they follow our 
requirements to check the luggage before they leave the airport. 
COB: In this international airport, I often instruct travellers the 
customs formality or give them directions (responding to their 
request). When on customs checking, I request them to present 
their belongings. When travellers violate customs laws, I will 
apply customs law to explain them. I also explain why I must 
investigate them and show them why they are wrong. 
 
 Giving instructions 
 
 
 
 Giving instructions 
 Giving directions 
 Requesting 
 
 Explaining  
  
 
Functions of English used in the custom
s areas 
W
hat kinds of com
m
unicative practices or genres 
characterise globalised w
orkplaces in V
ietnam
 in the 
current phase of open-m
arket reform
s? 
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4.5.3 Summary 
This section presents the procedures and analytical tools for data analysis. 
Spoken genres collected through observations and interviews required transcriptions. 
In addition, interview data transcriptions were translated into the target language 
employing five analytical steps together with four procedures in order to produce an 
authentic translation. Interview data required careful principled translation to render 
the participants’ meanings available to the analysis and the reporting. The levels for 
analysing spoken and written genres using text-patterning and structural 
interpretation which highlighted the conventional language use in globalised 
workplaces were also defined in this section. In thematic analysis, coding was one of 
the crucial phases which engaged the theoretical frame to produce theorised 
interpretations. 
4.6 CONCLUSION 
In sum, it is important to see how the research questions align with the research 
design and modes of analysis. The guiding questions of this study are What kinds of 
communicative practices characterise globalised workplaces in Vietnam in the 
current phase of open-market reforms? and How can ESP courses in higher 
education better prepare workers for these contexts? To answer these questions, a 
case study design of the ESP course prepared for use in the import/export and 
customs industries was utilised. This study employed the ethnography of 
communication approach to explore the authentic types of language currently used in 
an import/export company and a customs office to answer the first sub-question 
What kinds of communicative practices or genres characterise globalised workplaces 
in Vietnam in the current phase of open-market reforms? In addition to observations, 
semi-structured interviews were conducted in three research sites. In the workplaces, 
the interviews helped the researcher investigate participants’ thoughts and 
perspectives on the benefits and constraints on the English language use for 
intercultural communication. In the college, the interviews examined the types and 
use of ESP teaching materials and pedagogical decision-making to develop students’ 
intercultural communication skills in the ESP course. This phase of data collection 
with results generated helped answer the second sub-question What approaches, 
methods, and materials are used to teach ESP courses in Vietnamese higher 
education? 
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In the phase for data analysis, genre analysis and thematic analysis were 
adopted for producing results. Regarding genre analysis, talk at the workplace 
settings articulated through interactions between an import/export staff and a 
customer, between a customs officer and a traveller was analysed to see which types 
of talk and what registers were frequently used. Genre analysis was also applied to 
analyse authentic documents used in the two workplaces and students’ written 
assessment items in the college. Thematic analysis was utilised to analyse interview 
data which helped compare and contrast with the authentic language use observed at 
the two workplaces and the ESP course taught in the college. This comparative 
analysis aimed to look at the alignment between the ESP course provision and the 
authentic language use at the target industry. Implications are identified with 
recommendations for future directions for both sectors, seeking to answer the third 
sub-question How do higher education ESP courses align with the workplace needs 
in workplaces at the linguistic interface of globalised trade and development in 
Vietnam? All of the methods were conducted in compliance with the necessary ethics 
approval and permissions to access the research sites. Protocols for observation 
fieldnotes and interviews had been prepared to bring together the steps recommended 
with the particular purposes and aims of this project. 
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Chapter 5: English Language 
Communicative Practices in the 
Vietnamese Customs Service 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The customs office where the observations were conducted is situated in a 
large international airport in Vietnam. According to the Civil Aviation Authority of 
Vietnam, this airport had 22,140,348 travellers in 2014, an increase of 10% 
compared with the previous year (Ha, 2015). Travellers coming to Vietnam arrived 
from Asian nations such as Korea, Singapore, Japan, Thailand, and European nations 
such as Finland, Spain, Germany, Italy, and Denmark (General Statistics Office of 
Vietnam, 2015). The nationality variety creates a globalised and challenging context 
for workplace communication when travellers arrive presenting a vast array of 
languages. Therefore, the use of English as a lingua franca serves as a pragmatic 
option for verbal communication among airport authorities and travellers.  
The customs office is under the control of Customs Department of Ho Chi 
Minh City which has responsibility for a number of duties: (i) state management of 
customs checks on exported, imported, or transiting goods; (ii) transportation on exit, 
entry, or in transit; and (iii) offences such as smuggling and trade or tax fraud. It is 
one of the largest customs offices operating in Vietnam with significant 
achievements in most customs control operations detecting many cases of smuggling, 
trade fraud, and the illegal transport of drugs across the border (Bui, 2013).  
The management structure of the customs office where the study was located 
comprised one Head and four Deputy Heads. They supervise teams such as the Tax 
Management team, the Supervisory team, the Exit Baggage team, and the Entry 
Baggage team. The first team is responsible for tax related matters. The Supervisory 
team inspects and supervises customs procedures for exported, imported, or 
transiting goods and their transportation. All travellers must pass through customs 
checks in the Exit and Entry Baggage areas. The Exit Baggage team controls 
customs checks of travellers’ luggage, goods, and money being taken out of the 
country, while the Entry Baggage team controls customs checks of travellers’ 
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luggage, goods, and money on entering the country (Ho Chi Minh Department of 
Customs, 2015). 
The sites to which I was granted access to do my research were the Entry and 
Exit customs areas. There were 18 customs officers working in the Entry Baggage 
area and 20 customs officers working in the Exit Baggage area. These operations 
allowed me to observe customs officers’ work at the entry level to the profession. 
While granted access to most customs areas, I was not allowed to observe 
interactions such as the investigations of customs fraud in the interview room due to 
their sensitivity and confidentiality.  
This chapter presents an analysis of the types of English and communicative 
practices that were observed being used between customs officers and travellers in 
the more public customs places. Data for this study were firstly taken from 
observations in the two customs areas. The observations were carried out over six 
days in May 2015 from 9 am to 3 pm. In addition, interviews were implemented with 
one customs officer from the Entry baggage area and another from the Exit baggage 
area. Each interview lasted approximately 30 minutes. Documents displayed or used 
in these customs areas were then collected together to help characterise the common 
types of English used in this workplace. The context is of interest to this study 
because it is an example of a globalised contact point in which people of different 
languages and nationalities intersect and in turn, where English operates as a lingua 
franca. 
This chapter will first report on the analysis of observations following Hymes’s 
(1974) ethnography of communication model. Next, documents including guidelines 
for customs procedures for baggage on exit and entry and in-house training materials 
for customs officers are analysed to supplement observational data. Finally, 
interviews with the customs officers are analysed to develop a more complete picture 
of the English language repertoire and communicative practices being used to 
perform the customs officers’ duties. These layers of data analysis are then 
interpreted and discussed in relation to the research question for this project: 
a) What kinds of communicative practices or genres characterise globalised 
workplaces in Vietnam in the current phase of open-market reforms? 
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5.2 ANALYSIS OF OBSERVATIONS 
This section analyses observations in the customs areas using Hymes’s (1974) 
model for an ethnography of communication. The model enables analysis of the 
forms of communication and common genres used at the customs checkpoints.  
5.2.1 Description of the ethnography of communication approach employed in 
the observations 
According to Hymes (1974, p. 51), “a speech community is defined as a 
community sharing knowledge of rules for the conduct and interpretation of speech”. 
In the customs context, customs officers and travellers briefly share the same space 
and time. The very brief interactions between them in the Exit/Entry halls hardly 
qualify as a community in that they will never see each other again. However, the 
routines for customs checks are well established across the globe and travellers are 
habituated in these kinds of checks and will come with some sense of how the 
customs interactions should be done. Therefore, drawing from Hymes’s definition, 
customs officers and the foreign travellers they interacted with in the Exit/Entry 
customs areas formed the speech community of interest for this study. Between the 
two areas, there were no significant differences observed with regard to how the 
customs formalities and communicative demands were performed. In ethnography of 
communication (Hymes, 1974), a SPEAKING grid is used as a “mnemonic device” 
(Carbaugh, 2007a, p. 3) to guide a process that analytically describes the language 
practices. As explained in Chapter 4, the SPEAKING grid comprises the following 
eight features: Setting and Scene, Participants, Ends, Act sequence, Key, 
Instrumentalities, Norms of interaction and interpretation, and Genre. Each of these 
specific factors is applied to the observational data in the following analysis.  
The relevant settings were the restricted customs areas in the international 
airport. The settings were air-conditioned halls equipped with a baggage X-ray 
machine on both left and right hand sides of the checkpoints. There were typically 
two to five customs officers in their uniforms standing in front of the machine to 
direct travellers through the customs procedures. Behind those customs officers was 
the baggage X-ray machine with one customs officer sitting at the screen to control 
and check the luggage being scanned on the screen. Travellers went through the 
customs checks at the Exit Baggage area after completing their check-in at the airline 
counter. At the Entry Baggage area, customs procedures involved passing through 
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the Passport and Visa check. The travellers’ processes before boarding the plane and 
after landing are illustrated in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 below. At the customs 
checkpoints, if there was any sign or suspicion of illegal behaviours such as a 
bulging pocket, the traveller would be searched by the customs officers; otherwise, 
travellers were selected randomly to be inspected.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Processing travellers on exit. 
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Check-in for flight at the airline counter 
 
Customs check: registered luggage and carry-on baggage 
 
Passport and visa check 
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Boarding the plane 
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Figure 5.2. Processing travellers on entry. 
In terms of the scene – the psychological setting – the customs areas were 
typically crowded, with travellers processed at a fast pace. In addition, the customs 
places were characterised by a stressful and nervous tension, with travellers 
wondering whether they would be asked to present all belongings for customs 
checks. Travellers were put under pressure when they were in a quiet Customs Hall 
and looked consistently at the officers on customs checks. The atmosphere was much 
more stressful rather than a leisurely and relaxed ambience in the waiting lounge or 
shopping mall. Furthermore, the customs places also implicitly marked the roles in 
which respectively authority and compliance were assigned to customs officers and 
travellers. 
The participants I observed were two female Vietnamese customs officers 
(henceforth CO(A) and CO(B)) from the Entry and Exit customs areas respectively, 
and international travellers either entering or exiting the Vietnamese border. Within 
the customs context, customs officers had considerable power and authority over 
travellers, reinforced by features such as their distinctive uniforms and their right to 
give instructions in relation to customs procedures. The travellers were obliged to 
obey the customs rules as well as cooperate with the customs officers to avoid any 
violations.  
Medical check (required for travellers from epidemic areas) 
 
Passport and visa check 
 
Baggage collection 
 
Customs check: registered luggage and carry-on baggage 
 
Security check at the terminal gate 
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In the customs checkpoints, interactions could be seen to be happening 
between customs officers and travellers. Sometimes these involved just the customs 
officer speaking and other times it was both the customs officer and the traveller 
interacting. These monologic and dialogic interactions always involved the customs 
officer managing the changes. Most often, however, the communication occurred 
only in the monologic pattern, with customs officers usually initiating and 
dominating the interactions while travellers had little opportunities to discuss or 
negotiate any of these processes. The following directive from CO(A) provides a 
typical example of a restricted communicative interaction between officers and 
travellers: 
Excerpt 5.1 CO(A): Stand in line, please.  
Customs officer A initiated this sentence after travellers had collected their 
luggage. At the time, the influx of travellers at the Entry baggage area had created a 
large crowd. As a result, the customs procedures were under considerable pressure. 
In this case, CO(A)’s directive aimed to facilitate the customs process, and travellers 
had no choice except queuing. The imperative form in this sentence marked the 
distinction in roles of the CO(A) and the travellers. The customs officer had the 
power for control and, in this instance, used it to alleviate an overcrowding situation. 
In this instance, there was very little invitation for travellers to participate in 
dialogue.  
At other moments, however, travellers were observed to initiate more dialogic 
interactions when seeking information or directions. For example:       
Excerpt 5.2 Traveller 1: The toilet, please. 
   CO(A): On the back, turn left, please. 
In such interactions, the traveller initiated the communication to request 
directions and the customs officer’s role was to offer assistance to the traveller. In 
this episode, the customs officer provided the necessary information the traveller 
requested in a helpful and understandable manner. Excerpts 5.1 and 5.2 show that the 
customs officer’s role was both being an authority with the power to make people 
move into lines and someone who offered help to travellers. The customs officer 
needed language for both functions.      
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The ends refer to both goals and outcomes. The goals customs officers and 
travellers sought to achieve were to accomplish legal arrivals and departures. The 
outcomes customs officers and travellers actually got were the efficient completion 
of travellers and luggage scans at the customs checkpoints, and the successful 
detection of illegal goods or fraud. The following interaction demonstrated the ends 
basically sought at the customs area.  
Excerpt 5.3 CO(B): Please put your jacket on here, please 
   Traveller 2: Yes, sorry 
Though CO(B)’s tone seemed to be softened with the repeated use of please; in 
fact, this utterance used an imperative form performing the function of an order. 
With her experience of customs investigations, CO(B) was aware that illegal items 
could be hidden in a traveller’s jacket. Therefore, an order for it to be scanned 
worked towards the goal of a legal departure. 
The act sequence refers to the sequential organisation of speech acts. 
Interactions at the customs sites occurred very quickly because it was observed to be 
highly routinised work with travellers following the well-established routine. When 
the traveller approached the customs area, the customs officer typically greeted the 
traveller in either a verbal form such as “Good morning” or a non-verbal gesture 
such as a bow then customs checks were conducted. These checks usually involved 
traveller’s belongings, and in some instances, identity and body checks were 
required. In the following monologue, COB enacted the power inherent in the 
customs officer role to tell the traveller what to do. Her language shifted from a 
greeting to an imperative to the traveller about the placement of bags. The use of an 
imperative in a position of authority is one way that power is enacted. 
Excerpt 5.4  CO(B): Good morning. Put all your bags here, please. 
In this interaction, customs officer B performed functions of both a greeting 
and an order, mitigated with the use of please. The language choices enabled the 
outcome of having all traveller’s bags scanned quickly through the baggage X-ray 
machine for a legal departure. 
In addition, there were common variations observed when travellers either did 
not understand or ignored the customs procedures. In this case, repetition by the 
customs officer reinforced the authority and restored order. The following episode 
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exemplifies the nature of such an interaction in which the traveller did not follow the 
customs procedures as expected:  
Excerpt 5.5 CO(A): Excuse me, put here please. 
   Wait! Wait! 
The first sentence helped the traveller understand what he should do and where 
to put his luggage, similar to Excerpt 5.4. While the customs officer’s utterance was 
an order, it also helped the traveller to know what to do. When the traveller was 
observed to ignore the direction of “Excuse me, put here please”, there was a shift to 
repeat imperatives of: “Wait! Wait!”. The stronger power expressed in this exchange 
emphasised urgency and a heightened reinforcement of customs procedures.  
The key includes tone and manner of a particular speech act. Typically, 
customs officers were observed to adopt a serious manner and this was the 
characteristic of the customs profession. In the Excerpt 5.4, “Good morning. Put all 
your bags here, please.”, it was observed that there were no smiles when the customs 
officer performed the customs checks. A serious manner was maintained instead, 
which aimed to express the customs officer’s authority and insist that the traveller 
comply with the customs procedures. In this episode, the customs officer’s tones 
were keyed as polite but serious. The use of “please” in this excerpt was considered 
one way of politeness, aiming to soften the order and to maintain harmonious 
relation as well.   
However, in other moments such as giving directions or responding to an 
information request from travellers, customs officer’s tones changed from a serious 
authoritative manner to a more affable one. In the following episode, CO(A) was 
observed to have a less directive tone and a more affable manner when interacting 
with the traveller, and “please” was used in a facilitative way: 
Excerpt 5.2 Traveller 1: The toilet, please. 
   CO(A): On the back, turn left, please.   
Instrumentalities refer to the channel of transmission. In the customs areas, 
there were both verbal and non-verbal modes. English was typically used for verbal 
interactions even if the traveller was potentially Vietnamese. As such, customs 
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officers would always initiate the communication at the customs checks. Therefore 
English was observed to always be the first option in verbal communication.  
In addition to verbal interactions, a non-verbal mode, for example the use of 
hand gestures, a smile, and a bow, was also observed to express meanings necessary 
for customs inspections. This mode of communication occurred often at the 
Entry/Exit customs site presumably for two reasons. Firstly, for travellers who were 
assumed to be unfamiliar with English, non-verbal communication helped 
accomplish the necessary customs procedures. Secondly, customs procedures were a 
highly routinised and predictable activity for international travellers, so detailed 
explanations were unnecessary. As observed at the Entry customs area, after 
collecting their luggage, travellers approached the customs checks. The customs 
officer’s hand gestures, such as opening her palm pointing toward the line, indicated 
that travellers should stand in line. Similarly, the opening of the customs officer’s 
palm pointing toward the tray indicated that travellers should place their luggage on 
the tray. The two hand gestures made two orders as follows: 
Stand in line or Put your luggage on this tray. 
Another common example on non-verbal communication can be seen in the 
photo below with a customs officer opening his palm and pointing toward a place. 
His hand gesture signified the meaning “Proceed this way”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3. Non-verbal interactions at the customs checkpoint. 
Source: http://www.baohaiquan.vn/Pages/Cac-buoc-thu-tuc-doi-voi-hanh-khach-
XNC.aspx 
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In addition to hand gestures, a bow and a smile were two common gestures 
indicating a greeting in the customs context. Usually the greeting was performed at 
the beginning and the customs checks followed after. Instead of saying “Good 
morning” or “Good afternoon”, a bow or a smile indicated a greeting with travellers 
and this type of interaction occurred frequently across the observations. Therefore, 
while English was a common means of communication in this context, the prevalent 
use of non-verbal mode was also identified in this workplace.   
The norms of interaction in customs refer to expected routines and rituals. 
When in customs areas, travellers were observed to typically understand the norms 
and expectations and follow the customs rules. Most travellers were observed to be 
cooperative when being directed. In the incident above (Excerpt 5.5) when the 
traveller was observed not to follow the rules related to presenting his jacket, the 
customs officer re-established the norms by ordering the traveller to follow the 
procedures. 
Genre refers to types of interaction. In this customs site, two typical genres 
were identified: giving instructions; and responding to an information request from a 
traveller such as seeking directions to a location within the airport. These genres are 
analysed according to two orientations proposed by Bhatia (1993). Particularly, the 
first orientation refers to typical linguistic features such as register and style, and the 
second orientation emphasises the crucial role of context in generating and shaping 
meanings.  
With regard to the first genre of giving instructions, utterances were usually in 
the imperative form. The Exemplar 5.4 was typical: 
Excerpt 5.4 CO(B): Good morning. Put all your bags here, please. 
This interaction occurred at the Entry baggage area where the traveller had his 
luggage and body checked before boarding the plane. The purpose of this interaction 
was instructing the traveller to position his bags so that they could be scanned 
through the X-ray machine in compliance with procedures for an authorised and safe 
departure.        
As a grammatical variation of the giving instructions genre, the following 
dialogic interaction initiated by the customs officer exemplifies the typical stages as 
observed:   
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Excerpt 5.6 CO(B): Good morning. May I see your passport? 
   Traveller 3: Yes 
   CO(B): Can you open the suitcase? 
   Traveller 3: (Open the suitcase) 
   CO(B): Ok, let’s go. 
After the greeting, there was a polite request using the modal verb may. In the 
interaction, the traveller did not refuse. Similarly, the customs officer used the modal 
of can in relation to opening the suitcase and the traveller complied. There is 
indication through their compliance that the travellers were aware of the norms of 
interaction and were willing to participate in them. This was despite the apparent 
random selection of people for the suitcase inspection. In this event, the purpose was 
to check the legal status of the traveller’s passport as well as his belongings. The 
closing stage of this communication was marked by the phrase “Ok, let’s go.” which 
gave the traveller permission to move on.   
The second genre was responding to an information request initiated by a 
traveller. This exchange was characterised by a key that was more affable and open.  
Excerpt 5.7 Traveller 4: Excuse me, where is the currency exchange?  
CO(A): Yes, just go straight to the end, then turn right, you 
will see it. It is very near here, very near. 
Traveller 4: Thanks 
The traveller initiated the interaction by asking for directions after using the 
polite expression “Excuse me” to address and engage the customs officer. In the 
customs context, the use of imperative verbs “go straight”, “turn right”, and the 
repetition of “very near” served the function of making the information clear. In this 
interaction, the custom officer’s key changed from someone invested with power to 
someone ready to help when asked for information. This transcript shows the various 
types of language and interaction forms that the customs officer is required to engage 
in. 
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5.2.2 Summary  
This section analysed observational data using Hymes’s (1974) model for an 
ethnography of communication. According to features characterised in Hymes’s 
(1974) SPEAKING grid, the analysis identified that in the customs areas, 
communication occurred in verbal and non-verbal modes. However, most of the 
interactions in the customs checkpoints were observed to be in the spoken form in 
which English was the only means of these interactions, and non-verbal was 
secondary which occupied small communication.     
When in uniform, the customs officers were marked a distinctive role which 
helped enforce their authority over the travellers. Interactions were usually initiated 
and controlled by the officers to assure travellers’ authorised and legal 
arrivals/departures. Depending on different communicative purposes of interactions, 
the customs officers’ tones were observed to change from a polite request to a more 
serious order.      
It was observed that there were two typical genres used in the customs 
checkpoints including giving instructions, and responding to an information request 
of a traveller. In the first genre, communication was usually in the monologic pattern 
controlled by the customs officers. The imperative form was typically identified to 
demand for travellers’ compliance with customs procedures. On this point, the 
customs officers’ tones were keyed as polite and serious which sought to create 
harmonious relations with travellers at the first sight, and then insist on their 
cooperation. On the contrary, the travellers often initiated the communication in the 
second genre. In this type of dialogic communication, when requested, the customs 
officers usually offered help by providing necessary information. Their tones in this 
genre were keyed in a more open, affable, and helpful manner.  
In sum, communication in the customs areas aimed to get meanings across 
simply and clearly. Communication was driven by the customs officers with different 
textured structures. The imperatives, short utterances, and repetition were observed 
to be typical in both monologic and dialogic interactions. Moreover, in some 
instances, non-verbal communication was used to accommodate non-English 
communication. The following section analyses authentic documents to offer more 
information regarding the types of communication typically occurring at the customs 
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checkpoints and supplementary information on communicative practices in the 
restricted customs areas as well. 
5.3 ANALYSIS OF CUSTOMS-RELATED DOCUMENTS 
This section has two parts. The first part analyses the Customs guidelines for 
baggage of people on exit and entry which are printed by International Airport 
Border. The second part examines three exemplars from a set of in-house training 
materials written by the Entry Department as models for customs officers to interact 
when they perform customs inspections. 
5.3.1 Customs procedure guideline document 
This document provides information regarding customs procedures for baggage 
of people on exit and entry. The coloured document written in Vietnamese and 
English has eight pages in total. The Vietnamese language is written first, and 
followed by an English translation version. This document is a type of guideline, so 
most of the text is simply written in a list form which makes it understandable to 
travellers. The document was displayed on the customs counter at the customs 
checkpoints, and it was made available for travellers to read in order to comply with 
the customs guidelines before their arrivals or departures. The first page of this 
document is in Figure 5.4 below, and the other pages are included in Appendix E. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4. Customs procedure guidelines (Customs Office, 2015) 
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The document includes customs procedures which are in the form of a list. It is 
more the genre because the document begins with an introductory sentence 
instructing travellers things and activities they should comply with before their 
arrivals and departures. Although its stages are not clearly defined, the opening of the 
procedures in the directive form accompanied by a list of things and activities is 
fundamental to this legalese genre. Characterised by features of a list genre, this 
document will be analysed using Bhatia’s (1993) theory regarding genre analysis. 
One of the features of the document is its use of key terms related to customs in 
an airport for travellers. The list of specialised customs-related vocabulary is 
provided in Table 5.1.  
Table 5.1 
Typical lexical items in the customs procedure guidelines 
Noun  Noun phrase Verb Verb phrase  
Excess 
Items 
Narcotics 
Weapons 
 
 
Accompanied baggage 
Addictive drugs 
Border gate 
Content of declaration 
Customs authentication 
Customs declaration 
Customs procedure 
Customs warehouse 
Dutiable goods  
Duty-free baggage 
Duty-free limit 
Duty-free quota 
Foreign currency 
Import/export 
Toxic chemicals 
Unaccompanied 
baggage 
Declare 
Exceed 
Permit 
Present 
Re-export 
Re-import 
Prohibit 
Deposit temporarily 
Exceed limit 
Settle tax exemption 
Violate the guidelines 
 
The vocabulary items cluster semantically in the areas of illegal 
substances/goods (narcotics, weapons, toxic chemicals); duty-free (duty-free limit, 
duty-free quota); import/export (re-import, re-export); customs (customs declaration, 
customs procedure, border gate); baggage (accompanied, unaccompanied, duty-free 
baggage); dutiable goods (exceed limit, deposit temporarily, customs warehouse, tax 
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exemption). The guidelines are printed by International Airport Border and are a 
form of communication with travellers.   
In addition to providing information for travellers, they are a resource for 
customs officers to highlight procedures and rules with travellers if necessary. 
During the observation period, it was noted that travellers picked up the document 
for reference in some instances. In other moments, customs officers referred to the 
guidelines to explain them to travellers when necessary. The guideline document 
points to the core vocabulary repertoire that customs officers need to know both in 
English and in Vietnamese. While they might be required to use the vocabulary items 
in spoken English (as noted there were no instances of officers referring to the 
guidelines with travellers during the study); they do need to have knowledge of the 
vocabulary items – both meanings and written/spoken forms. 
Lookalike English (Blommaert, 2012) 
Within the guideline document, there were occasional surface errors in 
conventional written English forms of a number of words: 
Example 1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5. Examples of lookalike English (Customs Office, 2015) 
As can be seen from Figure 5.5, the surface errors of these words guidlines 
(guideline), social organiz (social organisation), oficer (officer), vice verse (vice 
versa) could be typing mistakes produced in publication. While not following 
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standard forms, they are similar and it is possible that travellers could understand 
them when reading the document in this customs context. This document was written 
to provide travellers with the necessary information before they went through the 
custom checks. Therefore, understanding the guidelines meant the text’s 
communicative purpose was achieved despite surface errors. For this document in 
this workplace context, the emphasis was on the communicative content and purpose.   
Some grammatical issues also appeared in the document, including verb forms, 
subject-verb agreement, and omissions (which are in bold and italic). Similar 
problems in Example 2 and Example 3 below did not make it difficult for travellers 
to comprehend.    
Example 2:   
People on exit and entry violated the guidelines above will be handled in 
accordance with law (p. 8).  
(A suggested rewording might be: People on exit and entry violating the 
guidelines above will be handled in accordance with law.) 
In Example 3, the syntax is complex, with a lack of alignment between subjects 
and verbs causing a loss of cohesion and coherence. 
Example 3:  
The content of customs declaration must be performed before person on entry 
carries out procedures for baggage and must be declared border gate customs as 
well as taken responsibility before law on the content of declaration (p. 5).  
(A suggested rewording and reorganisation might be: The content of the 
customs declaration must be performed before the person on entry and exit carries 
out customs procedures for baggage at the customs border gate. The traveller must 
take responsibility before the law for the content of the declaration.) 
To sum up, these issues would seem not to cause any problems to travellers’ 
understandings because customs procedures are similar and largely predictable 
across countries. Moreover, in this multilingual/multicultural context, lookalike 
English can work as well as good or correct English because the former shares 
features of the everyday English in which complete syntactic structures and academic 
vocabulary are not the priority. Interlocutors (customs officer and traveller) employ 
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such lookalike English to achieve their communicative purposes with the linguistic 
resources at their disposal to accomplish the customs checking process. In this 
context, both parties can be tolerant of surface errors if they are still able to engage 
with the intended meanings. 
5.3.2 In-house training materials 
Written by the Entry Department, the in-house training material is a set of 12 
interactive dialogues developed as models of interactions for customs officers when 
performing customs investigations. The material was available only in the staff room. 
Given by Customs Officer A, the three exemplars were chosen from the set for 
analysis because they were typical for interactions in relation to customs procedures 
which were not observed at the customs checkpoints due to time constraints and the 
restricted access to these more sensitive customs areas. They are reproduced for 
analysis carefully word by word as in the original version. The content page of the 
material and Exemplar 1 are in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 below. Two other Exemplars are 
attached in Appendix F and Appendix G.   
The three Exemplars were grouped into one genre – the customs inspection 
genre because they shared interactive communicative purposes and have similar 
structure, style, technical vocabulary, and the members involved (Swales, 1990). The 
three scripts were analysed following Bhatia’s (1993) two orientations for genre 
analysis. The first orientation refers to typical linguistic features such as register and 
style, and the second orientation emphasises the crucial role of context in generating 
and shaping meanings. 
As argued earlier, customs process is a highly routinised procedure, so 
travellers often know what they will have to do at the customs checkpoints. As 
described in the observations, as usual, travellers simply put their luggage on the tray 
to go through the X-ray machine. Occasionally, travellers are randomly requested to 
have their belongings searched by customs officers. The following Exemplar is 
typical for this random check. 
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Figure 5.6. Content of the in-house training materials (Customs Office, 2015) 
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Figure 5.7. Exemplar 1 regarding customs inspections (Customs Office, 2015) 
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Exemplar 1: At customs 
1. <Customs officer (CO)>  Good morning. May I see your passport? 
2. <Foreigner (F)>   Sure. Here it is. 
3. <CO> Thank you. Hmm. Ok. Do you have anything to declare? 
4. <F>    No, I don’t. 
5. <CO>    You have six suitcases. Is that right? 
6. <F>    Yes, that’s right. 
7. <CO>    What do you have in your cases? 
8. <F>  Clothes. And I have some compact discs and some 
perfume. 
9. <CO>    How much perfume do you have? 
10. <F>    One bottle. 
11. <CO>    Ok. And how many CDs do you have? 
12. <F>    Um … three 
13. <CO>    Fine. Do you have anything else? 
14. <F>    No, don’t. 
15. <CO>    Good. Now open this suitcase, please. 
16. <F>    Huh? What? 
17. <CO>  Open your suitcase. Now, let’s see. Well, look at this. 
You have three portable CD players, five … no, six large 
bottles of perfume, and a lot of CDs.  
 
At the linguistic level of analysis, this interaction begins with a polite request 
using the modal verb “May” to ask for permission. It is the first thing the customs 
officer does before proceeding with the baggage check, and this type of interaction 
was also observed at the customs checkpoint. The use of unhedged word “Hmm” in 
line 3 implies the customs officer’s more thought about the traveller’s personal 
information before moving to the next step of the customs process. This example 
suggests that at the customs areas, simple sentence structures are preferred to get the 
job done. The yes/no question structure in line 3 and 13 gets the traveller to the main 
focus of the interactions. His responsibility is to answer the customs officer’s query 
to have the job accomplished.  
The customs officer’s set of questions moves to another kind as in line 5 “You 
have six suitcases. Is that right?” In this scenario, “Is that right?” can be understood 
as a type of tag question to elicit the traveller’s confirmation. After confirmation, the 
process then moves to the next step with the use of information question type such as 
“What do you have in your cases?” in line 7, “How much perfume do you have?” in 
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line 9 and “How many CDs do you have?” in line 11. This question type seeks to 
extract information from the traveller for customs check purposes. The procedure 
ends up with a set of imperatives structure “Open this suitcase, please.” (line 
15),“Open your suitcase.”, “look at this” (line 17) to demand the traveller’s 
cooperation at the customs. It is certain that there is no longer questioning in line 17, 
statement acts are performed instead as evidence of violation. Drawing from the 
interactions at the linguistic level is a combination of many question types used for 
customs inspection. It varies from a polite request, a tag question, yes/no questions, 
to information questions to elicit travellers’ information for customs investigation 
purposes.   
The next level of analysis refers to the role of the customs context in generating 
the meanings. The structures are recognisably patterned moving from a polite request 
to an imperative/order. In any other situations, “May I see your passport?” is just 
simply a request to have a look at the appearance of the passport such as the colour 
or identity information. In the customs context, this structure is understood as an 
order performed by the customs officer requiring the traveller to present it for 
security and legal checks. Therefore, the traveller has no choice in response to this 
request, but has to obey the customs officer if wanting to exit or enter the country. 
Similarly, the imperatives “Open this suitcase, please.” and “Open your suitcase.” 
also carry context-related meanings. They are not just a request to open the suitcase 
to see what there are inside. Rather, in this context, these imperatives imply the 
customs officer’s suspicion. The changing tone from a polite imperative with 
“please” to mitigate the order in “Open this suitcase, please.” to a bare imperative 
without “please” in “Open your suitcase.” indicates the customs officer’s skepticism 
of the traveller’s fraudulence. The other imperative “look at this” is not merely an 
invitation; rather, it is a directive and that accuses the traveller of wrong-doing.     
Exemplar 1 scripts a random customs check; however, the discovered result is 
the existence of the traveller’s illegal imported/exported goods. Exemplar 2 depicts a 
situation of a customs investigation with a suspicious woman.   
Exemplar 2: Checking a suspicious woman 
1.   <CO>   Hello ma’am. Which flight were you on? 
2.   <F>   I was on JL flight 356. 
3.   <CO>   May I have a look at your passport? 
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4.   <F>   Here it is. 
5.   <CO> Thanks. Have you filled out a declaration form for customs? 
6.   <F>  I glanced over the form, but I didn’t make a declaration. 
7.   <CO>   So, you mean you have nothing to declare. 
8.   <F>   Yes. That’s right. 
9.   <CO>   Do you have a cold or feel cold, by the way? 
10.   <F>   Well … Yes, I feel cold somehow … 
11.   <CO>  Could you take everything out of your pockets, please? 
12.   <F>   They are just odds and ends. Nothing to show you. 
13.   <CO>  I don’t care about it. Will you, please? 
14.   <F>  … OK, if you insist. (The woman shows him her things in six 
paper packs) 
15.   <CO>  What about this jewellery? What are you going to do with these 
earrings and necklaces? There are roughly 60 pieces.  
16.   <F>  I was just asked by my sister, who runs a jewellery shop in 
Nagoya. Is there anything wrong with that? They are mere 
samples, officer. 
17.   <CO>  I’m afraid I have to clarify your claim at our inspection room. 
Another inspector is coming here to take you.  
18.   <F>   Do I have to go there? 
19.   <CO>  Right, ma’am. 
20.   <F>   (Resigning herself) All right … 
 
At the linguistic level, the use of information question in line 1 “Which flight 
were you on?” is considered a greeting together with “Hello” because the customs 
officer can get information regarding the traveller’s flight details in the computer 
system. Similarly, a polite request with the use of structure “May I have a look at 
your passport?” aims to check the traveller’s identity before proceeding to checking 
her belongings. The use of yes/no question structure in line 5 “Have you filled out a 
declaration form for customs?” is an inquiry whether she has something to declare. 
The statement in line 7 “So, you mean you have nothing to declare.” and the yes/no 
question type in line 9 “Do you have a cold or feel cold, by the way?” work to query 
the woman because she does not make a declaration, although she is found to be 
strange. Again a polite request with “Could” (line 11) in the yes/no question type is 
adopted to request the woman to take all of her belongings out of her pocket for the 
customs checks. The customs officer’s change from a more polite request with 
“Could” to a less polite with “Will” in “Will you, please?” (line 13) demands the 
woman’s compliance. The Wh-questions in line 15 “What about this jewellery?” and 
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“What are you going to do with these earrings and necklaces?” seek an explanation 
from the woman as well as her resolution. At this level of analysis, it is noticeable 
that the customs officer drives interactions with different textured questions, so the 
woman’s evasion becomes untenable.       
Analysed contextually, the second Exemplar has more moves regarding the 
customs officer’s voices that help generate more context-related meanings. Due to a 
particular situation, the customs officer uses different tones to demand the traveller’s 
cooperation. In the following three sentences, the customs officer notices something 
suspicious from the traveller. 
5. <CO>  Have you filled out a declaration form for customs? 
7. <CO>  So, you mean you have nothing to declare.  
9. <CO>  Do you have a cold or feel cold, by the way? 
For such a traveller with routinised customs procedures, he just puts his 
luggage through the baggage X-ray machine and presents the customs declaration 
form at the counter if he has something to declare. With regard to the traveller in this 
Exemplar, something is unusual with his clothing. If the weather is so cold and the 
temperature is so low at the customs area, the customs officer will not ask a question 
like “Do you have a cold or feel cold, by the way?” In this case, the customs officer 
suspects some violations such as the traveller’s bulging pockets. The sentence in line 
7 is not merely a confirmation of what the traveller says, but it is an order that the 
traveller should be honest. The changing topic in line 9 “Do you have a cold or feel 
cold, by the way?” works as the first step leading to the next customs inspection 
process. When investigating, the polite request “Could you take everything out of 
your pockets, please?” is actually an order the traveller must obey. The tone shifts to 
a more serious and assertive with the use of truncated syntax “Will you, please?” 
This structure is adapted as an emphatic way to insist the traveller cooperate. In 
terms of the customs inspection result, the questions in line 15 “What about this 
jewellery? What are you going to do with these earrings and necklaces?” are not for 
getting information from the traveller, but the first question is orienting to the 
evidence, and the second question invites the traveller to account for the suspicious 
goods. The customs officer informs her that she will be taken to the inspection room 
for more clarifications. Although he uses a very polite structure “I’m afraid I have to 
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clarify your claim at our inspection room”, his words imply a more serious 
investigation suggesting the traveller has violated the customs law. 
Exemplar 1 and Exemplar 2 offer an idealised scenario for moving from a 
random inspection to a more targeted investigation. The targeted customs check is 
performed with travellers who are marked as unusual by their behaviours or their 
bulging pockets. In addition, there are also cases in which custom inspections are 
triggered after a look at the traveller’s passport. The following Exemplar is a script 
for this case. 
Exemplar 3: Import-prohibited articles 
1. <CO>  May I see your passport, please? 
2. <F>  Yes. Here it is. 
3. <CO>  I see you travel across the world on a regular basis. 
4. <F>  Yes, I do. It’s my job to keep in touch with our overseas firms. 
5. <CO>  Which means you are familiar with customs formalities … 
6. <F>  Well … Yes, I think so. 
7. <CO>  That’s good. Could you tell me what you have in your briefcase? 
8. <F>  Only business paper. 
9. <CO>  Can I have a look in it to make sure? 
10. <F>  To make sure of what? 
11. <CO> To make sure if you have nothing to do with customs regulations, for 
instance. 
12. <F>  As I said just earlier. I don’t have any dutiable goods. 
13. <CO> I know that, but it is my job to check passengers’ belongings in general. 
14. <F>  … Oh, is it? … Well, er … yes. Go ahead. 
15. <CO>  Thank you. 
(The inspector finds there are some obscene goods prohibited from 
importing) 
16. <CO>  Well, I’m afraid these magazines go against the Customs Law. 
17. <F>  What? Really? I didn’t know that. Believe me, sir. So, what should I do? 
18. <CO> What they usually do is to give up ownership of their illegal goods. 
19. <F>  I see …  
 
In terms of the linguistic analysis, this interaction follows similar structures as 
presented in the two aforementioned exemplars. It also begins with a polite request to 
check the traveller’s passport, and then a set of yes/no questions as a polite request 
with the adoption of modal verbs such as “Could” and “Can” in lines 7 and 9. 
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However, in this interaction, there are some forms of statements confirming that the 
traveller has travelled a lot, such as “I see you travel across the world on a regular 
basis” in line 3 and “Which means you are familiar with customs formalities…” in 
line 5. Two other statements in lines 11 and 13 “To make sure if you have nothing to 
do with customs regulations, for instance.”, “but it is my job to check passengers’ 
belongings in general.” work as an explanation the customs officer gives to the 
traveller regarding his/her inspections of the briefcase. Furthermore, the introducing 
word “Well” and the polite structure with “am afraid” in line 16 “Well, I’m afraid 
these magazines go against the Customs Law.” are understood as a piece of advice 
given to the traveller that he should give up his ownership of the illegal goods.  
At the contextual level of analysis, some context-generated meanings are 
evident. The statement “I see you travel across the world on a regular basis” is the 
customs officer’s conclusion after seeing the traveller’s passport. However, this 
sentence also suggests that this traveller should be checked carefully because he has 
so much experience of going through customs, and any customs-related violations 
might happen. Similarly, the utterance in line 11 “To make sure if you have nothing 
to do with customs regulations, for instance.” performs two functions. The first 
function is an explanation in response to the traveller’s question “To make sure of 
what?” and the second function is to assert the customs officer’s authority in order to 
get the traveller’s cooperation. Once again, the structure “I’m afraid these magazines 
go against the Customs Law” acts as a piece of advice on the one hand, and on the 
other hand it highlights the evidence that the traveller violated the customs law. To 
address a possible solution, instead of using the second person “you” in a direct way, 
the customs officer chooses the third person plural “they” in line 18: “What they 
usually do is to give up ownership of their illegal goods.” as a way of changing his 
tone to a less powerful one to suggest that the traveller recognise his fault. 
5.3.3 Summary  
This section provided an analysis of two types of document that were the 
customs procedure guidelines written by the International Airport Border and three 
Exemplars in the in-house training materials prepared by the Entry Department. In 
terms of the guidelines, a wide range of technical terms are used which are 
semantically clustered in the areas of illegal goods/substances, import/export, and 
customs formalities. The guidelines are a form of communication which provide 
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travellers with necessary information to assure their authorised arrivals and 
departures. Furthermore, it is a resource for customs officers to refer to when 
explaining travellers’ violation of customs laws using core technical vocabulary 
items. 
When analysing this document, a type of ‘lookalike’ English is identified that 
features some issues related to the correct English language conventions. Although 
mistakes are found in some vocabulary and sentence structures, travellers would 
seem to understand these because they look similar to the ‘correct’ English. 
Travellers can guess procedures expressed in the ‘lookalike’ English vocabulary and 
structures because the customs practice is predictable across countries. Moreover, 
although travellers use English for most of their verbal interactions in this globalised 
context, there is no guarantee that the English language they use confines to standard 
language conventions. Therefore, customs officers and travellers can be tolerant of 
surface errors if they are still able to engage with the intended meanings in the 
customs context.  
In regard to the in-house training materials, three exemplars offered idealised 
scenarios for moving from a random inspection to a more targeted investigation, that 
were not observed at the customs areas due to some restrictions related to 
confidentiality. The three exemplars were grouped into a customs inspection genre 
which were analysed in terms of linguistic features and context related meanings. At 
the linguistic level of analysis, it can be seen that the customs officers drives 
interactions with different textured questions. The use of yes/no questions type aims 
to request for travellers’ confirmation such as “Do you have a cold or feel cold?”. In 
other respects, the use of Wh-question type is considered one way to probe 
travellers’ information for customs inspections. At the contextual level of analysis, 
the above-mentioned structures capture different meanings. The use of May as a 
polite request in the structure “May I …?” in this customs context is becoming a real 
feature of customs talk. It was not a polite request for permission or for querying 
something, but rather it was an order to command travellers’ compliance with the 
customs procedures. Furthermore, it is evident that the customs officers utilise a 
range of tones moving from a polite request to a balder imperative in order to 
reinforce their authority to get travellers’ cooperation. The use of truncated syntax is 
also noted, which highlights the customs officers’ power in the customs setting. 
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Structures in the three exemplars were recognisably schematised and patterned in the 
polite and serious tenor which marks a distinctive feature of the customs profession. 
5.4 ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEWS 
The interviews were implemented after the observations had finished. They 
were carried out in the meeting room of the Entry/Exit baggage areas. Each interview 
lasted approximately 30 minutes and the participants were the same officers – CO(A) 
and CO(B) who were observed at the customs sites.  
Both CO(A) and CO(B) had more than four years working in the customs 
profession. Whereas CO(A) studied four years in university to get a Bachelor’s 
degree in General English, CO(B) had three years studying the customs major in 
Vietnamese to get a college degree in customs. This difference indicates both 
different pathways into the profession and different professional investments in the 
English language competence. In regard to the time spent learning English in tertiary 
education, CO(A) studied most of her subjects in English, except English for 
customs; however, CO(B) studied a 150-hour course in English for customs. 
Concerning the language used in the interviews, CO(A) chose English to answer the 
questions and CO(B) used Vietnamese for her interview.  
The interviews were transcribed and translated by the researcher. The 
verification of transcriptions and translations was done by a colleague with a 
Master’s degree in English and a back translation process was carried out by another 
Vietnamese ESP teacher with high English proficiency. The interviews were then 
analysed to draw out themes. In this regard, themes were identified by organising 
interview data into meaningful groups. The interview questions are attached in the 
Appendix C.  
The themes that emerged in the two customs officers’ accounts were as 
follows: Views on the types of English needed in the customs areas; Forms of 
English communication: formal English versus informal English, everyday English 
versus technical register; Challenges in using English in the workplace; English 
proficiency in relation to the customs profession; and Cultural understandings to 
work in the customs setting. This section provides more findings supplementing the 
observational data to have a more complete picture of the language repertoire utilised 
in interactions in the customs areas. 
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5.4.1 Views on the functions of English needed in the customs areas 
When asked about the use of English at work, CO(A) reported that: 
Interviewer: In this current job, what do you use English for? 
CO(A)(verbatim script):   I usually use English to help them know how to 
follow the guidelines like the way to check, and they take the 
luggage, the way they go out and come in, the way they follow 
our requirements to check the luggage before they leave the 
airport. 
In her responses, the common functions were instructing and giving directions. 
Travellers were instructed to follow the guidelines and the requirements when being 
checked at the customs point. Furthermore, when requesting, travellers were 
provided with necessary information such as “the way they go out and come in”. 
Back to the observational data, the genre of responding to information request of the 
traveller and the function of giving directions had the same interactive 
communicative purposes which aimed to give travellers a welcoming feeling on their 
entry or exit.       
In addition to the above-mentioned functions, CO(A) also said that: 
CO(A) (verbatim script):   Order is not much, we respect them, they are 
customers, they come to our country to visit or live here, we just help 
them, help them to understand the law, the first time they need to 
understand the law when they come to our country, …, so the first 
thing just explain for them the rules. The rule is very important 
because they come to our country they need to follow our rule like the 
money, they can how much money they can get in they don’t need to 
declare, the limit don’t need to declare because if not they break the 
rule, it penalty, so we need to explain.  
According to this answer, CO(A) mentioned ordering; explaining in her 
opinion that this type of function was not used as much as other functions because 
travellers were customers. They came to her country, so it was her duty to help them 
understand the law and the rules of customs. Therefore, by her account, the function 
of explaining was most commonly used at the customs checkpoint, alongside two 
other functions – instructing and giving directions. In CO(A)’s opinion, the function 
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of ordering was not used much; however, this function was observed to be used most 
commonly in interactions with travellers at the customs areas. Analysis from the 
observational data showed that, when in uniform, customs officers usually initiated 
the interactions by exerting their orders on travellers when giving directions or 
requesting information. Although the order was not used often as CO(A) reported, it 
was a typical function characterising the customs officers’ authority when on their 
duty.  
In regard to the common functions defined by CO(A), in CO(B)’s interview, 
she reported more information in the following:    
Interviewer: In this current job, what do you use English for? 
CO(B) (translation): In this international airport, I often instruct travellers 
in the customs formalities, or give them directions (responding 
to their request). When on customs checking, I request them to 
present their belongings. When travellers violate the customs 
law, I will apply that customs law to explain to them. I also 
explain why I must investigate them and show them why they 
are wrong.  
According to CO(B), instructing travellers in the customs procedures and 
giving them directions upon their requests were two common functions which were 
also mentioned in CO(A)’s account. In addition, CO(B) also referred to the 
explaining function applied in episodes in which travellers violated the customs law. 
In regard to this function, in CO(B)’s opinion, she used the explaining function for 
two purposes: on the one hand, she adapted the customs law to explain to travellers 
which parts of the law they violated, and on the other hand, she also explained the 
reason why she investigated travellers. In addition, the ordering function was also 
mentioned in CO(B)’s interview: “I request them to present their belongings”. 
According to her, she used a range of functions dealing with travellers. Moreover, 
her voices were keyed as moving from a very welcoming tone such as giving 
directions, instructing, explaining to a more serious one as an order. 
In addition to the common functions shared by CO(A) and CO(B), CO(B) 
further explained how she adjusted different types of interactions which were 
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expressed from a soft tone to a more forceful power if necessary in order to demand 
travellers’ compliance. She explained that: 
Researcher:  What types of English do you usually use to communicate with 
travellers? 
CO(B) (translation): The request is often used. If travellers do not 
cooperate, my tone will shift to an order. The politeness 
principle is always executed as a greeting at the beginning 
using the structure with “May I …?”. If travellers cooperate, 
we would say “thank you”. If some travellers react against the 
customs checks, I become more serious. I explain to them that 
this is my job and ask them to cooperate in order not to waste 
time. If travellers still do not cooperate, I will be much more 
serious. 
In this response, she mentioned the politeness principle with the adoption of 
the structure with “May I …?”. Although this structure was a polite request with the 
use of the auxiliary verb May, in fact it was an order because travellers had no 
reasons to refuse. Observed in the Exit baggage area, this structured was used by 
CO(B) when she addressed the traveller to check his passport and suitcase such as 
“May I see your passport?” or “Can you open the suitcase?” In her account, she also 
mentioned the explaining function to command travellers’ compliance and a much 
more serious manner was keyed in an order if travellers were still uncooperative.   
In sum, reported by CO(A) and CO(B), it is noticeable that more functions are 
used in the customs areas as compared with those identified in the observations. The 
three common functions are giving directions (responding to request of traveller), 
instructing the customs procedures, and explaining the customs law to travellers. The 
third function is not identified in the observations, so through their views, more types 
of interactions are described which provide a wider range of activities being used in 
the customs areas. Between the two accounts, CO(B) describes different tones she 
used moving from a polite request to a more serious order. With regard to the use of 
ordering function shared by CO(A) and CO(B), it was observed to be in the genre of 
giving directions in the customs checking process. Therefore, via interviewing data, 
it is inferred that more types of interactions are expected to occur in communication 
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between customs officers and travellers in addition to the two common genres 
utilised in the observations. 
5.4.2 Types of English communication: formal English versus informal 
English, general English versus technical register  
When asked about the types of English that she used to solve customs related 
problems, CO(B) explained:   
CO(B) (translation): When there are problems, I ask them to cooperate at 
first and do not prove to be so serious. I need to check 
this thing, can you present it for customs checks? If 
travellers keep throwing their belongings, I tell them 
that I have not finished my check and ask them to 
present their luggage again (that is my order). 
In CO(B)’s opinion, the formal English was used in episodes to command 
travellers’ compliance with customs inspections. According to her, when suspected, 
travellers were firstly asked in a polite manner to cooperate as in “Can you present it 
for customs checks?” However, explained in CO(B)’s account, the polite request was 
moved to a more formal order of which her tone was keyed as serious when she 
asked travellers to present their luggage again.     
Together with the tone of speaking – formal or informal way, there are two 
types of English used to communicate with travellers: general English and technical 
register. Both CO(A) and CO(B) reported that they often used non-technical English 
in most of their interactions. 
CO(A) (verbatim script):    I think usually we use the very normal in cases like 
we just help them how to know the guidelines.  
… they just have a few requirements and you know, you hear, you 
heard about that requirement many times a day so you can recognise 
what they need because they just have a few problems when they come 
here: where their luggage, the way to go out, they want to declare 
something, a few things. 
CO(B) (translation): I get accustomed to the question types. In fact, 
travellers ask similar questions. 
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The two customs officers shared the same point that they had similar questions 
from travellers which were very basic and repeated everyday like the way to go out, 
where to pick up their luggage, how to declare something. In these cases, in CO(A)’s 
opinion, she usually used the normal language – general English “I think usually we 
use the very normal in cases …” to communicate with travellers.   
In addition to general English used in normal cases, specialised English 
(Coxhead, 2012), English for customs, has its crucial role in the customs areas as 
explicated by CO(A) and CO(B) presented in the following table.  
Table 5.2 
The use of specialised English in customs checking process 
CO(A)’s view CO(B)’s view (translation) 
… you need to know like decisions, any articles, 
any follow rules (procedures), the customs law, a 
lot of government (laws), and after that you need 
to translate or you need to learn all that law in 
English and use that law to speak to the 
foreigners to explain them to know the law. 
… I use the general English to explain cases 
related to the customs law, and I sometimes have 
a feeling that travellers do not really understand 
what I mean. If I have an opportunity to use the 
specialised terms to explain, I become more 
professional and the travellers will have a good 
impression on me. 
 
In CO(B)’s account, when travellers violate rules, customs officers often use 
the customs law to explain for travellers. In this instance, the use of general English 
seems not to work as effectively as specialist English. In other respects, CO(A)’s 
view was also to emphasise the important aspect (“… you need to know …”) of using 
specialised English in fields such as decisions, government laws, rules, and customs 
law.  
Depending on different travellers, communication in the customs areas 
occurred either in the general English or the specialist English. By the interviewees’ 
accounts, the general English is used in normal cases such as travellers’ inquiries for 
directions, while the specialist English associated with the customs law is required in 
investigating customs related problems. In this moment, the ability to use more 
technical or more formal English for customs could help explain customs law to 
clarify the traveller’s issues and reinforce the officer’s authority. 
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5.4.3 Challenges in using English in the workplace 
Customs areas are places foreign travellers must go through before they exit or 
enter the country. The majority of travellers coming to Vietnam are from Asia and 
Europe who have different native languages, thus ELF is their priority for 
interactions. From the observations, it was apparent that customs officers usually 
communicated with speakers of different English varieties, as reported by CO(A) as 
follows: 
Researcher:  Could you share some difficulties when you use English? 
CO(A) (verbatim script): As you know English is the live (moving and 
changing) language, some people come from very many 
countries. They use English but not at the same way like Asian 
because they use English very difficult to hear, because the 
voice, it is very difficult. Some people like in England, 
Australia, America, New Zealand it is very easy because you 
learn the way the sound in English in university. 
According to this excerpt, it was very easy for her to cope with the accents of 
Anglophone English speakers because her university study had prepared her for 
these. However, she had difficulties with other accents because different travellers 
used (spoke) English in different ways. When asked how she managed working 
across different accents for inspection purposes, CO(A) said that:  
Researcher: When you cannot recognise the sound, how can you overcome 
that situation? 
CO(A) (verbatim script): … I can get to do I just ask in details what I need in 
the first because they can tell me exactly. It is very easy and 
they use the very simple words, and they tell us what they 
need.  
In her account, CO(A) broke down directions into shorter steps in order to hear 
travellers’ answers in simple words. Whereas CO(A) mentioned the challenges 
related to different Englishes, CO(B) was more worried about her specialist terms. In 
her opinion (translated version), she said that “I use the general English to explain 
cases related to the customs law, and I sometimes have a feeling that travellers do 
not really understand what I mean”.  
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Reported by CO(A) and CO(B), the challenges of using English for customs 
profession are associated with different Englishes and English for the specialist. On 
the one hand, customs officers faced difficulties in recognising travellers’ accents 
from non-English speaking countries. On the other hand, they would not achieve 
their interactive communication purposes if they used general English to interact 
with travellers rather than the specialised English. Accordingly, being able to cope 
with these workplace English complexities was an aspect involved in English 
proficiency, which will be analysed in the next section. 
5.4.4 English proficiency in relation to the customs profession 
Customs officers are typically the first locals that foreign travellers have 
interactions with. Apart from some communication conducted in a non-verbal mode, 
most customs interactions were observed to be carried out in English. Good English 
communication not only helps facilitate the customs inspections, it also creates a 
good image of the Vietnamese customs workforce. CO(B) explained that: 
CO(B) (translation): Certainly when the staff makes a clear explanation, the 
traveller will understand the customs rules easily and 
satisfactorily which saves time for both, and this also 
makes a good impression on the foreigners regarding 
the Vietnamese customs personnel.  
In contrast, poor English communication could equally influence the image of 
Vietnamese customs and this would be unacceptable for people who are considered 
to be working at the gateway to the country. According to CO(B):  
CO(B) (translation): It would be ridiculous if a customs officer in the 
uniform cannot make any fluent sentences.  
In her own experience, she shared that: 
CO(B) (translation): If I have an opportunity to use the specialist terms to 
explain, I become more professional and the travellers 
will have a good impression on me.  
In her account, CO(B) associated the English proficiency in relation to the 
customs profession. According to her, using specialist English made the customs 
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officer more professional and helped create a good impression of the officer with 
travellers. 
5.4.5 Cultural understandings to work in the customs setting 
Cultural understandings in the customs industry are crucial because customs 
areas are places where there are people of multiple national, ethnic, and linguistic 
backgrounds passing through a common point of contact. The customs officers’ 
accounts indicate that, through years of practice and experience, they have formed 
views of various national groups and their practices at Vietnamese customs.   
Customs Officer B in her interview listed some examples of her understandings 
of different nationalities that had accrued through her experiences in customs.  
CO(B)’s excerpt (translation):  
For Chinese travellers: A professional attitude is not highly required. They 
accept short phrases in simple words and even curt answers. They really do not 
understand if I make complete sentences. To other travellers, it is impossible; 
however, the Chinese prefer this type of communication. They find it easy to 
understand and never complain of this.  
For Japanese travellers: They are highly cooperative in customs checks, very 
polite and diplomatic as well. 
For Korean travellers: Sometimes they are little abrupt, so I have to be firm 
and serious when doing any customs checks with them. 
For Western travellers: Some are extremely polite and highly cooperative and 
some prove to be uncomfortable when being checked at customs. When they 
are disagreeable, I do not become serious. I tend to be more professional 
instead and they will change their attitudes and become cooperative. Being 
professional here means that I follow the customs formalities when checking 
travellers’ luggage such as not putting my hands in their luggage. 
By this description, CO(B) adjusted her ways of communication depending on 
different types of travellers. In particular, in her view, Chinese travellers preferred 
everyday language. In this instance, using complete sentence structures seemed not 
to make travellers understandable. Regarding Japanese nationality, by her account, 
the politeness was highly noticed when dealing with this group of travellers. With 
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regard to Korean group, in her view, she had to be firm and serious when some were 
little abrupt. When communicating with travellers from Western countries, according 
to her, instead of being serious, she proved to be professional to get travellers’ 
compliance. 
Besides CO(B)’s views on understanding different nationalities, by her 
account, CO(A) observed that: 
CO(A):  Although the customs profession has set its own standard question 
types for investigations, there are still misunderstandings due to 
dissimilar cultures.  
According to her, the interlocutors (the customs officer and the traveller) 
sometimes did not achieve their interactive communicative purposes. She attributed 
this to culture, in particular dissimilar cultures. She argued that the staff should equip 
themselves with the so called international principles of communication when 
dealing with travellers: 
CO(A): With my own experience, each staff has to equip herself with 
international principles of communication which do not influence 
travellers’ unique cultures and still keep the Vietnamese identity. 
5.4.6 Summary  
This section analysed the interviews offering more insights in terms of the 
communicative practices used in the customs context. The common functions used to 
perform customs checks were the instructing, the explaining, and the giving 
direction. In addition, the ordering function was also utilised in moments to seek 
travellers’ compliance when inspected. The interview analysis did identify the 
common functions which were included in the two genres analysed in the 
observations.  
In relation to the genres and functions, the customs officers’ tones were 
revealed changing from a polite and helpful to a more serious one depending on 
different interactive communicative purposes. When demanding travellers, the tone 
was moved to be more serious; however, a helpful and more affable one was used 
when seeking their cooperation at the first instances. Findings regarding tones in this 
section were also evident in the observations through which the customs officers 
managed every day.  
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Apart from the types and tones of interactions, another aspect was related to the 
use of the specialised English or the general English in a formal form or an informal 
structure. The analysis from the interviews found that most of the interactions were 
conducted informally in the general English because travellers just had a few 
requirements and asked similar types of question. In moments of customs 
investigations, the use of specialised English in a formal way proved its efficiency 
and professionalism. Some of these instances were captured in the observations 
regarding the formal interactions when searching travellers’ belongings. In other 
respects, the customs profession was highly associated with customs investigations. 
Therefore, the use of specialised English not only helped clarify the traveller’s issues 
in case of customs-related violation, it also reinforced the customs officer’s authority 
and professionalism towards the foreign traveller. However, using specialised 
English in the customs setting was also one of the challenges the customs officers 
faced if they were not well enough prepared.  
Communicating with travellers using different English varieties was also a 
challenging issue in such a globalised context. To facilitate the checking process, it 
was useful when the customs officer broke down interactions into shorter steps in 
order to hear the traveller’s answers in simple words easily. Consequently, being able 
to cope with different English varieties was a matter related to English proficiency. 
Poor English communication could influence the image of the Vietnamese customs 
when working at the gateway to the country. For this reason, being proficient in 
English not only helped facilitate the work, but it also improved the Vietnamese 
customs image and their professionalism.  
On the point regarding cultural understandings and their manifestations, 
knowledge of the so-called international principles was accrued through experiences 
which were considered their own tactics to manage cultural differences. The 
knowledge helped promote any customs inspections which were not affronting to 
travellers’ own cultures. Regarding cultural differences, there was a distinct 
understanding between the adaptation and the adoption. Although the experiences 
helped customs officers adapt to travellers’ different cultures to facilitate the customs 
procedures, the image of Vietnamese customs officers and their identity through their 
behaviours could not be mixed to the end. Furthermore, cultural understandings of 
different travellers’ nationalities were also considered one way to respect travellers’ 
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identity when on customs inspections. The following section will theorise common 
types of English used in this multilingual/multicultural interface. 
5.5 COMMUNICATIVE PRACTICES IN THE CUSTOMS INTERFACE 
This section discusses the language used in the dynamic 
multilingual/multicultural context in light of Blommaert’s (2010) emerging 
paradigm for the sociolinguistics of mobility. According to this paradigm, it is a 
sociolinguistics of naturally occurring speech, of contextualised language resources 
in use in real contexts. On this point, when the language is mobile, some values of 
language is “deterritorialised” (Blommaert, 2010, p. 46), meaning “the perception 
and attribution of values to language as something which does not belong to one 
locality”. Travellers at the customs contact points associate their own values to 
English, creating World Englishes of which these should be seen as their local 
varieties rather than errors (Pennycook, 2011). The analysis of the observed 
interactions, documents, and interview data pertaining to the customs officers’ work 
has shown that travellers can understand information in the customs procedure 
guidelines although some issues related to typos and grammatical structures are 
evident. Therefore, there is a shift on the focus between linguistic meanings or 
functions and conventional linguistic forms. The interactions in English among 
people of different mother tongues in this customs context are primarily meaning-
focused to help achieve the goal of authorised and legal arrivals and departures. With 
this as their priority, ‘lookalike English’ (Blommaert, 2012) is appropriate for 
interlocutors whose interactions seek to get the job done as quickly and effectively as 
possible. 
As observed at the customs checkpoint, travellers are from all parts of the 
world, creating a demand for ELF. In terms of ELF as a mobile language resource, 
Blommaert (2010) argues that people’s movement across spaces brings along their 
norms of what is and is not considered to be proper and normal language use. This 
creates more challenges regarding the communicative flexibility at the customs 
interface. In the interview, CO(A) reported that, on the one hand, English is a living 
language, and on the other hand, travellers from different countries use English 
differently. By her account, the idea of a living language captures the nature of 
language changing over time with more variations emerging. She could recognise 
English from Anglophone speakers; however, breaking down directions into shorter 
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steps was her solution to cope and communicate across other varieties of English. In 
this regard, her interactions aimed to achieve the communicative purposes rather than 
the correct linguistic structures. In this way, lookalike English was preferred to 
correct English because the former suits communicative practices in this 
multilingual/multicultural context. 
As argued earlier in Chapter 3, interactions in a polycentric context are 
simultaneously pushed and pulled over various directions (Blommaert, 2010), which 
creates greater demands for the communicative flexibility. According to this point, 
the international communication makes sense at different scale levels. In this 
customs setting, it is presumed that travellers have shared understandings concerning 
customs procedures. They can understand an order phrased in a polite request with 
the adaption of modality words purporting to mitigate the customs officers’ power. In 
this regard, J. Flowerdew (2012, p. 82) also proposes the concept of “non-
conventionalised speech act” to highlight the role of context when interpreting 
meanings. In this aspect, apart from responding to information request of the 
traveller, interactions in the customs areas are highly context-related. For instance, 
the customs officer’s question “Do you have a cold or feel cold, by the way?” does 
not mean to ask about the traveller’s health, but rather it expresses a customs-related 
suspicion before proceeding to the investigation of the traveller’s bulging pockets. 
In terms of the customs officers’ role, it is not surprising that authority is the 
main part of their job which helps them maintain a certain order of legality and 
security. In these contextual conditions, the norms of interaction (Hymes, 1974) are 
privileged to the customs officers who usually initiate and control interactions when 
doing any customs inspections. The customs officers’ language structures are usually 
phrased in the imperative forms and questions with the use of modality to direct 
travellers. Although the customs officers’ speech acts are non-conventionalised 
(Flowerdew, 2012) in this contact point, travellers might find themselves 
understandable when the customs procedures look similar across countries. In other 
respects, the customs officers’ language pertains to the tone (Hymes, 1974) as well. 
Due to the distinctive characteristic of the customs profession, the tenor of customs 
officers’ interactions is usually keyed as polite and serious. As observed at the 
customs checkpoint, however, there is also a delicate shift of tones that these customs 
officers manage every day. Apart from the serious tone the customs officer performs 
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on investigations, a more affable and helpful one is recognised when they respond to 
travellers’ requests. Hence, the customs officer adjusts the tenor of his/her 
interactions from a helpful and open direction, a polite request to a more serious 
order, depending on the purposes of communication. 
Due to the distinctive feature of the profession, the customs officer’s register is 
usually formal in most of their interactions. Furthermore, this globalised context also 
influences the syntactic form of ELF when directing travellers. As observed, 
syntactic forms can vary from a polite complete sentence structure to a balder 
imperative or elided syntax which aims to exert more power over the traveller. On 
the one hand, the imperative directs the traveller to comply with the rules. On the 
other hand, it serves as a kind of lookalike English, in which meanings are primarily 
focused rather than linguistic structures (Blommaert, 2010), that is appropriate for 
international interactions in this globalised context. In other respects, the imperative 
in this context can also be related to time, efficiency, and urgency. When a large 
number of travellers exits and enters the country every day, time, urgency, and 
efficiency are highly required in this customs contact point. By her account, Customs 
Officer B explained that Chinese travellers preferred simple vocabulary in short 
utterances to complete syntactic structures. On this point, efficiency is seen through 
Chinese travellers’ understandings of the customs procedures. 
In terms of the communication mode, there are both verbal and non-verbal 
interactions. For verbal interactions, ELF is considered the only means of 
communication between speakers of different first languages, meaning between 
customs officers and foreign travellers in this contact point (Seidlhofer, 2011). 
However, non-verbal communication is also prevalent among customs officers and 
travellers. In regard to this, either the travellers are presumed to be unfamiliar with 
such English communication or English interaction is not necessary due to highly 
routinised customs procedures. As discussed earlier in this section, verbal 
interactions between the customs officer and the traveller usually occur in a kind of 
lookalike English. The use of ELF in this custom interface is the preference for most 
of verbal interactions. In the realm of non-verbal communication, hand gestures, 
facial expressions such as a smile and a bow are the most common strategies to 
express meanings such as giving directions and greetings. This non-verbal 
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communication mode is applied either to accommodate travellers’ limited English 
capabilities or as a way to save time in this highly predictable customs process. 
In regard to verbal interactions, customs officers use either general English or 
specialised English in relation to the customs law and procedures. As observed at the 
customs checks and analysed through the in-house training scripts, the general 
English is informally used on episodes to meet travellers’ enquiries; however, the 
specialised English with vocabulary related to the customs law is formally used to 
direct travellers on customs declarations and inspections. In regard to the formal and 
informal register, a study by Crosling and Ward (2002) suggested that most 
workplace communication in the international business was informal in nature. In the 
business context, there are no demarcated roles of authority and compliance to 
initiate the interactions. However, the customs context requires characteristics such 
authority, power, and formality to demand travellers’ compliance with the customs 
law and procedures in order to assure their legal exit and entry. 
Regarding the specialised English in customs, the analysis has demonstrated 
that there are two layers – the specialised vocabulary and the discourse of legal 
knowledge as used in written texts, and spoken versions of this knowledge. The 
specialised vocabulary evident in the guideline document is considered to be 
authoritative text which establishes and supports the customs officers’ power when 
they use for customs inspections. Although the specialised terms were not observed 
to be utilised by the customs officers, their views on this respect were confirmed 
through their interviews. As reported by CO(A), she had equipped herself with 
knowledge of the customs law, rules, government articles and decisions, and used the 
spoken version of this kind of knowledge in English in her communication with 
travellers. Furthermore, CO(B) highlights the crucial role of the specialised English 
in this context because it helps facilitate the customs checks and improve the customs 
personnel’s professional image. Hence, it is the customs officers’ capability to 
express their customs exchanges both in the powerful technical discourse and in the 
everyday terms to help achieve intelligibility between interlocutors.  
The capacity to adjust the use of English in intercultural communication is also 
an aspect that emerged in the analysis. On the point related to intercultural 
communication, CO(B) suggested that knowledge of travellers’ cultures helps 
conduct customs checks efficiently. Defined by Lustig and Koester (2012), Neuliep 
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(2009), and Wiseman (2002), the intercultural competence refers to knowledge about 
the interlocutors necessary to interact appropriately and effectively. In the customs 
site, cultural understandings involve an awareness of travellers’ cultures through 
their forms of behaviours (Blommaert & Verschueren, 2002, p. 92). As reported by 
Customs Officer B, she experienced different types of travellers approaching the 
customs checkpoint. Depending on their specific nationality, she adopted different 
forms of English interactions. According to her, short utterances in simple words are 
required when interacting with Chinese travellers because correct English in this case 
does not work well as lookalike English. In this regard, shared meanings get the 
customs checks cleared. In contrast, being professional and polite helps when 
checking travellers from Western countries and Japan. As such, her professional 
knowledge and flexible English proficiency not only improves the customs officer’s 
professional manner, it also reinforces her authority over the travellers to obtain their 
cooperation. To sum up, cultural understandings, accrued through work experience, 
help customs officers adjust their register in order to perform interactions 
appropriately and effectively.         
In sum, the register the customs officer uses in the international airport pertains 
to particular levels of specialised English in regard to the customs laws and 
procedures. The tenor of interactions is formal and informal depending on particular 
genres of communication. The communication mode includes both verbal and non-
verbal in which the former is more commonly adapted. On this point, the spoken 
form is employed in interactions with travellers regarding the customs checks and 
written form is evident in the customs procedure guideline document. 
5.6 CONCLUSION 
This chapter has looked at the communicative practices in the Vietnamese 
customs service. This analysis has identified two common genres which are giving 
instructions and responding to a traveller’s information request. Depending on the 
specific genres, the general English or the specialised English is utilised to achieve 
the goals of communication. In different moments, the tones of interactions move 
from open and polite ones to more serious. The common language structures being 
used are phrased in the imperative forms and the question types which help reinforce 
the customs officers’ authority.   
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In this custom contact point, it is evident that the use of ELF is the most 
appropriate means of communication. Interlocutors’ (customs officers and travellers) 
deterritorialised Englishes have created a type of lookalike English and they become 
tolerant of the surface errors if they are still able to engage with the intended 
meanings. In addition to the use of ELF for verbal communication, non-verbal 
communication is also prevalent because customs procedure is similar and has 
become a highly routinised process ever. In this workplace, the customs officers’ 
intercultural competence is another crucial point drawn from the analysis. Working 
in the gateway to the country, understanding travellers’ cultures through their forms 
of behaviours helps facilitate the customs checking process. On this point, the 
customs officers usually adjust appropriate types of English to tailor to particular 
travellers.  
This chapter has analysed the communicative practices being used in the 
workplace – the customs setting, for the purpose of checking the alignment and 
misalignment with the current specialist English course in the College. The next 
chapter provides an analysis on the communicative practices at the import/export 
company in HCMC to build a more complete picture of the English language 
repertoire required by globalised environments.      
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Chapter 6: English Language 
Communicative Practices in the 
Vietnamese Import/Export 
Services 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The import/export company, known as the International Company, was 
established in 1992 in HCMC. It was initially involved in sea-freight and inland-
trucking services. Later, the company successfully expanded its services into air-
freight to meet the demands of the increasing number of customers. The company 
has been growing and opening new branches in the North of Vietnam such as in Ha 
Noi capital, at Hai Phong port and in some central cities such as Da Nang and Quy 
Nhon.  
The branch in HCMC, in the South of Vietnam, is the company headquarters 
and houses the corporate executives and five departments: Finance and Accounting; 
Sea-freight; Air-freight; Logistics; Shipbroking and Shipping Agency. Authorised by 
the Board of Executives, I was given permission to conduct my research in the 
Logistics Department. This department has a workforce of 16 employees offering 
services such as customs brokerage, warehousing and distribution, and cargo 
handling. Customers for this department come from Asian countries such as 
Malaysia, Thailand, Korea, China, and other parts of the world such as America and 
Australia. Interactions between staff and customers include both spoken forms such 
as phone calls and written forms such as emails in which English is the only medium 
of communication.  
The data collected in the company included a corpus of 48 emails, eight phone 
calls, and an interview with the Head of the Logistics Department. Firstly this 
chapter will report on the analysis of emails following Bhatia’s (1993) orientation of 
genre analysis as introduced in Chapter 4. Emails are understood through a genre 
because they have similar “contextual conventions for opening and closing a 
message” (Biber & Conrad, 2009, p. 188). In addition to Bhatia’s (1993) orientation, 
the study employs Gains’s (1999) model to analyse email stylistic features including 
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subject, opening, closing, abbreviation, word omission, the use of capitalisation, and 
lexical choice. Following the analysis of the collected emails, the chapter will 
analyse the characteristics of the observed phone calls and the similarities between 
the two types of workplace texts: emails and phone calls. Finally, an interview with 
the Head of the Logistics Department is analysed to develop a more complete picture 
of the English language repertoire and the communicative practices being used for 
interactions in the import/export company in Vietnam. These layers of data analysis 
are then theoretically interpreted and discussed to address aspects of the first research 
question regarding the features of high frequency genres adopted in the globalised 
workplaces in Vietnam.  
6.2 ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS EMAILS 
This section analyses the emails collected in terms of their functions, stylistic 
features, and the grammatical structures of email language. It begins with a review of 
research on emails first and proceeds with the analysis of the emails in the study 
respectively.       
Electronic communication has become increasingly common and crucial in 
workplaces (Gains, 1999). According to Crystal (2001, p. 10), email is defined as 
“the use of computer systems to transfer messages between users – now chiefly used 
to refer to messages sent between private mailboxes”. Email is considered a 
convenient tool due to its speed and ease. Therefore, using non-standard 
abbreviations in email messages such as u instead of you, pls instead of please 
together with other unconventional punctuations such as emoticons becomes a 
common habit among email users (Khosravi & Wilks, 1999). Although email 
messages are composed in a written form, the texts share similarities to a spoken 
discourse with some features such as straightforward sentence structures, contracted 
forms, word omissions, and abbreviations (Bachman & Palmer, 1996; Biber & 
Conrad, 2009; B. H. Davis & Brewer, 1997; Goldstein & Sabin, 2006; Khosravi & 
Wilks, 1999; Moran & Hawisher, 1998). 
However, according to Moran and Hawisher (1998, p. 83), “Email differs 
markedly from face-to-face communication in its absence of paralinguistic cues”. 
Furthermore, email does not duplicate what other mediums can do functionally such 
as eliminating the so-called ‘telephone tag’ in which callers repeatedly leave 
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messages to require hearers to call back (Crystal, 2001, p. 125). According to L. Lan 
(2000), an email message is a hybrid between written and spoken discourse, and the 
style of email is shaped by its communicative purposes rather than established 
conventions, as the users often have their own communicative agendas. On this 
point, Biber and Conrad (2009) also argue that the register characteristics and 
stylistic features are selected depending on the relationship between the senders and 
the recipients, and the primary communicative purposes. This study is interested in 
emails constructing the relationship between logistics staff and foreign customers in 
negotiating the import/export deals.  
According to W. W. Cohen, Carvalho, and Mitchell (2004), business emails 
can be functionally categorized in terms of verbs and nouns which describe the 
sender’s email speech act. Accordingly, a verb-noun pair such as propose a meeting 
and provide information, is often utilised to describe email speech acts. Moreover, 
W. W. Cohen et al. (2004) and Goldstein and Sabin (2006) point out that multiple 
acts can be found in a single email such as answering a sender’s email and asking 
additional questions of the sender simultaneously. In other respects, Biber and 
Conrad (2009, p. 183) highlight “the high frequency of lexical verbs in an email due 
to its fast production and a focus on activities rather than concepts”. This suggests 
that imperatives such as please confirm, kindly check, and the ellipsis of subject such 
as Await your reply rather than I am looking forward to hearing from you are 
commonly used in email messages. Regarding email analysis, lexical, and 
grammatical features need to be considered to understand the sender’s intended 
speech act, especially when analysing emails of people across different relationships 
(Biber & Conrad, 2009; W. W. Cohen et al., 2004) 
Concerning the analysis of email, four empirical studies carried out by Rice 
(1995), Gains (1999), Gimenez (2000), and Kırkgöz (2010) reported similar findings 
in terms of stylistic features and the register of email. Rice (1995) examined a 
stylistic analysis of 200 emails collected from four organisations: the Air Force 
Institute of Technology; American Telephone and Telegraph; Mead Corporation; and 
Quantum Chemical Corporation. The analysis focused on sentence and paragraph 
length, types of sentences, sentence openers, and “diction”. By diction, Rice (1995) 
meant the vocabulary choice and the style of expressions used in the emails. The 
findings showed that most messages were brief and compact in which short 
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sentences ranging in length from 16 to 19 words were typical. Moreover, all four 
groups showed a marked preference for simple sentence structures over compound or 
complex structures. Leading with the subject in simple sentences was much preferred 
over transitional elements such as conjunctions. With regard to stylistic features, the 
findings revealed that email messages could be characterised as either formal or 
informal in nature. Furthermore, the presence of contractions, personal pronouns, 
personal greetings, and active verbs marked the spoken quality to email messages as 
well as their spontaneous features. 
A similar finding emerged in Gimenez’s (2000) study investigating the 
register, style, and contextual aspects of 63 business emails collected in the UK. The 
emails were sent between an import/export company based in the UK and customers 
around the world. At the level of register analysis, Gimenez reported that simple and 
straightforward short sentences were preferred over long elaborate ones. 
Furthermore, the evidence of elliptical forms also reflected more spontaneous spoken 
discourse. By elliptical form, Gimenez appears to mean the missing parts in a 
sentence which can be understood by email participants. Concerning the email style, 
the prevalence of unconventional abbreviations, punctuations, contracted forms, 
spelling mistakes, and capitalisation marked degrees of informality, indicating a style 
similar to spoken discourse. The ways of addressing the recipients ranged from no 
salutation to a more formal greeting such as Dear Sir.       
Between the two studies conducted by Rice (1995) and Gimenez (2000), there 
are some similarities in terms of the reported stylistic features of emails. In the two 
corpora, simple and short sentences were preferred over long and elaborate ones. In 
addition, informality in emails was marked through the frequent use of elements such 
as contractions, personal pronouns, unconventional abbreviations, which suggests 
that emails approach a spoken mode of discourse. However, Gains’s (1999) study 
reported different findings with regard to email conventions. In this study, 62 emails 
were sent by 29 writers to three employees of a large UK insurance company. The 
emails were grouped into three functions: informative, request, and directive. These 
findings concluded that the linguistic conventions for writing emails were more 
stable and consistent with conventions for standard written business English. In 
particular, nearly all these emails had fully-formed and correctly punctuated 
sentences as opposed to the elliptical forms and unconventional punctuation 
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identified in Rice’s (1995) and Gimenez’s (2000) studies. A more informal and 
personal stylistic register with the adoption of capitalisation and exclamation was 
identified in only three instances. In these cases, such choices served to emphasise 
important points. Regarding conversational features, this study found no evidence 
related to compression, abbreviation, or word omission. 
Kırkgöz (2010) carried out a more recent study of email communication using 
English as a lingua franca between five native speakers of English and Turkish 
employees working in the textile company in Turkey. A corpus of 220 email 
messages was collected to investigate functional categories, stylistic features, and 
register. The findings reported that the four most prevalent functions identified in the 
corpus were to inform, to request, to direct, and to praise. With regard to stylistic 
features, the study employed Gains’s (1999) model to examine style under six fields 
including subject, opening, closing, abbreviation, word omission and capitalisation, 
and lexical choice. In the study, the subjects were found to be closely related to the 
function of the message. Of the 220 emails, 76% addressed the recipients in various 
ways ranging from friendly salutations such as hi/hello [first name] to more formal 
ones such as Dear [xxx] and Dear all, and 90% included some sign-off. Three 
prevalent forms of abbreviations in the study were personalised abbreviations, 
standard abbreviations (or business lexis), and abbreviations typically associated 
with the textile industry (or industry lexis). In addition to word omissions and 
capitalisations, colloquial expressions reflected more informal and spontaneous 
discourse. Furthermore, the register of emails ranged from using a formal to a semi-
formal tone, and simple sentences to more elaborate ones. In sum, two levels of style 
were identified in the register of emails: the first level was towards a formal language 
following standard business written convention, the second level appeared to share 
similarities of a spoken discourse with the presence of simple sentences, 
contractions, capitalisations, and word omissions.  
Beyond stylistic analysis as presented in the four above-mentioned studies, in 
later work, Gimenez (2006) suggested the term ‘embedded email’ as a response to 
the evolution of email communication. In this study, the author described embedded 
email as including the main message and subordinate messages to make complete 
sense. In this thesis, the ‘embedded email’ textual feature will be treated as an ‘email 
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chain’, and the two email chains collected in the international import/export 
company will be analysed in the next section of this chapter.  
Regarding the disjuncture between text books and real world interactions, 
Evans (2012) sought to narrow the gap by making practical suggestions about the 
design of email tasks for use in Business English courses. Interviews, “week-in-the-
life” case studies, and 50 email chains were adapted to generate information about 
the functions of email in internal and external communication, its intimate 
relationship with spoken communication, the importance of intertextuality in email 
chains, and the length, language and structure of email messages. Evans (2012) 
observed that “authentic emails used by local professionals and addressees around 
the world are not fixated with the finer points of style and grammar” (p. 210).  
In sum, email messages can be categorised in terms of their communicative 
functions which can be described by a verb-noun pair. Regarding stylistic analysis, 
emails share similarities with a spoken mode of discourse in the presence of 
contractions, word omissions, and abbreviations. The informal register is typical in 
most email messages in which short and straightforward sentences are preferred over 
long and elaborate ones. Moreover, the prevalence of elliptical forms captures the 
nature of speed and immediacy which suggests the characteristics of a spontaneous 
spoken discourse.             
In the current study, the import/export company, known as the International 
Company, is an intermediary agency providing services such as customs brokerage, 
warehousing, and cargo handling. It was observed during the study that most of the 
business negotiations with foreign customers were done via emails. With the 
permission of the Head of the Logistics Department, a Sales officer randomly 
selected and printed a corpus of 48 emails, which pertained to the Logistics 
Department, for analysis purposes. The email corpus included two threads. The first 
thread of 23 emails, under the subject “5A STOCKS for Vietnam”, involved business 
negotiations between three Vietnamese logistics staff and a Singaporean customer 
regarding a new shipment subjected from Singapore to Vietnam. The second thread 
of 25 emails, under the subject “5B GLOVES for Vietnam”, involved a new shipment 
subjected from Australia to Vietnam, with exchanges between five staff members 
from the customer business, presumably from Australia and three Vietnamese 
logistics employees. The emails in each thread were analysed according to three 
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features: their work-related functions, their stylistic features, and the syntax of the 
email language. Due to confidentiality, staff and customers’ names were replaced 
with role titles and codes, for example Customer 1, Customer 2, and Sales Officer A, 
Sales Officer B, Sales Officer C respectively (hereafter as SOA, SOB, SOC). 
6.2.1 Analysis: Email Thread One  
Table 6.1 gives an overview of the 23 emails comprising Thread One between 
three Vietnamese staff of the Logistics Department and a foreign customer in 
Singapore. The email thread captures participants’ interactions as they negotiated the 
procedures for importing the products from Singapore to Vietnam. The participants’ 
involvement was identified as either emailing directly or receiving messages 
indirectly through the “Cc” line. 
Table 6.1 
An overview of the first email thread 
No. From To Cc Summary 
1 Customer 1 SOA  SOB Providing details of a new shipment  
Requesting information regarding charges 
Requesting time confirmation to forward the 
shipment 
2 SOB Customer 1, 
SOA 
 Providing information regarding charges  
3 Customer 1 SOB, SOA  Requesting confirmation of the airway bill   
4 Customer 1 SOB, SOA  Requesting confirmation of the airway bill 
Providing information regarding booking 
time   
5 SOA Customer 1, 
SOA 
 Providing information regarding new 
address  
6 Customer 1 SOA, SOB  Acknowledging the information regarding 
the new address  
7 Customer 1 SOA, SOB  Providing shipment details 
Requesting confirmation of flight details  
8 Customer 1 SOA, SOB  Requesting information regarding the flight 
booking date 
9 SOA Customer 1, 
SOB 
 Providing information regarding the flight 
booking date 
10 Customer 1 SOA, SOB  Providing information regarding the flight 
details and invoice 
11 SOA Customer 1, 
SOB 
 Providing information regarding the product 
quality test 
Requesting information of invoice details 
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No. From To Cc Summary 
12 Customer 1 SOA, SOB  Providing information regarding the 
commercial value of product and proforma 
invoice  
13 Customer 1 SOA SOB Providing information regarding the airway 
bill 
14 SOC Customer 1  Requesting action related to the amendment  
15 Customer 1 SOC  Providing information regarding the 
amendment 
Requesting confirmation of the amendment  
16 SOC Customer 1  Requesting contact details in Vietnam for 
the shipment 
17 Customer 1 SOC  Providing contact details in Vietnam for the 
shipment  
18 SOC Customer 1  Acknowledging the information regarding 
contact details  
19 Customer 1 SOC  Requesting information about the product 
status  
20 SOA Customer 1  Providing information about the product 
status 
21 Customer 1 SOA, SOC  Praising  
22 SOA Customer 1, 
SOC 
 Providing documents related to the complete 
shipment  
23 Customer 1 SOA, SOC  Acknowledging the information regarding 
documents 
 
Figure 6.1 below provides an example extracted from the first email thread 
which includes four email messages (e.g. Email 1, Email 2, Email 3, Email 4) sent 
and received chronologically (reading from the bottom). They are clustered into the 
same email thread under the same subject line with the involvement of four 
participants (Customer 1, SOA, SOB, SOC) in the business negotiations. The four 
emails contain similar wording choices because they discuss the same subject. 
Typical vocabulary used for this topic includes shipment, confirm, charges, forward, 
and execute.  
Email 4: 
 
From: Customer 1// Company name  
To: SOB/ Company name; SOA/ Company name 
Cc: Email addresses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9  
Sent: Thursday, 09 January, 2014 7:57 AM 
Subject: Re: 5A STOCKS for Vietnam 
 
SOB, 
 
Please confirm below AWB SI is correct before we execute the shipment?? 
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Cargo is ready – 1 pc / 9 kg (actual dimension: 192x9*0x86cm) 
If this is ready at your size, we shall book on either today evening or tomorrow morning flight to 
SGN. 
Await your reply. 
 
Best Regards 
Customer 1 
---------------------------- 
Email 3: 
 
From: Customer 1// Company name  
Sent: Wednesday, 8 January, 2014 5:05 PM 
To: SOB/ Company name; SOA/ Company name 
Cc: Email addresses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9  
Subject: Re: 5A STOCKS for Vietnam 
 
Hi SOB, 
Thanks and we will book shipment on below flight and please confirm AWB to execute as follow? 
 
MAWB: 375-9000-1234 
FLIGHT: XXX (details of flight) 
 
Shipper: XXX (address in Singapore) 
 
Consignee: (address in Vietnam) 
 
Notify Party: XXX (name of person and address in Vietnam) 
 
Description Party: XXX (name of store) 
 
Thanks & Best Regards 
Customer 1 
---------------------------- 
 
Email 2: 
 
From: SOB/ Company name  
Sent: Wednesday, 8 January, 2014 3:40 PM 
To: Customer 1// Company name; SOA/ Company name 
Cc: Email addresses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9  
Subject: Re: 5A STOCKS for Vietnam 
 
Dear Customer 1, 
 
Many thanks for your kind inquiry. 
We would like to offer our DDU charges as follows: 
+ Air import: 
- Normal customs clearance & free-on-truck delivery: 
 * Up to 500 kgs: 0.35 $/ kg (min. 100 $/ shpt) 
 * From over 500 kgs: 0.15 $/ extra kg 
- D/o fee (through NAME of COMPANY): 30 $/ awb 
- Terminal charge: 0.12 $/ kg (min. 8 $) 
- Storage charge after 2 days: 0.09 $/ kg/ day (min. 8 $) 
- Testing fee if any will be at cost, plus our service charge of 50 $ 
- Import permit if any will be at consignee’s responsibility 
 
Best Regards, 
SOB 
---------------------------- 
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Email 1: 
 
From: Customer 1// Company name  
To: SOA/ Company name 
Cc: SOB  
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 2:17 PM 
Subject: 5A STOCKS for Vietnam 
 
Hi SOA, 
We are going to have a new shipment for 5A STOCKS for Vietnam. This will be arranged like 
previous and below are the details. 
Please advise your door to door charges and confirm we proceed to forward it on morning or 
evening flight? 
 
Content: Airlines Stores – Mascot/ plush toy and a set of uniform  
Pc/Wt:  1pc/ 9kg (vol weight: estimated 588.0kg) 
Dim:  245x160x90cm 
 
Consignee: XXX 
Address: XXX (name of person and address in Vietnam) 
   
Thanks & Best regards, 
Customer 1  
  
Figure 6.1. Examples from the beginning of the first email thread (The Logistics Department, 2015)  
The following section provides an analysis of the first email thread. The 
analysis focuses on the features of the emails: their work-related functions, their 
stylistic features, and their syntactic structures. This analysis reveals the 
communicative competence needed to construct the emails in English, as well as 
conduct socially appropriate interactions while negotiating business across countries 
and cultures.   
Functions of the emails  
It was evident from Table 6.1 that multiple functions could be identified in a 
single email. There were five common functions in the first email thread summarised 
in the following table:  
Table 6.2 
Work-related functions of email messages 
Functions  Number (%) 
Providing information 14 (61%) 
Requesting action 6 (26%) 
Requesting information 
Acknowledging information 
Thanking   
5 (22%) 
3 (13%) 
1 (4%) 
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In the table, the first three functions were commonly used by four participants. 
For example, the first email served three functions: to provide details of a new 
shipment, to request information regarding charges for the shipment, and to request 
action regarding the time for the shipment. Although the customer’s email was 
addressed to SOA, the response to this email was from SOB because he was included 
in the “cc” group. There were thus multiple participants in the email group. 
Moreover, there was similarity regarding the content and predictable wordings to 
address the business issues such as providing prices in relation to the air import, the 
value of the product for customs clearance, or whether the products required quality 
testing before being imported. In particular, when providing information, Customer 
1, SOA, and SOB typically used verbs such as offer, inform, attach, and deliver. In 
addition, there was frequent use of politeness expressions (words in bold), as in the 
following examples: 
Email 2 (SOB): We would like to offer our DDU charges as follows: 
    + Air import: 
- Normal customs clearance & free-on-truck delivery: 
    * Up to 500 kgs: 0.35 $/ kg (min. 100 $/ shpt)         
Email 11 (SOA): We would like to inform you that: toys & uniforms 
must be subjected to quality test. It will take @ 7 – 10 
working days before released & testing fee @ $ 50-150 
/ sample. 
Email 13 (Customer 1): Please find attached the said HAWB and update us 
with the status.         
It could be seen from the first email thread that there was a weaving between 
the functions of providing information and requesting action. In this thread, the 
customer provided the necessary information for the logistics staff to conduct the 
import service, and then requested confirmation of aspects related to the shipment 
such as the time, the cost, and flight details. For this type of requesting action, in 
particular requesting confirmation, the typical verb was “confirm”, phrased in the 
imperative form with a moderating “please”, as seen in the following examples:   
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Email 3 (Customer 1): Thanks and we will book shipment on below flight and 
please confirm AWB to execute as follow? 
MAWB: 375-9000-1234 
FLIGHT: XXX (details of flight) 
In addition to the verb “confirm”, some other verbs which were typical for the 
requesting action function were “check”, “advise”, “assist”. In the following emails, 
SOC requested that Customer 1 amend the consignee’s name on the airway bill. In 
response, the customer provided the amended airway bill and requested SOC to 
check whether it was fine. The two functions were interwoven:    
Email 14 (SOC): Kindly check & assist as below (message from SOB). 
We need to amend the cnee’s name on Mawb to the 
below person: 
XXX (name of person and address)   
Email 15 (Customer 1): Yes and we have forwarded the attached and please 
advise if it is ok before we raise CCA with the airline?? 
The three other functions in Table 6.2 (requesting information, acknowledging, 
and thanking) appeared less frequently. In this email corpus, the requesting 
information function typically involved asking prices for the shipment service, 
enquiring about the status of the product when it was shipped, and asking for the 
contact details for the shipment delivery. The two other functions were used to 
express acknowledgements and thanks when the logistics negotiations were done 
smoothly. It was noticeable that the language structure used for the last three 
functions was the imperative form and elliptical form, as follows:      
Email 1 (Customer 1):  Please advise your door to door charges and confirm 
we proceed to forward it on morning or evening flight?   
Email 21 (Customer 1): Good! Thanks and await your POD and DN. 
Email 23 (Customer 1): Ackd received with thanks.   
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Stylistic features of the emails  
Concerning stylistic features, the emails were examined under the seven 
features of interests identified by Gains (1999). These include subject, opening, 
closing, abbreviation, word omission, the use of capitalisation, and lexical choice. 
Besides the computer-generated information regarding from/to/cc and date, 23 
email messages in the first thread continued to use the same subject, “Subject: 5A 
STOCKS for Vietnam”. All the emails used some opening and closing moves. There 
were various ways for opening the email messages ranging from a formal to a more 
informal and friendly. While the logistics staff preferred to use formal salutations in 
the early exchanges, the customer appeared to choose more informal ways in all 
instances. For 14 of the 23 email messages, there were nine instances when the 
customer addressed SOA, SOB, and SOC with Hi plus first name, and five other 
instances when the customer addressed staff with just their first name, for example 
SOA. The more formal openings chosen by the sales officers could be explained or 
associated with respect to maintain business transactions with the current (loyal) 
customers. Across the thread, such greeting by sales officers could be seen to move 
from a formal to a more informal over time, such as in Email 2: Dear Customer 1 
(full name), Email 16: Dear Ms. Customer 1 (full name), Email 5: Hi Customer 1. 
Closing moves in the email messages also varied in their formality, for examples 
Thanks & Best regards, Best Regards, Thanks, Brgds (abbreviation of best regards).  
In regard to the use of abbreviations, there were two types: personalised 
abbreviations and abbreviations typically associated with the import/export services. 
While personalised or ad hoc abbreviations such as Brgds (Best regards), pls (please) 
could be understood by the senders and recipients of the email messages, 
abbreviations typically associated with the import/export industry were 
internationally established and widely understood by people doing import/export-
related work and could thus be considered technical lexis. Some typical industry 
abbreviations being used by four email participants were DDU (Delivery Duty 
Unpaid), AWB (Airway Bill), POD (Proof of Delivery), pc (package), shpt 
(shipment), cnee’s name (consignee’s name).  
Other features included word omissions (ellipsis) and the use of capitalisation. 
Regarding word omissions, there were some instances used by Customer 1, SOA, 
and SOC. For example:     
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Email 6 (Customer 1): Noted and thanks. Will correct it accordingly. 
Email 20 (SOA): We have delivered the shipment to Ms. Customer B 
already, will send you POD & DN when available. 
Along with ellipsis, the use of capitalisation was another common feature of 
the email style which sought to express the emphasis. The following example (Email 
12) was the customer’s emphasis that the product had no commercial value to be 
declared at the customs checkpoint: “These are NO COMMERCIAL VALUE, VALUE 
declared for customs clearance purposed only, see attached for the proforma 
invoice.”   
Lexical choice is a crucial feature of email that can vary depending on whether 
the email follows business written conventions or mimics spoken discourse with the 
presence of colloquial words/expressions. On this point, a small percentage of emails 
in the thread used symbols such as & and @. It is presumed that these symbols are 
more typical of business discourse and can only appear in the written forms, 
particularly in business emails. The presence of these symbols or short colloquial 
words such as ok makes email messages more efficient as a mode of communication. 
Email 11 is a typical example: “… before released & testing fee @ $ 50-150 / 
sample”, or the colloquialism ok in “… please advise if it is ok before we raise CCA 
…”  
The grammatical structure of the email language  
In addition to the analysis of work-related functions and stylistic features, the 
final aspect of analysis considers the syntax of email language. Two typical language 
structures are identified in Table 6.3 below: 
Table 6.3 
The language structure of email messages 
Types of language structure Number (5) 
Simple/straightforward syntactic structures 
Paratactic/hypotactic syntactic structures 
14 (60.9%)  
9 (39.1) 
 
In this email thread, most emails used simple, straightforward syntactic 
structures. Imperative forms were prevalent and they aimed to transmit brief 
information and direct orders or requests to the recipient. With regard to simple 
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structures, email messages either sought advice/ information or provided necessary 
information. Some examples of simple syntactic structures were as follows: 
Email 9 (SOA): It’s Ok, pls go according to your plan. 
Email 1 (Customer 1): We would like to offer our DDU charges as follows:  
The second type of structures were parataxis understood as a structure linking 
elements of equal status with coordinated ideas and hypotaxis appearing to bind 
elements of unequal status with subordinate ideas (Halliday, 2004). These structures 
were less prevalent in the corpus. Moreover, in this email thread, the most common 
conjunction for parataxis structure was and. The emails using such structures 
provided information (Email 15), expressed the urgency of actions (Email 1, Email 
3), and requested multiple actions simultaneously (Email 1, Email 3, Email 15), as 
follows:  
Email 1 (Customer 1): Please advise your door to door charges and confirm 
we proceed to forward it on morning or evening flight? 
Email 3 (Customer 1): Thanks and we will book shipment on below flight and 
please confirm AWB to execute as follow? 
Email 15 (Customer 1): Yes and we have forwarded the attached and please 
advise if it is ok before we raise CCA with the airline?? 
Apart from simple and straightforward syntactic structures, elliptical forms or 
truncated structures were evident in 39.1% of the email corpus. In Email 20 below, 
the second sentence should have the conjunction and and the subject we after the 
comma: “We have delivered the shipment to Ms. Han already, will send you POD & 
DN when available. Unconventional punctuation was included in one fifth of the 
emails in this thread. For example, a statement in Email 15 ended with a question 
mark, indicating that the sender needed a response.  
Email 15 (Customer 1): Yes and we have forwarded the attached and please 
advise if it is ok before we raise CCA with the airline??    
Such novel usage might be indicative of ELF usage, given the exchanges 
between speakers from the “Outer Circle” and “Expanding Circle” (B. B. Kachru, 
1992b).  
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In sum, three common functions identified in the first email thread are 
providing information, requesting action, and requesting information. Simple and 
straightforward syntactic structures are preferred over paratactic and hypotactic ones. 
Moreover, the presence of elliptical forms, colloquialism, and abbreviations captures 
more the nature of spontaneous spoken discourse. The last important point identified 
in this first email thread relates to non-conventional punctuation which might reflect 
the ELF usage in the import/export context. In this globalised setting such as the 
import/export business, understanding the sender’s intention/ speech act is more 
prioritised than achieving the “correct” conventional English. 
6.2.2 Analysis: Email Thread Two 
Table 6.4 gives an overview of the 25 emails comprising Thread Two between 
three Vietnamese staff of the Logistics Department (SOD, SOE, SOF) and five 
Australian customers (Customer 2, Customer 4, Customer 6, Customer 7, Customer 
9). Customers 3, Customer 5, and Customer 8 indirectly received emails through the 
“Cc” line, so they were not mentioned in the following analysis because they did not 
initiate any emails. The thread involved email interactions between eight participants 
to discuss issues related to the order, forwarder information, shipper, terms related to 
charges, and agent contact details for the shipment of the order to Vietnam. For the 
purposes of this thesis, the significant difference between the first and the second 
email thread is that the first thread is an ELF interaction, whereas the second thread 
involves presumably English “native” speakers in the interaction.   
Table 6.4 
An overview of the second email thread 
No. From To  Cc Summary 
1 Customer 2 Customer 3 Customer 4 Requesting releasing order sd#12345 
2 Customer 4 Customer 2, 
Customer 3 
 Informing the status of the order 
3 Customer 2 Customer 5 Customer 6 Informing the status of the order 
4 Customer 6 Customer 2 Customer 5 Requesting information of the 
forwarder 
5 Customer 2 Customer 7, 
Customer 8 
 Providing information related to the 
shipping of the order 
Requesting information of the 
forwarder 
6 Customer 7 Customer 2, 
Customer 8 
Customer 9 Providing contact details related to 
the forwarder 
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No. From To  Cc Summary 
Requesting information related to the 
port for shipping 
7 Customer 9 Customer 7, 
Customer 2, 
Customer 8 
 Acknowledging Customer 7 for the 
contact details  
Requesting factory address for the 
shipment 
8 Customer 2 Customer 6  Requesting factory address for the 
shipment 
9 Customer 6 Customer 2 Customer 5 Providing the factory address  
10 Customer 2 Customer 9  Providing the factory address 
Requesting information related to 
shipping instructions  
11 Customer 9 Customer 2 SOD, 
Customer 7, 
Customer 8 
Acknowledging Customer 2 for the 
contact details   
Providing contact details of the agent 
in Vietnam to process the import of 
the order 
12 Customer 2 Customer 9 SOD, 
Customer 7, 
Customer 8 
Acknowledging Customer 9 for the 
contact details  
Requesting confirmation of the agent 
address in Vietnam 
13 Customer 9 Customer 2 SOD, 
Customer 7, 
Customer 8 
Requesting passing contact details of 
the agent to the factory 
14 Customer 2 Customer 9 SOD, 
Customer 7, 
Customer 8 
Requesting confirmation of the agent 
to pick up the product from the 
shipper of Customer 2  
15 SOE Customer 2, 
Customer 9, 
SOD 
Customer 6, 
Customer 7 
Requesting contacting the shipper to 
pick up cargo 
16 SOD Customer 2, 
Customer 9 
Customer 6, 
Customer 7 
Requesting information related to 
shipment terms, and telephone 
number of the factory in Vietnam 
17 Customer 2 SOD, Customer 
9 
Customer 6, 
Customer 7 
Providing information related to 
shipment terms 
Requesting information related to 
cargo pick up 
18 SOD Customer 9  Requesting action related to EXW 
charges in Vietnam 
19 Customer 9 SOD  Acknowledging SOD for giving 
information related to terms of 
shipment  
20 SOD Customer 9 SOF Requesting information related to Ex-
works charges for LCL 
21 SOF SOD, Customer 
9,  
 Providing information related to 
EXW chargers 
22 Customer 9 SOF, SOD  Acknowledging SOF for proving 
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No. From To  Cc Summary 
information related to EXW charges 
Requesting information related to 
freight rates  
23 SOD Customer 9, 
SOF 
 Providing information related to 
freight rates  
24 Customer 9 SOD, SOF  Acknowledging SOD for giving 
information related to n/n rates and 
coleader details   
25 SOD Customer 9, 
SOF 
 Acknowledging Customer 2 for 
confirmation of the sell rate  
Requesting checking the shipper 
contact details  
 
Figure 6.2 below provides an example extracted from the second email thread 
including five emails (e.g., Email 15, Email 16, Email 17, Email 18, Email 19) sent 
and received in chronological order (reading from the bottom). They are clustered 
into the same email thread under the same subject line with the involvement of four 
participants (Customer 2, Customer 9, SOD, SOE) sending and receiving emails to 
achieve their business negotiations. In addition to mutual interactions for import 
procedures through email exchanges, the five emails are similar to the first email 
thread regarding vocabulary and language structures. Short and straightforward 
structures are typical and common vocabulary related to shipment involves shipper’s 
details, shipment terms, and charges. 
Email 19: 
 
From: Customer 9 
To: SOD 
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2015 9:45 AM 
Subject: 5B GLOVES for Vietnam 
 
Yes thank you, 
Please send the EXW charges. 
 
Kind Regards 
Customer 9 
---------------------------- 
 
Email 18: 
 
From: SOD 
Sent: Friday, 20 March 2015 1:44 PM 
To: Customer 9 
Subject: 5B GLOVES for Vietnam 
 
Dear Customer 9, 
 
As per below info from customer, terms of shipment are Ex-works – please advise if you need the 
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EXW charges in Vietnam then I can have my colleagues assist? 
 
Thanks and best regards, 
SOD 
---------------------------- 
 
Email 17: 
 
From: Customer 2 
To: SOD, Customer 9  
Cc: Customer 6, Customer 7 
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2015 11:06 AM 
Subject: 5B GLOVES for Vietnam 
   
Hi SOD, 
 
The order is LCL as for shipping terms it will be Ex-works. But my understanding is that you will 
be picking this freight from our shipper, correct? 
---------------------------- 
 
Email 16: 
 
From: SOD 
To: Customer 2, Customer 9 
Cc: Customer 6, Customer 7 
Subject: 5B GLOVES for Vietnam 
Date: Wed, Mar 18, 2015 10:55 PM 
 
Dear Sirs / Madams, 
 
Please kindly give us more information about the shipment such as shipment terms (FOB, EXW or 
else), FCL or LCL? 
 
Please could you also advise telephone number of the below shipper and whom we should contact? 
 
XXX (name and address of the company in Cantho) 
 
Thanks and best regards, 
SOD 
---------------------------- 
 
Email 15: 
 
From: SOE 
To: Customer 2, Customer 9, SOD 
Cc: Customer 6, Customer 7 
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2015 9:02 AM 
Subject: 5B GLOVES for Vietnam 
 
Dear SOD, 
Please contact shipper to pick up the cargo and adv our agent shipment details 
 
Thanks & Best Regards 
SOE 
Figure 6.2. Examples of the second email thread (The Logistics Department, 2015) 
The following section provides an analysis of the second email thread. The 
analysis focuses on the features of the emails: their work-related functions, their 
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stylistic features, and their register. Similar to the first email thread, the analysis of 
the second email thread helps provide more insights into the communicative 
competence needed to construct emails in English as well as to conduct socially 
appropriate business negotiations across countries and cultures.  
Functions of the emails  
Four common functions identified in the second email thread were categorised as 
follows:  
Table 6.5 
Work-related functions of email messages 
Functions Number (%) 
Providing information/ Informing the status of 
the order 
10 (40%) 
Requesting information 
Acknowledging information 
Requesting action 
9 (36%) 
8 (32%) 
7 (28%) 
 
These functions were in similar proportions when they reoccurred in either the 
initiating or the reply email messages. The series of functions woven across the email 
corpus were implemented somewhat systematically and cyclically: requesting 
(action, information), providing/ informing (information, the status of product), and 
acknowledging (information provided). Most of the emails in this corpus performed 
more than one function in which the initiating email usually discussed the current 
step and then sought a response related to the next step. The following emails 
provide some examples:  
Email 6 (Customer 7):   Our FF contact is Customer 9 from XXX (name of the 
company). I have CCed them into this email. Can you 
please advise which port the cricket gloves will be 
shipped from and they can advise us on their correct 
contact. 
Email 18 (SOD): As per below info from customer, terms of shipment 
are Ex-works – please advise if you need the EXW 
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charges in Vietnam then I can have my colleagues 
assist?   
These emails discussed the shipment of a product from Australia to Vietnam. It 
was evident in Email 6 that at least two functions were used: providing information 
related to the person in contact and requesting information regarding the port of the 
shipment. In Email 18, besides providing customer’s information and terms related to 
charges for the shipment, this email sought a response to whether to proceed with 
EXW charges in Vietnam for the import application. Therefore, a complete 
import/export process required the involvement of many participants together with 
the presence of multiple functions in a single email. In this email thread, typical 
verbs related to functions of providing information/ informing the status of the order 
were issue, copy, forward, offer; common verbs for requesting information/action 
were give, send,  release, advise, confirm, contact, and check; and the common 
expressions for the acknowledging function was Once again Thank you for your 
information, Yes thank you.         
Stylistic features of the emails 
As with the first email thread, Gains’s (1999) model of email conventions will 
be used to analyse the stylistic features.  
In addition to the computer-generated information regarding from/to/cc and 
date, most email messages in the second corpus were threaded under the subject line, 
“5B GLOVES for Vietnam”. A large proportion of emails in the second corpus had 
opening and closing features. There was not as much variation in the formality of the 
salutations as there was in the first email thread. The common openings between 
email participants in this thread used Hi/Hello plus first name such as Hi Customer 2, 
Hello Customer 3, or Dear plus first name such as Dear Customer 9. However, 
closing moves in this email corpus ranged from a more formal expression such as 
Thanks and best regards, Thank you, Best regards, Kind regards, to a more informal 
and friendly closing such as Thanks.   
Regarding the use of abbreviations, as introduced in the first email thread, two 
types of abbreviations were personalised abbreviations and industry abbreviations. 
This email corpus involved five foreign customers/ agents of the customers and three 
Vietnamese staff. Just a small percentage of emails (12%) used personalised 
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abbreviations, for example adv (advise) in Email 15 and info (information) in Email 
18. Regarding the second type of abbreviation, some common technical lexis for the 
import/export services was FCL (Full container load), LCL (Less than container 
load), EXW (Ex-works), cbm (cubic meter), shpt (shipment).    
Other stylistic features of interest to this analysis related to word omission, the 
use of capitalisation, and lexical choice. In relation to word omissions, just three 
emails were identified as having truncated features. For example:  
Email 3 (Customer 2): Holds released. 
In the corpus of 25 emails, there were no instances of text capitalisation. In 
terms of lexical choice, there was only one email which mimicked the spoken 
discourse feature: “So just to confirm we are to ship to the Vietnam address below?” 
(Email 12). In this utterance, the use of so in an informal way was to refer back to 
something previously discussed and described the next step of the business 
negotiations.  
The grammatical structure of the email language 
In addition to work-related function and stylistic analysis, the final aspect considers 
the syntax of the email language. Two typical language structures are identified in 
Table 6.6 below: 
Table 6.6 
The language structure of email messages 
Types of language structure Number (%) 
Simple/straightforward syntactic structures 
Paratactic/hypotactic syntactic structures 
17 (68%)  
11 (44%) 
 
Similar to the first email thread, a large proportion of the second email thread 
used simple and straightforward syntactic structures in which the short/simple forms 
(just one verb in agreement with one subject) and imperative forms were prevalent. 
These sentences were either to request information or to provide information briefly 
and directly. Some examples of such structures were as follows:   
Email 19 (Customer 19): Please send the EXW charges. 
Email 24 (Customer 9):  The sell rate is $ 35.00 w.m. Please proceed. 
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The second type of structures used longer sentences with coordinated ideas or 
an elaborate sentence with subordinate ideas. In this email thread, paratactic and 
hypotactic syntactic structures were primarily used between five Anglophone 
customers/ agents of the customer for whom English was presumably their first 
language, accounting for 44% of the email corpus. In this type of structures, there 
were more than two clauses either embedded (hypotaxis) or coordinated (parataxis) 
with each other. Consequently, multiple functions could be identified in a single 
email. In the following examples, Email 7 performed two functions: requesting 
information and providing information; Email 8 both requested action and informed 
the status of the shipment:     
Email 7 (Customer 9): Can you advise the factory address for this shipment 
and I will come back to you with the appropriate 
contact details? 
Email 8 (Customer 2): Could you please confirm the address these gloves will 
be located at so that this customer could provide me 
with the forwards information?   
Elliptical forms were also adopted; however, there were only three instances 
over 25 emails in the corpus using this type of structure, for example: 
Email 2 (Customer 4): release 
Email 12 (Customer 2): So just to confirm we are to ship to the Vietnam 
address below? 
In other respects, unconventional punctuation occurred in 33% of this email 
thread. This kind of punctuation happened in email exchanges between Anglophone 
customers/agents of the customer and Vietnamese sales officers. This suggests that 
non-conventional punctuation can facilitate ELF interactions in which understanding 
the sender’s speech act is of more importance than the correct/conventional 
punctuation. In Email 4 below, although the sender did not use a question mark at the 
end, it was presumed that the recipient still understood the sender’s intention of a 
question form. In a similar way, a question mark placed at the end of a statement as 
in Email 18 indicated that the sender needed a response.   
Email 4 (Customer 6):  Can you type in your notes and I will process the P.O. 
to our supplier. 
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Email 18 (SOD): As per below info from customer, terms of shipment 
are Ex-works – please advise if you need the EXW 
charges in Vietnam then I can have my colleagues 
assist? 
In sum, the second email thread shares some similarities with the first email 
thread regarding their email functions, some stylistic features related to the email 
templates, the use of ellipses and variable syntactic structures. However, it was 
identified that there was not use of capitalisation, and the abbreviations were also 
used to a lesser extent. Moreover, paratactic and hypotactic structures were more 
commonly between Anglophone email participants; ELF adaptations were used in 
negotiations between foreign customers and Vietnamese logistics staff.        
6.2.3 Summary 
Among the four studies reviewed, Gains’s (1999) study helped identify the 
characteristics of the email language as it pertained to conventions for standard 
written business English. His study reported no features such as informal and speech-
like emails. However, three other studies conducted by Rice (1995), Gimenez (2000), 
and Kırkgöz (2010) reported similar features regarding email’s stylistic features and 
syntactic structures. The common findings were that most email messages shared 
some features of spontaneous spoken discourse. Such features were evident in the 
two email threads in this study, thus workplace emails have been shown to be 
different in texture to the genre of business letters. 
With regard to the email corpus collected in this study, multiple functions were 
common in a single email and these functions were cycled repeatedly in the thread. 
Because email participants address a common topic, their text was similar in terms of 
vocabulary choice and functions. The emails at times displayed unconventional 
punctuation and the use of capitalisation to indicate that the information was urgent 
and important. On other points, the ways chosen to open and close the email 
messages reflected the participants’ relationships, in particular the crafting of the 
relationship between the sales officer and the customer. It was identified in both 
email threads that the sales officers usually addressed the customers in a more formal 
way at the first instance. Openings and closings became more informal later; 
however, the more formal way was typically preferred by the import/export staff.        
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Between the two email threads, some contrasts can be drawn due to the 
different types of email participants involved. In the first thread, email 
communication occurred between three Vietnamese logistics staff and a customer 
from Singapore for whom English was a second language. Therefore, 
communication among these email participants shared some characteristics of more 
flexible ELF. These features related to the use of unconventional punctuation, 
abbreviations, simple and straightforward syntactic structures. It was basically 
identified that most of the emails in the first thread used personalised abbreviations 
such as Brgds, Ackd, Pl. In addition to abbreviations, simpler syntactic structures 
were also employed to a greater extent. In contrast, the second email thread involved 
five presumably Anglophone speakers from Australia and three Vietnamese staff. 
Personalised abbreviations were used less. Furthermore, paratactic and hypotactic 
structures occurred in half of the email interactions between native English speakers. 
This contrast highlights the use of ELF in different instances with different 
interlocutors as will be discussed later in this chapter. The next section describes 
some similarities between the phone calls and business emails as alternatives used 
for business negotiations.  
6.3 PHONE COMMUNICATION IN THE IMPORT/EXPORT SETTING 
The Logistics Department was located on the second floor in the company 
headquarters in HCMC. It had 15 sales staff and one Head working together in an 
open space office. Each staff member shared a counter with a desktop computer and 
a telephone. There was a meeting room in the office used for meeting customers or 
guests negotiating logistics business. The office walls were all engraved with glass 
partitions up to the ceiling which provided an open view from the outside. On the 
walls, there were some posters in English advertising logistics services such as sea 
freight, air freight, shipping agency. English was used to name the office and staff 
positions such as Logistics Department, Manager, Sales Officer. As observed, 
English was used for written communication such as writing emails while 
Vietnamese was used for spoken interactions between staff. However, 
communication via phone calls with foreign customers was typically implemented in 
English by the Head of the Department.              
This section reports on some characteristics of the observed phone calls as well 
as their similarities with emails used in the import/export company. The eight phone 
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calls were recorded by the Head who had more than 20 years’ experience working in 
the import/export services. By his account, phone calls were mainly used for 
negotiations with customers from Asian countries. Due to confidentiality, customer 
names have been replaced with role titles and codes, for example Customer 10, 
Customer 11, Customer 12, and Customer 13.  
There are limitations to the phone data because of the nature of spontaneous 
discourse. In some moments, the language was inaudible. Moreover, I could not 
record the whole interactive text; rather, it was the one-sided account from the 
research site. To work under ethical approval, the customers’ communication was not 
recorded, so this analysis is partial and limited by what data could be captured. 
Regarding the transcriptions of phone conversations, the symbol   indicates rising 
intonations, words in CAPITAL LETTER indicate loudness and emphasis, and 
words in italics highlight repetitions.      
6.3.1 Characteristics of phone calls in the Logistics Department 
The phone calls were carried out between the Head and four customers 
(Customer 10, Customer 11, Customer 12, and Customer 13) from Asian countries. 
The Head initiated the calls of different durations ranging from 44 seconds to 5 
minutes and 58 seconds. Four typical functions were revealed including informing 
the status of the product service; providing information; requesting information; and 
requesting actions. In some phone calls, such as Phone call 1, Phone call 2, Phone 
call 5, multiple functions were used in processing the import/export procedures.        
In the corpus, five phone calls (Phone call 1, Phone call 2, Phone call 3, Phone 
call 4, and Phone call 6) used conventional phone protocols such as predictable 
openings, for example Hi Customer 10 and closings, for example Bye bye. Regarding 
the register of phone calls, it appeared that there was not much detailed information 
regarding business negotiations when compared to the register of the email 
messages. Interpersonal interactions were much more prevalent instead with the 
presence of back channelling and repetitions (see Transcript of Phone Call 1 below). 
In phone call, back channelling is understood as the caller’s and hearer’s 
involvement in interactions through minimal words such as yeah and ok to express 
their understandings and continued participation (Paltridge, 2001). 
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Transcript of Phone Call 1 
  
1   Hi Customer 10 
2   ….. 
3   Yeah good morning. 
4   ….. 
5   Yeah … the xxx (name of product) the shipment, the permit is not ready. 
6   ….. 
7   Ok I think just some now we’re checking the ah HS code and the ah what regulations  
8   or the motorbike, the allowance in is [inaudible] Vietnam, not.   
9   ….. 
10   Ok I think it take time, it take time. 
11   ….. 
12   Yeah yeah yeah my long time. 
13   ….. 
14   Ok I keep you in touch. 
15   ….. 
16   Yeah alright, alright 
17   ….. 
18   Thank you. 
19   ….. 
20   Yeah bye bye. 
It was apparent in Phone call 1 that the language was used less and 
interpersonal interactions could be achieved more quickly. Also, there were 
repetitions in this phone dialogue which were considered a strategy to make sure the 
interlocutors got meanings across. It is argued that speech, unlike email text, is 
ephemeral, hence repetitions help the listener check his understandings.     
Another unique aspect of phone call interaction relates to back channelling. 
The following call was an example: 
Transcript of Phone Call 2 
 
1   Good morning Customer 11 
2   ….. 
3   Yeah    , okay. 
4   ….. 
5   Er the last three units we have all delivered the last Friday and the condition was  
6   OKAY  
7   ….. 
8   Yeah the the the three … damaged units.  
9   ….. 
10   Yeah okay okay. 
11  ….. 
12   Ok we bought insurance, yeah      okay. We take full responsibilities for the damage.  
13   ….. 
14   Okay okay. 
15   ….. 
16   Thank you. 
17   ….. 
18   Bye bye. 
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Back channelling words such as yeah and okay helped confirm that the caller 
was following the negotiations. On this point, back channelling is necessary because 
telephone communication is not a face-to-face interaction, so there is no way to 
indicate presence and participation. In addition, the adaption of volume and 
intonation sought to emphasise the caller’s information. In this transcript, the word 
“okay” was used in two different ways. In line six, its usage was to emphasise to the 
hearer that the condition of the three delivered units was good. The rising tone after 
the word yeah in line three and line 12 could be considered a kind of repairing move 
when the caller was presumably not able to catch the hearer’s voice clearly.  
Similarities between phone calls and emails  
Business emails, as analysed in the previous sections, and the sampled phone 
calls had some features in common. The two communication modes were used for 
import/export negotiations. Therefore, they have similar work-related functions and 
technical lexis associated with in this industry.  
From the observations, emails and phone calls served similar functions when 
they were involved in the field. In this regard, the two modes were likely to have 
similar technical vocabulary such as deliver, shipment, import, export, customs 
clearance. In Phone Call 3 below, there were at least three functions: informing the 
status of the product; requesting actions; and providing information. Some examples 
were as follows:  
Informing the status of the product:  Yeah your shipment is coming in ah … 
beginning of June (line 1) 
Requesting actions: you have to do some other things (line 
9),  
You have to buy a contract (line 11) 
Providing information: Yeah I will give them all for you (lines 
14 and line 15) 
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Transcript of Phone Call 3 
1   Yeah good morning Customer 13. Yeah your shipment is coming in ah … beginning of June.  
2   ….. 
3   So I …  
4   ….. 
5   Yeah I have the … 
6    ….. 
7    Right right right.  
8    ….. 
9   Ok but you have to do some other things before the shipment come. 
10    ….. 
11   You have to buy a contract, a software for the contract, to buy the [inaudible] yeah  
12   to input data to to to customs right? 
13   ….. 
14   Alright so I have a format contract from from from xxx (name of company). Yeah I   
15   will give them all for you so that you can read and consider what kind of software  
16   you want to buy, one year, two year, one computer, or two computer. 
17   ….. 
18   Ok ok the because your shipment is coming very soon, so you have to do it quickly.  
19   ….. 
20   Alright I talked to Customer 10 about that already and she know, she know, ok? 
21   ….. 
22   So if you have some ah Vietnamese staff ah … ah … we need their help their help to  
23   check some names into Vietnamese and bla bla bla. Ok we cannot do it ourselves  
24   that way, we don’t understand much about your machinery about your materials, ok. 
25   ….. 
26   Ok see you then, bye bye. 
The observed phone calls and emails also shared features of spontaneous 
discourse with a preference for straightforward syntactic structure. Some examples 
were explored in Phone Call 4 below such as “I think sure to handle that way” (line 
5), “… ok so the motorbike stable, it’s not moving” (line 11), “Yeah of course we 
take responsible of course” (line 22). Another crucial feature related to the emails 
and phone calls is how these two modes of communication worked together. While 
phone calls helped in the interpersonal exchange, emails were used to fix meanings 
or to confirm details of the business interactions. The following call regarding the 
shipment of a motorbike provides an example of how the two modes dovetailed: 
Transcript of Phone Call 4 
1   Customer 12, I got your email that you ordered to use the train service to Da Nang. 
2   We have a job service in the container, so we control from the loading from our  
3   warehouse and a loading from our warehouse in Da Nang.  
4   ….. 
5   I think sure to handle that way.  
6   ….. 
7   Our container, yeah, in container, if you want I will take a picture of that container  
8   now.  
9   ….. 
10   Yeah container may be last time we haven’t set the gear but now we set the gear. So  
11   when we set the gear, ok so the motorbike stable, it’s not moving.  
12   ….. 
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13   Yeah I learned technique all the units from Thailand from Japan when send to  
14   Vietnam they set the gear, number 1, gear 1, first gear.  
15   ….. 
16   So that state’s very strong inside. So when we do the packing last time I know  
17   people show me that technique. We think I think I think and find out that they set the  
18   gear when pack in the case. They put the gear, the first gear, yeah they keep in first gear.  
19   ….. 
20   No no first gear.  
21   ….. 
22   Yeah of course we take responsible of course. 
23   ….. 
24   Ok ok because our service, xxx (name of company) service, but sure for sure that  
25   from here to Ha Noi I use the train and from here to Da Nang we have the service  
26   and we put in the container and we pack it. We control from A to Z.  
27   ….. 
28   If we don’t believe in ourselves how can? 
29   ….. 
30   Yeah, ok? Ok.  
31   ….. 
32   Yeah ok ok thank you. I will reply your email, ok, yeah thank you bye bye. 
In this moment, the call was made to confirm the order and reassure the 
customer, as in line one: “I got your email that you ordered to use the train service to 
Da Nang.”; and then the email was used to confirm detail of negotiations which had 
just been done via the call, as in line 32: “I will reply your email.” This suggests that 
a phone call could be used at any stage before or after emails to confirm and convey 
brief and instant information. In turn, the email was used as a written record to 
confirm details of agreements negotiated via the phone call. 
6.3.2 Summary 
Phone calls and emails appeared to be crucial modes of communication with 
foreign customers in the import/export industry. While emails delivered detailed 
information and provided written confirmation of negotiations, phone calls seemed to 
enable more interpersonal and spontaneous interactions using straightforward syntax, 
back channelling, and intonations. This difference helped establish a complementary 
relationship between the two modes. In this way, a phone call could be used to 
address and confirm the business issue immediately and briefly and facilitate the 
business/customer relationship; an email could be used to fix detailed negotiations in 
writing. The use of back channelling and intonations in non-face-to-face spoken 
interactions was necessary to sustain the caller/hearer’s involvement. Last but not 
least, because these two types of texts worked in a complementary fashion, they 
shared similarities in terms of functions, straightforward syntax, and technical 
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vocabulary. The next section analyses the interview data to explore a more diverse 
language repertoire. 
6.4 ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEW 
The interview was implemented with the Head of the Logistics Department for 
approximately 30 minutes in the meeting room of the company’s headquarters. The 
participant, hereafter named as Mr C, had 21 years’ experience working in this 
profession. In addition to his Bachelor’s degree in foreign trade, he had also achieved 
a Bachelor’s degree in General English and certificates of English for import/export 
and tourism. Concerning the language used in the interview, Mr C chose Vietnamese. 
The interview was transcribed and translated by the researcher. The 
verification of transcriptions and translations was examined by a colleague with a 
Master’s degree in English and a back translation process was done by another 
Vietnamese ESP teacher with high English proficiency. The interview was then 
analysed to draw out themes, identified by organising interview data into meaningful 
groups. The interview questions are attached in Appendix C. 
The themes emerging in the participant’s account were as follows: English 
skills needed in the import/export services; Workplace English: general English 
versus specialised English; Challenges in using English in the workplace; and 
Cultural understandings implicated in work in the import/export setting. Together 
with email data and phone call data, the analysis of this experienced staff member’s 
interview provides a more comprehensive picture of the English communication in 
the global logistics business in Vietnam.  
6.4.1 English skills needed in the import/export services 
When asked about the skills of English necessary for interactions with 
customers, Mr C reported that: 
Interviewer: Among the four English skills (listening, speaking, reading, 
and writing), in your opinion, which skills are important? 
Mr C (translation): All are important. However, first of all, it is important 
to be proficient in listening in order to comprehend what 
customers say. When we understand what they say, we can 
give the right answers. In addition, when we listen well, it 
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means we also have correct pronunciation. In case our 
listening is good, but people cannot understand what we 
say, this means that our pronunciation is poor. This might 
be the results of poor vocabulary and grammar as well. 
By his account, all four English skills were important, but he highlighted first 
listening and then speaking as the two complementary skills that facilitated talk with 
customers. Moreover, in Mr C’s view, good pronunciation played a crucial role to 
facilitate understandings. According to him, poor pronunciation could be associated 
with poor vocabulary and grammar and could prove a hindrance to interlocutors’ 
understandings.  
When asked about the use of English in the logistics setting, Mr C said that:  
Interviewer:  In this current job what do you use English for? 
Mr C (translation): To communicate with customers, any foreign affairs 
that relate to work such as answering emails, quoting 
prices, preparing contracts.   
According to Mr C, English was used for negotiations with any foreign 
customers regarding work-related affairs. In his opinion, English was typically used 
to compose emails or to prepare contract forms. In terms of email, Mr C reported 
that: “I use emails every day. I also talk in English at my office, but just a few. I write 
emails frequently every day.” By his account, using email to negotiate with 
customers was the most frequent medium evident in the two email threads in the 
previous section. To this extent, email was used not only with customers from Inner 
Circle countries such as Australia but also with customers from Outer Circle 
countries such as Singapore. In Mr C’s view, he also shared that: “I also talk in 
English at my office, but just a few.” On this point, he meant that spoken 
communication in English with customers occurred to a lesser extent. Phone calls 
were commonly used for interactions with customers from Asian countries: “… For 
customers from China, Taiwan, and Malaysia, I talk with them via the phone every 
day.” Generally, Mr C argued for the two typical modes used for negotiating with 
foreign customers including writing emails and making phone calls.      
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6.4.2 Workplace English: general English versus technical English  
As reported by Mr C in the previous section, English was commonly used for 
writing emails and preparing contracts. As analysed in the two email threads, the 
email lexis involved specialised vocabulary in import/export services. Again, when 
asked about the types of texts he prepared, by his account, they included emails and 
contract for services. Contracts included “means of transport”, “customs 
declaration”, and “transport”.  
When asked about the documents necessary for an export application, Mr C 
gave the examples of “invoice, packing list, certificate of origin, contract, and bill of 
lading”.  By Mr C’s account, all the mentioned documents carried specialised 
vocabulary such as charges, port of loading/discharge, origin of product, shipment, 
merchandise. In the following excerpt, Mr C emphasised the relation between 
industry knowledge and specialised English proficiency. According to him, working 
with documents related to the logistics services required both the industry experience 
and the specialist English knowledge to understand the circulation of the 
imported/exported goods.  
Interviewer:  For such a person with general English knowledge, what 
advice can you give him to prepare for the specialised 
English used in the company? 
Mr C (translation): If the employee is not proficient in technical English, he 
can start work on the scene (such as ports) to learn specialist 
skills. When working on the scene, he can simultaneously enrol 
in English for import/export courses. The experience on the 
scene helps him understand the flow of goods before moving to 
another position to work with documents for the import/export 
services.  
From Mr C’s opinion, it can be inferred that texts related to the logistics 
services required technical English, and different job positions in this industry were 
associated with specialist English language competence.  
6.4.3 Challenges in using English in the workplace 
The international logistics industry by nature demands interactions with 
foreigners. Customers for this business are both from countries where English is a 
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second or a foreign language and from Anglophone countries in which English is 
dominant. It is presumed that customers’ different English accents might cause 
difficulties to the import/export staff. Concerning this, Mr C explained the effort 
involved on his part: 
Interviewer: What do you find hard to do in English? 
Mr C (translation): Yes, of course because English is not my mother 
tongue. In fact, I have to study a lot. I usually have new 
words to learn. I also notice their ways of speaking as well 
as their accents.  
By his account, the first difficulty related to vocabulary shortage because 
English was a foreign language. Reported in the previous section, Mr C highlighted 
the crucial role of specialised English when preparing logistic documents. On that 
account, a continued effort to learn new words was considered important in the 
import/export profession. Mr C also shared the difficulty involving accents. He 
commented: “Writing is the same to all foreign customers but speaking is different.” 
This comment aligns with the previous analysis of the two email threads 
demonstrating similar registers and stylistic features of the email language. In terms 
of speaking, Mr C explained some strategies to communicate with different 
customers: 
Mr C (translation): For the American and British, when they 
communicate with us, they communicate in a way suitable 
for an international interlocutor. They speak very slowly. 
When in communication, we follow their ways. When the 
American speaks slowly, we also speak slowly.     
According to him, Anglophone customers tended to communicate slowly and 
carefully seeking to adapt their pace to accommodate ELF speakers. In this way, it 
appeared that he was comfortable when speaking with those customers. In contrast, 
he reported that: “It is very difficult to hear the Malaysian because they often giggle 
with the sounds like hee hee hee hee.” Moreover, he explained that, “their accent is 
very difficult to hear.” He explained that communication among Asian countries 
occurred informally and it did not follow any conventions provided that the 
interlocutors got the points of interactions. Such informality was also identified in the 
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first email thread with the adaptation of unconventional punctuation and personalised 
abbreviations. In his words, this was clarified with reference to different local English 
varieties: 
Mr C (translation): Among Asian countries, there is no standard for us. 
We use normal or everyday English provided that we 
understand what we communicate. Therefore, the Thai or 
the Malay have their own accents.  
With regard to challenges related to English interactions, Mr C mentioned 
different English accents which required adjustments to accommodate and facilitate 
communication. He also indicated the need to continually accrue English vocabulary 
in the field to promote the logistics process.      
6.4.4 Cultural understandings implicated in work in the import/export 
setting  
Cultural understandings in this globalised workplace are crucial to help 
logistics staff adjust their communication to tailor to the targeted customers. In the 
previous section, Mr C emphasised using a moderate pace when speaking with 
customers from the Anglophone countries. However, in his view, there were no fixed 
conventions regarding speed and formality. According to him, it was presumed that 
understanding Asian customers’ cultures helped simplify interactions. For this 
aspect, Mr C reported as follows: 
Interviewer: With regard to culture, what are the advantages of having 
cultural understandings when communicating with foreign 
customers? 
Mr C (translation): When we understand their culture, we just tell exactly 
a sentence or funny story appropriate to their culture. Our 
culture is different from theirs. It is never similar. 
He explained a strategy of acknowledging the customers’ culture by using 
expressions typical to that culture. In this case, Mr C described using customer’s 
“sentence or funny story” to help promote the business relationships. To improve 
cultural understandings as a workplace competence, he suggested that: “The only way 
is to study. We should go more, read more, and communicate more with different 
nationals.” The Head also recommended attending Vietnamese-English translation 
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courses. By his description, “our thinking usually comes first in Vietnamese” and will 
possibly influence the writing style, especially email writing style. He reported that: 
Mr C (translation): Through the translation course, we can polish 
Vietnamese and English syntax first, and then English 
grammar. We also need to know about the differences 
between the two cultures in order to have a fine translation.   
As a deduction, understanding and acknowledging cultural differences helped 
staff craft appropriate communication and adjust their writing styles to the specific 
group of customers. The Head also described a continual effort to learn and build this 
competence. 
6.4.5 Summary  
The analysis of the interview has provided more scholarship regarding the 
demands of English language communicative practices in the globalised logistics 
workplace. According to Mr C, English communication in this industry required all 
four skills in which listening and speaking were considered the most important. Such 
competence helped logistics staff identify different accents so that they could control 
their speed as well as the choice of registers.    
In addition to the spoken mode via phone calls, Mr C reported the frequent use 
of emails for negotiations with customers such as quoting a price and preparing an 
import/export contract. He also described the crucial role of cultural understandings 
in written communication. On this point, as analysed in the two email threads, the 
email writing styles were tailored according to different groups of recipients.  
Most of the written communication involved composing emails and preparing 
contracts for services. These forms adopted common technical lexis requiring certain 
levels of specialist English competence and industry knowledge in order to 
understand the goods circulations. The following section will theoretically 
summarise the English practices typically used in the import/export company.  
6.5 CONCLUSION  
This section discusses the types of English practices in light of Blommaert’s 
(2010) emerging paradigm, as introduced in Chapter 5. The email genre 
demonstrated how lookalike English (Blommaert, 2012) was appropriate and useful 
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for interactants. Understanding the sender’s intentions or meanings was more 
prioritised than achieving the language structure accuracy. The use of unconventional 
abbreviations and punctuation was prevalent between email participants in the Outer 
Circle and the Expanding Circle. In the context of communication between 
interactants for whom English was not dominant, ‘good’ or ‘correct’ English was not 
necessary, but rather ‘good enough’ English helped the work get done.  
ELF also serves as the only means of communication between English native 
customers and sales staff from the logistics company. Through the second email 
thread, some ELF adaptations were identified concerning the use of syntax and 
unconventional abbreviations. When negotiating with the sales staff, the customers 
preferred simple and straightforward syntactic structures which appeared to make it 
easier for the sales officers to get the meaning across. Moreover, in the second email 
thread, there were not unconventional abbreviations which were more characteristic 
of the first email thread between non-native English speakers.  
In terms of the spoken mode utilised in this context, phone calls were a 
medium used for negotiations with customers off-site, particularly those who come 
from Asian countries. Through the interview analysis, the customers associated their 
own values to English, creating different local English varieties or World Englishes 
(Pennycook, 2011). On this point, according to the Head of the department, he 
adapted his communicative strategies regarding the pace and the choice of registers. 
Because lookalike English was used between these interlocutors, it did not follow 
any established conventions provided that they achieved their communicative 
purposed. The adoption of back channelling, intonation cues, and straightforward 
syntax helped in spontaneous spoken discourse.  
Cultural understandings were essential in the import/export industry to help 
staff adjust nuances in their communication. This competence was useful for 
tailoring email styles as well as crafting appropriate interactions. In respect to written 
communication, cultural sensitivity was associated with the adaptation of an 
appropriate register. In this way, interactions between Asian countries involved 
truncated syntax, unconventional abbreviations, and punctuations. This reflected the 
use of ‘everyday/normal’ English language in which conventional rules pertaining to 
‘correct’ English were not so much the focus, but understanding the email 
participants’ intentions was more crucial.  
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With reference to spoken communication, it was considered important to 
accommodate the adaptation of English to intercultural communication. In this 
regard, Neuliep (2009) and Wiseman (2002) defined the concept of intercultural 
competence as knowledge about the interlocutors necessary to interact appropriately 
and effectively. As reported by the Department Head, acknowledging customers’ 
given cultures helped him choose appropriate expressions and registers to promote 
relationships with consumers. For clients from non-English speaking countries, 
according to him, lookalike English could be used without any pace control with the 
purpose of achieving meanings. In contrast, the Head shared that talking at a slower 
pace was what he did when interacting with possibly native English speakers. 
The analysis identified the relations between the specialised English, 
knowledge of the profession, and job positions. Early-career staff could experience 
the logistics process on the scene to accrue industry knowledge and the technical 
terms associated with the field. This competence supported those sales officers in 
moving to the next position and the next level of learning, which is preparing 
documents for the import/export process. Working in this profession requires a 
continual effort to acquire the specialist English competence demanded by the global 
industry. 
In sum, the register of the import/export officer associates with specialised 
English in terms of import/export procedures. The tenor of interactions can be both 
formal and informal depending on particular customers’ English varieties and their 
relationships. Interactions demonstrated the use of ELF between interlocutors in the 
Outer and Expanding Circles in which meanings are much more important than the 
‘correct’ language structure; and more formality was adapted in negotiations between 
customers themselves in the Inner Circle and with sales officers in the Expanding 
Circle. Communication modes included both written and spoken: emails were 
commonly used with all types of customers, but phone calls were restricted to 
customers from Asian countries only. The next chapter turns to an analysis of typical 
teaching materials of English for customs and import/export.   
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Chapter 7: The Language Demands in ESP 
Programs for the Import/Export 
and Customs Services 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The academic institution, known as College A, is a public college in HCMC. It 
delivered an ‘International Business’ program which was organised into two 
industry-focused strands: ‘Import/Export industry’ and ‘Customs industry’. After 
enrolling in the International Business program, students had to then choose one of 
these industry strands to follow across the three-year college degree. In the first year, 
students studied similar subjects across the two strands. In the final two years, the 
strands were differentiated focusing on the particular industry – Customs or 
Import/Export. In this chapter, Section 7.1 provides the ethnographic description of 
the research site, as the context for the analysis of the ESP language demands. 
Section 7.2 describes the analysis of the materials used in the Import/Export ESP 
strand, students’ written assessment tasks, and Import/Export ESP teachers’ 
interviews. It then continues with the analysis of the materials and methods used in 
the Customs ESP strand (Section 7.3). The conclusion of this chapter is presented in 
Section 7.4.   
The English program in both of the industry strands was comprised of four 
subjects. For the Import/Export industry, these included ‘General English 1’, 
‘General English 2’, ‘English for Import/Export 1’, and ‘English for Import/Export 
2’. Similarly, the English program for the Customs industry was ‘General English 1’, 
‘General English 2’, ‘English for Customs 1’, and ‘English for Customs 2’. Students 
in the two strands studied the same materials for the two General English subjects in 
their first year. Thereafter, the specialised English materials for the Import/Export 
industry and Customs industry strands were quite different.  
The dedicated English language programs, that were ESP, were designed to 
prepare students to work in the particular multicultural and multilingual 
environments of either import/export companies or customs offices. The ESP and 
General English subjects were of similar duration involving 135 45-minute periods 
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across two semesters. For the ESP components, students undertook ‘ESP 1’ over 75 
periods and ‘ESP 2’ over 60 periods per semester respectively. The following table 
presents an overview of the ‘International Business’ program which included 
pathways across the two strands. The four ESP subjects are highlighted in bold:  
Table 7.1 
International Business program  
Semester  
Import/Export industry 
strand 
Customs industry strand 
1 General English 1 
General English 2 
14 Fundamental subjects in Vietnamese required for International 
Business program 
2 
3 English for Import/Export 1 
7 subjects in Vietnamese related 
to Import/Export industry 
English for Customs 1 
7 subjects in Vietnamese related 
to Customs industry 
4 English for Import/Export 2 
7 subjects in Vietnamese related 
to Import/Export industry 
English for Customs 2 
7 subjects in Vietnamese related 
to Customs industry 
5 7 subjects in Vietnamese related 
to Import/Export industry 
7 subjects in Vietnamese related 
to Customs industry  
6 The last 3 subjects in 
Vietnamese related to 
Import/Export industry 
The last 3 subjects in 
Vietnamese related to Customs 
industry 
 
The ESP course was introduced at the college in 2006 when the need for 
English to serve particular industry purposes was identified. The course goals were to 
equip students with specialised English language skills to be able to communicate at 
an intermediate level in target workplaces, for tasks such as preparing import/export 
documents, writing emails/letters to international customers, undertaking customs 
procedures, and investigating customs frauds. Delivery of successful ESP courses 
requires a combination of many resources including teaching materials which are 
considered to be the core factor in any given ESP course, productive teaching 
practices, and assessment protocols. In this study, the triadic dimensions of the ESP 
course – curriculum and teaching materials, teaching practices, and assessment – 
were elaborated in Sections 7.2 and 7.3. ESP teachers’ content knowledge is also a 
decisive factor for the ESP course efficacy. This is further explored in Section 7.2.3.    
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There were approximately 500 students enrolling in the Import/Export industry 
and 200 students in the Customs industry each year. At the time of this study, the 
Head of College A’s Training Department reported that the majority of students 
enrolling in the International Business program were from the countryside and 
provincial cities beyond HCMC. This was considered significant because students 
from the provincial cities and big cities appeared to have had more opportunities to 
access English in Foreign Language Centres whereas students from the countryside 
and rural areas had only limited access to English for two periods per week at high 
school. Therefore, the Head’s comments served to indicate that there was often a 
difference in the English competence of students coming from different regional 
areas. Although their levels of English differed, students in the same course strand 
studied in the same class. This could mean that both students and ESP teachers met 
some challenges in such a multi-level class. 
At the time of the study, there were 18 teachers of English employed in the 
Faculty of Foreign Languages, who also came from all parts of Vietnam. This is 
significant because teachers from the North to the South of the country speak a 
variety of dialects of Vietnamese, which then present students with a diversity of 
accents in English. In terms of the teachers’ English qualifications, 15 teachers held a 
Master’s degree in TESOL while the three other teachers had a Bachelor’s degree in 
English from Vietnamese universities. Eight out of 18 teachers participating in 
teaching the ESP subjects had a Master’s degree in TESOL. These teachers were 
selected by the Head of the Faculty depending on their teaching experience, English 
qualifications, and their expressed interest in teaching the ESP subject. 
The ESP classrooms seated 50 to 70 students at long and fixed tables in rows. 
Each classroom was equipped with a microphone, speakers, a blackboard, and a 
digital projector but with no internet connection. The teachers in the Faculty had 
their own laptops which they used for either preparing lesson plans or as teaching 
equipment in class. The ESP teaching materials had been selected by the Faculty 
Head after a formal discussion with the ESP teachers. For the Import/Export strand, 
the set coursebook was Import/Export: How to Take Your Business across Borders 
(Nelson, 2009); for the Customs strand, the set course material was Law on Customs 
prepared bilingually by the Vietnamese government in Vietnamese and English. A 
copy of the set materials was used by both teachers and students during the course. In 
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addition, ESP teachers could suggest more references related to the industry of 
interest to the students. The college library was able to provide teachers and students 
with books on the particular industries in both Vietnamese and English; however, the 
number of ESP books devoted to international business in the library seemed to be 
limited, given the class size of over 50 students per semester.  
In this chapter, the ESP teaching materials for the Import/Export strand will be 
analysed first, followed by the analysis of written assessment items in the students’ 
final tests. This analysis will be augmented by the interview from four ESP teachers 
working in this strand. In relation to the ESP course for the Customs strand, at the 
time of the study, the curriculum reform of the strand was being undertaken and the 
strand was temporarily closed to new student admissions. This situation presented 
some difficulties for this study because of the limitations it imposed regarding 
collecting data. In particular, it was not possible to gather samples of students’ 
written assessment items or conduct interviews with the ESP teachers working in the 
customs curriculum area. Given these circumstances, I will report on the analysis of 
the teaching materials that had been used in the course before admissions were 
closed. A typical pedagogic sequence of a unit of work performed by the researcher 
while she taught this ESP subject will then be presented.  
In terms of the teaching materials, both set coursebooks were designed by 
using a consistent format. The first chapter of each ESP book has been selected for 
analysis following Bhatia’s (1993) orientation to genre analysis, as introduced in 
Chapter 4. The analysis of ESP teaching materials demonstrates the kind of genres 
addressed in these ESP curricula. Following the genre analysis of the set course 
materials, I turn to the analysis of the two summative ESP tests designed by the ESP 
teachers. These were analysed according to the English skills and communicative 
competence the students were expected to have acquired and to demonstrate on 
completion of their ESP subjects. ESP teachers’ pedagogy is then analysed using 
interview data according to the following themes: teaching practices; teaching and 
learning challenges; approaches to material changes; the development of students’ 
requisite cultural understandings to work in globalised contexts. The guiding 
interview questions are supplied in Appendix D. These layers of data analysis are 
then synthesised and discussed to address the second research question: 
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b) What approaches, methods, and materials are used to teach ESP courses in 
Vietnamese higher education? 
7.2 ANALYSIS OF ENGLISH FOR IMPORT/EXPORT 
This section provides analyses of the teaching materials first. It then continues 
with the analysis of students’ written assessment items through the two final ESP 
tests. The analysis of ESP teachers’ interviews will then offer more comprehensive 
information about their teaching practices as well as their approaches to curriculum 
innovation. 
7.2.1 English for Import/Export materials 
The material selected by the Faculty Head was the book titled Import/Export: 
How to Take Your Business across Borders written by Dr. Carl A. Nelson and 
published by MacGraw-Hill in 2009. Dr Nelson is an American who describes the 
processes of making things and selling them across borders. The intended readers of 
the book, according to the back cover, are “managers of firms, entrepreneurs wishing 
to expand into the global market place; small-, medium-sized manufacturing and 
service firms lacking practical and hands-on experience; students wishing to enter 
international trade, reading it to learn the practical application of their theoretical 
work” (Nelson, 2009, pp. xvii-xviii).     
The book has sixteen chapters in three parts. Part 1 describes commonalities 
regarding the import/export trade. Part 2 focuses on importing into, or exporting 
from the United States, and Part 3 details how to do business through trade blocs, 
such as the integrated Americas, Europe, Africa, China and India, the Middle East, 
and the Asian Pacific Basin. After a formal discussion with ESP teachers in the 
Faculty, the Head decided to choose the first Part of this book as the core material for 
the Import/Export ESP 1 and ESP 2. The first four chapters were used to teach ESP 1 
and the last two Chapters were for ESP 2. The six Chapters in Part 1 are detailed as 
follows:  
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PART I: THE COMMONALITIES 
Chapter 1. Winning the trade game 
This chapter provides information about international trade, global 
opportunities, what import/export business is, some figures of leading 
importers/exporters in world merchandise, and the World Trade Organisation. 
Chapter 2. Launching a profitable transaction 
This chapter describes steps to launch a profitable transaction such as making 
contacts, market research, importer/exporter checklist, and initial quotations. 
Chapter 3. Planning and negotiating to win 
This chapter provides information regarding ways to commit resources such as 
time and money. It describes how to write a long-range market plan and how to do 
marketing segmentation, advertising, as well as negotiations. 
Chapter 4. Selling with e-commerce 
This chapter emphasises the role of e-commerce and provides information 
about the cyber trader, the changing competition, examples for finding foreign 
markets and buyers as well. 
Chapter 5. Completing a successful transaction 
This chapter outlies steps needed to complete an import/export transaction 
which include financing, e-banking, avoiding risk, letters of credit, physical 
distribution, and documentation. 
Chapter 6. How to set up your own import/export business 
This chapter describes the process for a start-up and how to develop a business 
plan to raise capital and grow. 
This book was the only teaching material used in the Import/Export ESP strand 
taught at College A. The six chapters shared similar language structures and 
specialised vocabulary (Coxhead, 2012). For the purpose of this study, the first two 
pages of Chapter 1 were selected for more detailed analysis. They are presented in 
Figure 7.1 below to exemplify the style of the English text.   
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Figure 7.1. An extract from the Import/Export: How to Take Your Business across Borders book 
(Nelson, 2009, pp. 3-4), the set text for the Import/Export ESP strand. 
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In terms of generic structure including headings, targeting audiences, and types 
of lexis and syntax related to the industry (Bhatia, 1993, 2005), this course material 
is composed in an expository genre. This type of expository text describes and 
explains international trade theories and procedures, and provides practical advice for 
“you”, the students/readers and future manufacturing or service firm owners and 
entrepreneurs. It is a kind of information-based text informing students of the 
worldwide import/export procedures. As befitting the expository genre, the tenor of 
the relationship constructed is authoritative: the writer knows and delivers the 
information for the readers to learn it. The language is accordingly written in a 
formal style with frequent use of complex sentences, using hypotactic structures, 
which binds elements of unequal status with subordinate ideas. Moreover, the 
adoption of compound sentences, using paratactic structure, linking elements of 
equal status with coordinated ideas, also appears frequently. The following sentence 
(from the first page of the extract) employs both hypotaxis (with a subordinate clause 
as shown in bold) and parataxis (as indicated by the conjunction “and” in capital).  
Major changes that took place in the twentieth century have had a 
significant effect on international trade in the new century AND have 
provided unprecedented opportunities.   
In regard to the language associated with the field of import/export business, 
this ESP material develops specialised vocabulary such as international trade, 
import/export, exchange, merchandise, consumer, beneficiary, globalism, 
transportation, deficit, surplus, outsource. As argued above, this is a kind of 
expository genre, relying on the syntax of conventional academic prose throughout 
the book rather than a pedagogical text for language learners. The book was not 
designed with language learners in mind. There are no comprehension questions or 
vocabulary lists at the end of each reading section. In addition, this material has 
neither suggested learning activities nor listening/speaking exercises. Instead, it 
offers instructive materials for native English speakers in the field of import/export 
and it is not a language-building pedagogical text.   
When asked about using this book in the ESP course, the four ESP teachers 
described a range of both limitations and possibilities in how the materials supported 
students’ learning. Teacher A reported that her dominant method was the Grammar 
Translation (GTM). Although her desire was to develop students’ all four language 
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skills, that were listening, speaking, reading, and writing, the course material did not 
have listening and speaking sections. She said: 
Teacher A (translation):  Teaching reading skills is of greatest priority. The 
most common method is the Grammar Translation. It means we 
teach the grammar points emerging in that reading text. I often 
ask students to translate some passages. I also ask them to 
prepare new words in a bilingual word list at home before going 
to class.  
In a similar vein, Teacher C said that teaching reading, translating, and 
pronunciation was her foci. Regarding her teaching practices, she explained that she 
asked students to read aloud one sentence or one paragraph then translate it. In 
contrast, Teacher B used more communicative activities such as group discussions to 
increase students’ participation:  
Teacher B (translation):  The chapter is written in separated sections. The 
passages are not so long. First of all, I ask some questions to 
brainstorm students’ ideas before they read. After that, I ask 
them to skim and scan the passages to answer the questions. 
After this phase, students are required to summarise the main 
ideas from the reading texts. I divide students into groups and 
instruct them how to use a mind map to summarise the main 
points. For teaching new vocabulary, I often give photos and ask 
students to provide words or I give definitions and students will 
offer the specialised terms picked up from the texts to fill in the 
blanks. 
Additionally, Teacher D added more authentic materials such as videos and 
work-related documents to make the course somewhat more interesting and 
meaningful:   
Teacher D (translation): Translating is a sleepy and boring activity. I 
sometimes apply this method. I use authentic materials such as 
videos or work-related documents to help students know that the 
materials they learn in class just demonstrate one part of their 
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knowledge, and practical knowledge in real workplaces is totally 
different..  
In response to this material, the dominant teaching approaches adopted by the 
teachers were the Grammar Translation Method (GMT) and elements of 
Communicative Language Teaching (CLT). The former aimed to help learners study 
a language in order to read literature written in that language (Larsen-Freeman, 2000; 
Richards & Rodgers, 2001). This method focused on detailed analysis of grammar 
rules, then such grammatical knowledge was applied to translate sentences from the 
target language into the learners’ native language and vice versa. By this method, 
learners were exposed to a high volume of specialised vocabulary and complex 
sentence structures. By these teachers’ accounts, there were no activities provided to 
develop learners’ oral communication skills such as listening and speaking except a 
thin version of oracy through pronunciation practice (Teacher C). Instead, learning 
vocabulary and grammar points became the primary foci.  
In addition to GTM, it was evident that some of the teachers also sought to 
apply aspects of the CLT approach to create more communicative activities (for 
example Teacher B). Emerging as a second language pedagogy in the late 20th 
century, CLT is best considered as an approach seeking to enable learners to 
communicate in the target language (Larsen-Freeman, 2000; Richards & Rodgers, 
2001; Spada, 2007). According to Larsen-Freeman (2000, p. 129), “The most 
obvious characteristic of Communicative Language Teaching is that almost 
everything that is done is done with a communicative intent”. This does not mean 
that knowledge of linguistic forms is excluded, but rather the focus is on 
communication with an emphasis on meanings and functions (Spada, 2007). This 
approach highlights the communicative competence the learners are expected to 
develop through their exposure to typical communicative activities such as games, 
role-plays, and problem-solving tasks. Moreover, developing learners’ 
comprehension in listening, reading, and productive skills (writing and speaking) has 
also been one of the fundamental principles of CLT (Spada, 2007). On this point, 
Teacher B developed students’ oral skills by using guiding questions leading to new 
lessons. Furthermore, instead of using a bilingual word list for teaching new 
vocabulary, meanings were established through communicative exercises such as 
using photos to prompt new words.  
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In other respects, Teacher D mixed the two approaches depending on the 
availability of teaching resources in the College. His teaching practices aligned with 
Kumaravadivelu’s postmethod approach. According to Kumaravadivelu (2003, p. 
33), “The postmethod signifies a search for an alternative to method rather than an 
alternative method. It enables practitioners to generate location-specific, classroom-
oriented innovative strategies”. The author further explains that a postmethod 
approach claims no right or wrong way to teach a second language. It promotes the 
teachers’ own pedagogy as constructed within the resources and the constraints of 
the institutional conditions, curriculum, and coursebooks. By this approach, besides 
teaching through translations, Teacher D also incorporated more authentic materials 
sourced from an import/export company such as forms, documents, video clips to 
develop students’ other skills such as speaking and listening.   
Overall, this teaching coursebook provided students with specialised 
vocabulary which might be helpful for them to read and prepare industry documents 
when they work in real businesses. However, the genre of this material was a kind of 
expository material written in academic prose which seemed not to serve as models 
for interactions with customers in the workplace. This teaching material constrained 
the development of students’ communicative competence and heavily influenced the 
structure of the final test, as discussed in the next section. 
7.2.2 Students’ written assessment  
The students’ assessment was implemented in class by the ESP teachers who 
were responsible for preparing the final written tests following a structure stipulated 
by the Head of the Faculty. This included up to 25 multiple choice questions, cloze 
exercises (gap filling), vocabulary matching, and sentence building. There was a total 
of 40 questions in the test, and each correct answer was given 0.25 point, with the 
maximum score of 10 points. The final test accounted for 70% of the ESP subject 
assessment, and the students’ in-class participation accounted for 30% of the 
students’ final mark. When the teachers’ draft tests were submitted to the Head of the 
Faculty, she would randomly select some of their items for the final exam. All 
students taking the exam on the same day had the same test. The students did not 
know whether the tests they took were prepared by their ESP teachers or not. The 
tests which were not selected were kept in the Testing and Quality Control 
Department for later use for supplementary or deferred exams. After the test, the 
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Head delivered the students’ papers together with the answer keys to the ESP 
teachers for marking. To avoid bias, all students’ information relating to identity 
such as name, class was removed by the Department before marking.  
The following section offers a description of Test A and Test B which were 
used in the final exam for the subject “English for Import/Export 1” in 2014. The two 
tests were used on the same date of testing, at different time. Students sat one test at 
the time scheduled by the Training Department. The content of the two tests is 
attached in Appendix H and Appendix I. It should be noted that 50% of the textual 
content of the test was taken directly from the course materials. This means that 
students could pass this final test if they learnt the relevant sections of the text body 
by heart. The two tests were collected with the permission of the Vice Rector of 
College A, and all information related to identity was removed before analysis. 
These tests were chosen in the final exam at different time on the same day; Test A 
had four pages and Test B had three pages.  
From the two tests, it is noticeable that students were primarily assessed on 
their knowledge of content that was encoded in specialised vocabulary, and on 
grammar. In regard to the multiple choice questions, all sentences were phrased in 
the form of a statement using long and complex sentence structures, except one 
question (Number 2) in Test B. Over two thirds of the questions assessed students’ 
memory of specialised terms and content knowledge. To answer such questions, 
students were required to understand industry knowledge which helped them choose 
the correct answer from the choices provided. The following question in Test A is an 
example. 
13. _______________ is the most desirable method of getting paid, but the 
foreign buyer usually objects to tying up his or her capital.  
A. Open account B. Consignment  C. Cash in advance  D. Letter of 
credit 
In addition to testing students’ specialised knowledge and, by association, 
English language vocabulary, less than one third of the questions required students’ 
knowledge of grammar as well as vocabulary expansion (that is the noun, verb, 
adjective, adverb derived from a root word). In the following example, students 
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should be able to identify that the word that would fill in the blank was a bare 
infinitive verb as indicated by “must”.   
4. International trade cannot be a static process, and businesses that make 
products and attempt to sell them across borders must constantly 
______________. 
A. adjusted B. adjusts  C. adjust  D. to adjust 
The second part of the tests seemed to repeatedly assess students’ knowledge 
of specialised vocabulary and grammar points. As an example, Question 9 in Test A 
asked students to choose the most appropriate word from among nine options: 
“developing, growth, developed, materials, grow, reduced, and outsourcing” to fill 
in the blank. The students were required to recognise that this blank needed a 
transitive verb with an object following as provided in “import quotas”. Moreover, 
by their content knowledge they could differentiate between the two contrasted verbs 
“developed” and “reduced” for the best selection.   
... Examples include the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), 
an agreement which extended tariff privileges and (9) ____________ import 
quotas; …  
Although the two final parts in Tests A and B were different in format, their 
goals were again to assess students’ knowledge of specialised vocabulary, syntactic 
structures, and content knowledge. The sentence building section in Test B could be 
considered to have assessed students’ writing skills. Question 31 in Test B serves as 
an example: 
31. For a / we can offer you / of 2.5% / contract term of / a discount / at least 
two years. 
However, the format of the task was more a test of students’ vocabulary and 
language structure because students merely arranged the words in order to make a 
complete sentence. They did not add any of their own words, construct their own 
meanings, nor demonstrate their own capacity to handle conjugations or tenses 
productively. 
In sum, the final tests, as stipulated by the Faculty Head, had no listening and 
speaking assessment. Specialised vocabulary and grammar as vehicles for content 
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knowledge were the foci throughout the test of the English for Import/Export subject. 
In the import/export workplace setting, however, mastering specialised terms was 
necessary, but not sufficient. More language skills were required for those wishing to 
work in this industry instead. To complete research on the Import/Export ESP course 
provision in College A, the next section reports on the analysis of ESP teachers’ 
teaching practices as described in their interviews.  
7.2.3 Import/Export ESP teaching practices 
In addition to the analyses of ESP course material and testing for the 
Import/Export strand, this section analyses teachers’ pedagogy as described in their 
interviews. The interviews were conducted with four teachers working in the ESP 
strand at College A. Each interview lasted approximately 30 minutes and all four 
teachers chose Vietnamese for their interviews. The participants, hereafter named as 
Teacher A, Teacher B, Teacher C, and Teacher D, had different levels of experience 
in ESP teaching, thus presenting a diversity of teaching practices. The interviews 
were transcribed and translated by the researcher. The verification of transcriptions 
and translations was examined by a colleague with a Master’s degree in English and 
a back translation process was implemented by another Vietnamese ESP teacher with 
high English proficiency. The interviews were then analysed to draw out themes, 
identified by organising interview data into meaningful groups. The interview 
questions are reproduced in Appendix D.  
Teaching practices in the English for Import/Export subject 
When asked about the English skills focused in this subject, four teachers 
reported that reading was their primary focus. By their accounts, Teacher A and 
Teacher B offered rationales for focusing on reading because the material did not 
support listening and speaking activities. 
Teacher A (translation):  Theoretically speaking, focusing on four skills 
(listening, speaking, reading, writing) is good. However, this 
material does not have listening and speaking sections. 
Therefore, teaching reading skill is of greatest priority.  
Teacher B (translation):  I focus on reading and writing because the final 
test assesses these skills, and there is no listening and 
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speaking in the test. Therefore, we focus on testing specialised 
terms.   
Moreover, for Teacher B, listening and speaking skills were not required in the 
final exam; rather, it focused on testing student’s use of specialised vocabulary. 
Teacher C similarly justified a focus on reading and translations, given the nature of 
the final assessment: “The structure of the final test only assesses students’ reading 
skill. I focus on reading, translations, and also pronunciation”. Additionally, the 
final test also involved some forms of writing. In this respect, Teacher B argued for 
her focus on reading and writing skills seeking to meet the exam criteria. 
While Teacher B and Teacher C explained the dominant skills taught in class 
in relation to the final exam, Teacher D’s justification emphasised the skills the 
students needed to work in the import/export industry. According to this teacher, the 
students needed reading and writing skills in order to be able to read and write forms 
used in the industry such as contracts, emails, faxes, or other documents. In this way, 
he explained the focus on reading and writing in terms of their relevance to the 
workplace’s communicative demands. Teacher D reported as follows: 
Teacher D (translation): I concentrate on reading and writing, especially 
sentence meanings, because working in this industry requires 
English in use in authentic forms such as contracts, emails, 
faxes, post office documentation. 
Concerning the methods adopted to develop those skills, the four teachers 
reported multiple teaching practices. As presented earlier in this Chapter, Teacher A 
said that her dominant method was the GTM. By Teacher A’s account, this method 
focused on vocabulary learning, pronunciation, and grammar points selected through 
translations. According to her, translating involved two stages in which firstly the 
students had prepared Vietnamese equivalents in a bilingual word list at home before 
going to class, and then the students translated sections into Vietnamese as assigned. 
In addition, Teacher A also shared her experience in teaching pronunciation, for 
example through repetition activities for new vocabulary emerging in the reading 
passages. In a similar way, Teacher C reported that she also asked students to prepare 
vocabulary at home first, then she called on individuals to read and translate the set 
passages into Vietnamese:  
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Teacher C (translation): I ask students to read the paragraphs or sentences 
first and then translate them into Vietnamese. I correct their 
pronunciation. I also make sure the students know the 
meanings of new words in the paragraphs and know how to 
pronounce them as well. 
Besides reading, Teacher A also emphasised writing skills: “I think writing is 
very important because students should know how to write emails, letters to 
customers, and translate contracts when working in this industry”. In her opinion, 
she considered writing an important skill; however, she made no mention of her 
pedagogic approach to this skill in her ESP classes. It was presumed that the teaching 
practices were to be driven by the course materials, which caused some challenges, 
as she explained: 
Teacher A (translation): This course material written by a native English 
speaker causes difficulties for both teachers and students. 
Firstly, it is hard for teachers to prepare teaching activities 
because the industry knowledge is highly specialised. 
Secondly, the students find it difficult because there are so 
many new specialised terms, so many new words.    
In contrast, Teacher B proposed different teaching activities to develop 
students’ reading skills in her more CLT method. Instead of providing meanings of 
new vocabulary on the board after a quick glance, she involved students playing 
games sought two aims: reviewing the previous lessons and introducing the new 
lessons. She reported: 
Teacher B (translation): I often ask students to participate in playing games 
such as word matching and combining the two halves of 
sentences to make complete ones. With these activities, 
students can complete correctly the phrases or the sentences 
through their knowledge in the previous lessons. Also, there 
are new words and language structures students do not know, 
which will be taught in the new lessons.  
In the previous section, Teacher B described three stages when teaching 
reading. She asked students to provide some main points related to the topics of the 
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texts, and then students skimmed or scanned the passages to answer to the questions. 
For post reading activities, Teacher B used a mind map, described as a visual 
diagram with connected main ideas, to help students improve their speaking skills. 
She said: “I divide students into groups and require them to use a mind map to 
summarise the main points of the passages”.  
Following Teacher B’s practices, when the students’ responses were elicited, 
their oral skills were promoted through answering. In addition, the students were 
exposed to varied comprehension activities such as using skimming and scanning 
tactics as well as creating a mind map to summarise the main ideas from the texts. 
Teacher B also shared her ways to teach new vocabulary which encouraged students’ 
involvement and motivation. 
On other points, Teacher D described his methods in relation to workplace 
language use. He developed students’ writing skills as follows:  
Interviewer (translation): How do you develop students’ writing skills? 
Teacher D (translation): I provide students with authentic forms I got when I 
worked in import/export companies. To develop writing skills, 
I think the students should read first. I ask them to read those 
forms and explain the meanings and how the sentences are 
used in the context. 
By his account, he used authentic forms sourced directly from import/export 
companies to teach students how the language was used and what the language 
meant in context. To support his practices, he explained:  
Teacher D (translation): Translating is a sleepy and boring activity. I 
sometimes apply this method. I use authentic materials such as 
videos or work-related documents to help students know that 
the materials they learn in class just demonstrate one part of 
their knowledge, and practical knowledge in real workplaces 
is totally different. 
According to him, it seemed that the course materials merely provided students 
with specialised vocabulary in isolation. However, students were required to be able 
to adapt specialised vocabulary to communicate with customers either in written or 
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spoken forms. In his opinion, it might suggest that authentic materials helped 
students recognise the differences between language forms and language functions.  
Additionally, Teacher D also employed aspects of GTM to teach reading skills. 
He argued that the current materials provided students with useful content knowledge 
and suggested ways to engage students in learning new words: “This book is written 
in English with deep industry knowledge, so reading is one of our priorities, and 
both the teacher and students read. When there are new words, I ask students to give 
meanings”.  
With regard to speaking skills, Teacher D said: “Oral communication occurs 
less in workplaces. This is usually done by the senior manager to solve customers’ 
issues”. By his account, written modes such as writing emails, preparing forms and 
contracts were used more often than spoken modes such as making phone calls or 
having face-to-face interactions with foreign customers; and the latter were usually 
implemented by experienced staff. However, he emphasised the correct 
pronunciation in relation to effective communication, which was his focus as well: 
“Students also need to have correct pronunciation. I also teach them sentence 
intonations”.   
Overall, the four ESP teachers favoured GMT and aspects of CLT to develop 
students’ reading and writing skills. As explained by these teachers, the methods 
applied depended on the availability of the teaching resources, and in turn influenced 
the exam structures. In this way, the selected texts determined many dimensions of 
the ESP programs. The teachers had as their goals to prepare students the basic 
language skills such as reading and writing to meet final exams and workplace 
language demands. The next section analyses some challenges facing teachers in the 
ESP realm.  
Challenges related to the teaching and learning of English for Import/Export  
When asked about challenges the teachers had when teaching this subject, they 
reported two types of challenges: institutional constraints and the course materials. 
The first type of challenge involved class size and duration of the subject. Four 
teachers reported that their class size was often over fifty. Teacher B said, “If the 
class is so big, the students will have fewer opportunities for group discussions 
because the teacher has to control the whole class, which is demanding”. By Teacher 
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D’s account, “It takes time to help student by student in such a big class”. Relating to 
the course duration, Teacher B and Teacher C said that sometimes they were stressed 
because they met students three times a week, and each time lasted approximately 
three hours, demanding a large amount of preparation. Teacher B further reported: 
“It is more pressured in this ESP strand because I have to teach three sessions in one 
class per week, and the students also do not have enough time to do homework if I 
give them more tasks to do”.     
The second type of challenge was concerned with content knowledge, as 
reported by Teacher D: 
Teacher D (translation): There are some good sections; however, there are 
also some limitations. There is so much vocabulary with 
industry specific meanings. Sometimes the students do not 
understand the meanings of such vocabulary or they have 
wrong understandings by having word-by-word translations. 
Similarly, Teacher A argued that “This book is so demanding, both content 
knowledge and language structures. It is difficult for both teachers and students”. In 
the previous section, she said that the book was written by a native English speaker, 
hence causing difficulties for both teacher and students. Notably, it was not easy to 
prepare teaching activities through a kind of information-based text written for native 
English speakers. On this point, she meant that the teacher needed to understand and 
to explicate the content knowledge before organising the activities to improve 
students’ language skills. 
Problems with the language structures adopted in the materials also challenged 
ESP teachers. Teacher B explained that “This material is written for people with high 
proficiency English levels”. On that account, Teacher B expressed her worries as 
follows:  
Teacher B (translation): I think the time allocated is sufficient for us to cover 
what mentions in the teaching materials. It is impossible to 
develop further. Moreover, the ESP teachers might not have 
practical content knowledge to include more communication.  
Of relevance to the content knowledge in the ESP class, Teacher A shared her 
strategies as follows: 
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Teacher A (translation): I am not confident indeed because some terms have 
specialised meanings. However, I usually prepare the lesson 
plans carefully before teaching. Actually, we teach English for 
Import/Export rather than content knowledge. Therefore, for 
some sections with industry specific knowledge, I ask students 
to read them for reference. The students are able to 
understand through their specialised knowledge. Also, I seek 
explanation from teachers of the specialised subjects or I may 
search meanings on the Internet. 
Teacher B also expressed similar strategies when dealing with difficulties 
related to the content knowledge. One of her approaches was to consult with teachers 
of the specialised subjects. Further, she suggested that ESP teachers should not 
provide Vietnamese equivalents in some instances.  
Teacher B (translation): The teachers of specialised subjects sometimes adopt 
specialist English terms in their classes. Therefore, students 
will not ask their ESP teachers to give Vietnamese equivalents. 
Generally, the ESP teachers faced challenges involving time pressure, class 
size, and the constraints of course materials. As reported, the time was enough for 
them to prepare what there was in the coursebook, hence indicating no further 
activities; and some learning activities such as group discussions were restricted due 
to a big class size. Furthermore, the content knowledge and the language style 
presented in the coursebook were considered the most challenging. Teacher A argued 
that, in some moments, the students adapted their specialist knowledge to understand 
the content presented in the texts. The materials were challenging teachers and 
students, which seems to be an ongoing conundrum in the ESP discipline. The 
following section describes approaches to material change shared by the four ESP 
teachers.. 
Approaches to material change 
The materials were written in a style suitable for English native readers rather 
than language learners. Additionally, the content was organised to provide practical 
advice on the specialised industry but not language purposes. When asked about 
approaches to curricular material renovation, the four teachers agreed that it should 
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be changed by combining available resources to make a new set used in the College. 
The following excerpt represents Teacher A’ account:  
Teacher A (translation): At present, the Faculty is planning to compile new 
teaching materials. I am preparing the curricular outline. 
When approved, the Faculty will search for relevant resources 
to design a new coursebook. It might be a combination of 
appropriate sections from many books on the industry. 
As argued in earlier sections, ESP teachers taught English language for use in 
the import/export industry rather than the industry knowledge for students to conduct 
import/export procedures. Therefore, ESP teachers were not capable of writing 
totally new ESP course materials due to their limited industry knowledge. This 
explained their choice of compiling appropriate sections from a variety of books on 
the field. In terms of the content relevance, Teacher A said: “I will see whether the 
content is appropriate to the students’ language and industry knowledge levels. In 
addition, the materials should also meet the students’ and workplace needs”. In her 
opinion, appropriateness meant the language and content should be pertinent to 
students’ levels and the materials should also equip students with knowledge to meet 
the workplace language demands.  
In the same vein regarding approaches to material innovation, Teacher C 
suggested that the Faculty should explore resources for English in the industry from 
other universities before compiling new ones. In other respects, Teacher B 
highlighted having discussions with teachers of the specialised subjects to get more 
ideas before writing.  
Besides the idea of compiling a new coursebook, Teacher B and Teacher D 
recommended that authentic texts and particular genres should be added to the 
current materials: 
Teacher B (translation): I think the materials provide students with much 
knowledge about the industry in English. However, there 
should be listening and speaking sections with situations in the 
authentic workplaces. 
Teacher D (translation): I think we should add more authentic materials such 
as documents, forms, import/export procedures used in a real 
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company or examples of a sales process. The most important 
point is its practical usage (its authenticity). It means that we 
should consider whether the materials provide students with 
necessary and appropriate knowledge to work in their 
profession. 
Both teachers valued the use of authentic documents in the ESP class. 
According to Teacher B, she suggested simulating situations occurring in real 
workplaces to help students develop more communicative competence. Likewise, 
Teacher D sought more authentic characteristics for the teaching materials; however, 
he favoured authentic forms and documents used in workplaces to develop students’ 
reading and writing skills.  
Conducting a survey of the industry needs before compiling the teaching 
materials was considered an important step to inform curriculum innovation. The 
four teachers agreed that this process would be good if possible.  
Teacher A (translation): I think it will be very good if we can do that. I used to 
think of this. We should teach what the society needs. 
Teacher B (translation): I think it is good if we can do that. When working in 
real companies, there are more problems regarding the use of 
specialised language which are not introduced in the ESP 
course.  
Teacher C (translation): If we can do, I think it will be very useful. 
Teacher D (translation): It is necessary. If we prepare students for practical 
knowledge to meet the society needs, the students will be more 
successful. If possible, the Faculty should have connections 
with the targeted companies to seek for the necessary kinds of 
knowledge. 
Teacher B predicted that some inappropriateness might occur in relation to the 
knowledge the students learned in class and the types of texts they used in 
workplaces. Hence, they all considered that such a survey would be very helpful to 
provide what the industry really needed for productive performance. 
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The four teachers suggested compiling new materials by either selecting 
appropriate sections from many sources such as books on the industry, references 
from other universities or adding more authentic documents such as forms, contracts, 
and simulated situations. Their interests focused on designing a new coursebook to 
improve students’ productive skills such as writing and speaking. The next section 
reports on teachers’ accounts of developing students’ cultural understandings. 
The development of students’ cultural understandings  
The four teachers expressed their agreement with the necessity of cultural 
knowledge to work in multicultural environments. Teacher A reported as follows:  
Teacher A (translation): Knowledge of other cultures is necessary. When 
working in this industry, it would be good if we know 
customers’ wants and needs and do our best to meet their 
needs.  
According to Teacher A, understanding customers’ desires was considered an 
important strategy. In this regard, to satisfy customers’ needs meant to facilitate 
business. On that account, Teacher D detailed some taboos when doing foreign trade 
with people from different religions. He explained that “I will tell students that there 
are some taboos when having sales transactions with foreigners. For example, we 
should know characteristics of Muslim, Catholic, and Buddhist. For example, we 
cannot export pork to Muslim countries”. According to him, understanding 
customers’ specific cultures not only helped respect their cultures, but it was also 
considered an intermediary step to facilitate customers’ interactions. 
To promote students’ cultural knowledge, Teacher A and Teacher C said that 
they would suggest relevant links, articles, and video clips to teach students cultural 
differences. Besides, Teacher B and Teacher D provided more specific activities. 
Teacher D proposed to encourage students to tell stories of different cultures. One of 
his examples was a story related to the exporting of products to Pakistan:  
Teacher D (translation): When exporting to Pakistan, you should pay attention 
to some specific terms in the contract prepared by Pakistani if 
you do not want to risk the exported goods.  
In a similar way, Teacher B raised typical rules in relation to specific regions 
through group discussions: 
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Teacher B (translation): I think we should instruct students in some typical 
rules, but we cannot list all, for example what cultural aspects 
the students should notice when doing foreign trade with Asian 
customers and with other parts of the world. 
It appears that the four ESP teachers acknowledged the vital role of cultural 
knowledge when working with foreign customers. They outlined some techniques to 
develop it in the ESP course by using authentic materials such as video clips, articles. 
Moreover, telling narratives of cultural differences was also one of the ways to foster 
such domain.   
7.2.4 Summary 
This section presented findings related to the course materials, assessment, and 
teaching practices in the Import/Export ESP strand. Across the analysis, it was 
noticeable that teaching methods and the structures of the test were primarily 
influenced by the coursebook. As the name suggested, the coursebook was written in 
an expository genre providing reading passages explaining content knowledge for 
readers working or wishing to work in the import/export industry. With specialised 
content knowledge written in long and complex syntactic structures, the dominant 
teaching approaches involved vocabulary delivery, grammar revisions, and 
translations. Some moments of communicative activities were reported with the 
adaptation of games, group discussions, and authentic materials. Students were 
assessed on their language and content knowledge as evidenced in the final tests. It 
was inferred that rote learning habits guaranteed students’ success. Grammar points 
and specialised vocabulary were rechecked in the test while other communicative 
skills were neglected. The teachers also expressed some frustrations in regard to the 
class size and time allocation which appeared to demotivate teachers’ and students’ 
enthusiasm for oral skill scaffolding. 
7.3 ANALYSIS OF ENGLISH FOR CUSTOMS   
This section analyses the English for Customs teaching materials first. It then 
outlines a typical pedagogic sequence of a unit of work the researcher performed 
while teaching this ESP subject.  
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7.3.1 English for Customs materials 
At the time of the study, the material selected by the Faculty Head was titled 
Law on Customs prepared as a bilingual resource by Vietnamese government in 
Vietnamese and English. The material had been downloaded from a government 
website and was an authentic, and official document for people working in the 
customs profession. There were 104 articles organised in eight Chapters as follows:  
Chapter I. General provisions 
Chapter II. Tasks and organisation of the customs service 
Chapter III. Customs formalities, customs inspection and supervision 
Chapter IV. Collection of taxes and other amounts payable on imported and 
exported goods 
Chapter V. Tackling of smuggling and illegal cross-border trafficking of goods 
Chapter VI. Customs communication and statistics on imported and exported 
goods 
Chapter VII. State management of customs 
Chapter VIII. Implementation provisions 
This material was the only English language reading material used in the 
Customs ESP strand taught at College A across 135 45-minute periods in two 
semesters. As advised by the Faculty Head, the first 50 articles were used to teach the 
“English for Customs 1” subject. All articles shared similar language structures and 
specialised terms. Page 1 of Chapter I and page 10 of Chapter III were selected for 
analysis. The two pages are presented in Figure 7.1 below to exemplify the legal 
style of the English text. 
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Figure 7.2. An extract from the Law on Customs teaching material, the set text for the Customs ESP 
strand (General Department of Vietnam Customs, 2014). 
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The teaching materials adopted a legal genre which meticulously lays out the 
customs law which applies to travellers and baggage on entry/exit and goods to be 
imported/exported/transited via customs checkpoints. This material is a legal text 
providing customs industry students with customs rules and information related to 
customs necessary for their profession. The tenor of the relationship constructed is 
authoritative: the law enforces obligations on the individuals involved such as 
travellers or importers/exporters. The following is an example: 
Customs declarants who are owners of goods or vehicle shall have 
obligations to: 
a/ Make customs declarations and follow customs formalities in accordance 
with this Law; 
Accordingly, the language is written in a formal style with the dominant use of 
hypotactic syntax. The following is an example with the subordinate clauses 
highlighted in bold letters: 
Customs declarants who are customs brokers or other persons authorised 
by owners of goods and vehicle shall comply with obligations prescribed in 
Points a, b, c, d, e, and g, Clause 2 of this Article within the scope of 
authorization.  
In terms of the customs field, the materials employ specialised vocabulary such 
as permit, customs territory, rights and obligations, customs formalities, customs 
declarants, carry-on luggage. As noted above regarding the expository genre, the 
prose syntax is used throughout the book. In addition, such authentic materials are 
used as an official reference document in customs offices, thus there are no features 
such as comprehension questions, listening/speaking exercises, and suggested 
learning activities to help students engage with the texts. Through these stimulus 
course materials, the teacher had to create language activities when they were 
appropriated for this subject instead.  
7.3.2 Students’ written assessment  
Students were assessed by their participation in class and their final test at the 
end of the ESP course. In-class participation accounted for 30% and the final written 
test accounted for 70% respectively. Regarding the in-class involvement, students 
were assessed when they were called on for reviewing their previous lessons or 
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volunteered to do exercises assigned. In terms of the final test, it was designed by the 
teacher who taught the ESP subject. As stipulated by the Head of the Faculty 
regarding the test structure, there were no listening and speaking sections; rather, 
students were assessed on reading and writing skills which were organised in three 
parts. Part one comprised 20 multiple choice questions in which students had to 
select the most suitable answer (among four options) to fill in the blank. The second 
part was a type of cloze exercise with 10 blanks in a paragraph. Students were asked 
to select the most suitable word (among 10 options) to fill in the blank. The final part 
was sentence building in which students were required to write 10 sentences with key 
words provided for each sentence. This part required students to construct their own 
meanings and handle conjugations. All three parts required students’ memory of 
specialised vocabulary, content and grammar knowledge in order to have the correct 
and appropriate answers. Fifty percent of the textual content of the test was taken 
directly from the course materials which guaranteed students’ pass if they had learnt 
the relevant sections of the text body by heart. The total point for this final test was 
10 and each correct answer was given 0.25 point. 
7.3.3 Customs ESP teaching practices 
The materials served as a reference document but not a language learning 
workbook or similar. Hence, the texts offered no sense of pedagogy designed to 
engage students with. As the title suggested, the resource set out the law governing 
customs in great detail. Accordingly, specialised vocabulary, translations, and 
grammar points were considered primary foci. A typical pedagogic sequence of a 
unit of work performed by the researcher while she taught this ESP subject is 
presented as follows.    
Teaching specialised vocabulary 
Before students studied ESP subjects, they had studied fundamental subjects 
related to the customs industry presented in Vietnamese as outlined in the course 
syllabus above. Consequently, they had prior knowledge of their customs duties and 
profession. Therefore, the students’ objectives after they had finished the ESP course 
were to acquire specialised vocabulary in the field and be able to use it to undertake 
customs-related tasks in English rather than to master the customs law content 
knowledge. In this regard, this teaching resource was used in the second year after 
the students had finished fundamental subjects about the customs industry. 
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One of the features of the selected course material was its use of specialised 
vocabulary related to particular topic within each article. According to Coxhead 
(2012), specialised vocabulary pertains to a particular industry, thus having a narrow 
range of use within a particular profession. In this respect, learners in the customs 
ESP strand were expected to be able to adapt the specialised vocabulary to read or 
prepare documents as well as communicate with foreign travellers at customs sites. 
The following table presents what are considered to be specialised terms that 
arose in the first five articles in the Customs Law materials. These have been 
grouped into two categories: customs vocabulary and legal vocabulary as follows:  
Table 7.2 
Typical lexical items from Article 1 to Article 5 in the teaching resources 
Article Customs vocabulary Legal vocabulary  
1. Scope imported, exported, transited, 
vehicle of domestic and foreign 
entities, customs territory 
permitted, stipulate, state 
management 
2. Regulated entities  rights, obligations, customs 
authorities, customs officials, 
regulatory bodies 
3. Customs policies  facilitate customs formalities, 
applied, transparent and 
efficient operation 
 
4. Interpretation of terms border checkpoint transfer, 
customs inspection, 
supervision, customs 
declaration,  trans-shipment, 
checkpoint area,  national 
single-window system, 
container freight station, carry-
on luggage, luggage consigned 
before or after the trips, 
customs documents, tax-
suspension warehouse, bonded 
warehouse, risk management   
subject to, permission, goods 
permitted to be imported, 
exported and transited, granting 
customs clearance, releasing 
goods, compliance, legitimate 
documents, prescribed  
5. Application of international 
treaties, customs and practices 
on customs 
international customs, practices 
on customs  
international treaties, cases, 
provisions, party, contravene 
the primary rules 
 
When teaching specialised vocabulary, students were introduced to key terms 
on the board including customs vocabulary, legal vocabulary, and their word family 
expansion as well, followed by Vietnamese meanings. With customs-specific 
vocabulary such as customs formalities, carry-on luggage, both teacher and students 
had more familiarity and flexibility to use it in different contexts to develop students’ 
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productive skills such as speaking and writing. However, the legal vocabulary 
sprinkled through the customs law document, such as provision, regulatory body, 
was more challenging, requiring more precise use in appropriate contexts. 
After explaining meanings in Vietnamese, students were taught how to 
pronounce each vocabulary item. After that, students were required to work in 
groups of four to translate the articles into Vietnamese. The purposes of this activity 
were to help students achieve an adequate translation regarding specialised terms in 
their textual context. When the students finished their task, they were randomly 
selected to go to the front of the class to produce their translation. When in front of 
the class, the student was asked to read the whole article in English first for being 
checked pronunciation and then produce the Vietnamese version. The student was 
not allowed to read the whole translation from his notebook, but rather he had to read 
sentence by sentence in his book and then translate it in a natural pace. More than 
one group was invited to translate the same article so that the best version would be 
selected for praise with high marks. 
Reviewing grammatical structures and developing students’ writing  
The objectives of this pedagogy were to help students review structures 
commonly used in the customs documents. Knowledge of structure formations would 
facilitate students when reading and preparing customs documents used at work. 
These structures were not explained in a detailed way because they were carefully 
taught in the General English program. Because this material is a legal document, 
some prevalent tenses are simple present tense, simple future tense with shall plus 
verb, and the common syntactic structures are noun phrases, gerund phrases, and 
paratactic/hypotactic structures with coordinated/subordinated ideas.  
In terms of teaching practices, the teacher introduced some examples on the 
board and explained the structure formations. Following this phase, students were 
asked to list some other phrases in the customs law book and explain the forms. For 
example, students could be able to explain that the following were a noun phrase 
with head nouns such as “negotiation”, “conclusion” in Article 6: “Negotiation, 
conclusion and organisation of implementation of treaties and international 
agreements on customs”, a gerund phrase with a gerund such as “committing” in 
Article 10: “Committing fraudulent acts in carrying out customs formalities”. In a 
similar way, some typical complex sentence structures in simple present and simple 
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future tenses were respectively introduced on the board. The followings are some 
typical examples in which the verbs are underlined and the subordinated clauses are 
in bold:   
Simple present tense in complex sentence structure with subordinated clause 
(Article 1):  
This Law stipulates the state management of customs with regard to goods 
permitted to be imported, exported or transited, and vehicle of domestic and foreign 
entities which are on exit or entry or in transit within the customs territory; and 
organisation and operation of the customs service. 
Simple future tense in complex sentence structure with subordinated clause 
(Article 11): 
When performing their tasks and powers, customs authorities and customs 
officials shall abide by law, rely themselves on the people and subject to the people’s 
supervision. 
For follow-up activities, students were asked to work in pairs and explain the 
sentence structures used in the materials. Volunteer students were invited and got 
marks for their correct explanations. To improve students’ writing skills, the teacher 
provided some specialised terms on the board and asked students to write sentences. 
This task was done individually and marks were given to those who had acceptable 
sentences as a way of encouragement. Practising this kind of exercise, students had 
more opportunities to apply their knowledge of specialised vocabulary phrased in 
typical syntactic structures they have just reviewed. 
Across the teaching practices, it was noticeable that the dominant method the 
teacher employed was GTM in which the language of instructions was the students’ 
native language. As presented in the previous section, this method provided students 
with vocabulary of the customs industry in order to read customs documents. In 
addition to specialised vocabulary, students adapted grammar knowledge emerging 
from reading passages to translate the articles. As the name suggests, this method 
aimed to develop students’ reading and writing skills through their grammatical and 
vocabulary knowledge, thus privileging written texts over spoken forms. Moreover, 
students were typically exposed to isolated vocabulary foregrounding primary 
meanings, though vocabulary items can express different meanings in different 
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contexts. Last but not least, by this method, students were passively equipped with 
language whereas they would need language to act in varied roles in different 
contexts.  
However, as argued by Kumaravadivelu (2003) regarding the postmethod 
approach, teachers can adapt their teaching practices to suit the availability of 
teaching resources in the institution. In this respect, because the customs materials 
are written in prose and authoritative texts, they suggest no communicative exercises 
such as comprehension questions, listening/speaking activities. Hence, teaching 
practices primarily focused on vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar rules, and 
translations. Furthermore, in this ESP course, the teacher taught customs students the 
specialised vocabulary to be able to read and write customs-related documents in 
English rather than customs industry knowledge. Furthermore, her content 
knowledge constraints, as argued in other ESP studies carried out by Pham and 
Malvetti (2012), and T. T. H. Nguyen and Pham (2016) in Chapter 2, restrict her 
teaching practices to merely using foregrounded and similar vocabulary to improve 
students’ writing skills such as sentence building exercises.  
7.3.4 Summary 
The Customs ESP strand has similarities with the Import/Export ESP strand 
with regard to the type of course materials, teaching practices, and assessment. The 
core course material was Law on Customs written in specialised content and 
long/complex syntactic structures. Due to its legalese language style, it required a 
more precise use of specialised terms, creating fewer opportunities to scaffold 
students’ communicative practices. In this respect, this didactic course material 
associated the teacher and students with rigid pedagogical practices involving 
teaching and learning specialised vocabulary, thin versions of oracy through 
pronunciation, and translations. The test structure was organised without any 
communicative parts; rather, it was tied to the coursebook focusing on testing 
specialised lexis and grammar rules.        
Across the analyses of the two ESP strands in College A, problems facing ESP 
teachers and students were associated with course materials, teaching practices, and 
assessment designs. The last two dimensions were heavily influenced by the course 
materials. The two sets of coursebooks were not designed for language learners, but 
rather they focused on providing students with industry information in prose 
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academic texts. Although there was no sense of pedagogical activities designed to 
improve students’ communicative practices, the teachers were knowledgeable about 
the institutional constraints. Correspondingly, thin versions of oracy were performed 
through vocabulary pronunciation and group discussions. 
Students also practiced writing besides oral activities. Some exercised included 
sentence building to help students know how to produce a complete sentence. In 
addition, reading authentic forms from targeted companies to identify the language 
use in context was another ESP teacher’s effort. Those further productive activities 
were adopted by two out four ESP teachers, together with the principal grammar-
translation practices. 
As noted in the previous section, the two ESP strands captured the nature of 
teaching for exam purposes. There were no forms of assessing students’ 
communicative competence except rechecking students’ content knowledge, 
language forms, and meanings. The test content was taken directly from the 
coursebooks up to 50% and correctness was the ultimate criterion, indicating a more 
theory-driven course. 
7.4 CONCLUSION 
Regardless of the specialised fields, studies in the ESP discipline carried out in 
Vietnam presented similar factors hindering language learners’ communicative 
competence (Khuong, 2015; B. H. Nguyen, 2013; T. T. H. Nguyen & Pham, 2016; 
Pham & Malvetti, 2012). These factors involved course materials, teaching methods, 
and assessment designs. Regarding the two industries in this study, the course 
materials were written in academic prose English style (for Import/Export ESP) and 
legal styles (for Customs ESP) with its prevalent use of complex structures. The 
materials focused on specialised vocabulary which made them more theory-driven 
rather than prioritised on developing language communicative practices (T. T. H. 
Nguyen & Pham, 2016). Although acquiring knowledge of specialised terms is 
important and necessary, it is not enough for a language student when other skills 
such as listening, speaking, and writing need to be addressed as well. This lack of 
communicative competence seems to be contrasting to ESP characteristics when ESP 
emergence is to develop learners’ communicative needs and practices for a particular 
industry via authentic English use (Bracaj, 2014; Hyland, 2007a). 
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With regard to ESP content knowledge, the four ESP teachers described their 
challenges due to the highly specialised vocabulary and expressions, which were also 
reported in Pham and Malvetti’s (2012) study. According to Pham and Malvetti 
(2012), ESP materials usually carried lengthy and complex reading articles which 
appeared to be more pertinent to content specialists or professions. In the same vein, 
Belcher (2006) argues that many language teachers might find the specialised content 
to be unfamiliar and even intimidating. Hence, due to their limited knowledge of the 
specialised content (Basturkmen, 2010), ESP teachers’ dominant teaching practices 
tended to be reviewing grammar points and doing and translations (B. H. Nguyen, 
2013) with heavy reliance on books. 
By ESP teachers’ account as well as the researcher’s reflections on teaching 
practices, there were some efforts to integrate communicative teaching practices to 
develop learners’ oral skills such as pronunciation and group discussions. The 
activities, however, were based on curricular materials rather than the authentic 
language use in target workplaces. It appears that globalised workplace environments 
incorporate cultural understandings into language practices for effective 
communication. Providing students with the specialised terms of the industry is 
necessary as are the tactics for communicating in diverse cultural backgrounds. The 
CLIL approach (Mehisto, Marsh, & Frigols, 2008; Coyle, Hood, & Marsh, 2010), in 
some respects, is considered appropriate for narrowing the gap between the 
classroom and the workplace by exposing students to authentic language use and 
intercultural communication.    
Teaching for the formatted examination is another factor ironically hindering 
learners’ communicative competence (Hoang, 2013; T. H. Nguyen, Fehring, & 
Warren, 2015; T. P. L. Nguyen & Phung, 2015; Pham & Malvetti, 2012; Tran, 
2013). The course materials influenced the structures of the final tests in which 
typical language aspects used to assess learners included specialised vocabulary, 
content knowledge, and grammar rules. The textual content was taken from the 
books, thus guaranteeing the learner’s success with rote learning. In this regard, the 
absence of oral assessment appears to demotivate teachers and learners from 
fostering communicative activities. However, Hyland (2007a) argues that ESP 
teaching materials should focus on semiotic contexts with simulated language use 
and tasks representing authentic working environments. On that account, the 
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materials utilised in the two ESP strands seem not to associate with the nature of 
simulated language use and tasks which deter learners’ from promoting 
communication.        
Having a coursebook pertinent to learners’ content and language knowledge is 
considered crucial in relation to the course efficacy. Although a wide range of 
specialised materials is available in bookstores, the coursebooks seem to be 
inappropriate to Vietnamese context (Khuong, 2015; B. H. Nguyen, 2013; T. T. H. 
Nguyen & Pham, 2016; Pham & Malvetti, 2012). The book for Import/Export ESP 
strand is written for native English speakers who learn industry knowledge in 
English. Furthermore, the content and language knowledge is highly specialised 
which made the ESP teacher to feel less confident when using it (Teacher A). In this 
regard, ESP teachers recognised that sometimes they did not completely understand 
the specialist meanings (T. T. H. Nguyen & Pham, 2016). Facing this dilemmatic 
issue, the four ESP teachers in the College proposed either having a new material 
compilation or adding more simulated authentic situations to the current materials to 
meet learners’ future workplace needs (Basturkmen, 2010). 
This study also identified challenges in light of class size and time pressure, 
which were also raised in studies examined by T. T. H. Nguyen and Pham (2016), 
Tran (2013), and Hoang (2013). According to Teacher B and Teacher D, it was 
difficult to design communicative activities because on the one hand they could not 
control the class, and on the other hand the time was sufficient for them to tie to the 
coursebook content to meet the final exam criteria. Those institutional constraints 
might be the catalyst for less frequent use of spoken forms in ESP classes.     
In line with communication in the era of globalisation, the findings described 
ESP teachers’ opinions regarding cultural knowledge when interacting with foreign 
customers. Across the interviews, the four teachers highlighted the relations between 
cultural understandings and effective foreign trade transactions. Reported by Teacher 
A and Teacher D, the benefits relating to this expertise were to help satisfy 
customers’ wants and needs concerning their service transactions and to tailor 
communication to particular groups of customers to achieve intelligibility. ESP 
teachers’ acknowledgments to foster students’ intercultural communication are 
valuable and this is one of the directions of ESP pedagogy (Belcher, 2004). 
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As presented in Section 7.1 regarding the ESP course goals, on gradation, 
students were expected to be able to communicate in English at an intermediate level 
in target workplaces, in tasks such as preparing import/export documents and 
performing customs procedures. Such capability is based on a combination of 
industry knowledge and language competence, as evident in the CLIL approach 
(Mehisto, Marsh, & Frigols, 2008; Coyle, Hood, & Marsh, 2010). This approach 
integrates the ‘4Cs’ components including content knowledge, communication, 
cognition, and culture. By this teaching practice, students are exposed to authentic 
materials relevant to their future careers and active learning via activities to scaffold 
their communication in English. However, the grammar-translation method typically 
used in the college ESP course focused on the curricular materials to develop 
students’ lexico-grammatical features rather than the communicative competence 
they needed for their future work experiences. 
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Chapter 8: Aligning ESP Programs and 
Globalised Workplace Needs 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
This thesis started with the problem facing the Vietnamese education regarding 
the increasing pressure within ESP discipline to meet the demands of globalised 
workplaces, particularly for conducting international business. The types of English 
language used in the workplaces and the types of materials used in the ESP course 
are considered two crucial facets associated with this issue. This chapter revisits 
some of the foundational literature on the ESP course design, the theoretical 
perspectives on the sociolinguistics of globalisation, key findings from the two 
workplaces and the College before moving to analysing the alignment and 
misalignment between the communicative practices used in the two workplaces and 
ESP course delivery in the College. The analysis leads to the implications and 
recommendations as well as the contributions of the study to the ESP field. The 
limitations of the study are also noted.    
8.1.1 Revisiting literature on ESP training 
Previous studies have argued that written genres such as business letters have 
commonly been used in business settings (Mei, 2012; H. Nguyen & Miller, 2012; T. 
H. H. Nguyen, 2011). As argued in Chapter 2 and Section 6.2, those studies indicate 
that there is a growing body of research on emerging genres, such as email genre and 
the new forms of oral communication that the business staff often use with customers 
in business interactions around the world. Indeed, the recent study conducted by 
Evans (2013) identified that a variety of both written genres (emails, reports) and 
spoken genres (meetings, phone calls) were involved in workplace communication. 
This thesis is built on the work of previous scholars regarding workplace 
communication; however, this study makes a contribution in that it seeks authentic 
workplace communication and examines its alignment with ESP taught in the 
services of these workplaces in the College.    
Several suggestions have been made with regard to improving materials used 
in the ESP programs. Bani‐Salameh, Kabilan, and Bani‐Salalmeh  (2011), Pazhakh 
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and Soltani (2012), and Stan (2013) looked at curricular experiments using journals 
in Finance and Banking as ESP materials, using authentic and multimedia ESP 
programs, and teaching ESP in the workplace rather than in the university. Regarding 
the first experiment, although the use of authentic materials, such as journals, is 
interesting, it would seem to only improve learners’ reading and writing skills. In 
terms of the second study, the constraints on teaching facilities restrict multimedia 
ESP programs in some academic institutions. With regard to the third experiment, 
teaching ESP in the workplace might offer a useful way to improve and facilitate 
learners’ use of specialised vocabulary; however, this method seems impossible in 
some workplaces due to conditions of commercial confidentiality. In this regard, 
Ates (2012) suggested simulating situations found in workplaces within classrooms 
and in ESP materials. Through this method, learners would be exposed to case study 
scenarios with simulated interactions to improve their communication. However, 
while this method might be appropriate for a small class, it also requires teachers to 
have sophisticated content knowledge to develop and discuss such cases. So, every 
‘solution’ suggested in the literature can prove difficult to implement in Vietnamese 
settings.     
From the above studies, it is evident that choosing appropriate materials and 
teaching practices to prepare learners for the language demands of globalised 
workplaces is an ongoing issue. In Vietnam, several studies have highlighted 
problems affecting the efficacy of ESP courses (Khuong, 2015; T. P. L. Nguyen & 
Phung, 2015; T. T. H. Nguyen & Pham, 2016; Pham & Malvetti, 2012). These 
problems involve course materials, teaching practices, and assessment. According to 
these authors, the assessment tasks in Vietnamese ESP courses tend to test learners’ 
knowledge of language forms rather than their communicative competence. This 
focus also has the effect of deterring ESP teachers and learners from practicing 
spoken genres in class. Furthermore, ESP teachers have to be conversant with the 
content knowledge of the target industry to engage students in communicative 
activities. Otherwise, the teachers’ limited content knowledge might result in the 
dominant use of the Grammar Translation method, which is typically adopted in the 
Vietnamese ESP class. Though the above-mentioned studies reported similar 
problems to those identified in my research, this study is significant in documenting 
the particular genres and communication modes to inform ESP curriculum 
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innovation for the import/export and customs industries in particular and other 
similar globalised settings.   
8.1.2 Revisiting theory of the sociolinguistics of globalisation 
Following the focus on globalisation, this study employed Blommaert’s (2010) 
emerging paradigm within a sociolinguistics of mobility. The sociolinguistics of 
mobility attends to naturally occurring speech and contextualised language resources 
in use in real contexts. Within this paradigm, linguistic mobility pertains to value in 
translocal spaces, consequently creating diverse language repertoires. For example, 
Blommaert (2010) highlights truncation as one of the characteristics of interactions 
between people of different native languages. In more traditional linguistics, such 
linguistic forms would be associated with non-standard or informal patterns. Under a 
sociolinguistics of mobility, these forms are considered valuable and effective for 
communication purposes. Hence, it highlights a shift from a focus on linguistic 
structure in isolation to a focus on linguistic function and meaning in particular 
contexts. The shift creates a language repertoire with more complex patterns of 
language use, indicating that these language structures do not necessarily follow 
fixed rules in order to create the same meanings.  
A polycentric context is created by the use of different orders of indexicality 
(Blommaert, 2010). Different orders of indexicality mean different language 
resources; and a polycentric context means where interactions occur through less 
predictable and more complex structures, that is, the truncated/incomplete structures. 
Therefore, it requires a co-existence between locality and mobility to understand 
communication meanings in such a polycentric context. This indicates that mobile 
language resources are better understood in association with the local context in 
which these interactions occur. In the sociolinguistics of mobility, the mobile 
language resources of the interactants are realised through particular genres, modes, 
and registers.  
While the sociolinguistics of mobility theorises language and global mobility, 
the field of ELF is more linguistically-orientated and focuses on the language 
features of global interactions in English. With Vietnam achieving membership in 
the ASEAN bloc and WTO, ELF characterises much of the communication of 
Vietnamese people as they interact with foreign trade partners (Stroupe & Kimura, 
2015). Within globalisation theory, ELF communication is understood as emerging 
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interactions at the time of speaking with different levels of English proficiency as 
people try to understand each other, and the priority is meanings over language 
correctness. Through Blommeart’s (2010) theory of the sociolinguistics of 
globalisation, ELF is considered a mobile language with deterritorialised variations 
specific to localities and interactants. This means that interactions in English are not 
tied to correct words and grammars, but to achieving meanings and communication. 
Blommaert introduces the concept of lookalike English to explain the English 
being used. For Blommaert (2012, p. 64), “The people designing such lookalike 
English have hardly any linguistic competence in the language, but their social 
knowledge of English is massive and accurate”. On this point, despite surface errors 
such as spelling mistakes, the English features are close enough for interactants to 
guess at the meanings. While ELF is often associated with spoken communication, 
the example from Blommaert indicates that his understanding of lookalike English is 
often associated with written forms.   
8.1.3 Revisiting workplace analyses 
The two Vietnamese workplaces involved in this study were the customs office 
of a large international airport in a major city in Vietnam and a large import/export 
company organising the sale and transportation of goods to and from Vietnam and 
other countries in the world. Hymes’s (1974) ethnography of communication model 
with the acronym SPEAKING was adopted to systematically observe and describe 
the nature of language use in the two workplaces. SPEAKING is designed to 
foreground the specialised features of talk and represents Setting and Scene, 
Participants, Ends, Act sequence, Key, Instrumentalities, Norms of interaction and 
interpretation, and Genre. Hymes’s model aligns with Blommaert’s principles 
regarding the sociolinguistics of speech, of actual language resources used in real 
contexts. The approach prioritises types of language used for communication rather 
than the prescribed language forms. Bringing these explanatory models together is 
highly informative and is an innovation in this study.  
Key findings in the Customs industry 
Interactions in the customs office were between the two customs officers and 
travellers in which the former were observed to typically initiate and control 
communication. The modes of communication were verbal, which included spoken 
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(as monologue and dialogue) and written (receptive as reading), and non-verbal (as 
using hand gestures, smile). Overwhelmingly, the majority of the communication 
was spoken interaction with the two typical genres being giving instructions and 
responding to a traveller’s request for information. In terms of the written mode, the 
customs documents such as the Customs guidelines were already written and 
displayed in the Customs Hall. Travellers and customs officers might use these 
documents as a reference for customs procedural purposes. Therefore, writing 
English was not a feature of the communication; rather it was the reading of 
documents that were written elsewhere. A key finding of the investigation was how 
the customs officers adjusted the tone of their interactions, moving from a polite 
manner to a more directive and authoritative tone in different types of 
communicative practices. 
Key findings in the Import/Export industry 
With regard to the language demands in the import/export setting, again, both 
spoken and written modes were typically used for communication between the 
import/export staff and customers. In the company, writing was productive in that the 
staff had to not only read English documents but also produce English in written 
forms. Phone calls were the common spoken mode used to communicate with 
customers, especially Asian customers and they were carried out by the Head of the 
Logistics Department only. As analysed in Section 6.3.1, different tones were 
adopted depending on specific groups of customers. To Asian customers, it was 
observed that interactions were at a faster pace with more informal English in 
truncated structures. However, more standard English was spoken at a slower pace 
when the Head spoke to native speaker English customers. In terms of email, they 
were used daily for import/export exchanges between the logistics staff and 
international customers. The analysis showed that different stylistic features (Gains, 
1999) were applied to different groups of recipients. As explained in Section 6.2.1 
and Section 6.2.2, the stylistic features included different ways to open and close an 
email, the use of abbreviations, word omissions, capitalisation, and different lexical 
choices.  
In sum, communication in these two globalised workplaces was associated 
with the mobile resources of ELF, with meanings successfully moving between 
contexts. Together with insights from the participants’ interviews, the language 
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resources used in the two workplaces will later be compared with the ESP course 
delivered in the College to determine the degree of the alignment and the 
misalignment between workplace demands and the training course. The next section 
is a summary of the findings from the ESP course at the College. 
Key findings in the College  
The ESP course in the College prepares students for the specialised language 
needed in import/export and customs industries. The analyses indicate that the 
materials used in the two courses mainly favoured the expository genre, that is, 
essays which were written for academic purposes. These course materials provided 
students with information relevant to the industry, that is, the content knowledge. 
Grammar Translation was the dominant teaching method, though there were some 
instances of teachers reporting the use of aspects of CLT such as group discussions 
and answering comprehension questions. The assessment focused on testing 
students’ knowledge of specialised vocabulary and grammar forms at the sentence 
level. In the two ESP strands, 50% of the textual content for the exam paper was 
taken directly from the course materials. This was a problem in relation to the 
theoretical perspective developed here on ESP and the alignment between ESP 
theory and workplace practices. The problem with this is that the assessment did not 
test the communication demands. In turn, the implication is that these demands were 
not taught. This highlights the question being addressed in this study about the 
alignment and misalignment between the ESP course in the College and the 
communicative practices in the two workplaces. 
8.1.4 Literature on the alignment and the misalignment  
The term ‘alignment’ is increasingly used in education to talk about the 
relationship between curriculum and assessment (Bhola, Impara, & Buckendahl, 
2003; Kaira, 2010; La Marca, Redfield, & Winter, 2000; Watermeyer, 2011; Webb, 
1997). Webb (1997, p. 3) argues that “two or more system components are aligned if 
they are in agreement or match each other”. In a similar way, La Marca et al. (2000, 
p. 9) provide the following definition: “alignment as a match between two or more 
things”.  
These authors are concerned with the alignment between the curriculum and 
the assessment. However, ESP, as a field, has an additional need to align the 
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curriculum with the target industry and its communicative practices. Regarding ESP 
course design and workplace communicative practices, such alignment has been 
described in different ways by different authors. So-mui and Mead (2000, p. 351) 
define alignment as “the match between teaching/learning materials and specific 
workplace needs”. Hyland (2007a, p. 391) and Chostelidou (2010, p. 4508) use the 
term ‘address’ to refer to the alignment between the ESP course and communicative 
practices of a particular industry. While Bouzidi (2009, p. 10) describes alignment as 
the need “to bring the ESP programs in line with the needs of local employers”, 
Kassim and Ali (2010, p. 168) consider alignment as “the ESP course meeting the 
industry’s requirements”.  
Several terms are used to understand the misalignment between the ESP course 
and workplace needs. According to Bouzidi (2009, p. 10), misalignment is 
understood as “a mismatch between the content of ESP coursebooks and actual 
workplace language demands”. Angeline et al. (2014, p. 43), Bremner (2010, p. 121), 
and Ibrahim (2010, p. 200) utilise the idea of a ‘gap’ to refer to the misalignment 
between the language syllabus and the language demands of the industry. In a more 
recent study, Liton (2015, p. 3) considers misalignment as “the ESP course being not 
tailored appropriately according to the students’ needs in the workplace”.  
When the workplace is globalised and fluid, alignment has to cope with the 
uncertainty of communication. It means that the language is open, thus it is more in 
terms of tactics and strategies rather than fixed rules. The interactants have to be able 
to use and deploy language resources that are mobile and agile to adapt to the 
communicative conditions (Blommaert, 2010). The findings in this study point to the 
interactants in customs and import/export companies having foundational English 
language grammar and lexical knowledge, and being able to use this basic 
knowledge agilely in service of their communicative needs.  
My study acknowledges the ideas above about the alignment and the 
misalignment. It also proposes that internal and external relationships are important 
principles in understanding the alignment. Starting with the ESP course, the 
argument is that educational courses incorporate internal relations between the 
curriculum, the pedagogy, and the assessment. This triadic relationship is 
foundational to educational practice. In terms of alignment, these internal features of 
the ESP course need to reflect and respond to the workplace communication 
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demands. This is the external alignment. These relationships are represented below in 
Figure 8.1. In this model, misalignment refers to the mismatch between one or more 
features of the course and the external demands of the workplace.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.1. Internal and external alignment between the ESP course and workplace demands.    
Based on definitions of alignment and misalignment as presented above, Section 
8.2 will explore the degree of internal and external alignment and/or misalignment 
between the curriculum, the pedagogy, and the assessment of the Customs ESP 
strand and the communicative demands observed in the customs office. In a similar 
way, Section 8.3 proceeds to identify the internal and external alignment and/or 
misalignment between the Import/Export ESP strand and the actual English 
communicative practices used in the import/export company. These explorations 
seek to address the final research question:    
c) How do higher education ESP courses align with the workplace needs in 
workplaces at the linguistic interface of globalised trade and development 
in Vietnam? 
To conclude the thesis, practical implications and recommendations are 
discussed in Section 8.4 and Section 8.5, contributions and limitations are presented 
in Section 8.6 and Section 8.7, and the conclusion of the study is presented in Section 
8.8.     
8.2 ALIGNMENT IN ESP FOR THE CUSTOMS INDUSTRY 
The workplace communicative practices and the Customs ESP course in the 
College will be summarised through the six key findings.   
1. There is a variety of genres used in the workplace as compared to the one 
expository genre taught in the classroom. 
Assessment   
Curriculum  
Workplace demands  Pedagogy  
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The two most common genres observed at the customs checkpoint in the 
international airport were giving instructions and responding to an information 
request from a traveller. Each genre is associated with typical thus predictable types 
of language structures to facilitate communication. Depending on the situation, the 
customs officer or the traveller might initiate communication. The first genre was 
usually initiated by the customs officer. In such moments, the common grammatical 
structures were imperative forms and yes/no questions, with modal verbs such as 
can, could used for politeness. The second genre was often initiated by the traveller 
who requested information. The typical structures here were yes/no questions and 
wh-questions. The third genre, a variation of the first genre, was a procedural genre 
for customs inspection as exemplified in the in-house training materials. The 
differently textured questions captured in this genre were yes/no questions to request 
travellers’ confirmation of details and wh-questions to probe travellers’ details.  
The three genres captured most interactions observed at the customs office 
whereas the English for Customs course materials at the College merely exposed 
students to an expository genre. Students were provided with specialised vocabulary 
and the associated meanings to read authoritative texts in the industry’s field. With 
such didactic course materials, the dominant teaching method was Grammar 
Translation, which focused on grammar forms drawn out from the texts and 
translation practice. By this method, students did not experience any spoken genres 
textured with imperative forms or questions as observed in the customs office. 
Accordingly, the assessment was heavily influenced by the course materials and 
teaching practices in which writing based on the test structure was prioritised to test 
students’ specialised vocabulary and content knowledge. Within the three internal 
elements of the ESP strand, that is, curriculum, pedagogy and assessment, there was 
a strong alignment: the teaching practices aligned with both the coursebook as the 
curriculum and the assessment tasks. However, because of the nature of the 
curriculum and the poor external alignment with genres used in the workplace, it 
might be inferred that the ESP course failed to develop students’ communicative 
competence for communication in this particular workplace.        
2. There is a variety and flexibility in grammatical structures and 
vocabulary used in the workplace as compared to the one complex 
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academic style of prose and associated grammatical structures presented 
in the course materials.   
As reported by the two customs officers, most of their interactions used 
normal/everyday language, a type of English purposefully phrased in simple and 
short structures, which aimed to communicate meanings simply, clearly, and 
understandably. In this kind of globalised setting, language functions or meanings are 
the priority rather than correct language forms (Blommaert, 2010). With regard to the 
specialised English as presented in the course materials, the customs officers 
described its use as being limited to moments explaining the law when travellers 
violated the customs rules. As observed, interactions between the customs officers 
and travellers were better characterised by truncated, simple, and imperative 
grammatical structures. On the one hand, these types of language structures helped 
interlocutors achieve shared meanings clearly and quickly; on the other hand, when 
in uniform, the customs officers’ interactions in particular moments served to 
reinforce their authority over travellers to demand their compliance. However, the 
language of the course materials reflected just the legalese of the customs law 
enforcing obligations, through complex structures, on travellers on arrival and 
departure. This constitutes a misalignment when compared to the linguistic structures 
and tactics used in the workplace.    
In other respects, the specialised language was also present in documents such 
as the Customs guidelines made available in the Customs Hall. This document 
provided travellers with authoritative information about customs procedures, hence 
the language was written in a list genre detailing rules and activities travellers had to 
comply with for legal entry to and exit from Vietnam. In comparison to the law 
presented in the course materials, the language in the public pamphlets was simpler 
and clearer, possibly to make it more understandable to all travellers. In some 
instances, lookalike English (Blommaert, 2012) was evident in the brochures and 
identifiable in occasional spelling and syntactic errors. However, these errors did not 
interfere with meanings because customs procedures are similar and largely 
predictable across countries. Travellers can still follow the meanings irrespective of 
the errors. Therefore, in the workplace, achieving the text’s communicative purpose 
was of higher priority than achieving the ‘correct form’ that was emphasised in the 
course materials.  
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In the ESP course at the College, the typical language structure presented in the 
course material was complex syntax with the language full of legal terms for the 
customs field. These complex forms contrasted with those of the spoken genres and 
written genres adapted in the workplace, where both normal/everyday and 
specialised English were phrased in simpler and shorter structures. Again, the 
assessment in the ESP course showed a weak external alignment: the test content did 
not prioritise any aspects of the workplace genres; rather, it focused on the reading-
based questions together with the lexico-grammatical features of the texts.     
3. There is a variety of written and spoken modes and contextual nuances 
adopted in the workplace. 
As observed at the customs area, communication with travellers used both 
monologic and dialogic approaches. Regarding the former, communication was 
typically in the genre of giving procedural instructions for customs inspections. Such 
moments were usually initiated and controlled by the customs officers to demand 
travellers’ compliance. The latter, responding to an information request from a 
traveller, for example, was more interactive. By its nature, most of the customs 
officers’ work involves oral interactions with travellers. Written genres were also 
utilised but as receptive reading, such as the Customs guidelines list, to serve 
customs procedure purposes. Accordingly, it is evident that this workplace demanded 
both spoken genres and written genres, but the former were used more commonly.  
Besides verbal interactions, communication in the customs setting also used 
non-verbal mode. This typically occurred in two circumstances. The first 
circumstance could be the travellers’ limited English language competence. The 
second circumstance might be the familiarity with highly routinised customs 
procedures. Travellers often know what they need to do at the customs checkpoint. In 
these instances, the customs officers’ use of hand gestures, facial gestures such as a 
smile, and body gestures such as a bow indicated predictable meanings in this 
context.         
With regard to the ESP course in the College, the dominant pedagogic method 
of Grammar Translation focused on the translation of English materials to 
Vietnamese and the explanation of grammar structures. Through this method, 
students were oriented to knowledge of language forms and meanings in order to be 
able to read specialised customs texts. Such teaching practices internally aligned with 
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the course materials as an expository genre and the content-based nature of the 
assessment. However, language functions required in the workplace were more 
relevant to working in the globalised context of customs setting. Hence, the 
translational-oriented teaching approach appeared not to develop students’ 
communicative competence as needed for interactions with travellers.    
Communication in the customs setting is characterised as requiring more 
changing nuances. The customs officer’s role demands the control of a range of 
particular tones depending on the particular communicative purposes. The customs 
officer’s tenor was observed to move from a friendly, polite, and affable to a more 
serious and balder tone when the traveller was assumed to breach a rule. This shift, 
from soft power to hard power, highlights how the customs officer’s language 
competence needs to be flexible to incorporate a variety of linguistic strategies. This 
linguistic repertoire can accommodate travellers’ requests or exert customs officers’ 
authority over travellers under surveillance or investigation. Most interactions 
observed were initiated by customs officers adopted a serious and authoritative 
manner to order travellers to comply with the customs regulations. The use of words 
and expressions such as please and excuse me at times mitigated this serious tone to 
help achieve the desired outcome of compliance.  However, there was no evidence of 
these varied tones in customs interactions in the ESP materials, the pedagogy, and 
the assessment. In this way, the ESP course is externally misaligned with the more 
varied tones required to tailor appropriate interactions in the workplace.      
4. Understanding a variety of accents in English and cultural aspects in the 
workplace helps facilitate communication to particular groups of 
travellers.  
Interacting with different varieties of English is another workplace challenge 
requiring the flexibility of communicative strategies and tactics. When language 
resources are mobile, they can be deterritorialised and adopt some variations which 
do not necessarily belong to the locality (Blommaert, 2010). In the study, Customs 
Officer A reported that she was challenged by different accents in English; however, 
she found it easy to communicate with Anglophone travellers whose English could 
be considered territorialised. With speakers of different Englishes, the Customs 
Officer described how she usually broke directions down into shorter structures in 
order to facilitate the traveller’s answer in simple words. This episode highlighted the 
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demand for customs officers to be flexible in coping with the variable language used 
at the customs checkpoint in a major airport. The experience also reflects the degree 
of external misalignment between the formal language knowledge presented in the 
ESP class and the practical language usage in the workplace. The course materials 
and teaching practices offered the students no opportunity to practice different 
English accents.  
Cultural understandings were another crucial point featured by the customs 
officers as being necessary in this setting where hundreds of foreign travellers enter 
and exit the country every day. The analysis of the workplace observations indicated 
that understanding travellers’ cultures helped the customs officers adjust their 
communication to accommodate the travellers with different cultural expectations. 
From their reports, it was assumed that the customs officers adjusted their tones for 
travellers of different nationalities. To groups of travellers considered to be polite 
and cooperative, the customs officer’s tones were keyed as polite and affable; 
however, to groups of less cooperative travellers, more serious and authoritative 
tones were applied to demand their compliance. Identifying travellers’ nationalities 
and assigning cultural expectations facilitated customs officers to choose between 
verbal and non-verbal communication mode. Although the latter was not common, it 
was at times necessary and useful for working with travellers who had different 
cultural expectations around interactions. Like the other communicative aspects 
noted above, the absence of any discussions of cultural aspects in the ESP materials 
and teaching practices might be considered an oversight when preparing students to 
work in such multicultural environments. 
5. A flexible responsive language repertoire is required in the workplace as 
compared to the formal and specialised language required in the 
assessment.    
Across the analyses of communicative practices in the customs setting, the 
language repertoire performed by the customs officers involved a variety of different 
spoken genres and written genres. Moreover, different registers were utilised at times 
for customs procedures and customs inspections. However, the ESP final tests did 
not assess students’ oral skills, but rather focusing on testing specialised vocabulary, 
content knowledge, and grammatical forms through multiple choice questions, cloze 
tests, and sentence building.  
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This written-based assessment, however, aligns well internally with the 
didactic course materials and teaching practices. The language in the tests was 
written in long and complex sentences whereas short and simple forms were 
preferred in the workplace. As observed in the customs area, getting one’s meanings 
across clearly and quickly was considered more important than achieving formal 
language correctness. Hence, the test content externally misaligns with the workplace 
language demands. 
6. Specialised vocabulary is necessary, but not sufficient.  
The course materials provided students with specialised vocabulary and 
content knowledge, a language repertoire necessary for students to read customs-
related documents. Data from the interviews and in-house training materials 
indicated that such vocabulary associated with the customs law could be used orally 
to explain customs regulations to travellers as well as to negotiate customs violations. 
In written genres, the specialised vocabulary was used in public pamphlets, such as 
the Customs guidelines. This document used specialised terms to provide travellers 
with information related to customs procedures such as the legal limit of goods to be 
imported and exported, the list of prohibited goods. Customs officers were required 
to have such vocabulary knowledge in order to engage with the industry documents 
or to explain the customs regulations to travellers.  
In terms of the language field in customs, the course materials, which equipped 
students with this specialised vocabulary, align with the language workplace needs to 
some extent. Lexicon knowledge is necessary; however, students require more 
language communicative competence beyond this vocabulary expertise to handle 
customs-related work orally in ELF interactions.  
8.2.1 Summary 
The analyses of workplace communicative practices and the Customs ESP 
strand in the College point to a more internal alignment within the triadic features of 
the ESP course but a quite consistent misalignment with the communication needs of 
people in the workplace. The ESP materials and the teaching practices reflect a focus 
on language forms and translations through reading curriculum materials. The 
workplace communicative practices, however, were largely spoken although with 
some use of brochures written in English. The context and interactants demanded 
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flexibility and a relatively large repertoire of spoken genres as contingent responses 
to travellers. This disparity represents a misalignment between the expository genre 
delivered in the ESP course and the genres characterising communicative 
interactions in the workplace. Beyond the genre misalignment, the vocabulary used 
in the worksite and the vocabulary transmitted in the ESP course also indicated a 
weak external alignment. This is apparent when interactions between the customs 
officers and travellers utilised both everyday and specialised lexis with a more focus 
on highly contextualised social meanings rather than decontextualised language 
forms. Achieving shared understanding of meanings was prioritised over the 
performance of linguistic or grammatical correctness. On that account, lookalike 
English and everyday English phrased in simple and short structures served to 
convey communicative purposes between interlocutors in the international airport. 
Indeed, the complex forms characterising the written materials in the ESP strand 
would have been inappropriate for the short interactions at the customs checkpoint.  
At times, communication in the customs setting had to capture a more 
authoritative manner to exert enforcement on travellers. When in uniform, the 
customs officers’ different choices of tone generated different context-related 
meanings and relationships. Their particular role reinforces their power, as expressed 
in their linguistic registers. Accordingly, their variations in tone make customs 
interactions distinct from communication in other workplaces. This difference 
pertains to the customs officer’s authority to demand the traveller’s compliance. On 
this point, a weak alignment was evident between the tenor of the course materials 
and the language choices needed to enforce customs law. In other respects, given this 
multilingual and multicultural working environment, the experience in 
communicating with different English accents is presumably useful. The points listed 
in this section indicate a significant external misalignment between the ESP strand 
and the workplace communication needs that should be addressed through the 
redevelopment of the curriculum, the pedagogy, and the assessment.             
8.3 ALIGNMENT IN ESP FOR THE IMPORT/EXPORT INDUSTRY 
The summary of how workplace communicative practices and the 
Import/Export ESP course in the College is presented with reference to five key 
points. 
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1. There is a variety of genres used in the workplace as compared to the one 
expository genre taught in the classroom. 
Communication in this import/export industry involved interactions with 
foreign customers who have different native languages, thus English served as the 
primary medium of global communication. The two typical genres marking 
interactions in the company were emails and phone calls. These two genres were 
characterised by particular conventions and shared some similarities regarding the 
choice of register and communicative functions. In terms of email, the analyses of 
the two email threads highlighted some conventional characteristics. Firstly, in terms 
of opening and closing an email, the findings indicated multiple adoptions of 
expressions moving from a friendly way to a more formal one. Secondly, as 
presented in Section 6.2, the email shared similarities with the spoken discourse such 
as the use of active sentences, contracted forms, and word omissions. These 
characteristics were more commonly used in the first email thread between the 
Vietnamese staff of the company and Asian clients. Thirdly, by its interactional 
characteristics, each email served a function which required particular types of text, 
for example, the verb-noun pair in this sentence “We would like to offer our DDU 
charges as follows.” served the sender’s speech act of providing information for the 
customer.    
In the Import/Export ESP course at the College, the materials modelled only an 
expository genre which provided students with background information about the 
import/export industry. This indicates a major external misalignment between the 
genres used in the workplace and the genre taught in the ESP class. When asked 
about the written genre taught in the ESP course, three out of four ESP teachers were 
knowledgeable about the crucial role of writing when preparing contracts and emails 
for customers. One out of these three teachers mentioned some efforts to use 
authentic materials such as forms, contracts, and documents sourced directly from an 
import/export company to help develop students’ authentic language use. This 
teacher’s practice sought to externally align the program with workplace needs by 
preparing students’ workplace knowledge. However, teaching students how to write 
an email or prepare a contract was not evident in the course materials or assessment 
tasks; rather, skill-based writing exercises such as sentence building were practiced 
and tested. Furthermore, the four ESP teachers reported that the course materials and 
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the structure of the final test also influenced and constrained their teaching practices. 
In this way, the three dimensions of the ESP course – curriculum, pedagogy, and 
assessment – displayed a strong internal alignment with each other, but an external 
misalignment with the language demands of the workplace, such as the component 
use of email for business negotiations and transactions.  
With regard to phone communication, the Head of the Logistics Department in 
the company reported that this genre was primarily used for interactions with 
customers from Asian countries, thus demanding the use of ELF between non-native 
speakers of English. As analysed in Chapter 6, phone calls demonstrated some 
distinct conventions such as openings and closings, repetitions and back-channelling 
to reassure the speaker that the listener was still present and attentive. Similar to 
emails, each phone call comprised a particular function with particular types of text. 
The four ESP teachers reported that the course materials did not suggest any 
activities or pedagogy for improving oral communication. On that account, the 
speaking practiced in class was classroom text-based activities such as vocabulary 
pronunciation, responding to comprehension questions, and reading aloud texts from 
the coursebook. However, phone calls with customers demand more sociolinguistic, 
discourse, and pragmatic competence than just lexico-grammatical capability. Again, 
although students were exposed to some practices to develop their communicative 
proficiency, the course materials and the teaching practices showed a weak degree of 
external alignment when compared to the spoken genres used in the authentic 
workplace.  
2. There is a variety and flexibility in grammatical structures and 
vocabulary used in the workplace as compared to the one complex 
academic style of prose and associated grammatical structures presented 
in the course materials. 
Analyses in Section 6.2.1 and Section 6.2.2 demonstrated how email 
participants preferred the use of simple and straightforward syntax to better 
understand customers’ needs. This aspect emphasises the more crucial role of 
meanings and functions over that of language form in multilingual interactions. 
Findings from the two email threads indicated that Asian people were comfortable 
with the use of ELF, particularly lookalike English (Blommaert, 2012), as 
represented in their non-standard abbreviations, punctuation, and truncated forms. 
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Regardless of these features, lookalike English is still recognisable as English and 
continued to function communicatively, indicating that getting meanings across was 
more important than achieving the language correctness. With regard to the analysis 
of the second email thread, there was a difference in the use of grammatical 
structures. It was identified that more complex paratactic and hypotactic syntax was 
preferred over simple choices. Moreover, there were fewer moments of using 
unconventional truncation and punctuation rather than the standard English. This 
difference highlights linguistic choices operating within ELF practice, depending on 
the different English speaking backgrounds of the interactants.  
In the College, students got exposure to the grammatical structures of complex 
and academic prose, which were not used in ELF interactions in either the written 
genre or the spoken genre in this workplace. Furthermore, the teaching practices 
were tied to the course materials with vocabulary repetitions and translations. In the 
final tests, up to 50 percent of the textual content was taken directly from the course 
materials, thus displaying the grammatical features of an academic essay. The ESP 
course indicates a strong internal alignment between the course materials, teaching 
practices, and assessment, but a weak degree of external alignment with the types of 
texts used in the workplace.        
In terms of vocabulary usage, the analyses of the genres observed in the 
workplace presented a combination of both everyday/normal English and specialised 
English. Depending on particular functions, the textual structures were associated 
with typical word choices, for example the verb “advise” in this sentence “Please 
advise your door to door charges” worked to request information. The colloquial 
expressions, such as “ok”, were also adapted in the email genre to approve 
something in an informal way. This is because email can be a form of written speech, 
depending on the function at hand and the relationship between the participants in the 
communication.  
Due to the ephemeral nature of the phone call genre, the use of repetition and 
back channelling with words such as yeah, ok was crucial and necessary to assure the 
listener’s understanding. As presented in Section 6.3.1, phone calls shared features of 
more interpersonal and spontaneous spoken discourse with the prevalence of 
everyday English in short/straightforward grammatical structures. The analyses 
indicated a weak external alignment in regard to the vocabulary choices: the ESP 
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course provided students with a high volume of specialised vocabulary whereas 
everyday and more delexicalised English was more commonly used to facilitate 
workplace communication.   
3. Understanding a variety of accents in English and cultural aspects in the 
workplace helps adjust communication to particular groups of 
customers. 
Cultural understandings were relevant and integral to work in this globalised 
workplace. The Head of the Logistics Department reported that such knowledge 
helped him tailor communication to particular groups of customers. He could 
recognise the customer’s nationality via the customer’s accent and use of English, 
thus inviting different choices to facilitate communication. Furthermore, with such 
expertise, he could adjust his pace to stage appropriate interactions with speakers of 
different English accents. The Head shared his experience that ‘good’ or ‘standard’ 
English delivered in a slow manner was often used to communicate with English 
native speakers, while everyday or normal English was his priority when speaking to 
Asian customers. In this regard, the Head explained that efficiency and clear 
meanings, regardless of ‘correct’ grammar, were the two key aspects in ELF 
interactions with Asian customers.  
The analyses of the course materials and teaching practices revealed no 
opportunities for students to develop such cultural understandings or opportunities to 
experience different English accents. One out of four ESP teachers argued that the 
course duration was just sufficient for covering the content of the coursebook to meet 
the final exam. In this respect, the curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment were thus 
internally aligned while the external misalignment between the ESP course and the 
communicative demands of the import/export workplace is considered a 
shortcoming.               
4. A flexible responsive language repertoire is required in the workplace as 
compared to the formal and specialised language required in the 
assessment. 
As discussed in the first point, both written genre (emails) and spoken genre 
(phone calls) were commonly used in the import/export industry. However, none of 
these genres was reflected or assessed in the final exam, hence unintentionally 
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demotivating teachers and students to practice such genres. As stipulated, the written 
final test was structured in statements with specialised vocabulary seeking to check 
students’ content and lexico-grammatical aspects.  
The test requirements externally misalign with the workplace’s demands in 
terms of tactics and flexibility to combine both everyday English and specialised 
English in varied textual forms as evident in the two email threads and the phone 
calls. Moreover, the complex grammatical structures in the final tests misalign with 
the simplified, short, and straightforward language structures performed in the 
industry. This assessment represents a weak external alignment limited in its scope to 
focus on testing specialised vocabulary and content knowledge.  
5. Specialised vocabulary is necessary, but not sufficient. 
As presented in Chapter 7, the import/export coursebook provided 
readers/students with background information necessary for careers in trading. 
Particularly, students were equipped with specialised vocabulary and content 
knowledge to a great extent on completion of the ESP course. Such knowledge is 
very necessary to help them read and prepare import/export-related documents. As 
reported by the Head of the Logistics Department, different positions in this industry 
were associated with specialised English language competence. In this regard, 
according to him, specialised English knowledge created opportunities for employees 
to work more effectively in their industry, for example, understanding the circulation 
of imported/exported batches of goods and import/export procedures as well. 
Although specialised vocabulary is considered necessary, it needs to be 
complemented by language functions and genre knowledge as well.        
8.3.1 Summary 
From the thematic points presented above, it can be concluded that the issue is 
the external misalignment rather than the internal alignment between dimensions of 
the ESP course. The course materials provided students with vocabulary of the 
specialised field modelled in the complex grammatical structures of academic prose; 
however, short and straightforward structures with simple and understandable 
meanings were preferred over formal and academic language in the workplace. The 
teaching practices were oriented to meet the exam criteria, thus communicative 
activities were presumably not the focus. The observations in the workplace 
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suggested that the language use was more ‘colourful’ and varied with diverse genres, 
registers, and styles. Specialised vocabulary was one aspect necessary for conveying 
meanings in professional contexts. However, learning how to convey such meanings 
to non-specialists through shared meanings tended to be more important in practice.  
In the import/export company, it was observed that most communication was 
conducted in both spoken genre and written genre. However, the relevant genres 
were not practiced in the ESP course, indicating a considerable misalignment 
between the ESP curriculum and the workplace language demands. Beyond language 
communicative competence, other knowledge related to cultural and linguistic 
differences was also highlighted as crucial to facilitate interactions. In this 
environment, cultural understandings pertaining to different national identities helped 
the staff adjust communication to tailor to different groups of customers. 
Nevertheless, the test structure in the ESP program was heavily influenced by the 
teaching materials with its focus on vocabulary and grammar development, creating 
a significant discrepancy between the course provision and the industry needs.  
Across discussions, it is noticeable that there is a strong internal alignment of 
the triadic components in both ESP strands, but a weak external alignment between 
the ESP courses and the workplaces they service. The following section will explore 
implications of this alignment and misalignment for the language resources 
demanded in these globalised workplaces and ESP program delivery in the College.     
8.4 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE STUDY  
This section explores implications for workplace communicative practices 
through Blommaert’s (2010) work on the mobile language used in globalised 
contexts. It then continues with the implications for ESP teaching in such domains.  
8.4.1 Implications for workplace communicative practices 
The two globalised workplaces in this study displayed interactions with mobile 
language resources, notably the ‘good enough’ forms of ELF. For Blommaert, 
linguistic mobility is understood as the diffusion or dislocation of language from its 
anchored position in a definitive setting to new spaces with new values, hence its 
spread will create more variations over new spatiotemporal scale levels. In the 
customs and import/export settings, multiple English variations were observed to be 
used effectively with different foreign travellers and customers. These variations 
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appeared to originate from the deterritorialisation process with changes adapting to 
interactive moments. It requires tactics and flexibility to adjust language structures 
and registers to accommodate particular groups of travellers/customers 
Communication in such globalised contexts implies the flexibility. In this regard, 
standard English is no longer the reference point.           
The mobility of language activates a different set of indexical potential for 
communication (Blommaert, 2010) in the conjuncture of two conditions: locality and 
mobility. In the first instance, mobile language will reflect the local environment 
through which it flows and the contextualised purposes to which it is put. In other 
ways, it carries traces of where it has come. In the import/export industry, ELF 
interactions between Asian participants employed unconventional abbreviations and 
punctuation. The abbreviations of shpt and cnee’s were understood as shipment and 
consignee’s in the import/export services, but they might suggest other meanings in 
other contexts. Similarly, the question mark at the end of this statement was 
understood as a request for information between the sender and recipient: “Please 
advise your door to door charges and confirm we proceed to forward it on morning 
or evening flight?” In the customs setting, ELF interactions between the customs 
officers and foreign travellers realised more context-related meanings. For example, 
the question “Can you open the suitcase?” is not merely to ask whether the traveller 
is able to open his suitcase; rather, it serves as an order to check the legality of the 
traveller’s belongings.       
Communication on different scales associated with different registers creates a 
polycentric context (Blommaert, 2010). The implication is that interactions in the 
two globalised workplaces are not tied to fixed rules regarding the choice of words or 
structures. In the customs setting, communication could be initiated by either the 
customs officer or the traveller depending on the situation and the designated genres. 
Their interactions might vary from a question to an imperative to get meanings 
across. In the import/export industry, it was identified that the logistics staff and 
foreign customers preferred diverse linguistic resources to have email exchanges as 
well as phone calls. Depending on the group of customers, the interlocutors might 
choose particular vocabulary, stylistic features, and tones to promote communication.  
The linguistics of mobility is concerned with concrete, specific or particular 
language resources used in real contexts (Blommaert, 2010). In this respect, a 
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responsive communicative repertoire is understood to emerge in different 
spatiotemporal conditions through particular choices in communication genres, 
registers, and styles. From this perspective, it follows that a diverse language 
repertoire is needed for interactions in the two target globalised worksites. The 
typical genres used by interactants in the import/export company were emails and 
phone calls. Each genre revealed its characteristics regarding the language field such 
as import/export or customs, tones such as affable or authoritative, and stylistic 
features such as the use of unconventional abbreviations. In the customs industry, the 
typical spoken genres were giving instructions and responding to the traveller’s 
request for information. In terms of written modes, usually conducted as reading in 
the customs site, the customs procedures were meticulously detailed in the Customs 
guidelines displayed in the Customs Hall. Similar to email and phone call 
characteristics, both spoken mode and written mode applied in the customs setting 
involved particular language structures such as imperatives or questions, tones such 
as friendly or serious, and stylistic features such as the adoption of formal or 
informal English. In addition, communication also included the non-verbal mode to 
accommodate travellers with limited English competence.  
Mobility across ‘spaces’ might generate other meanings or functions 
(Blommaert, 2010). Given the customs officers’ role managing legality and security, 
it is not surprising that performing authority is an important dimension of their job. 
In these contextual conditions, the norms of interaction privilege customs officers 
who are typically the ones to initiate and control interactions. The customs officers’ 
workplace communication requires a command of variable tones (Hymes, 1974) as 
well. For example, the question “May I see your passport?” does not serve as a 
request; rather, it functions as an order to check the traveller’s identity from which 
his/her legality might be assessed. In this moment, the customs officer’s tone helped 
amplify authority to ensure the traveller’s cooperation. Cultural understandings, 
particularly understanding travellers’/customers’ different cultural expectations were 
also relevant. As reported, interactants in the two workplaces made linguistic choices 
based on their experiences and beliefs about particular nationality groups and their 
cultural and linguistic practices.  
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Another characteristic of language mobility is the shift from the focus on 
linguistic forms in isolation to the focus on linguistic functions/meanings in the 
human context (Blommaert, 2010). This move results in a less predictable but more 
complex language repertoire to negotiate human interactions. This characteristic was 
noticeable in the two workplaces involving truncated and incomplete language 
structures. Those priorities highlighted the construction of meaning rather than the 
preservation of standardised language forms.          
 Blommaert (2010, p. 12) further argues that “A language variety which is 
good enough to perform adequately in this context is not necessarily good enough for 
other places.” Blommaert’s (2012) term of lookalike English would fit this ‘good 
enough’ description. As evident in the pamphlet displayed in the Customs Hall, some 
vocabulary with surface errors such as guidlines (guideline) and oficer (officer) 
seemed not to cause any problems for understanding. Those surface errors were 
considered good enough lookalike English in this context. This type of English was 
also commonly used for communication with Asian customers via emails in the 
import/export industry.          
Overall, the implications flowing from the mobile language resources observed 
at the two workplaces suggest new criteria that can be applied to settings using 
English as the common medium of communication. First, can simplification such as 
truncation serve as a useful grammatical structure to prioritise meanings over notions 
of language correctness? Second, can the particular context accommodate lookalike 
or ‘good enough’ English to communicate meanings as more appropriate or more 
pragmatic? Third, can the surface errors or variations produced in ELF contexts be 
tolerated as long as interlocutors achieve their communicative intent? Fourth, how 
might such language resources change according to different spatiotemporal frames 
and interactants? Fifth, can the language repertoire be adapted to specific/concrete 
communicative resources such as particular genres, communication modes, registers, 
and styles? In terms of the language field, a combination of specialised and everyday 
English may be required to tailor to the purposes of interactions and the language 
competencies of the workers. Finally, does such adaptive English better 
accommodate intercultural encounters?           
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8.4.2 Implications for ESP teaching in the College 
The two coursebooks provided students with relevant knowledge, especially 
specialised vocabulary in texts about customs and import/export services. Such 
knowledge is necessary for students to undertake work in their industries, for 
example, explaining customs regulations to customers or preparing import/export 
procedures. However, the language structures in the two coursebooks were not 
relevant to the language demands used in the authentic workplaces. Long and 
complex structures appeared not to facilitate communication where efficiency and 
meanings were considered more important for communicative purposes. In other 
respects, the coursebooks modelled an expository genre which provided students 
with information in an academically-contextualised structure, indicating no evidence 
of communicative activities to improve or scaffold students’ oracy. The implication 
is that the curricular materials do not involve interactional characteristics in 
particular types of communicative practices as used in the workplaces.   
Despite the course materials, the ESP teachers were knowledgeable about the 
communicative competence the students needed on completion of the ESP courses. 
Some activities such as group discussions, answering comprehension questions, and 
pronunciation practice were employed to improve students’ oracy. However, the 
language repertoire used in the workplaces was more varied and tailored to the 
specific demands of the context. Furthermore, these language resources were 
associated with particular genres, registers, and styles which were appropriate for 
particular communicative purposes. It is noticeable that some ESP teachers made 
efforts to introduce communicative activities into their teaching; however, the focus 
was the curricular materials activities rather than the simulation of spoken genres 
performed in the workplaces. The activities appeared to promote fluency and 
confidence, but not to practise the spoken functions associated with their future 
work.  
Analyses of the two tests found that correctness was the key criterion in the 
final written-based test. It required students’ memorisation of specialised vocabulary 
and grammar forms to guarantee success. Whereas the test content focused on the 
lexico-grammatical features of specialised English, interactions in the workplaces 
prioritised meanings and functions. The implication is that the criterion-correctness 
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narrowed ESP teachers’ focus on the course materials rather than extending students’ 
creativity and communication with more diverse language resources.  
8.5 RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE STUDY 
This section presents recommendations regarding the triad of the design 
dimensions in the College: ESP curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment. It 
additionally recommends further research on the ESP for the two industries.  
8.5.1 Curriculum 
Workplace analyses revealed that communicative practices illuminated 
functional priorities rather than decontextualised lexical and grammatical rules. 
Nonetheless, the curriculum heavily influenced the teaching practices and the 
assessment. The strong internal alignment between curriculum, pedagogy, and 
assessment in the two ESP strands, however, failed to align with the language 
demands in the workplaces. This external misalignment provides some 
considerations for the redevelopment of the course materials at the College. 
First, it would be useful to build a partnership between the industry’s 
employers and the College. This connection would bring mutual benefits for both 
stakeholders: the College could provide graduates with appropriate knowledge to 
meet workplace needs and the employers could source better prepared graduates. 
Through her experience, CO(A) reported (in English) the disparity between the 
English knowledge gained in university and the actual English used in the customs 
checkpoint: 
I learned a lot in the university, but I could not apply in the workplace. 
General, too theory things 
When they study at school they can’t imagine how it’s going. So they just 
come here (the customs checkpoint) and look and observe. It is quite 
different.    
By her account, the knowledge she gained from her university prioritised the 
language forms (“too theory things”) over the language functions in context of use 
(“It is quite different.”). She thus acknowledged the mismatch between the language 
programs in the university and language resources adapted in the workplace. 
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Accordingly, ESP course materials need to be based on the authentic language used 
at work for effective communication.   
Second, ESP course designers should consider the practice of regular needs 
analysis with the targeted industries. This step would help curriculum developers 
know what aspects of knowledge such as specialised content knowledge, relevant 
genres, and language functions are needed by students to meet the communication 
needs. The workplace needs analysis is considered a valuable and useful channel and 
a necessary starting point from which to redesign the materials. These resources need 
to provide graduates with models that reflect the actual language practices. As well, 
students need to be introduced to cross-cultural issues including accents and cautions 
about stereotyping. The workplaces in this study are cross-cultural and 
multilinguistic contexts, with communication undertaken in English.  Consequently, 
sociolinguistic competence is more crucial and necessary for managing effective and 
respectful communication. Such workplace needs analysis needs to be conducted on 
a recurring basis to ensure currency, given the fast pace of change in communication 
technologies and industry practices. 
Third, Vietnamese materials should be Vietnamese themed and relevant to 
the local industries (Hoang, 2013). Using authentic materials sourced directly from 
the local industries would bring more benefits. Students would be more motivated 
and interested because they might feel that they learn something useful for their 
future careers. In essence, authentic materials would carry topics, tasks, and 
wordings which are current and relevant to the students’ future industry. Authentic 
materials might challenge both teachers and students in regard to the language 
demands; however, it would be better to adapt such materials into simplified 
language appropriate to the students’ language level.  
Fourth, in-house materials, prepared by teachers for internal use, would be 
more appropriate than published materials. Whereas the published materials, for 
example the Import/Export coursebook, tend to orient teachers and students to a 
didactic teaching approach, the in-house materials could provide more flexibility and 
variety to develop both written genres and spoken genres. To equip students with 
language resources for context use, the materials could incorporate more 
interactional authenticity. For example, to develop written genres, documents such as 
the Customs guidelines or samples of emails would become useful models to help 
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students learn authentic language. With regard to spoken genres, models with 
genuine or simulated recorded interactions between customs officers and travellers, 
and between import/export staff and customers could be used to improve students’ 
speaking and listening. If confidentiality restricts access, video clips and reality 
television shows about customs investigation from the World Wide Web, for 
example YouTube, might be a useful resource for students to learn the situated use of 
highly specialised English.     
Finally, in addition to the stakeholders’ information regarding the workplace 
language needs, there should be more collaborations between ESP teachers and 
teachers of the industry-specific knowledge. As noted in Chapter 7, most ESP 
teachers are “a novice” (Hyland, 2007a, p. 387) in the industry, thus such support 
with the specialised knowledge will be crucial and necessary. These specialised 
teachers know what content knowledge is relevant and will help students in their 
future work role. If the curricular materials are changed, the teaching practices and 
the assessment must also be redesigned to align with the new materials, curricular 
goals, and also the workplace needs as well.      
8.5.2 Pedagogy 
First, most communication in the two workplaces involved interactions 
demanding their own registers and styles. The spoken genre, such as giving customs 
instructions to the travellers, requires different types of language and tones compared 
to the genre of responding to an information request from a traveller. Similarly, using 
ELF to interact with different Asian English variants is different from using standard 
English to communicate with English native speakers. Therefore, to help students 
acquire English competence in particular genres and their conventions, ESP teachers 
should simulate interactions via modelling leading to a role-play. This would help 
students learn the different types of language and choices of register appropriate for a 
specific interaction. Much work has been done on teaching functions in the English 
Language Teaching industry and examples could be adapted to the curricula used in 
the two courses. With regard to written genres, discussions in groups or pairs could 
be a useful suggestion, for example giving students some samples of emails and 
asking them to identify email conventions and stylistic features before proceeding 
with the practice in email writing.       
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Second, interactions in the two workplaces productively used ELF/lookalike 
English at times. In consequence, besides equipping students with standard English 
as written in the course materials, students should be offered experience in moments 
using ELF and lookalike English through authentic documents sourced directly from 
the two industries, such as the Customs guidelines and email samples. From these 
models, students can see how different choices in grammatical structures operate and 
how particular language functions require particular registers. Such materials would 
highlight the focus on meanings rather than the language forms. As part of this work, 
the students could be introduced to the principles of ELF and the emphasis on 
meanings. They need to be given extensive practice in extended talk in which they 
have to draw on all their linguistic resources to achieve meaning. These practice 
opportunities will also make them less adverse and more inclined to attempt 
meanings with their limited English resources. Such activities will help the students 
learn what truncation and other strategies look like in practice.     
Third, interactions in the customs and import/export industries involved 
intercultural communication. Explorations of cross-cultural competence for business 
in aspects such as types of language, politeness protocols, body language, and 
relationships between interlocutors should be encouraged in the ESP curriculum. The 
stories and articles relevant to these matters could be searched via the World Wide 
Web. Moreover, the College and the two industries could work together to place 
students in internships to learn authentic language alterations. This connectivity, as 
proposed by Mehisto et al. (2008), helps students learn about the real types of 
communicative practices and develop their intercultural awareness as well.     
Fourth, to engage students in more communicative practices, it requires the 
ESP teacher to have a certain level of content knowledge to plan topics and activities. 
However, as noted in the previous section, ESP teachers are often novices in the 
specialised industry. Indeed, the number of the ESP teachers who had worked in the 
field that they were teaching was very limited. On this point, ESP teachers should be 
encouraged to invest time attending specialised industry courses to gain basic 
knowledge of the field. These courses would help ESP teachers be more confident in 
planning communicative activities in class, such as discussions and presentations, 
and less reliant on the set course materials. In addition, many of the students will also 
be enrolled in industry-related courses at the College and could contribute industry 
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knowledge to the ESP domain. In this regard, the teachers could work more as a 
facilitator to encourage students’ motivation and autonomy in learning by sharing 
their specialised knowledge.  
Last, to build expertise in both content and language knowledge, the CLIL 
approach (Coyle et al., 2010; Mehisto et al., 2008) appears to offer a richer teaching 
method for ESP teachers. First, CLIL kindles students’ interest and motivation 
because they simultaneously acquire both language skills and content knowledge 
which will be an advantage for them in their future careers. Second, this method 
highlights the use of authentic materials, which, as argued above, could motivate 
students and develop their intercultural communication. By this approach, students 
could be expected to be more enthusiastic because they are learning something 
meaningful to their future work.  
8.5.3 Assessment 
As recommended in Section 8.5.1 and Section 8.5.2, the curricular materials 
and teaching practices should orient to developing students’ knowledge required by 
the specific workplace. The assessment has a crucial role in what content will be 
tested. Some recommendations for the assessment are as follows:  
First, the assessment should include both spoken and written forms. Such test 
structure on the one hand will motivate students to improve four language skills 
(listening, speaking, writing, and reading) when in the ESP course, and on the other 
hand it aligns with the workplace language demands for communicative competence. 
Second, the test content should be more open rather than being tied to the 
coursebooks. For example, the teacher could use email samples from the 
import/export company as models of emerging language use in addition to the email 
templates presented in the course materials. This flexibility would encourage both 
teachers and students’ creativity in their teaching and learning activities. Such 
diversity would be responsive to the mobile language resources required by the 
globalised workplaces. The relevance of the materials and the related assessment 
tasks would motivate students as significant applications in their future work.  
Third, the assessment should not be focused solely on reproducing the content 
taught in class. There needs to be mindful that the types of exams should not wash 
back into the curriculum and the lesson content. The assessment tasks need to 
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promote the application and the communicative competence with the formative 
feedback that scaffolds students’ learning. In response to the workplace needs, the 
test should shift its focus from the language correctness to more functional priorities. 
Finally, the assessment should equal weighting between the in-class 
participation and the final examination. This assessment would promote students’ 
active learning when engaging in in-class activities. It could also prevent students 
from their habit of rote learning at the end of the ESP course for the final exam 
purposes.              
8.5.4 Further research 
This study has identified the mobile language repertoire used in the two 
globalised workplaces. The findings prove to be significant for curriculum 
developers to adapt the triadic dimensions of the ESP course in order to align them 
with the workplace needs. Following these priorities, a number of potential areas for 
further research emerge:  
This study focused on investigating the alignment between the English for 
International Business course, which comprised English for Customs and English for 
Import/Export, and the workplace needs. For the English for customs, as observed at 
the customs checkpoint, this study explored types of English for the entry level. It 
means that customs officers and travellers’ interactions regarding customs 
procedures appeared to be more predictable scenarios. However, the more 
demanding linguistic interactions are those in which travellers are detained for 
particular reasons that contravene the customs regulations. In these cases, highly 
specialised and legally-oriented language functions are needed. Future research 
might focus on the kinds of English needed to perform in highly specialised 
situations such as interviews in English on customs frauds. 
In terms of English for import/export, my study examined email interactions 
between import/export staff and Asian, Australian customers; and phone call 
communication between the Head of the Logistics Department and Asian customers. 
As analysed, email interactions were associated with varied grammatical structures 
and stylistic features among Asian countries and Australia. However, I would 
recommend further research on emails prepared by customers in countries other than 
Asian ones such as America and European countries to study more varied stylistic 
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features of ELF. For phone call communication, it was carried out by the Head of the 
Logistics Department who has had more than 20 years working in the industry. His 
experience facilitated communication through his tactics and strategies to adapt to 
particular groups of customers. However, phone call communication between 
import/export staff and customers might demand more diverse linguistic interactions 
due to their different levels of English proficiency. Hence, I also recommend further 
research on this spoken genre conducted by early-career staff.           
8.6 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE STUDY 
The study contributes to the field of ESP by arguing for more focus on 
flexibility and strategies rather than a fixation on language forms. The point is that 
ESP programs need to be able to respond to the changing demands of people in 
specialised contexts. The perspective of mobile language resources helps rethink the 
alignment between ESP courses and workplace language requirements, and how ESP 
curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment reflect the authentic language practices of the 
workplace. The study presented here also makes contribution to research exploring 
ESP curricula and materials development in higher education courses directed at the 
needs of Vietnamese workplaces at a time of globalisation. This section gives more 
details of the study’s contributions to ESP theory, research, policy, and practice.            
Contribution to ESP theory   
ESP has been concerned with meeting the learner’s specific English language 
needs in areas of professional or occupational interest (Basturkmen, 2010; Dudley-
Evans & St John, 1998; Hutchinson & Waters, 1987; Hyland, 2007a). However, 
thanks to globalised flows of capital, knowledge, people, and sites of production, 
workplace environments have become more fluid and dynamic. Communication has 
never been so disconnected from the established rules displayed in curriculum 
materials. Drawing on Blommaert’s (2010) theory of mobile language, ESP is no 
longer anchored in prescribed words and grammar structures. Instead, ESP needs to 
extend its concern to more mobile language and communication characteristics. 
These include the use of truncation which highlights functional priorities rather than 
the language forms; the co-existence between locality and mobility to generate 
appropriate meanings; the shifting tolerance for lookalike English where there is not 
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a fixation on forms, but rather functions; and finally tactics and strategies to adapt to 
diverse mobile language resources.        
In education in general, alignment/misalignment is understood as the 
match/mismatch between the curriculum and the assessment (La Marca et al., 2000; 
Webb, 1997). In ESP as a field, it is crucial to understand ESP education as the 
triadic relationship between the curriculum, the pedagogy, and the assessment, as 
well as workplace needs. A contribution of this study is the conceptualisation of 
alignment as relating to the internal features of the ESP course as well as the external 
demands of the workplace. Using internal and external alignment allows course 
designers to recognise the links and coherence between the triadic dimensions. It also 
enables researchers to examine the relationship between these course features and 
external entity of the workplace. Misalignment is also usefully explained by 
understandings of internal and external alignment. A lack of congruence both 
internally and externally is the catalyst for the course redevelopment.  
Contribution to the ESP field: new sites 
The College has been the only academic institution in the South of Vietnam 
formally preparing graduates for international business industries, especially the 
customs service. Customs as the focus of research in terms of English language use 
appears to have attracted little attention. Accordingly, this work has shown a 
significant contribution in regard to research on the use of ELF and lookalike English 
in relation to ESP education. On that account, the study locally helps curriculum 
developers redevelop the ESP course materials to foster students’ interactive 
competence in globalised workplaces. The study also challenges ESP pedagogical 
practices to develop students’ communicative tactics and strategies for using mobile 
language structures for intercultural communication rather than using the language 
forms as presented in the course materials. Hence, the study extends the literature 
regarding ESP curriculum development for international communication in 
environments such as the customs and import/export contexts. In addition, it 
contributes insights into the provision of ESP courses in Vietnam with the possibility 
of changing existing practices. Internationally, the study provides a valuable resource 
for other specialised fields such as international tourism, international banking where 
interactions might involve mobile English language resources to produce appropriate 
context-related meanings.          
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Contribution to research for authentic language use  
This study is located within the constructivist-interpretive paradigm drawing 
on Burr’s (1995) social constructionism. This approach recognises that knowledge is 
constructed through social and cultural-specific interactions between people. 
Revisiting Blommaert’s (2010) theory of the sociolinguistics in globalisation, mobile 
language use is not fixed and absolute, and a social construction of language can 
change over time and place. Guided by these understandings, my study employed the 
ethnography of communication approach with methods used such as observations, 
semi-structured interviews, and the collection of authentic written materials to 
explore the mobile language resources used in globalisation of Vietnam.  
The ethnography of communication approach studies the naturally-occurring 
language use in context (Hymes, 1974). In Blommaert’s (2010) theory, 
contextualised language use requires the co-existence of locality and mobility to 
generate appropriate meanings. So, using only interviews or questionnaires at a 
worksite to study the situated use of language is not enough to build a more complete 
picture of the language use and the communicative repertoire demanded by the 
context. The ethnography of communication approach contributes to a more 
thorough understanding of the changing types of communicative practices and their 
diverse nuances in specific cultural expectations. Bringing these explanatory models 
together is highly informative and is an innovation in this study.     
Contribution to ESP pedagogy 
Globalised workplace demands require ESP teaching practices to be more 
flexible and responsive. To develop students’ oracy, students should be exposed to 
more authentic use of language through their internships or simulated scenarios. In 
terms of writing, as opposed to the traditional methods which focus on teaching 
language in isolation, more practices of the authentic forms and emails would help 
enhance students’ practical knowledge. By those suggested methods, students are 
expected to experience opportunities for practising English more responsive and 
timely for communicative conditions.  
Contribution to policy 
This study contributes to rethinking official policies in terms of the ESP course 
assessment and workplace collaboration. As stipulated by the Head of the Faculty 
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regarding the total evaluation score, the final exam score accounted for 70% and in-
class participation score accounted for 30%. However, as an ESP teacher for years, it 
could be inferred that this assessment would guarantee students’ success if being 
well-prepared for the final exam; thus, students’ neglect of in-class activities 
appeared to be possible. Instead, equal weighting in assessment items between the in-
class participation and the final exam would promote students’ learning habits and 
improve their interactive skills. 
To orient to preparing graduates for the workplace needs, more partnerships, as 
recommended in Section 8.5.1, should be built between the College and the 
specialised industries. This policy brings mutual benefits for both the College and the 
industries. First, with permission, ESP teachers can observe interactions and collect 
authentic documents from the industries which will be useful for them to redevelop 
the dimensions of the ESP programs. Second, students can learn the language use in 
authentic contexts through their internships. Third, this collaboration helps facilitate 
senior staff from the industries to organise industry orientations in the College from 
which employers can source the graduates who meet the workplace language 
demands.    
8.7 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Certain limitations operate in this study. The limitations contextualise the study 
and draw a boundary around its scope and scale.  
First, in the Customs ESP strand, the curriculum reform was being undertaken 
at the time of data collection which imposed some limitations regarding collecting 
students’ written assessment items and interview data. Given these circumstances, 
the course materials and the researcher’s experience of her pedagogical practices in 
this program were the primary data for analysis.  
Second, in-class observations and interviews with students of the 
Import/Export ESP strand could not be conducted due to the course schedule which 
did not match the researcher’s data collection timeline. The ESP course started early 
at the beginning of the year and finished before the researcher’s visit to the College; 
however, collection of the final written-based tests brought valuable data.   
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Third, observations at the Customs office were limited to interactions at the 
customs checkpoint. Interactions in the interview room related to investigations 
might have generated more genres as part of customs officers’ work.  
Fourth, due to the industry confidentiality in both workplaces, audio and video 
recordings in observations at the Customs office, and video recording at the 
Import/Export company were not allowed which limited the interactions accessed in 
the data. This applied to non-verbal data, particularly for customs procedures, as 
well.  
Fifth, phone call communication was limited to interactions between the Head 
of the Logistics Department and the customers. However, more stylistic variations 
might occur in phone calls between early-career staff, other than the Head, and 
customers.  
Finally, the ontological position taken in this study is particular to the current 
period of economic reform and globalisation in Vietnam. For this reason, the social 
construction of the world possibly affects the change in terms of the lingua franca in 
multilingual global workplaces.    
8.8 CONCLUSION  
This thesis has identified the weak alignment between the ESP course and the 
language demands of the globalised workplaces. It was premised on Blommaert’s 
(2010) emerging paradigm of language mobility associated with globalisation and 
the adoption of ethnography of communication (Hymes, 1974) to explore naturally-
occurring use of mobile linguistic resources in work contexts. This study 
complements and builds on past research on the language use in specialised 
industries in terms of (1) employing a richer design using a combination of 
triangulating methods; (2) analysing more diverse genres; and (3) exploring new sites 
for ESP, in particular English for import/export and customs services, demanding a 
more mobile and varied language repertoire and communication practices.  
When it comes to preparing workers for the multilingual and multicultural 
contexts, this study suggests that the criteria of ‘good’ standard English need no 
longer apply as the benchmark for competent communication. Rather than 
reproducing inherited notions of language accuracy, ESP programs in higher 
education could concentrate more on developing the responsive skills and 
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sensitivities for a mobile language repertoire.  Accordingly, this would require new 
kinds of ESP curriculum and pedagogy reflecting the agile workplace 
communication. 
Given the urgency of English language teaching and learning for Vietnam’s 
economy, I suggest a model for ESP curriculum which should include four 
interrelated factors: workplace needs analysis, input, specialised discourse, and tasks, 
as modelled in Figure 8.2 below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.2. The model for ESP curriculum.  
As recommended in Section 8.5.1, the College and industries should build 
more partnerships whose collaborations could generate mutual benefits originating 
from the congruence between the ESP courses and the workplace language demands. 
This model further provides a valuable reference for ESP curriculum developers in 
similar settings who recognise the features of global English use and are tasked with 
designing relevant and effective specialist English courses. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A. Observational Protocol at the Customs Office 
 
Observational Fieldnotes 
- Research site: Customs Office 
- Participants: Customs Officer A and Customs Officer B 
- Role of the researcher: Nonparticipant observer 
- Aims: Study authentic types of English language use in both written and 
spoken genres 
- Time: 8:00 a.m. – 16:30 p.m., 4 May 2015 
- Length of observations: Two weeks 
Descriptive fieldnotes      
1. Studying written genres:  
- Customs guidelines, in-house training materials  
2. Studying spoken genres: 
Spoken genres are talk between the customs officers and travellers. The 
following points will be carefully addressed in face-to-face interactions: 
- What kinds of English used 
- What types of communicative practices 
- What registers 
- What tones, nuances 
3. Studying non-verbal mode such as hand gestures, smile, bow  
Reflective fieldnotes  
This is personal thoughts the researcher records during observations for later analysis 
to have more informed conclusion of the study. 
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RESEARCH SITE: _______________________ 
DATE: __________________ 
PARTICIPANT: ____________________                                                                                 
OBSERVATION NUMBER: ____ 
Time What’s 
happening? 
(mode, topic, 
genre, setting, 
outcomes… )  
What/who is 
participating? 
(forms, texts, 
people, roles, 
tenor/key…) 
Other interesting 
stuff 
 
 
 
 
 
   
REFLECTIONS: (what kinds of English am I seeing? What are the features of 
English in this workplace and for this work role? What about intercultural 
communication? What does that look like?) 
 
 
 
Observation session  Reflection notes 
Setting and Scene 
 
 
Participant 
 
 
Ends (Expected outcomes) 
 
 
Act sequence (actual form, content,  
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lexis) 
Key (tone, manner, behaviour, posture, 
gesture) 
 
Instrumentalities (choice of channel) 
 
 
Norms of interaction and interpretation 
  
 
Genre (types of utterance) 
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Appendix B. Observational Protocol at the Import/Export Company 
 
Observational Fieldnotes 
- Research site: Import/Export company 
- Participant: Head of the Logistics Department 
- Role of the researcher: Nonparticipant observer 
- Aims: Study authentic types of English language use in both written and 
spoken genres   
- Time: 8:00 a.m. – 16:30 p.m., 18 May 2015 
- Length of observations: Two weeks 
Descriptive fieldnotes      
1. Studying written genres:  
- Emails: What fields, stylistic features, and kinds of English  
2. Studying spoken genres: 
Spoken genres are phone calls conducted by the Head to communicate 
with Asian customers regarding the procedures for importing and 
exporting products. 
The following points will be carefully addressed in a phone call: 
- What kinds of English used 
- What registers associated with particular functions 
- What tones, nuances  
Reflective fieldnotes  
This is personal thoughts the researcher records during observations for later analysis 
to have more informed conclusion of the study. 
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RESEARCH SITE: _______________________ 
DATE: __________________ 
PARTICIPANT: ____________________                                                                                 
OBSERVATION NUMBER: ____ 
Time What’s 
happening? 
(mode, topic, 
genre, setting, 
outcomes… )  
What/who is 
participating? 
(forms, texts, 
people, roles, 
tenor/key…) 
Other interesting 
stuff 
 
 
 
 
 
   
REFLECTIONS: (what kinds of English am I seeing? What are the features of 
English in this workplace and for this work role? What about intercultural 
communication? What does that look like?) 
 
 
 
Observation session  Reflection notes 
Setting and Scene 
 
 
Participant 
 
 
Ends (Expected outcomes) 
 
 
Act sequence (actual form, content,  
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lexis) 
Key (tone, manner, behaviour, posture, 
gesture) 
 
Instrumentalities (choice of channel) 
 
 
Norms of interaction and interpretation 
  
 
Genre (types of utterance) 
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Appendix C. Interview Protocol for Customs Officers and Import/Export 
Staff 
 
OPENING 
Tell me about your work history? 
How much English did each job require? 
BODY 
In this current job, what do you use English for? 
What types of English do you usually use? 
What do you find hard to do in English? 
What do you find easy to do in English? 
Tell me about how you learnt English   
 At school? 
 At college? 
 On the job? 
What has been the best way for you to learn English for your job? 
Did you have to take the entrance exam in English for this job?  
What were you prepared for?  
What weren’t you prepared for? 
What do you think is the best way to learn English for your job? 
What do you think about cultural understandings when communicating with foreign 
travellers/customers? 
RECALL 
I noticed that you …  Can you tell more about that? 
CLOSING 
For someone coming into your workplace, what advice would you give them about the 
English required?  
Thank you … closing … checking transcriptions and translations 
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Appendix D. Interview Protocol for ESP Teachers 
 
OPENING  
Tell me about your ESP teaching experience/ your work history? 
BODY  
What curriculum is required at the college?  
 What freedom do you have? 
 What constraints do you have?  (for example: time, resources, coursebooks, 
class size)  
What kinds or aspects of English do you teach in your ESP classes? 
Reading? Writing? Listening? Speaking?  
Tell me about your [writing/reading/listening/speaking] program 
What kind of materials do you choose?   
(Why? How do you choose?) 
 What kind of learning activities do you plan? 
 What kind of assessment do you plan? 
 What teaching practices do you use?  
You work in a program about English for import/export/customs: 
 How comfortable are you with these specialised areas and their English 
demands? 
 How have you developed your knowledge in these areas? 
Do you think that the courses you teach prepare students for specialised language 
knowledge to work in import/export/customs industries? Why/ why not? 
What parts of the ESP courses are working? 
Which parts are not working? Why/ why not? 
What would you like to keep the same? What would you like to change? 
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Can you make changes? Why/ why not? 
If you could, what would you change? 
What do you think about cultural understandings when working in multicultural 
settings such as customs offices or import/export companies?  
How and what materials do you use to develop students’ cultural 
understandings? 
CLOSING 
Thank you … closing … arrangements to check transcriptions and translations 
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Appendix E. Customs Guidelines 
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Appendix F. Exemplar 2 from In-house Training Materials 
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Appendix G. Exemplar 3 from In-house Training Materials 
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Appendix H. Test A 
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Appendix I. Test B 
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